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Editorial Note

G. HYDE, Guest Editor , COMSAT

J. A. LUNSEORD , Associate Guest Editor . COMSAT

S. B. BENNE ' tT, Associate Guest Editor , INTELSAT

This is the fifth and final issue of the COMSAT Technical Review (CTR)

series dedicated to the INTEI SAT vi satellite and system. Because of the
importance and complexity of INTELSAT vi and its associated system opera-
tion, three issues of CTR were needed to fully document the process leading to
its successful implementation. These issues cover the subject from concept,
through design and test, to in-orbit operation. Related fourth and fifth issues
address system applications and the implementation of satellite-switched time-
division multiple access (SSTDMA) system, respectively. Compilation of this
series has been a joint effort of COMSAT and INTELSAT, including co-
editors from each organization.

The first issue in the series described the overall development of

INTEISAT VI, including system planning, specification of the spacecraft bus

and communications payload, and the designs for SSTDMA and frequency-

division multiple access (SOMA) services. The second issue focused on the

design of the INTEI.SA'r vi spacecraft and its communications payload, includ-

ing the design of the spacecraft bus; the attitude and payload control system; a

design overview and description of the communications payload: the design,

implementation, and testing of the antenna system; and the design and imple-

mentation of the onboard SSTDMA package. The third issue in the INTELSAT VI

series covered a wide range of topics, including measures taken to ensure a

reliable satellite; the launch, deployment, and in-orbit testing phases; and

operation of the satellite in orbit. Various topics of concern to the system user

were addressed in the fourth issue. including earth station considerations and

the advantages of using digital circuit multiplication equipment (DCME) and

video signal processing. A summary coverage of the successful mission to

reboost INTELSAT 603 was also given.

This fifth and last issue in the CTR INTEI.SAT VI series contains eight papers
devoted to all aspects of the SS[DMA system, which was first used commer-
cially on INTELSAT VI. The first paper presents an overview of the SSTDMA
system. relating each major facet of SSTDMA to the subjects discussed in the
other papers in the issue, as well as to relevant papers in the previous special

Refer to pages 559 through 563 of this issue for a listing of the papers published in
this series.
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issues on INTELSAT Vr. The design, function, and operation of the SSTDMA

reference and monitoring stations are addressed in the second paper, which

describes the development of the SSTDMA reference terminal equipment based

on the reference terminals used by INTELSAT for the fixed TDMA system on

INTELSAT v. The third paper covers the development of now BTP generation

methods applicable to the SSTDMA system environment, focusing mainly on

practical implementation, algorithms, and an example. The INTELSAT Head-

quarters Subsystem (HQS) is the subject of the fourth paper, which describes

the INTELSAT Operations Center TDMA Facility (IOCTF) and elements of

the INTELSAT Satellite Control Center (i5CC), and how the IIQS controls the

three SSTDMA networks.

The fifth paper in this current issue is devoted to the design, development,

and testing of the onboard timing source oscillator control system, which is

necessary to keep the onboard SSTDMA package synchronized with the refer-

ence terminals of a particular SSTDMA network. The complexities of the

INTELSAT SSTDMA networks require an expert system for near-real-time

diagnosis of network operation and performance. as described in paper six.

The major topics addressed in the seventh paper are the overall role of the

ISCC, the Repeater Command Assistance Program (RCAP6) and its role in

command preparation and execution, and the role of the ISCC in supporting

SSTDMA system operation. The last paper describes the deployment, testing,

and transition to operation of the SSTDMA networks in the INTELSAT VI system,

from implementation plan to service initiation.

This issue concludes the CTR INTELSAT VI series. The editors trust that this
comprehensive treatment of the INTELSA'r V1 system will prove useful to
future system planners. The papers in this series were the result of a major
effort by a large group of authors from COMSAT, INTELSAT, Hughes
Aircraft Corporation, and elsewhere. They are all to be congratulated on their

substantial achievement.
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The INTELSAT SSTDMA system design

J. A. Ll1NSFORD, J. F. PHIEL, R. BEDFORD , AND S. P. TAMBOLI

(Maniutnpt mccivcd January 8, 19911

obstruct

The INTELSAT satellite-twitched time-division multiple access (SSTDMA) sys-

tent introduced with the INTELSAT VI satellite series is the most advanced conJmer-

cial communications system ever implemented. Because it provides dynamic beam

switching on board the satellite, its implementation required considerable changes to

the network control system used for INTELSAT V fixed TDMA, while minimizing the

impact on existing trot llc terminals. In order to control the onboard switch in synchro-

nism with the TDMA system, the INTELSAT Operations Center TDMA Facility and

the INTELSAT Satellite Control Center were incorporated as active control elements

in the SSTDMA system. This paper provides an overview of the SSTDMA system,

including a general description of the major control system elements, modifications to

the TDMA frame architecture design. allocation of bursts in the frame to provide

network control, and network control procedures such as those for onboard oscillator

control and burst time plan change.

Introduction

Operating over INTELSAT V satellites, the INTELSAT 120-Mbit/s time-

division multiple access (TDMA) system, first began carrying traffic on the

Atlantic Ocean Region (AOR) 341.5°E longitude satellite in October 1986.

Because of its fixed-beam connectivity, this system is referred to as fixed

TDMA. For complete flexibility in applying fourfold frequency reuse, the fixed

TDMA system employs four reference terminals per network-two in each

overlapping zone/hemispheric coverage beam (east and west) of the

INTELSAT v satellite 111-121.
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The advantage of the fixed TDMA system has been its ability to use the full
power and bandwidth of a transponder for highly efficient multiple access.
Satellite bearer channel capacities of approximately 1,500 64-kbit/s channels
(not including digital speech interpolation 1DS11 gain) have been achieved in
actual time plans, with forward error correction (fee.) for all traffic bursts. The
bit error rate performance of this system, even for welst-case links, is better
than I in 1012 for more than 95 percent of the worst months.

The INTELSAT VI satellite, with its two satellite-switched TDMA (SSTDMA)

transmission channels comprising 12 C-band transponders, provides a number

of major advantages over fixed TDMA. These include improved connectivity,

reduction in traffic station uplink and downlink equipment, more even distri-

bution of traffic in beams, reduction in the number of reference terminals

needed to control the network, and increased availability due to interference

immunity and Iecovery capabilities. Implementation of the SSTDMA system

involved a major redesign of the system control elements and inclusion of the
INTELSAT Satellite Control Center (ISCC) and the satellite as active elements
in the system. These changes were accomplished without affecting existing

traffic terminals.
The implementation, deployment, and testing of the system was a massive

effort which was completed in a little more than 2 years, with very few
problems. The first INTELSAT SSTDMA system went into operation on May
19, 1990, with SSTDMA reference terminal equipment (SSRTE) installed at the
Tanum earth station in Sweden and the Etam earth station in West Virginia.
U.S.A. Testing of the second SST DMA system began in late 1991. in the Indian
Ocean Region (IOR), using the tNTEISAT vI satellite at 60°E longitude with
SSRTES located at the Beijing earth station in China and the Rcisting earth
station in Germany. This system was put into operation on January 31, 1992.

Adv:udages of SSTDMA

The SSTDMA system employs two C-hand hemi beams and four C-band

zone beams provided by the INTELSAT vi spacecraft. Figures la and Ib show

the INTELSAT vi beam coverages for the AOR and [OR, respectively. Transition

to SSTDMA oilers a number of advantages beyond those of fixed TDMA. For

example, a switch on hoard INTELSAT vt provides the capability to regain the

connectivity lost by multibcam bent pipe satellites 131. In addition, the SSTDMA

system conserves earth station uplink and downlink equipment by providing

access to destinations in multiple beams from a single upbeam and downbeam.

With fixed connections, the greater coverage of the hemi beams, coupled with

the desire to minimize the amount of up- and down-conversion equipment,

produces a tendency for these beams to he more heavily loaded and to reach
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(a) Atlantic Ocean Region (b) Indian Ocean Region

Figure 1. Three-Ocean C-Band Coverage PalternaforINTELSAI VI

saturation more quickly. The beam-switching ability of the SSTDMA system

makes it possible for a terminal having single-beam access to correspond with

any terminal in any other heart. Thus, since the smaller traffic-bearing termi-

nals will no longer prefer one beam over another, traffic can be scheduled

more uniformly in all transponders, resulting in more efficient use of satellite

resources. However, in practice, this potential is limited by the fact that all

zone beams do not currently have a significant population of TDMA users.

The broadcast and semibroadcast features of the INTELSAT VI onboard

switch make it possible to distribute reference bursts from two reference

terminals in different coverage areas to all downbeams. and to distribute a

single principal burst from each traffic terminal simultaneously to both refer-

ence terminals. With this capability, the number of reference terminals needed

to reliably control a network can be reduced from the four required for the

fixed TDMA system to two for SSTDMA.

The SSTDMA system architecture permits the use of "interference-immune"

configurations (using four transponders) in which network control is assured

unless an interferer ono nates from two uplink beams simultaneously. For

cases where operational requirements do not permit the use of immune con-

figurations, the SSTDMA reference terminals have been modified to automati-

cally restart the network upon removal of the interferer. While these measures

do not protect traffic terminals, they do protect the provision of the network

control functions, and thus are expected to benefit continuity of service by

eliminating the need for manual intervention by reference terminal operators

to restart the network.
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Network arekiloettire

'transition to SSTDMA operation on the sixfold frequency reuse beams of
INTELSAT VI was planned from the outset 131141; details on INTELSAT Vt
payload perfonnance are provided in Reference 5. In 1985, INTELSAT deter-
mined that the satellite switch, which provides greater flexibility for distribut-
ing control within the network, could be used effectively to reduce the number
of reference terminals to two, without loss of system reliability 131. This
modification to the SSTDMA system, together with a number of other system
considerations, made it necessary to adopt a different approach to network

control than that used in the fixedrDMA system 161.
This new approach involved changes in architecture, network configura-

tion, and control scheduling which resulted in the need for new RTE, modifica-
tion of many system procedures, and in particular, introduction of a new
disciplined frame structure. These changes were engineered to he transparent
to existing traffic terminal equipment and are implemented entirely within the
control elements of the network 171,181. Some of the more important architec-
tural features of the SsTDMA system are described below.

The major functional element of the SSTDMA subsystem on board the

INTI:I.SA1 VI satellite 191.1101 is the microwave switch matrix (MSM), which

can dynamically switch six upbeams to six downbeams during a frame period.

The onboard SSTDMA subsystem also includes timing source oscillators (rsos),

switch state memory and digital control logic, and an array of redundancy and

bypass switches.
A new frame structure provides dedicated regions of the frame for system

control, management, monitoring. and traffic distribution. Further, a new ap-
proach for selecting network configuration and control facilitates interference-
immune configurations in which network control can he maintained from at
Icast one reference terminal if interference does not occur on more than one

uplink beam simultaneously [61.
The fixed-TDMA RTE and its software were modified to support SsTDMA

operation [7].[ 111. The most significant change was the addition of an acquisi-
tion and synchronization unit (Asti), which synchronizes TDMA frame timing
to the Switch frame timing on the satellite.

A new SSTDMA burst time plan (SSBTE) generation software system 1121,1131
includes a much more complex traffic scheduling algorithm that accommo-
dates the beam switching capability of the INTELSAT VI satellite. The software
also contains rule-driven algorithms for scheduling network control.

The INTELSAT Operations Center TDMA Facility (to(TF) was desib
nated as the huh for all network communications and control necessitating a
complete redesign of the IoCTE hardware and software to provide the reliabil-
ity demanded by such a central role 1141. The IocTE and 1SCC functions
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were integrated to support SSTDMA, while retaining the capability to support
fixed TDMA 1141-1161. A central monitoring and control facility called the
Headquarters Subsystem (iIQs) was formed by aggregating the IoeTE and lscc
to support both fixed TDMA and SS I DMA.

A knowledge-based (expert system) diagnostic system analyzes burst de-
tection and status data gathered by the reference and traffic monitoring ele-
ments of the network 1141,1171. The expert system resides in the IOCTF, where
it can access various databases and other status data from the reference termi-
nals and the Isee. Nonreference diagnostic equipment (NtDE) monitors traffic
in the nonreference beams in support of the diagnostic system. This equip-
ment is located at designated host traffic terminals in zone beams that do not
illuminate reference terminals [17].

This paper offers an overview of the SSTDMA system design, beginning
with a brief description of the overall SSTDMA system architecture which
highlights modifications made to the fixed TDMA system elements to imple-
ment SsTDMA. The SSTDMA frame architecture and underlying design consid-
erations are then discussed. A synopsis of network control selection for SSTDMA
is also provided, followed by a description of two system procedures--onboard
TSO control 1181 and BTE change-which involve multiple system elements.

SSTDMA system elements

The major elements of the SsTDMA system. and their interconnectivities,

are illustrated in Figure 2. For one SSTDMA network, these elements include:

• The INTELSAT Vt SSTDMA subsystem

• Two SSTDMA reference terminals (SSkTES)

• ThelOCTF

• The iscc

• Two sets of nonreference diagnostic equipment (NUDES)

• User traffic terminals.

The telemetry, tracking, command, and monitoring (TTC&M) site and the IBM
mainframe computer are support facilities. Traffic terminals operating in the
SsTDMA system are identical to those operating in the fixed TDMA systems.

An SSkTE is located in either the north or south zone beam--one in the east
and one in the west. An NRDE is located at a host traffic terminal in each of the
remaining zone beams that do not illuminate the reference stations. The IscC,
IOCTE, and IBM mainframe computer are all located at INTELSAT Headquar-
ters in Washington, D.C. The INTELSAT constellation of satellites employs a
system of six strategically placed TTC&M sites for monitoring and control
[191. The SSRTES are connected to the IoeTF by dedicated data links for the
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communication of all system operational. monitoring, and status data. The
NRDEs are connected to the IOCTF via leased circuits to transmit monitoring
data to the ICICTF. Dedicated data links also connect the ISCC with the IOCTF,
and with the TTC&M sites. The subsections that follow provide a brief over-
view of the major SSTDMA system elements.

ISTE1SAT VI SSTI►D1 .4 subsystem

The INI ELSAT VI SSTDMA subsystem (Figure 3) is the heart of the SSTDMA
system. This onboard subsystem consists of two identical switching units for
dynamic interconnection of upheams to downbeams in two transmission chan-
nels, according to a programmable sequence stored on hoard the satellite.
There is no possibility of beams in one transmission channel being connected
with those in the other channel. Each switching unit comprises a 10 x 6
dynamic MSM with associated digital input logic, an input ring redundancy
switch network, redundant distribution control units (DCUS) with internally
redundant memories, redundant power supplies. and a static bypass switch
matrix. The DCus and input logic can be cross-strapped to avoid single-point
failures.

FROM SPOT
BEAMS

Bx8
STATIC
BYPASS
SWITCH

TO
SPOT
BEAMS

RF
OUTPUT

CH3-4

CH 34
RF INPUT
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Figure 3. INTELSAT VI SSTDMA Sube_y.clem
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Both switching units share a common timing source to ensure switching
phase coherence between the two TDMA transmission channels. Each switch-
ing unit can access one of three identical timing sources through ground
command. The timing source comprises a frequency-commandable, voltage-
controlled crystal oscillator (the TSO) and associated digital circuitry.

The six input channels to a switching unit are connected to six of the 10
MSM input lines through a rind redundancy switch network constructed of
coaxial R-switches. This network provides central symmetry, allowing flex-
ible routing of input paths through the network. The R-switch network, along
with the 10 rows in the MSM, provides four redundant rows in the event of
failure of a diode switch in an active row.

Each switching unit establishes interconnections cyclically between the
six active input lines and the six output lines. The interconnection pattern for
each switch state and the duration of the state are contained in the switch state
data stored in DCU memory. These data are fed serially to the digital input
logic, which decodes the data and activates diode bias control signals corre-
sponding to one of the 10 rows in each column of the matrix. When biased ON
at the programmed switch state transition time, a diode connects the corre-

sponding row and column.
The DCL stores and cyclically executes a sequence of switch configuration

words to control the 60 switch elements in the 10 X 6 MSM. The duration of
any state defined by a switch configuration word is controlled by its starting
position in the frame, and can vary from 1.0593 las to 2 ms. Each DCC memory
can store 64 switch states. Through telemetry commands, three memories can
function interchangeably as on-line, off-line, or standby memory. The con-
tents of each memory can be verified independently, and the contents of the
off line memory can be modified through telemetry commands.

For network synchronization, a special mode is provided whereby a desig-
nated switch state anywhere in the normal switching sequence can be replaced
by a special switch state during the first frame of each switch masterframe
(16.384 s). This special switch state, called the substitution switch state.
normally extends the associated switch state and is Used to synchronize the
TDMA superframe to the switch masterframe. The DCU operational mode des-
ignating the usage of each memory. the timing source employed, and the
activation of the substitution switch state is commanded through the DCU
mode status word via telemetry.

Further details concerning the design, operation, and testing of the
INTELSAT SsrDMA subsystem are provided by Nakamura at al. 19] and

Gupta at at. 110].

SSTDM % reference terminal equipment

System architectural changes arising from inclusion of the satellite switch
as an active element in the network have resulted in many changes to the
TDMA RTE. All of these changes affect the way the SSRTE performs network
timing synchronization, network control, and monitoring. The changes were
designed to be completely transparent to the operational requirements of
traffic terminals accessing the network. The fixed TDMA RTE design was
modified to produce the SSRTE design depicted in Figure 4.

The most significant modification to the RTu is the addition of the ASU,
which is responsible for the new functions necessitated by the system archi-
tecture changes. These functions include:

• Acquiring and synchronizing the satellite switch frame and switch
masterframe to the TDMA frame and superframe

• Monitoring the frequency drift of the onboard 'I so and periodically
communicating this information to the IOCTF
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Figure 4. SSTDMA Reference Terminal Major Subsystem
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• Monitoring the unique word (Uw) detections of all reference and
traffic bursts present in the transponders that illuminate the reference
terminal, and providing this information to the IoCTE periodically for
space segment or terrestrial segment failure analysis. This function is
performed by the diagnostic receiver in the ASU.

The signal processing equipment (SPE) consists of the reference terminal
element, which performs all network control and synchronization functions
via the transmission of reference bursts. A number of modifications to the SPE
were necessitated by SST DMA system architecture changes. The most signifi-

cant of these were:

• Modification of the terminal acquisition and synchronization (lAS)
support procedure to implement sequential acquisition for all termi-
nals. The parallel method of acquisition was deleted.

• Modifications to the BTP change procedures to coordinate changing of
the switch state time plan (SSTP) in the satellite with the BTP change in
the terrestrial network. Changes oche procedures were also necessary
to account for the existence of only two reference terminals instead of

four.

• Modifications to the inter-reference station procedures to reflect the
presence of only two reference terminals in the network.

• Modifications to network startup procedures to account for the ASU

function.

• Addition of a "survival mode" to maintain timing and automatic
network startup in an interference environment trader certain network

configurations.

One SPE and one ASU are paired as a redundant pair. If a failure occurs in
the online SPE:/ASU pair, a redundancy switch will activate the other SPE/ASU

pair, if it is in normal standby mode.
The control and display console (CADC) performs all data logging, operator

display functions, database management (including reference terminal con-
densed time plan IRCTP] and reference terminal operational parameters IROPI
handling), and all data communications via the digital data link to the 10C IF.
A number of hardware and software modifications were made to the CADC to
reflect new functional requirements, procedure changes, and database changes.

The SSRTE also contains the TDMA system monitor (TSM) equipment for the
SSTDMA system. Numerous changes were implemented in the TSM to accom-
modate the new SSTDMA frame structure and the multiple uses of the test
region of the frame. A detailed description of the SSRTE and the SSTSM is

provided in a companion paper by Bedford et at. I 1 11.
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INTELSAT Headquarters Subsystem

Due to the static nature of fixed TDMA, the Ioc'n and ISCC can operate
under this system as independent control centers. with no interaction. How-
ever, because the onboard ssrDMA subsystem is an active element in the
SSTDMA system, a control center integrating the IOCTF and ISCC is necessary to
coordinate operation of the onboard SSTDMA subsystem with the rest of the
SSTDMA system. This integrated control center is the SSPUMA Iles. Some of
the major functions performed by the HQS include onboard TSO frequency
correction, distribution of BTP data to both the SSTDMA subsystem on board
the satellite and to the terrestrial elements, and synchronization of BTP change
events between the satellite and the terrestrial segment. These requirements
heightened the importance of the ioem as the central facility for all network
communications and control, and led to a complete redesign of the IOCTE
hardware and software to provide a more reliable system. The new system
requirements necessitated careful integration of IOCTF and ISCC functions to
support SSTDMA, while retaining the capability to support fixed TDMA as well.

(VTELSAT Ope rations (''enter TDMA Facility

Figure 5 illustrates the IOCTE architecture. At the core of the IoCTE are two
fully redundant, interconnected computer systems: the ioCTF control proces-
sor (ICP) system and the packet store and formatter (PST) system. In addition,
the ioCr- contains a nonredundant Sun workstation that hosts the SSTDMA
expert-system-based diagnostics function. An Ethernet local area network
(LAN) conforming to IEEE Standard 802.3 links the ICP and PSE, connects the
Cups with two operator station clusters, and links the nonredundant SSIDMA
diagnostics subsystem with the ICP and PSE.

The ICp system serves as central processor for all control and monitoring
activities and supports the operator interface. All operational functions can be
performed on either of the two redundant ICPs. The [CP system comprises a
pair of VAX/I 1-780 processors closely coupled in a homogeneous VAX cluster.
This architecture eliminates single points of failure and enables the system to
detect, isolate, and recover from processor and disk failures. Up to eight
operator stations provide the interface for all IOCTF Functions.

The PSE system incorporates the functions of the network packet
recirculator/concentrator processors. now retired from service. It serves as the
data communications gateway between the IOCI F system and the TDMA refer-
ence and monitoring stations (TRMSS). between the 10Cr- system and the ISCC
portion of the HQS, and as a switching point for communications between
TRMSS. Ds-1000 data links connect the PSE With the TAMS and ISCC. The PSF
system is based on a pair of Hewlett-Packard (HP) A900 computers, which can
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Figure 5. INTELSAT Operations Center TDMA Facility

be operationally configured in on-line, standby, or test mode. During normal
operation, automatic switchover from the on-line to the standby processor will
take place within 2 minutes if the on-line PST fails.

The diagnostic system provides limited fault isolation capabilities for the
SSTDMA network. It receives near-real-time data from the SSRTES and NRDES
via the PSE and icp, performs data reduction, and conducts a knowledge-based

analysis.
A detailed description of the SSTDMA IOCTP is provided in a companion

paper by Luz et al. [151. The SSTDMA diagnostic system is discussed in detail

in another companion paper by Tamboli et al. [17].

INTEI SAT Satellite Control Center

The iscC is part of the Integrated Satellite Control System (ISCS) used by

INTELSAT for the telemetry processing, tracking. commanding, and ranging

of four different series of spacecraft: INTELSAT V, VI, K. and VII. The ISCs is a

worldwide star network, with the ISCC as its hub, where data and control

mechanisms are centralized.
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The ISCC is implemented as a distributed system with an Ethernet back-
bone, and the required functions are distributed logically over different pro-
cessors, as shown in Figure 6. The processors consist of HP A900 computers
organized to support both common support functions and spacecraft-specific
functions. The common support processors include:

• Historical Retrieval Processor. The HRP stores data and provides
satellite engineers with tools for inspecting and analyzing past and
current spacecraft activities.

• Network Concentrators and Link Processors. These units provide
application-level links between the ISCC, TTC&M sites, and the IOCTF.

• Command Coordination System. The CCs serves as the focal point for
spacecraft commanding activities for all satellites. Common com-
manding mechanisms and resources are used to effectively integrate
the control of all spacecraft.

• Alarin and Control Consolidation System. The ACC system provides a
centralized operator interface to the various processors at the ISCC.
Events and alarms pertaining to spacecraft health and the processing
network are received and managed in a central database.

• Communications and Control Processor. The CUP serves as a control
and management processor for the IsCS network. In addition to main-
taining the operational status of the Ethernet processors, the CCP
performs a wide variety of functions, including network initialization,
processor time synchronization, global file management, network con-
figuration control, event and alarm processing, telemetry line man-
agement, activity scheduling, and display configuration.

Spacecraft-specific functions are organized according to the particular re-
quirements of each spacecraft series. These functions basically relate to telem-
etry processing and display processing, and for INTELSAT VI include:

• Telemetry Processors, which perform functions such as telemetry

capture and validation, telemetry line monitoring, multicast of vali-

dated telemetry frames onto the i5CC LAN, transmission of telemetry

frames with had checksums to the HRP, limit and status checking.

command detection and verification, spacecraft ID and mode stuffing,

bit stuffing, and override of telemetry validation errors.

• Display Processors, which provide real-time telemetry displays, strip

charts, and hard copies of telemetry displays. Strip charts are pro-

vided for normal telemetry only, while displays and display hard

copies are provided for both normal and dwell telemetry.
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A number of major SSTDMA operations require support Irom both Ise(. and
T'IC&M sites. These include onboard TSO correction, SSTP loading, and SSI3TP
change. In order for the Isec to provide spacecraft commanding capabilities
to SSTDMA, various databases are transferred from the ltK IF to the ceS
in particular. the SSTP and SSRTP. This information is then passed to m,-based
command assistance processors, which build the command queues needed to
implement the changes on the spacecraft. The queues are loaded to the CCS,
which oversees the execution of the commands. The Isec also receives and
logs the satellite T5D frequency error data computed by the IocTr and gener-
ates command queues for correcting the onboard oscillator frequency. In
addition, the Isec provides the ocTE with alarm and monitoring information
pertinent to spacecraft performance and SSTDMA operation.

Further details on the ISCC SSTDMA subsystem and its role in testing and
operating the SSTDMA subsystem on board INIEISAT VI are provided in a
companion paper by Pettersson et al. 1161.
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Diagnostic receiver equipment in the SSRTE ASUS monitors all bursts in the

hemi and zone beams that illuminate the reference terminals: however, the

receivers cannot provide information concerning bursts in beams not received

by SSRTES. Consequently. NRDES containing similar diagnostic equipment are

installed in host traffic terminals located in nonreference zone beams to pro-

vide the diagnostic System with the necessary burst detection information for

these beams.

SSTDMA frame architecture

In the fixed TDMA/DSI system, a fixed frame hierarchy and flexible frame

format have been defined 111,121,151. While the terrestrial segment of the

SSTDMA system maintains the same frame hierarchy as fixed TDMA, a much

more rigid frame format is required 181. The reference and traffic burst for-

mats established for fixed TDMA are also maintained for SSTDMA; however,

the reference burst service channel message repertoire has been modified and

additional burst types added to support various SSTDMA functional require-

ments. The SSTDMA subsystem on hoard INTEISA I vi spacecraft maintains its

own frame hierarchy, with timing intervals of the same duration as corre-

sponding intervals in the TDMA frame hierarchy. The timing intervals in the

two hierarchies are synchronized by the ASL in the master primary SSRTE (MPRT).

Details of the synchronization procedures are provided in Bedford et aL 1111.
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The INTEL SAT VI SSTDSIA subsyslem frame hierarchy

In describing the INTELSAT VI SSTDMA subsystem frame hierarchy, two

terms must he introduced relating to the operation of the MSM: connectivity

and switch state. A connectivity is defined as the upbeam-to-downbeam con-

nection within a single transponder, which remains unchanged over a period

of time. A switch state is an interval of time over which the set of all connec-

tivities in the SSTDMA transponders associated with one transmission channel

remains unchanged.
Figure 7 depicts the INTELSAT VI SSTDMA subsystem frame hierarchy. The

fundamental timing unit is the frame unit, which has a duration of 64 symbols,
or 1.0593 Its. The minimum duration of a switch state is 4 frame units, due to
the time required by the DCU and input logic circuits in the SSTDMA subsystem
to access, decode, and set up the next switch state. Switch states can be
defined to be from 4 to 1,888 frame units, in increments of I frame unit.

The next timing interval in the hierarchy is the switch frame. This unit
defines the interval over which the sequence of switch states in each transmis-
sion channel repetitively cycles. The switch frame may contain up to 64
switch states, which is the limit of the switch state memory capacity in the
DCU. The switch frame has a duration of 1,888 frame units (2 ms). This
matches the duration of the TDMA frame, since the repetitive cycle of bursts in
each upbeam in the TDMA frame must he routed to the proper downbeams by
the cyclic sequence of switch states in the switch frame. The TDMA frame is
synchronized by the ASU in the MPRT such that it coincides with the switch

frame at the satellite.

- -- SWITCH MASTERFRAME (16.384 s)

8,191 8,192
F

I
1,887 1,888

FRAME UNIT ( 1.0593 ps)

Figure 7. SSTDMA Subsvstent Frame Hierarchy
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There are two independent transmission channels in the SST DMA subsystem,
each corresponding to a separate MSM. The switch frames in each transmission
channel are synchronized, while the sequence of switch states in each channel
is normally quite different.

The highest level in the SSTDMA subsystem frame hierarchy is the switch

masterframe, which has a duration of 8,192 switch frames, or 16.384 s. The

switch masterframe defines the timing used by the DCL to implement a switch

state memory rotation. When a rotation is commanded, the new memory is

placed on line at the start of the first switch frame of the masterframe. The

timing of a synchronous DTP change event in the TDMA system is synchro-

nized to the superframe, which also has a duration of 16.384 s. Thus it is

necessary for the TDMA superframe to be synchronized with the switch

masterframe in the SSTDMA subsystem. As with the synchronization of a

TDMA frame to a switch frame, this function is performed by the ASU in the

MPRT.

The frame timing hierarchy in the SSTDMA subsystem is provided by the
timing source digital electronics. This unit receives a 5.664-MHz .signal from
the TSO and divides it by six to provide the 944-kHz frame unit signal. It then
divides the frame unit signal by 1,888 to provide the 500-Hz switch frame
signal. and finally, it divides the switch frame signal by 8,192 to provide the
0.061-Hz switch masterframe signal.

SSTDMA frame design

To maintain coordination and ensure the optimum performance of the
functional elements (i.e., reference and traffic terminals) in a TDMA network,
various control, administrative, test, and measurement functions must be per-
formed. In general terms, the frame format of a TDMA system defines the
partitioning of the TDMA frame into divisions or regions. It also defines the
placement of system entities such as bursts or windows within these regions to
facilitate the implementation of one or more of the above functions 11 ],121,151.

The dynamic routing capability of the MSM on board INTELSAT vi has had
a major impact on the frame format design for SSTDMA. As illustrated in
Figure 8, the SSTDMA frame is divided into seven regions:

• Metric Region. The metric region initiates with the frame. It com-
prises three switch states that are controlled by the DCU on the satellite
and used by the ASU to synchronize the TDMA frame and SSTDMA
subsystem frame hierarchies.

• Reference Burst Distribution Region. The RED region immediately
follows the metric region. It consists of two switch states which route
the two reference bursts (RH I and RH2) from their respective upbeams
to the downheams containing the RHD region.
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• Terminal Acquisition and Stnchronizalion Region. The TAS region

always follows the RBD region in the frame. It contains two subre-

gions: the acquisition region containing the common acquisition win-

dow (cAw), and the synchronization region into which terminals trans-

mit their principal bursts.

• Traffic Region. This is the region into which terminals transmit their
traffic bursts. It may be split into subregions, depending on the re-
quirements for the overhead regions (NIB, RBD, TAS, Ssv, and test) in
the downbeam. The switch state connectivitics in this region depend
on traffic distribution requirements.

• Switch State Verification Region. The Ssv region always precedes the
test region in the frame. It consists of one minimum-duration loop-
hack switch state into which the ASU transmits the ssv burst. It is
utilized by the MART during coordinated BIT changes.

• Test Region. This region always precedes the guard region in the

frame. It consists of one switch state containing the test slot and

idletime slot. The connectivity of this switch state is initially set to a

default value, but may be changed by the database management sys-

tem in the IOCTF.

• Guard Region. This is a minimum-duration, no-connection (NC) switch
state. It is always the last switch state in the frame and protects the
metric region from being preceded by a loophack connectivity, which
would extend the duration of the metric loopback connectivity.

Not all of the above regions appear in every downbeam. Figure 9 shows the
three possible types of frame structures, only one of which will appear in any
given downbeam. The frame structure for metric transponders will appear in
one east and one west downbeam only. These downbeams will contain a
metric region and ssv region, as well as RBD and TAS regions. The second type
of frame structure contains RBD and TAS regions, but no metric or ssv region.
This type of frame will only occur in downbeams that illuminate reference
terminals. The third type of frame contains RBO and traffic regions. All frame
types contain a guard region and, optionally, a test region.

In general, except for the location of the metric burst and the principal burst
spacing. the rules regarding burst spacing for fixed TDMA have been retained
for SSTDMA. Switch state boundaries are constrained to occur on 64-symbol
boundaries because the smallest interval of time in the onboard SS'rDMA
subsystem is the frame unit. The following subsections describe in detail the
seven regions of the SSTDMA frame.
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Figure 9. SSTDMA Frame Types

In order for a transmitted burst to arrive at the satellite at the same time that
the SSTDMA subsystem establishes the connectivity to route the burst to its
destination downbeam. the frame (timing) hierarchy in the TDMA system must
be synchronized to that in the SSTDMA subsystem. The ASUS in both the MPRT
and the SRTS maintain phase synchronization between the SSTDMA frame
hierarchy and the INTELSAT vI SSTDMA subsystem frame hierarchy. Specifi-
cally, each ASU independently transmits a special burst, called the metric
burst, into a special loopback switch state called the metric loopback switch
state. The metric loopback switch state is always followed by an NC switch
state, which prevents any burst from passing through the transponder for the
duration of the switch state. The portion of the frame containing both the
metric loopback and NC switch states is called the metric region.

The transponder from which an ASU receives it own metric burst is called
its metric transponder. This transponder is also the reference control transpon-
der of the associated SSRTE. If two transmission channels are supporting
SSTDMA, the metric transponders may be in different transmission channels.

While the metric region comprises two switch states in any given frame,
three DCU memory locations are needed to define the switch states for all
frames. DCU memory locations 0 and I define the metric loopback and NC
switch states for normal frames, while locations 0 and 2 define the metric
loopback and NC switch states for the switch masterframe. The switch state
defined by ITCU memory location 2 is called the substitution switch state.
Figure 10 illustrates the use of these switch states.

Figure 10 also shows how the ASU maintains synchronization between the
TDMA frame and the switch frame on the satellite. The ASU transmits a metric
burst into the metric transponder each frame interval. This burst propagates to
the satellite and arrives in the metric loopback connectivity such that the
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connectivity terminates at a predefined point in the metric portion of the burst.
The truncated metric burst then propagates back to the Asu in the metric
transponder, where it is received. The ASP measures the number of symbols of
error between the received metric pattern and the target cutoff point and
adjusts its transmit metric burst position to compensate for the measured error.
By continuously adjusting its transmit timing to eliminate metric position
error, the Asti ensures that its start of transmit frame (soTF) always tracks the
start of frame (SOE) defined by the switch frame timing in the satellite.

In one frame during every switch masterframe interval, the metric loophack
switch state is extended by including in the DCU a special switch state called
the substitution switch state. During this switch state. the switch masterframe
synchronization word (sMw) at the trailing end of the metric burst is allowed
to pass through the MS.M and he received by the Asu. The Asu synchronizes
the SSTDMA superframe to the reception of the sMw. Since this event occurs
only once each switch masterframe, the above process effectively synchro-
nizes the TDMA superframe to the switch masterframe.

The location and duration of the metric region were important design
considerations. Locating the metric region at the beginning of the switch
frame and limiting the metric loopback switch state to 512 symbols provided a
number of advantages to the system design. Locating the metric region at the
beginning of the frame eliminated the need for the ASP to have a BTP, since the
Asu would always expect the metric region to be found at the beginning of the
frame. This simplified the BTP generation software. IOCTF database manage-
ment, the time plan management software of the CADC, as well as the ASU
itself. Eliminating the need for the ASU to have a time plan also eliminated the
need for it to participate in coordinated 13rp changes, again greatly simplifying
the nsu design. Finally, limiting the duration of the metric loopback switch
state minimized the impact on frame overhead, and at the same time enabled
unambiguous metric acquisition and synchronization by the ASU.

In any given frame, the metric region comprises two switch states and
one metric burst. Figure I I shows the format of the metric region and met-
ric burst. The metric loopback switch state begins at the first symbol of the
switch frame (the sop). This switch state is defined in switch state memory
location 0. The next switch state will be either the substitution switch state or
the metering switch state, depending on whether it is the first frame of the
switch masterframe or a normal frame. Both the metering and substitution
switch states are NC states only in the reference control transponders. The
difference between these two switch states is the position in the frame at
which they begin. The metering switch state begins 512 symbols after the sop
and is stored in DCL memory location I; the substitution switch state begins
576 symbols after the SOP and is stored in DCU memory location 2. The DCU
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reads memory location 1 and skips memory location 2 in every frame except
the first frame of the switch masterframe, where it skips memory location I

and reads memory location 2.
In addition to the normal metric burst, the MPRT ASU transmits a special

acquisition burst during network startup. The format and use of this burst are

described in Reference 11.

RBI) REGION

In the fixed TDMA system, reference terminals access all transponders in

their respective coverage areas. Thus . if a transponder has a west-to-east

connectivity , the west reference terminal pair will transmit an RBI and RB2

that can be received by the terminals in the east. Each reference burst pair will

carry one of two possible control and delay channels (CDCS), each of which

addresses control to a different set of terminals 111,121,[5]. As in fixed TDMA,

each reference terminal in the SSTDMA system can transmit into one to four
upbeams. However, since there can be as many as 12 transponders in an

SSTDMA network , the reference burst transmitted by a reference terminal in
one upbeam may he switched by the MSM into a number of downbeams. The
decisions concerning the upbeams into which a reference terminal should
transmit reference bursts, which of the two CDCS the reference bursts should
be associated with, and the downbeams into which the reference bursts should
be switched are complex issues that are inextricably linked to other concerns
such as interference immunity and future network growth . This complexity

has necessitated development of the network configuration and control selec-
tion concepts discussed later in this paper.

Another design consideration for reference burst distribution is the location
of reference bursts within the frame. In fixed TDMA, the two reference bursts
transmitted by reference terminals in the same transponder are separated by
approximately half a frame to prevent a misplaced burst transmitted by an-
other terminal from interfering with both reference bursts in that transponder.
Since reference bursts are transmitted in spatially isolated upbeams in ss IDMA,
both reference bursts can he located adjacent to one another in the frame, to
minimize fragmentation of the traffic portion of the frame.

The portion of the frame reserved for the distribution of reference bursts is
called the RBD region. This region comprises two switch states: one defining
the upbeam from which RBI is received , and the other the upbeam from which

RR2 is received . The duration of each switch state has been set to 512 sym-
bols, which is just long enough to allow passage of a complete reference burst
with guard space, thus minimizing the impact on overhead.

Since the metric transponder is also the reference control transponder, it
may contain two loopback connectivities with durations of 512 symbols. Such
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a transponder is said to have two loopback appearances. The ASU must be
aware of this condition in order to properly perform metric switch state
acquisition 1111. Locating the RBD region immediately after the metric region
eliminates any possibility of ambiguity for the ASU during metric switch state
acquisition, and minimizes the impact of traffic region fragmentation. It also
simplifies the burst location procedures in the BTP generation software be-
cause RBI and RB2 are always located in the same place in the frame.

The onboard SSTDMA subsystem supports two transmission channels desig-
nated 1-2 and 3-4. During SSBTP generation, these channels are identified as
transmission channel A or transmission channel B. If two channels are used in
a time plan, one will he A and the other B. All reference bursts transmitted by
an SSRIE in the same transmission channel are transmitted simultaneously.
Reference bursts in transmission channel B are transmitted 512 symbols later
than those in channel A to prevent simultaneous transmission of reference
bursts in the same polarization. It should be noted that, while it may not he
necessary to schedule reference bursts in every downbcam, every traffic ter-
minal in the network must receive the reference bursts in its controlling
transponder at the same location in the frame. Thus no traffic may he sched-
uled in any other transponder coincident with the RBD region.

Figure 12 depicts the structure of the RBD region and shows the location of
the reference bursts. The reference burst format is identical to that for fixed
TDMA; however, a number of modifications have been made to the reference
service channel message repertoire. The Start of Plan Change and Notification
of Plan Change messages used in fixed TDMA to coordinate a BTP change
between the MPRr and PRT are no longer needed for SSTDMA. These messages
have been deleted and a new message, called the Acquisition Cycle Interval
Assignment message, has been added to the reference burst service channel
repertoire Ill 1.

TAS REGION

Redundancy between the MPR I and the SRT is dependent on both being able
to control the same set of terminals. In fixed TDMA, both RTES are located in
the same coverage area, guaranteeing reception of the same downbeams.
Locating both SSRTES in the same coverage area would have unacceptable
reliability and system monitoring penalties for the SSTDMA system. For this
reason, the SSR I I:s are located in opposite hemispheric coverage areas.

In the fixed TDMA system, one traffic burst (typically the largest) from each
traffic terminal is designated as the principal burst and is used for control
purposes by the controlling RTES. However, in the SSTDMA system, there is no
guarantee that each traffic terminal will transmit traffic bursts to both cover-
age areas. To ensure that both reference terminals receive a burst to be used
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for terminal control, a burst from each terminal would have to he semibroad-
cast to both coverage areas. Doing this with full traffic bursts would waste
frame capacity and lead to scheduling difficulties.

The approach adopted was to set aside a frame region in the transponders
that can be received by the SSRTEs (reference transponders), into which traffic
terminals would transmit small principal bursts that carry no traffic. These
principal bursts are semibroadcast to both SSRTES. The portion of the frame set
aside for this purpose is called the TAS region. One result of this approach is
that the parallel method of acquisition can no longer be used, since the princi-
pal bursts are not sufficiently long to accommodate acquisition uncertainty.
To allow all bursts to he acquired sequentially, each ]AS region is separated
into a CAW region and a synchronization region. Both of these regions are
further subdivided into subacquisition windows (SAWS) and subsynchronization
regions. During acquisition, a principal burst of the terminal is moved from its
respective SAW to its subsync region. The duration of the SAW is a function of
the worst-case acquisition uncertainty for any terminal acquiring in the SAW.
The duration of a subsync region is a function of the number of principal
bursts that the region must accommodate.

To minimize the impact of the TAS regions on the number of switch states
in a time plan, the CAW region is placed before the sync region. Further, to
minimize fragmentation of the traffic region, the TAS region is placed after the
RHO region in the frame. The TAS region may comprise tip to four connectivities,
depending on the number of control upbeams assigned to the associated TAS
group by the BTP generation program. Figure 13 depicts the TAS regions for
the four possible connectivities. Two rules govern the ordering of connectivities
within the TAS region. The first rule states that, if possible, the first connectiv-
ity in the CAW region should not be the same as the RB2 loopback connectivity
in the RBI) region, if the TAS region appears in the RB2 metric transponder.
This rule was established to prevent destruction of the second loopback ap-
pearance required by the ASU for switch frame acquisition. However, it may
not always be possible to generate a BTE in accordance with this rule. Such a
case would occur when the RB2 loopback connectivity is the only connectivity
in the TAS region. Consequently, provisions have been made in the ASU to
perform switch frame acquisition using a single loopback appearance [11].

The second rule governing connectivity order is that the first connectivity
of the sync region must be the same as the last connectivity of the CAW region.
This rule is part of an overall attempt to minimize the number of switch states
consumed by the overhead regions. Figure 14 shows the location of entities
within the TAS region for a typical three-connectivity configuration. The CAW
region contains one CAw that spans three different connectivities. The portion
of the CAA 'in each connectivity corresponds to a SAW. Partitioning the CAW in
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this way, instead of implementing different CAWS in each connectivity, elimi-
nated the need for significant hardware and software redesign of the SPE.
Maintaining the fixed TDMA design with one CAW, but changing the expected
location of a burst within the CAW, resulted in a relatively minor firmware

change.
Each SAW is nominally 2,048 symbols long. All terminals transmitting

their principal bursts into the same upbeam will transmit their short burst into
the corresponding SAW. The SSRTE computes the offset from the center of the
CAW to the center of a terminal's SAW and subtracts this distance from the

terminal's acquisition value of transmit delay.
There are as many subsync regions in a TAS reo on as there are SAWS, and

each subsync region has a connectivity corresponding to one of the SAWS.

Upon receiving a SYNC code from the SSRTE, each terminal will transmit its

principal burst at the designated location in the subsync region corresponding

to the SAW. Experience with existing fixed'IVMA systems has shown that there

is very little variation in principal burst position error from control frame to

control frame. Therefore, to conserve frame overhead, it was decided to schedule

only eight symbols of guard time between principal bursts. This can be done

without affecting the 64-symbol guard space that traffic terminals expect to

encounter between transmitted bursts. The principal burst, which comprises a

normal preamble and an optional traffic channel, is defined in the condensed

time plan (CTP) for each traffic terminal by code blocks 30 and 31. One

subburst is defined to have a duration of 64 symbols, and no FEC is applied to

this burst. Actual transmission of the subburst is optional; if transmitted, it

need not he connected to a terrestrial interface module. Scrambling will be

applied to the principal burst following the cw. The voice and teletype

orderwires carried in the principal burst will always be the REFI/ISCC and

REF2/ISCC orderwires.

T RAF ITC REGION

The traffic region consists of that portion of the flame in a transponder that
does not contain overhead regions. Traffic terminals transmit their bursts into
this region. In any transponder, the frame is partitioned into a number of
connectivities. each carrying traffic bursts from a particular upbeam to that
transponder. Bursts are spaced at least 64 symbols apart. The last symbol of
the U W of any traffic burst is located on a symbol number of the frame that is
divisible by 16. When transponder-hopping occurs on the transmit side, an
additional 16 symbols of guard space are added between bursts transmitted
from the same terminal. This situation might occur if one or more bursts from
a terminal are scheduled in one upbeam coincident with a CAW region in
another transponder, and the terminal must hop to an upbeam in the CAW
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region to transmit its principal burst. The normal traffic burst format is identi-
cal to the fixed TDMA traffic burst format specified in Section 4 of INTELSAT
Earth Station Standard (IESS) 307 [20].

SSV REGION

An ssv burst is transmitted by the ASU to assist in determining the satellite
SSTP status during a synchronous BTP change. The burst is transmitted into a
minimum-duration loopback connectivity in the metric transponder. The
loopback connectivity associated with the ssv burst is called the blind slot,
and this region of the frame is called the Ssv region. The use of the SSV burst
and the blind slot switch state are explained later.

There is one Ssv region in the metric transponder for each SSRTE. The
region immediately precedes the test region, as illustrated in Figure 15, and
has the same connectivity as the metric loopback connectivity. The sSv burst
consists of a preamble only and is transmitted and received by the ASU. Each
ssv region begins 117,3 12 symbols after the SOF and has a duration of 256
symbols (4 frame units). The last symbol of the Uw of the ssv burst occurs
117.536 symbols after the SOF.

I FSI REGION

As in fixed TDMA, the capability to perform burst mode link analysis
(BMLA) and TSM noise floor measurements has to be provided in the S.TDMA

SOF

MB RBD TAS SSV

256 symbols

SSV BURST

117.312

Figure 15. SSV Region Structure
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system. BMLA testing requires that a test slot be provided somewhere in the
frame. while TSM noise measurement requires an idletime slot somewhere in

the frmne. Both slots are connectivity-dependent.
Because of the dynamic switching capability of the INTFLSAT vl satellite, a

traffic terminal can correspond in one beam with terminals that transmit and
receive in a number of other beams. In order for any single terminal to of
perform BMLA testing with any other terminal in the network, every transpon-
der would need to contain as many as six test slots, each with a different
upheam connectivity. Such a design would consume 15 percent of the total
capacity of the system and is clearly an untenable solution. An alternative
approach. adopted for SSTDMA, is to include one test slot in each transponder,
but to allow the system to change the connectivity of this slot to accommodate
a specific terminal-to-terminal connectivity. The SSTP Manager software in
the DQS has been designed to perform this function under operator control;
however, the test slot must occupy a single switch state and be easy to locate
in the SSTP. Considering these requirements, along with the need to minimize
fragmentation of the traffic region, the test region was specified as a single
switch state that is time -aligned in all transponders and is located at the end of

the frame. just prior to the guard region.
In fixed TDMA, the idletime slot is a 288-symbol region of the frame which

contains no burst. The TSM uses this slot to determine the noise floor, in order
to measure the carrier-to-noise ratio, C/N, of bursts in the frame. An idletime
slot with a fixed connectivity is included in every transponder in the fixed
IDMA system. As with the test slot, as many as six idletime slots, each with a
different connectivity, would be needed to measure the noise for any given
connectivity in the SSTDMA system. That is, every reference transponder would
need to have 30 frame units allocated to accommodate this requirement. This,
of course, is also untenable. The approach taken was to locate the idletime slot
concurrent with the test slot. Default test slot connectivities are identified by
the BTP generation system for each transponder. and reflect the connectivity
most likely to be required by the TSM. Whenever a test slot connectivity is
changed so that traffic terminals can perform BMLA testing, the TSM is notified
by the HQS that the slot is busy and should not be used for idletime measure-
ments. When the slot is no longer needed by the traffic terminals, the uQs

operator can return the slot to the default connectivity.
Figure 16 shows the structure of the test region, which begins 117,568

symbols after the SOF. The 288-symbol idletime slot begins 16 symbols after
the beginning of the test slot. The TSM measures receive signal power in this
interval. Since there is no carrier present, this Measurement represents the

noise power in the transponder.
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The guard region is the last switch state in the frame and immediately

precedes the soF for the next frame. The Sot- guard switch state has Nu in all

transponders. Its propose is to prevent extension of the metric loopback switch

state due to occurrence of a loophack connectivity in the test region or traffic
region which precedes it.

Netu+ork control selection

The previous section addressed the structure of the SSTDMA frame and the

system design concepts affecting it. This section discusses the interrelation-

ship of the various regions of the frame, and the way in which control ele-

ments are assigned within these regions to define an optimum network con-

figuration. While the concepts discussed here are intrinsic to the SSTDMA

network architecture, they are embodied in the ssire generation software

discussed in a companion paper by Mizuikc et al. [121.

Network control selection involves two processes: control assignment and
control scheduling. Control assignment is the process of associating reference
bursts and cot's with RBD regions, and principal bursts with TAS regions. It is
further subdivided into traffic control assignment and reference control as-
signment. Minimizing terminal equipment is important in the former, while
interference and failure immunity are important in the latter. Control schedul-
ing is the process of locating control bursts and connectivities within the
SSTDMA frame.
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Assignment of control in the SSTDMA system results in scheduling of frame
overhead (reference bursts, principal bursts, and CAWS) in downbeams. For a
given downbeam, the amount of control overhead reduces the frame space in
which traffic can be scheduled. With high overhead and heavy traffic loading,
it may be impossible to schedule all the available traffic. Thus, the two major
considerations in control assignment are to minimize the amount of control
overhead and to equalize its distribution among downbeams.

Traffic control assignment

Three functions are associated with traffic control assignment:

• Control Group Assignment assigns a pair of reference bursts for car-
rying control and timing information to groups of terminals called
communities of controlled terminals.

• CDC Assignment assigns reference bursts to CDC-A or CDC-13 and
assigns a CDC address for the terminal within each CDC.

• TAS Group Assignment assigns a principal burst for each terminal in a

community of controlled terminals to an upbeam that will be switched
into a pair of downbeams received by both reference terminals.

CONTROL GROUP ASSIGN MFIN I

The control group assignment function is illustrated in Figure 17. For the
case shown, the cast reference terminal transmits a reference burst into one
upbeam, and the west reference terminal into another. The bursts are skewed
in time relative to the SOF so that there is no overlap and they arrive in the
proper switch state. The pair of bursts is switched at the satellite into a number
of downbeams, called control downbeams, which are received by a commu-
nity of controlled terminals. A terminal can belong to only one community,
and each terminal in a community takes control from only one control
downbeam. The pair of beams into which the reference terminals transmit a
given pair of reference bursts is called a reference beam pair. The group of
control downbeams into which the reference bursts are switched is called a
control group. Thus, all downbeams in a control group will have the same
upbeam connectivity in the RBD region of the frame.

Because reference terminals can transmit into four upbeams, up to four
reference beam pairs, control groups, and associated communities can be
defined. The reference beam pairs are selected from the set of beams illumi-
nating the reference terminals (reference beams) that carry SSTDMA traffic.
The control downbeam for each traffic terminal may be defined as the priority
downbeam for that terminal. Alternatively, the control downbeam may be
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Figure 17. Control Group Concept

forced to be a specific downbeam. A control loading factor is defined for each
control downbeam and is the total number of terminals accessing that beam.
Any downbeam assigned as a control downbeam is a constrained downbeam,
while the remaining downbeams are unconstrained.

A control group is defined for each reference beam pair, and each con-
strained downbeam is assigned to a single control group such that the differ-
ence in the loading factor for each group is minimal. The control group
loading factor is the sum of the control loading factors of the member down-
beams. Equalizing the loading on each CDC in this way reduces the probability
of one CDc being overloaded as the network grows.

The set of terminals accessing the control downbeams in a control group
defines the community, and the number of terminals in the community is the
same as the control group loading factor. Since control downbeams from one
transmission channel cannot be assigned to a control group in the other
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channel, there can he a maximum of six beams assigned to any one control
group. Consequently, if both an east and west reference beam do not exist in a
transtnission channel, then no beams in that channel can he used for terminal
acquisition and control, since each control group must contain two reference
beams. This guarantees that both reference terminals will have at least one
control downheam from which to receive control.

CDC ASSIGNMRNT

CDC assignment refers to the association of either CDC-A or CD( -B with a

reference beam pair. and the assignment of terminals to CDC'. addresses within

each co(' cycle. In the ssTDMA system, CDC assignment follows a few simple

rules. If two or more control groups arc defined, there will normally be two

C Des. CDC-A or CDC-13 is assigned to a control group such that the total

number of terminals being controlled in each CDC is as nearly equal as pos-

sible. The ,sum of the control group loading factors for a CDC is called the CDC

loading factor. By equalizing the CDC loading factors in this way. the possibil-

ity of overloading one CDC with more than 27 terminals is reduced and greater

freedom is provided for future expansion of the network.

Each terminal is assigned a CDC address in the CDC associated with the
control group it accesses. Terminals with the greatest amount of traffic are
assigned the lowest CDC addresses. During network startup. terminals are
acquired sequentially in increasing CDC address order.

I \s GROCP .ASSIGSMRN I

The TAS group assignment function is illustrated in Figure 18. Each termi-
nal in a community must transmit its principal burst into an upbeam called a
control upbcam. The group of control upbeams associated with a community
of controlled terminals is called a'IAS group. Each upbeam in a TAS group is
consecutively switched into the TAS region in the downbeams of the reference
beam pair associated with the community. Thus, the principal bursts of the
terminals in a community will return to the reference terminals in the
downhcams of the reference beam pair which contains the reference bursts
controlling that community. From the perspective of a reference terminal,
each community is controlled independently.

The control upbeam for each terminal is defined to be the priority upbeam
designated for that terminal. Alternatively, the control upbeam may be forced
to be a specific upbeam. Any upbeam assigned as a control upbeam is a
constrained upbeam, while remaining upbeams are unconstrained. In addition,
the upbeams corresponding to the control downbeams for the reference termi-
nals are constrained, even though they might not be assigned as control
upbeams. This guarantees that a subacquisition region is scheduled for each
referenced terminal.
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As with the control group, wins group will be defined for each reference

beam pair and will consist of one or more control upbeams. A'I As group can

contain a maximum of four upbeams. This limitation is designed to prevent

the scheduling of excessive overhead in a reference beam pair, which may

limit traffic scheduling capability. After all [AS groups are assigned for con-

strained terminals, beams are constrained and assigned to existing 'T AS groups

to ensure that every unconstrained terminal can transmit its principal burst

into at least one JAS region. As a result, some unconstrained terminals may be

able to access control upbeams ill more than one 'T AS region, or multiple
upbeams in the same TAN region.

IReferenee flint rol as%ign olent

Overlaying the assignment of reference beam pairs, control groups, and

TAS groups is the assignment of control upbeams and downbeams for the two

reference terminals. The control downheam has special significance for an
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SSTDMA reference terminal. Besides being the downbeam in which the refer-
ence terminal receives control, it designates the loopback connectivity for the
metric and ssv bursts. A reference control downbeam must have loopback
connectivity in the RHD region so that, if the partner reference burst disap-
pears, the reference terminal will still receive its own reference burst.

Each reference terminal contains a front-end screening device that allows
only the RED and [As regions to be received by the see. A necessary condition
for interference immunity is that the connectivities contained in the RED and
TAs regions in each reference control downbeam are different. An interference
immunity configuration will most likely occur if the reference control
downbeams are chosen from control groups that have different CDC associa-
tions. If these groups are in different transmission channels, the configuration
will definitely be immune. regardless of the immunity configuration within
either channel. Such a configuration also affords an extra level of failure
protection in that a row or column failure in either MSM, or a double bit-flip in
a Dcu memory, will not affect the control transponders of both reference

terminals.

Interference protection

Although the MSM offers many advantages to the SSTDMA system, it also
increases the distribution of interfering signals to a greater portion of the
network. In many SSBTPS, every upbeam connectivity may appear in every
transponder. Thus, a continuous interferer, such as a swept Cw signal in one
upbeam, will appear in all downbeams containing a switch state that has the

upbeam connectivity of the interferer.
While the SSTDMA frame format cannot be arranged to eliminate the effects

of an interferer on traffic terminals, steps have been taken in the design of the
SSRTE and the assignment of connectivitics to the RED and TAS regions to
prevent complete failure of the network. Two IF screening switches have been
included on the SsRFE receive side. One switch connects the Asti demodulator
to the metric down-chain only during the time slots occupied by the metric
and sSv regions. Thus, the ASU demodulator will only be exposed to an
interferer in the metric loopbaek connectivity. The second screening switch
connects the SPE demodulators to their respective down-chains only during the
RED and TAS regions. Consequently, an SPE demodulator will only be exposed
to an interferer in one of the upbeam connectivities in the RED and TAS

regions.
Judicious selection of the connectivities in the RBD and TAs regions under

certain network configuration conditions can result in what is termed an
interference-immune configuration 161. In such a configuration, while some or
all traffic terminals will he affected by the interferer, at least one SSRTF will be
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totally unaffected and will be automatically available to reacquire failed ter-
minals as soon as the interference ceases.

In addition to screening and interference immunity control selection, a
mode of operation called the interference survival mode has been designed
into the SSRTE. This allows the SSRTE to automatically enter network startup in
an interference-nonimmune configuration in which the interferer does not
appear in the metric loopbaek connectivity and causes only the SPE to fail.
Details of the interference survival mode are discussed in Reference 11.

Network procedures

Most new procedures defined for the S5r1MA system involve only one
physical element in the system, such as the SSRTE, TOCTF, or ISCC. These
procedures are discussed in companion papers addressing the specific ele-
ments [I t 1,11 261 15].[181. There are, however, two procedures which involve
every element in the system: TSO correction and HTP change. The interaction
of the various system elements involved in implementing these two proce-
dures is discussed here.

Onboard clock (TSO) eorrection

Plesiochronous (nearly synchronous) operation of international digital cir-
cuits requires highly accurate and stable clocks on both sides of the interna-
tional connection. As defined in International Telephone and Telegraph Con-
sultative Committee (CCITT) Recommendation G.81 1 121], these clocks must
have a long-term accuracy of I part in 1011. In TDMA, the clock on the
terrestrial side is supplied by the national network. On the satellite side, the
clock is supplied by the common TDMA terminal equipment and is synchro-
nized to the 2-ms TDMA frame.

The SSTDMA frame is synchronized to the SSTDMA subsystem switch frame,
which is generated from the satellite TSO. The Tso has a specified worst-case
drift of 5 parts in 1011 per day. To comply with CCITT Rec. G.811, the ISO
frequency must be controlled relative to the high-stability local timing source
(cry) at the reference terminals. The LTS is a cesium oscillator with a long-
term accuracy of I part in 1011. Figure 19 is a block diagram of the overall Tso
correction system, and a brief system overview is provided here. Details of the
ISO correction system are given in a companion paper by Maranon et al. 1181.

'r so correction involves the following three functions, which are performed
in various elements of the network:

Oscillator phase error measurement is performed at the AStis in each
reference terminal. The phase error is periodically transmitted to the
IOCTF.
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Clock correcrion prediction is performed at the 10C IF using the phase
error reported from the reference terminals. The prediction algorithm
operates over a relatively long interval (typically 15 to 30 da)s) and
predicts how much frequency correction must he applied to the oscil-
lator on the satellite to cause the accumulated phase error to return to
near zero over the next correction interval.

Oscillator correction is performed at the tscc. The oscillator control
integer to be transmitted to the satellite is computed based on the
cumulative value of frequency corrections and the characteristic curve
for the on-line oscillator. Once computed. the value is transmitted via
telemetry to the spacecraft.

PIIASH OIFITRENCF MLLAASURENIEN'r

The Asus at the MPRT and SRT periodically measure the phase of the switch
frame relative to the SSRTE LTS, using an innovative technique developed by
NEC which automatically eliminates Doppler effect from the measurement.
Figure 20 illustrates this method. First, the 60.41 6-MHz symbol clock derived
from the LTS oscillator is provided to the phase measurement circuitry. A
flywheel counter provides a reference pulse having a periodicity of one con-
trol frame (1_024 s). A measuring circuit then computes the midpoint between
the start of transmit control frame (SOTCF) and the start of receive control
frame (SORCE) at each superframe boundary, and measures the (initially arbi-
trary) position of this point relative to the reference pulse. The movement of
the SOTCF due to path length variation is equal to (but in the opposite direction
fron) that of the SORCF 1141,1181. Thus the midpoint is unaffected by satellite
movement. However, due to a frequency difference between the Tso and LTS,
movement of the sorcF and SORCF relative to the reference pulse will be equal
and in the same direction. Thus the midpoint will move relative to the refer-
ence pulse in proportion to the'I'So frequency inaccuracy.

Once during each control frame, both the on-line and standby ASES in an
SSRTE report the phase (the number of symbols between the reference and the
midpoint), and the phase change from the last control frame, to the CADC. The
CADC then calculates a local cumulative phase term based on the values
reported by the on-line ASC and reports this value to the IOCTT once each clock
phase reporting interval.

CLOCK CORRECTION PREDICTION

At the IOCTF. cumulative phase difference for the system is computed using
data from either the MPRT or SRT (if MPRT data are unavailable). The IOCTF
receives periodic phase error measurements (relative to a terrestrial cesium
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reference) from each SSTDMA reference terminal and computes a local cumu-
lative phase error for the system using the phase reported from the MPRT or
SRT. The current phase, oscillator frequency, and drift performance are com-
puted and logged each reporting interval, and an unscheduled frequency cor-
rection is requested if the phase exceeds a preset threshold. The IooTP also
computes a TSO correction interval consistent with TSO drift performance and
INTELSAT operational requirements. The amount of frequency correction
required to drive the cumulative phase error to zero over the next correction
interval is then predicted and reported to the Iscc at the end of the current
correction interval.

I'RIlQUI NCY (URRECTION

When a correction is requested by the IocTP, the Iscc computes the new
Tso control integer for the on-line Tso in the spacecraft by adding the incre-
mental correction requested to the sum of all previous corrections since startup.
This value is then added to the nominal oscillator frequency of 5.664 MHz.
The characteristic curve for the specific TSO is used to determine the value of
control integer that will result in the smallest quantization error. The com-
puted'rSO control integer is then sent to the ITC&M station for transmission to
the spacecraft.

SSBTP change

Changing a RIP in an INTELSAT TRMA or SSTDMA system is a multi-
phase process involving generation of the RTP, distribution of the RTP to the
network elements, and coordinated execution of the RTP change. SSRTI' gen-
eration is covered in detail in Reference 12; distribution and execution are
discussed here.

SSBI1' DIS I RI13LTION

In fixed TDMA, only traffic and reference terminals require RTPS. The

coordinated execution of a [IT[' change involves only these terminals, and the

(OCTF participates in the process only by distributing and verifying the RTP to

the reference and traffic terminals. Distribution is more complex for SSTDMA;

Figure 21 illustrates the overall SMTP distribution process. New elements

requiring a RTP in the SSTDMA system include the INTELSAT vi satellite.

diagnostic receiver, NRDE, and diagnostic processor. The SSRTI' database man-

ager is responsible for distributing the time plans to these elements. Coordi-

nated execution of an SSBTP change involves the SSRTE, traffic terminals, and

the satellite; other elements change time plans asynchronously.
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Since the IN IEISAT vI satellite is involved in the coordinated SSHTP change,
the HQS must also he actively involved. In its role as the hub for all data
communications within the SSTDMA system, the IocrF coordinates events
between the SSR7Es and the Iscc. The IOCTF software that performs this
function is called the SSB IT change manager (SSBTP CM).

The Iscc commands the satellite so that the satellite SSTP changes at the
proper instant relative to the SSBTP change at the SSRTES and traffic terminals.
This function is performed by the SSTP change manager (SSTP CM) software in
the IsCC. The ss'rP CM receives SSTPS from the IS( C. loads these plans into the
DCC memories of the satellite, and manages the on-line, off-line, and standby
status of these memories in accordance with the type of sSTP change required.
Four types of ss'rP changes are identified in the SSTDMA system:

• Ttpe I Change facilitates implementation of a non- IDMA connectiv-
ity change via the MSM, instead of through the normal static bypass

switch. Type I changes are implemented asynchronously under manual
control at the ISCC.

• TNT 1)e 2 Change facilitates a specific SSTDMA connectivity change such

as test slot connectivity reassignment. Type 2 changes are imple-

mented asynchronously under manual control at the Iscc.

• 7i7)e 3 Change facilitates changing the SST in coordination with the
BIP in the SSTDMA system. Type 3 changes are implemented under
semi-automatic control, requiring only operator sanction of automati-
cally generated command sequences.

• Type 4 Change facilitates changing the blind slot SS1P prior to the
execution of a coordinated SSHrP Change. Type 4 changes are imple-
mented under manual control prior to the execution of a Type 3
change.

Under normal conditions, the content of the on-line and off-line DCLI memo-
ries in the spacecraft will be the same. This Ss rp is referred to as the current
normal ((N) SSTP. The off-line memory is continuously monitored for accu-
racy via telemetry. When a Type 1 or 2 SST change is requested, the ssrp CM
in the Iscc loads the required ss rP under operator control, either by accessing
the SS1p data file in the Is( c. or from magnetic tape. This usually takes place
several days prior to the required time of change. The new SSTP is referred to
as the new normal (NN) ssTP. After the NN ssrp is loaded and its validity
checked, the command sequence is generated for loading the NN SSTP into the
off-line DCU memories. Transmission of the command sequence is initiated
under operator control. Once loaded, the content of the off-line memories is
verified via telemetry. Upon verification, the command sequence to switch the
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off-line memories to on-line is generated and transmitted to the spacecraft

under operator control. This action activates the new SSTP. Further details

concerning Type 1 and 2 SSTP changes are provided in References 12 and 13.

Any time the content or status of a DCU memory is modified, the 5.5W eM in

the 15CC transmits the DCC Memory SSTP Status message to the iSCC via the

lscc data link.
When a Type 3 SSTP change is requested. the SSTP CM will actually execute

a Type 4 change. followed by a Type 3 change. The SSTP CM will load two
SSTrs under operator control, either by accessing the SSTP data files in the
ISCC, or from magnetic tape. One of these SSrPs is the NN SSTP and the other is
the blind slot (E5) SSTP. The ES SSTP is used to change the Ssv switch state to
NC, thus blocking the Ssv burst and causing the SSRTE to declare ES Active.
Since coordinated (Type 3) BTP changes are planned well in advance, the
above actions take place several days to a week prior to the required time of
change. After both time plans are loaded and their validity checked, the
command sequences for loading both the ES and NN SS'IPs into the off-line
Dec memories are generated. Transmission of the command sequence to load
the BS SSTP to the off-line memories is initiated under operator control at least
I hr (and normally 2 to 24 hr) prior to the expected time of change. The off-
line memories containing the ES SSTP are switched on-line by operator com-
mand at least 30 minutes prior to the expected time of change, and the NN SSTP
is then loaded to the off-line memories. The 1sCC continuously monitors the
SSTP in the off-line memory via telemetry until the plan is ultimately switched
on-line during the synchronous SSB I P change.

5SB I P CHANGI[ PROCEDURE

The SSBIP change procedure differs from that for fixed TDMA in two major
respects. First, the entire procedure must now include commanding of the
satellite in order to synchronize the change of the satellite 55W with the
change in CTPS in the ground segment terminals. Second, since there is no
primary R I E in SSTDMA, the MPRT has complete control of the procedure.

The fixed TDMA BEP change procedure was designed to achieve a changeover
of foreground and background CTPS synchronized to the transmit and receive
superfiames at all terminals, in recognition of the eventual migration of the
system to SSTDMA operation. To synchronize the satellite commanding with
the SSBTP change procedure in the MPRI. the following approach is taken. The

overall procedure is illustrated in Figure 22.
The commanding necessary to rotate on-line and off-line memories in the

DCE consists of setup commands, followed by an execute signal. The memory
rotation takes place on the next superframe boundary after reception of the
execute signal. To ensure that the execute signal is transmitted at the correct
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time relative to the SSBTP change procedure, the MPRT' calculates the Universal
Time Coordinated (u're) time at which the execute command should be trans-
mitted. This calculation is based on local knowledge of the time of occurrence
of the start of transmit superframe relative to uTC time at the MPRT. The UTC
time at the MPRT is synchronized to the UrC time at the isec, based on
reception at the SSRTE of an international time standard signal such as the
Global Positioning System signal. The calculation accuracy for the execute
time is ±1 s. The execute time can he calculated by the MPRT up to 18 minutes
in advance of the actual time, to allow for manual setup of the command

sequence if necessary.
After satellite commanding (including the execute signal) has been trans-

mitted, the HQS will detect from telemetry that the satellite has received the
execute signal. The HQS then sends the SSTP Change Armed message to the
MPRT. Reception of this message at the MPRT allows the BTP change to pro-
ceed. If the SSTP Change Armed message is not received, the MPRT will
suspend the procedure and attempt to recover from the situation.

This recovery process. known as fail-safe recovery, will be used when it is
uncertain whether the satellite memory roles will he rotated at the superframe
boundary. To perform fail-safe recovery, the MPRT uses the ssv burst. Long
before a BTP change is to take place, an SSTP change is performed in which the
ssv switch state is changed from loophack to NC. When this occurs, both
SSRTFS lose reception of the ssv burst, which results in declaration of the
Blind Slot Active condition. It is a requirement of the reference terminals that
a BTP change cannot he initiated unless Blind Slot Active is declared.

When the MPRT suspends the BTP change procedure, it waits until the
superframe boundary on which memory rotation should have occurred. If the
rotation took place, then the Blind Slot Active condition will no longer be
declared, and the MPRT will immediately continue with the BTP change proce-
dure. On the other hand, if the rotation did not occur, the Blind Slot Active
condition will continue to be declared. In this case, the MPRT will declare BTP
Change Failed and the network will continue as before.

The impact on the network of asynchronously executing the BTP change
will he a I- to 2-s loss of traffic for terminals whose burst positions and
lengths are either modified or occur in switch states that are modified. Further
details regarding the SSBTP change procedure as it pertains to the IOCTF. ISCC,
and SSRTE are provided in References 12, 13. and 14, respectively.

Implementation, testing, and transition to operation

Implementation of the first SSTDMA System in the AOR on the 335.5°
INTELSAT v1 satellite was a massive endeavor involving the design, testing,
and installation of the SSR'IES, the IOCTE (including the diagnostics subs)s-
tem), the ISCC SSTDMA subsystem, and the SSBTP generation software. This
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effort took place between the end of 1987 and mid-1989. In mid-1989, two

SSRTF5 were installed, one at Tannin earth station in Sweden, and the other at

Etmn earth station in West Virginia. U.S.A. System testing over the first

INTFLSAT VI satellite (INTELSAT 602) took place in late 1989 and early 1990.

The first INTELSAT SSTDMA system, on IN1EI.SAT 602, went into operation

on May 19. 1990. Testing of the second SST DMA system using the ]OR 60.0°

INTELSAT VI satellite began in late 1991, with SSRTIs located at the new

Beijing earth station in China and at Reisting earth station in Germany. This

system began operation on January 31, 1992. A companion paper by Kullman

ei al. [22] gives a detailed description of the deployment. testing, and transi-

tion to service of these SSTDMA systems.

Conclusions

The INTFLSAT SST DMA system represents the most advanced commercial
communications system ever implemented. The tNTELSAI vi satellite, with its
two SSTDMA transmission channels, provides a number of major advantages
over fixed mstA, including improved connectivity, reduction in traffic station
uplink and downlink equipment, more even distribution of traffic in beams, a
reduction in the number of reference terminals needed to control the network,
and an increase in availability due to interference immunity and recovery
procedures. Implementation of the SSTDMA system involved major redesign of
the system control elements and inclusion of the IscC and the satellite as
active elements in the system. The implementation, deployment, and testing
of the system were completed in a little more than 2 years. with very few
problems.

The inclusion of the satellite switch, and the reduction in the number of
reference terminals, along with a numhcr of other system considerations. have
resulted in a network control approach for SSTDMA which is different than that
used in the fixed TDMA system. The new approach involved architectural,
network configuration, and control scheduling changes resulting in the need
for new reference terminal equipment, modification of many system proce-
dures, and in particular. the introduction of a new, disciplined frame structure.
These changes were engineered to he transparent to existing traffic terminal
equipment and arc implemented entirely within the control elements of the
network. The changes were extensive, involving the satellite, frame structure,
reference terminal modifications, new BTP generation software, revised net-
work configuration and control concepts, the HQS, and a new knowledge-
based diagnostics subsystem.
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Abstract

The equipment installed at each INTELSAT 120-Mbius satellite-switched time-
division multiple access (SSTDMA) reference and monitoring station is described. The
equipment consists of an acquisition and synchronization unit (ASU). responsible for
acquiring and maintaining synchronization with the onboard satellite switching se-
quence; signal processing equipment for real-time digital signal processing to execute

network control functions; a control and display console, responsible for interfaces
with the operator and the INTELSAT Operations Center TDMA Facility: and the
TDMA system monitor, responsible for real-time analog burst signal measurements.
This equipment is based on modification of the fixed TDMA reference terminal equip-
ment, with the addition of the ASU subsystem. The major functional differences
between fixed TDMA and SSTDMA are described for each subsystem.

Introduction

The INTELSAT satellite-switched time-division multiple access (SSTDMA)
reference and monitoring station equipment consists of the SSTDMA reference
terminal equipment (SSRTE) and the SSTDMA system monitor (SSTSM ), which
are interconnected and interfaced to host station equipment . The SSRTE and
SSTSM are modified and expanded forms of the fixed TDMA II I RTE. and TSM.

The SSRTE was designed to maintain or improve the overall reliabil-
ity, operability , and case of maintenance of the original equipment, while

281
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containing the conversion process as much as possible. The original RTE 12]
consisted of three main subsystems: the signal processing equipment (see)
,subsystem, the control and display console (('ADC) subsystem, and the engi-
neering service circuit (Esc) subsystem. For the SSRTL. a completely new
subs) stem-the acquisition and synchronization unit (ASU)-was added, and

the SPE and cADC subsystems were modified.
Modifying the'ts.M for operation in an SSrDMA environment required changes

to the application software only. These changes affected the operator inter-
face, time plan processing, measurement display and processing, the data-
base editor, and the interface with the INTELSAT Operations Center TDMA

Facility (b e rn).

Overall architecture

Figure I is a block diagram of the SSRTE and sSTSM system. Critical
components are provided in a redundant configuration. For example, the sPe
subsystem contains two identical SPE basic racks, normally in an on-line and
standby relationship. Consistent with this philosophy, the new ASU subsystem
contains two redundant ASU basic racks which interface to both the SPE and
CADC. subsystems. To simplify the high-speed 60-Mbit/s interface with the
sPE_ the AMU and spa basic racks are paired and located side by side to give
two redundant ASC/SPF. units. Figure 2 shows the rack front panel elevation of
the SSRTE for the ASE and SPE subsystems.

All modifications to the SPE subsystem (with the majority being changes in
firmware) were confined to the SPE basic racks. The IF common rack contains
transmit and receive satellite equalizers, level detectors, and redundancy switch-
over logic to establish the correct IF signal paths, depending on which ASU/sPe
is on line. The SPE subsystem also contains the local timing source (LTS) rack
which houses triply redundant, high-stability cesium beam oscillators used to
supply lon- term network timing.

The CADC'. subsystem consists of two processors (sometimes housed in the
same rack): two visual display units (VDUs), with associated touch-panel
controls and printers, in two racks; the R'l E control panel (RCP) and Greenwich
mean time (GMT) clock in one rack: and two desktop system consoles with
keyboards. Physical modifications to the CADC subsystem consisted of the
addition of two switches and labeling changes on the RCP, replacement of the
GMT clock with the Global Positioning System (UPS) synchronized time code

A constellation of satellites managed by the U.S. Department of Delense and
available for commercial use as an international time standard.
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TO/FROM HOST STATION EQUIPMENT

SPE
SUBSYSTEM

ALM/CTL

ASU 1
DR 1

PROC 1

IF COMMON

PROC 2

CONSOLE

FR TMG

SSTSM

FR TMG

ESC
SUBSYSTEM

ESC
INTERFACE

ESC
SWITCH

FR TMG: Frame Timing
ALM/CTL Alarm/Control
VOW Voice Orderwire
MON Monitor & Status Data
DR: Diagnostic Receiver
PROC: Processor

Figure 1. SSRTE Block Diagram
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generator. and addition of an IEEE-488 Standard general-purpose interface
bus (OP1B) interface for the new ASU subsystem. All software in the CAnG was

extensively changed.
The ESC subsystem and the TSM hardware were not modified. The TsM

interfaces, shown in greater detail in Figure 3. are as follows:

• 140-MHz IF interfaces on both the transmit and receive sides via the

IF common rack.
• 6/4-GHz interfaces with the low-noise amplifier (LNA) and high-power

amplifier (HPA) subsystems of the host station, used to inject calibra-

tion signals prior to the LNA and to monitor the HPA output level.

• Status and timing signal interfaces with both SPE basic racks.

• A data link interface with the IOCTF via the CADC subsystem.

EQ
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-<--l LNA

TX HF
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CALIBRATION

IOCTF/SSRTE
PACKET

DATA LINK

DS-1000
DATA LINK

MEASUREMENT
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Figure 3. TSM Block Diagram
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The ASU subsystem

Each of the two redundant ASU basic racks contains a transmit IF unit.
receive IF unit, ASU modem shelf. ASU basic shelf, diagnostic receiver de-
modulator shelf, and diagnostic receiver shelf. The ASH rack face elevation is
shown in Figure 4.

The primary task of the ASU is to acquire and synchronize to the switching
sequence generated on board the satellite. Consequently, the ASU is capable of
measuring the phase difference between a timing reference derived from the
I:PS and a timing reference derived from the onboard satellite oscillator that is
generating the switching sequence. These data are transmitted via data link to
the IOCTF for use in measuring and correcting the onboard oscillator fre-
quency, as described by Maranon et a/. [3]. Two additional functions of the
ASU are the transmission and reception of the switch state verification (SSV)
burst, which is used in the burst time plan (BTP) change procedure, and
operation of the screening switch, which is a key feature of the SSIDVIA
system's improved immunity to interference. The formats of all bursts trans-
mitted by the Asu are depicted in Figure 5.

The diagnostic receiver, which is separate from the ASU function, detects
the presence or absence of individual bursts in all transponders received by the
SSRTE. These data are transmitted via data link to the diagnostics subsystem in
the IOCTF, as described in Tamboli et al. 14].

Overview of %St operation

As described by Lunsford et al. 151, the ASE uses a special loopback region
of the frame in a designated transponder to transmit and receive the metric
burst. This special region is known as the metric region and appears in each
metric transponder. The two SSRTES use the two metric transponders in the
network to transmit and receive their respective metric bursts.

The task of the Asu is to measure the time of cutoff or truncation of a
portion of this metric burst by the satellite switch. The metric burst (Figure 5c)
contains a 40-symbol metering pattern which, during normal operation, is
positioned such that the trailing edge of the special connectivity truncates the
metering pattern at a designated (target) symbol position. When the ASU
receives its own metric burst back from the satellite, it measures the symbol
position within the metering pattern at which truncation occurred, and adjusts
the transmit timing of the metric burst so that truncation will occur at the
target position. One such adjustment cycle is illustrated in Figure 6, where the
onboard (switch frame) timing, and hence the occurrence of the special loop-
hack connectivity, is shown occurring progressively later relative to the
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Figure 5. Formats of all ASU Bursts

arrival of the metric burst at the satellite. This could be due to the satellite
moving closer to the ASU, or to the onboard clock running slower than tile ASU
transmit timing, which is derived from the LTS. After adjustment, the transmit
timing of the ASU is synchronized to the switch frame timing at the satellite.
This timing may then be used by the paired SPB, and ultimately by the rest of
the network.

The superframe can be synchronized with the switch masterframe by using
the metric burst, which has a 24-symbol switch masterframe word (sMw)
following the metering pattern. Normally, the SMw is not received by the ASU
(as depicted in Figure 6); however the onboard switch subsystem 151-171 is
provided with a mechanism for extending the special loopbaek connectivity
by 64 symbols in the first frame of each switch masterframe. This enables the
ASU to receive the smw, and thus derive the switch masterframe timing from
the smw detections.

The structure of the metric region is shown in Figure 7 for metric and
nonmetric transponders. The metric region always contains two switch states:
the metric loopback switch state and metric switch state during normal frames,
and the metric loopback switch state and masterframe switch state during the
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Figure 6. Metric Burst Synchronization Example

first frame of the switch masterframe. This latter switch state extends the
loopback period of the metric region by 64 symbols, or approximately I ps.

The metric region is followed by the reference burst distribution (RBD)
region, which must also contain a loopback switch state. These two loophack
switch states (metric and reference) are always 512 symbols in duration, and
are the only loopback states in the frame that are less than 1.024 symbols long.
Normally, 512-symbol loopback connectivities will appear twice in the metric

transponder.
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Figure 7. Structure of the Metric Region

The RBD region is followed by the terminal acquisition and synchronization
(TAS) region, which also contains loopback connectivities. In the special case
where the first connectivity in the TAS region is a loophack, the reference
burst 2 (RB2) distribution loopback will he extended and the SSRTE transmit-

ting RB2 will thus observe only one 512-symbol loopback in the metric
transponder.

During acquisition of the metric loophack connectivity, the ASU searches
the metric transponder for all loopback connectivities that are 512 symbols
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long. To define the number of these loopbacks, the ASU receives from the
IOCPF a loopback appearances parameter which is set to either I or 2. Acquisi-
tion is accomplished by transmitting a series of full-power short bursts (the
acquisition bursts), and searching the received burst pattern for these short
loopback appearances. Since the BTP rules forbid traffic loopback connectivi-
ties of less than 1,024 symbols, the pattern of received bursts can he processed
to unambiguously identify the metric loopback connectivity. After coarse
transmit timing (about 256 symbols) is established based on acquisition burst
transmission into this connectivity, the metric burst is transmitted and ac-
quired with progressively finer timing (metric burst acquisition phase l: eight
symbols; phase 2: one symbol) until the burst is declared synchronized. At
this stage, switch masterframe acquisition and synchronization are performed,

and the Asti startup procedure is complete.

ASU variable parameters

The ASU was designed so that several parameters which control its opera-

tion can be changed, through either programmable read-only memory (PROM)

replacement or a GPIB connection to an external IBM Ps/2 computer known as

the monitor and control unit (Met). The Mcu is not intended as an operational

part of the sSR FE, but as a test and debugging tool. In this discussion, when a

parameter controls the execution of a procedure, the parameter's name, vari-

able range, and operational value are indicated in square brackets; for example

0-2. 1.25 1. A list of these parameters is provided for reference in Table I.

As described by Lansford et al. [5 I, the Asti does not participate in syn-

chronized BIT changes, since dedicated positions in the frame are allocated for
its bursts. These data are also stored in PROM and can be modified by the McU.

Table 2 lists the Ass time plan data.

Metric loopback acquisition

The Ask' transmits a series of full-power acquisition bursts, each 216 sym-
bols long, at a spacing of 256 symbols (i.e.. 40-s)mbol separation) and 472
bursts per frame. According to the format shown in Figure 8, each acquisition
burst contains a burst number between 0 and 471. The bursts are transmitted
and received by the ASU in the metric transponder, and are received only
during loopback switch states. As illustrated in the figure, the ASU burst
transmission sequence begins with an arbitrary start of transmit frame (SOTF),
and transmits acquisition burst 0 at the position normally assigned for the

metric burst (Y'„ symbols in Table 2).
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TABLE 1. ASU SOFT VARIABLES

NAME DI SCR IPTION RANGE

Na Frames to wait after transmit liming adjustment 128-256

Fbr Frames to declare Burst Received 1(-64

r' h1 Flames to declare Burst Lost 16-64

)br Timeout for burst received 32-128
Na 0110 accumulation period 64-256

all 0110 detection threshold 0.5-0.9
MI 0110 misdctcclion threshold 0, t-05

thn Frames for Burst Number Valid 2-16
S SMW pattern 24 symhols

fsr Frames for SMW Received 16-64

bit Franies for SMW Lost 16-64

Fsvn Metric hurst puaition error limit 0-16

frail Failed metric sampling periods 2-16
M Metric pattern 40 symbols

Vs Metric sampling period 64-511
T Target for metric cutoff 0-40

Error variation of entoiT zone 0-40

5',nin Minimum metric sample size 0.5-1.(I
Threshold for cutoff decision 1(-2

(".vbr Frames for SSV Burst Received I(-512

' shnr Frames for SSV Burs, Not Received 16-512

TABLE 2. ASU TIME PLAN VARIABLES

NAME DESC121PTION RANGE

CURRENT

VALUE

11, Focilion of metric burst (symbols) 0 120,400 486

T, Position of SSV burst (symbols) 0-120,400 1 17,536
dl Displacement between metric burst and RB l)

regions for RB I in hank A
0-120,4011 768

d2 Displacrncnt for RB2 in hank A 0120,400 1,280

d3 Displacement for RBI in hankB 0-120,400 1,280

d4 Displacement for RB2 in hank B 0-120,40(1 1,792
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Figure S. Transmitted Acquisition Bursts

MLLTIPI.F-WINDOW MODE

After transmission of the acquisition bursts, the first unique word (UW)
detected with zero errors sets the position for the receive synchronization
window (Rx Sync window), which is a 64-symbol predicted window (see
Reference 8 for a description of windows). Relative to the Rx Sync window,
the AS( places a series of smaller 32-symbol windows at 256-symbol intervals
throughout the receive frame, as shown in Figure 9. This is known as the
multiple-window mode. At the same time, an arbitrary start of receive frame
(SORE) is set up relative to the position of the Rx Sync window, as if the metric

burst were received in this window.

RX PATTERN OF ACO BURSTS 512-symbol LOOPBACK

nnnnnnn nn

RX SYNC WINDOW 256 symbols

MULTIPLE WINDOWS

SORE

468 symbols

0 1 1 0

0110 PATTERN

Figure 9. Multiple-Window Mode and the "0110" Pattern
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The sequence of uw detections generated by these windows is recorded
over a complete frame, and examined for occurrences of the "01 10" pattern.
This is a pattern of detections in two consecutive windows, with no detections
in the adjacent windows. If found, this pattern signifies the possible presence
of a 512-symbol loophaek connectivity, as depicted in Figure 9. If the pattern
is not found. ASU transmit timing is retarded by 8 symbols, the windows
previously used are cleared, and the entire process is restarted.

When one or more occurrences of the 0110 pattern are found, the detection
data from the multiple windows are recorded over INC,, 64-256, 64] frames. In
these data, the position of each pattern relative to the current SORF, and the
number of occurrences at this position, are determined. This gives the number
and position of the possible 512-symbol loophacks that have been found, as
shown in Figure 10.

Normally, the loophack appearances parameter is 2, and the ASU expects to
find two 512-symbol loopbacks in the metric transponder, corresponding to

1 FRAME-

WINDOWS

OLD RX SYNC WINDOW

SORE

1 FRAME
UW DATA

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

0110 PATTERN 0110 PATTERN

TOTAL
PATTERNS

N N,M>D11XNa M

DISPLACEMENTS

A
I

RBD REGION LOOPBACK NEW RX SYNC WINDOW
& SORE

SORF

Figure 10. Metric Loopback Acquisition
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the metric loopback switch state and one of the Rim region switch states. In
this case, at least two 01 10 pattern positions must be found, and the number of
occurrences at each position must be greater than [D11. 0.5-0.9. 0.91 X N,,.
Also, any additional patterns at other positions must be less than [Mn.
0.1-0.5, 0.1] X N,. If these two conditions are satisfied, the ASU checks the
time displacement between the two pattern positions against the displacement
expected for the current time plan. This displacement is a fixed quantity and
will change according to the reference burst (RB) type (RBI or R32) and the
bank (A or B) that is in use for the metric transponder (parameters d1 through
(14 from Table 2). If all conditions are satisfied, the Rx Sync window is
relocated to the position of the first detected Uw in the 0110 pattern which
corresponds to the metric loopback switch state. This is determined based on
the relative positions of the detected loophacks.

If the loopback appearances parameter is 1, the ASU will expect to find only

one pattern position that meets the D11 X No criterion, and will select this

position as the metric loopback switch state, if it is found. If the metric
loopback switch state is not found, then ASU transmit timing is retarded by
8 symbols, and the entire procedure is restarted.

SINGLE-WINDOW MODE

When the Rx Sync window is relocated, the SORE is also relocated and the
multiple windows are cleared, leaving only the Rx Sync window to detect the
first acquisition burst Uw in the selected 0110 pattern. This is the single-

window mode.
The burst number of the acquisition burst being received is now decoded. If

the same burst number is decoded in IF,,,,, 2-16, 4] consecutive frames, the
number is considered valid. The decoded burst number is then used to retard
the ASU transmit timing by 256B,, symbols, where B,, is the number decoded.
Referring to Figure I1, it can be seen that this strategy places acquisition
burst 0 in the Rx Sync window. When a burst number of zero is decoded, no
further transmit timing adjustment is done and transmission of the acquisition
bursts ceases. At that time, transmission of the metric burst starts at the same
position as acquisition burst 0, and phase 1 of metric burst acquisition begins.

Metric burst acquisition

Acquisition and synchronization of the metric burst with the switch frame
timing takes place in two phases. At the start of the procedure, the metric burst
is received in the Rx Sync window and placed in the forward part of the
detected 512-symbol loopback, in the same position as acquisition burst 0, as
shown in Figure 12. Thus, the entire metric burst, including the SMw, will be

471

ASU RECEIVE

STEP 1 BX SYNC WINDOW

470

STEP 2

0
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ASU TRANSMIT

2 4

SOTF DECODED BURST 3

470

STEP 3

471

3

0

I
3 x 256 symbols SOTF

MB

SOTF

2 3 4

Figure I I. Metric But-Al Tronsmisvion Process

MB

received. At the start of phase I, the ASU begins detecting the SMw. When
the SMw is detected, the ASLJ retards the 5011 by 8 symbols and waits I W,,,
128-256. 1481 frames to again detect the sMw. This moves the metric burst up
to the closing edge of the switch state, and finally truncates the sMw. When
the ASU no longer detects the SMw, phase 2 begins.

At the start of phase 2. the metric burst is positioned with a number of
SMw symbols being truncated by the trailing edge of the metric loopback
switch state. However, the entire 40-symbol metering pattern is intact. During
phase 2, the contents of the received metering pattern are employed to make
an initial estimate of position error, using the position measurement procedure
described later. Since the entire pattern is still being received, this will result
in a measurement of T-40 symbols 17 , 0-40, 261, which is negative because
the burst is being received early. This measurement will produce a forward
movement off- 40 symbols, which may result in metering pattern cutoff. As
soon as metering pattern cutoff occurs, the position error can be measured and
the transmit timing adjusted accordingly. Phase 2 terminates and metric burst
synchronization is declared when the measured position error drops below
[F_,y 0-16.51 symbols.

DECODED BURST 0
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Figure 12. Metric Burst Acquisition Phase 1

Upon completion of phase 2, the switch masterframe acquisition procedure

and the metric burst position error measurement procedure begin.

Switch masterframe acquisition and synchronization

At the start of each transmit superframe (s0TSF), the uw transmitted in the
metric burst is changed from uw0 to uw3. Initially, the sOTSF will be arbi-
trary. At the satellite, the loopback connectivity in the metric region will be
extended by 64 symbols on the first frame of each switch masterframe. This

exposes the sxiw at the end of the metric burst in this frame.
The switch masterframe acquisition procedure detects the occurrence of

uw3 in the received metric burst and starts a frame count that is stopped by
reception of the SMW, as shown in Figure 13, step I. The next occurrence of
the SOTSF is then retarded by this number of frames (step 2), which causes
coincident (in the same frame) detection of uw3 and the sMw. When the ASH
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detects this condition, switch masterframe synchronization is declared. If the
condition is not detected for 10 consecutive superframes. the ASU generates a
warning message: Metric Burst or Switch Masterframe (SMF) Acquisition
Failed. Achieving switch masterframe synchronization terminates the ASU
startup procedure. The ssv burst is then transmitted, and the screening switches
begin to operate.

Switch masterframe synchronization consists of monitoring the displace-
ment between uw3 and the smw. If the Straw is detected and the displacement
is not equal to zero in two consecutive measurements, an alarm condition
occurs which produces a request for switchover to the redundant ASH/SPF.. If
the sMw is not detected for four consecutive superframes. a warning message
is generated but no alarm condition is declared.

!Hetric burst synchronization

The metric burst is kept in synchronization with the switch frame by
measuring the position error of the bunt relative to the metric switch state,
once every control frame. This measurement is based on keeping the closing
edge of the metric switch state at a specific symbol position [T. 0-40, 26]
within the metering pattern contained in the metric burst. The transmit timing
of the metric hunt is then adjusted based on the measured position error. If a
valid position error is not measured in IPt,I 2-16, 41 consecutive control
frames, an alarm condition and request for switchover are generated.
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Metric position error measurement

The symbol position within the metering pattern at which cutoff (closing of
the switch state) occurs is measured by statistical correlation over a sampling
period of IN,, 64-51I, 1281 frames. Each sampling period begins on the
second frame of a control frame because in the first frame of each superframe

the metric loopback is extended by 64 symbols.
The metering pattern data received in each frame of the sampling period

are compared to the transmitted metering pattern to determine two vectors, B,,
and Bq, that contain the bit correlations between transmitted bits (T„ T) and1 11
received bits (R,„ R,1) for both the P and Q channels, as follows:

B,,(j)=NOTI7,(j)XORR2(.j)I j=0,1,2,...,38,39 (1a)

Bq(j)=NOT []„(J)XORR,,(j)] (I b)

The number of symbol correlations, S. in the received pattern is also

determined:

19

S= [BP(j) AND Bq(J)] (2)
j=11

If the difference between the number of symbol correlations. S, and the
target symbol cutoff value, T, is less than 1E,_, 0-40, 261, the metering pattern
data collected for the frame are considered valid and are accumulated: other-
wise, they are discarded. Each time a valid frame of data is accumulated, a

variable, N. is incremented.
The two vectors of hit correlations in each channel are added to give a

single correlation vector whose elements can be 0. 1, or 2, as

A(j)=13,(j)+ B/(j) j = 0. 1, 2, ..., 38, 39 (3)

For the inth received valid frame, the values of A(1) are stored in the Correla-

tion matrix, C(j, in).
At the conclusion of the N,-frame sampling period, if the number of valid

frames, N,., exceeds [S,,,;,,, 0.5-1.0, 0.5) X Ns, the hit correlations for each
symbol position of the metering pattern are arithmetically summed to form the

decision vector, D(J), as
N,

D(J)C(j.m) j=0,1,2....,38,39 (4)
ur=1
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Starting at symbol position zero (j = 0), D(j) is compared to ID,o, 0-2, 1.251
X N,.. The first symbol position at which D(j) drops below this threshold is
defined as the symbol position of metering pattern cutoff.

The metric burst position error is defined as

Error = T- (J+ 1) (5)

where J is the index of the first element of D(j) whose value is below D,„ X
N. This process is illustrated in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Metric Burst Position Error Measurement Processing
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Direct svneluronizat ion from SPE timing

For all standby ASUs, as well as for the on-line ASH in a newly acquired
inoperative SSRTE. the paired SPE establishes receive and transmit timing prior
to the Asti. In this situation, the ASU will synchronize metric burst transmit
and receive timing directly. based on the timing signals from the paired SPE.
When the metric burst has been received and a valid position error measure-
ment obtained, the normal cycle of metric cutoff measurement and transmit
position adjustment will begin. For standby Asus. the transmit timing will be

taken from the paired SPE.

SS% hurst transmission and reception

ssv burst transmission and reception begins after switch master frame syn-
chronization is achieved. If the ASH declares SSV Burst Received, then the
Blind Slot Not Active condition is declared and passed to the paired SPE. If
SSV Burst Not Received is declared, the Blind Slot Active condition is de-
clared. The blind slot declaration is used for fail-safe recovery from the BTP

change procedure. as explained later.

Screening switch operation

The receive IF unit housed in the ASU rack accepts four down-chain signals
from the IF common rack. The signals are then distributed to the paired SPE,
the diagnostic receiver housed in the same ASH rack, and the single ASL
demodulator. The down-chain for the ASH demodulator is selected manually.
using a front panel switch. Four screening switches are provided for the down-
chain signals fed to the SPE, and one screening switch is provided for the ASU
demodulator signal. These switches are controlled by data provided by the
CADC, which are derived from the contents of the reference terminal con-
densed time plan (RCrP). Screening switch operation begins alter the ASH
declares switch masterframe synchronization. The switches prevent certain
regions of the frame from being received by the ASU and SPE, and are a key
element in the strategies used to resist interference, as described later.

llnhoard oscillator phase measurement

The ASL employs a special technique, originally used experimentally by
NTT 191, to measure the phase change between timing derived from the
onboard oscillator and timing derived from the LTS, independent of the effects
of satellite motion. The technique is based on the relative motion of the Asu
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SoTE, the ASC SORT, and a timing reference derived from the LIS. It was
developed to prevent the satellite Doppler effect from corrupting the measure-
ment, as would occur if the period between the Boers were compared to the
period between the LTS reference pulses. In this case, the diurnal expansion
and contraction of the frame length would he impressed upon the long-term
difference in frame length, and measurements would be extremely difficult.

To explain the application of the above technique, two situations can he
described:

• No Satellite Motion With (lockO/t'se!. This case (Pigure 15) assumes
that the satellite is stationary (no Doppler) and the onboard clock is

running slower than the LTS; hence the satellite switch frame is longer
than the LIS frame, and the start of frame at the satellite moves
forward (i.e., occurs progressively later) relative to the LTS frame.
Since there is no satellite motion, the SORE will also move forward
relative to the LTS frame and, to maintain synchronization, the SOTF
must move forward by the same amount.

METRIC SWITCH STATE

SATELLITE

ASU

> ACCUMULATED CLOCK PHASE ERROR

SOTF MOTION

I LTS REFERENCE TIMING

SORE MOTION

Figure 15. Effect o/Clock Offset
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• Satellite Motion Without Clock Offset This case (Figure 16) assumes

that there is satellite motion, but there is no onboard clock drift
relative to the LTS. Consequently, the start of frame at the satellite will
continue to occur at the same time relative to the LTS frame. As the
propagation distance for the metric burst changes due to satellite
motion, the SORT arrives earlier or later at the AST. producing the
same effect as above. However, to maintain synchronization, the SOTF
must now occur later or earlier to compensate for the change in
distance; and in fact the SOTF will advance/retard by the same amount
that the SORE retards/advances.

Combining these two observations by measuring the amount by which the

soil, and SORE move relative to each other gives an accurate assessment of the

satellite range variation independent of clock offset. Conversely, clock offset

may be measured by observing the movement of the midpoint of the SOTF/

SORE relative to the LTS frame.

In practice, the Asti maintains two counters, each of which is reset by a
reference pulse from the LTS. One counter measures the time, in symbols,
between the reference pulse and the start of transmit control frame (SOTCE);

METRIC SWITCH STATE

SATELLITE

ASU

I>

PATH DELAY CHANGE
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the other counter measures the time, in symbols, between the reference pulse
and the start of receive control frame (SORCF). The results of these two
counters arc summed to form the periodic phase measurement known as T(M),
which is reported to the CADC each superframe. Figure 17 depicts the situation
combining satellite motion and clock offset, along with the values of 7(M) and
the constituent counters. As shown, half of the difference in two successive
values off(M) is the phase accumulation, in symbols, over the period between
the two values, due to clock frequency difference between the LTS and the
onboard oscillator. This accumulation can be either positive or negative. If it
is positive, the onboard clock is slower than the ITS, resulting in a longer
frame and successively later SORES/SO'rEs. The use of this information to
correct the onboard clocks is discussed by Maranon et al. [3] and Lansford
et al. 15].

The diagnostic receiver

The diagnostic receiver provides an independent means of monitoring
the presence or absence of all bursts in the transponders received by the
SSRTE, to report back to the diagnostics subsystem in the IOCTF, as detailed by

P> ACCUMULATED PHASE

SATELLITE

ASU

T(M) = T1 + T2

T2

TI

A DIURNAL MIDPOINT DIURNAL
SOTF MOTION SORF MOTION

LTS REFERENCE TIMING

SOTF MOTION MIDPOINT SORF MOTION
(DOPPLER & (DOPPLER &
CLOCK DRIFT) CLOCK DRIFT)

I LTS REFERENCE TIMING

DELTA T(M) = 2P

Figure 16. Effect of Satellite Motion Figure 17. Combined Effec't.c of Satellite Motion and Clock Offset
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Tamboli eta[. 141. This is necessary because the inclusion of screening switches
in the SSRTE design prevents the SEE from receiving the traffic portions of the
frame. Since the diagnostic receiver has no active role in the network, the
inputs are left unscreened and all bursts can be monitored.

Each diagnostic receiver contains two demodulators and is mounted in an
ASU basic rack. With the two diagnostic receivers in the two Asti racks, the
sSRTE: can receiving and monitoring the bursts in up to four transponders. The
diagnostic receivers have no on-line or standby status. Transponders are se-
lected by means of front-panel switches, and selection is monitored by the

CADC.
Each diagnostic receiver derives receive timing independently from the

reference bursts in the transponders being monitored. All bursts are detected
within 64-symbol windows located in the frame relative to the receive timing
derived by the diagnostic receiver. Bursts are defined by the diagnostic re-
ceiver time plan ()RTE), which is transmitted from the IoC'rE via data link and
defines only the position and Uw type of each burst. The diagnostic receivers
maintain a uw detection table for each transponder, in which the status of each
burst is represented by a I or 0. These tables are transmitted via the CADC to
the IOCTE once every superframe, or approximately 16 seconds.

The SPE subsystem

The SEE subsystem routinely handles all of the real-time signal processing
necessary for reference and traffic terminal control and monitoring, and ex-
ecutes certain specialized procedures (e.g., o n' change and reference terminal
promotion) as needed. The SPE: basic rack houses the hardware and firmware
that perform this processing. For the SSRTE, the SEE function was modified in

the areas discussed below.

Reference terminal control

The format of the RCTP allows the definition of three types of transponders
containing reference bursts: those containing controlling reference bursts, from
which the RTE takes control; those containing controlled reference bursts,
which the RTE controls; and those containing other reference bursts. which the
RTE monitors to generate the selective do not transmit (SDNTX) codes that

control traffic terminal burst transmission.
In fixed TDMA, one or two transponders are defined as containing con-

trolled reference bursts, depending on whether the connectivity is loop or
nonloop. Also, in fixed TDMA there are four reference terminals in the net-
work: the master primary (MPRT), master secondary (MSRT), primary (PRT),
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and secondary (star). In the loopback case, the MPRI and MSRT control them-
selves in the loop transponder and also control the PRT and SRI in the nonloop
transponder, resulting in two controlled reference burst transponders (four
controlled reference bursts) being defined in the MPRT and MSR I RCTEs. In the
nonloopback case, all RTES control the opposite-beam RTES in a single nonloop
transponder, resulting in only one controlled reference burst transponder (two
controlled reference bursts) being defined in all the RCTPS. In both the loop
and nonloop cases, the terminal numbers and burst numbers of all the con-
trolled reference bursts defined in any RCTP will he different, due to the
presence of four RTES in the network.

In SSTDMA, because of the ability to distribute reference bursts to multiple
downbeams, all network configurations are loopback. This. together with the
provision of only two reference terminals, has the following consequences:

• Eliminates the role of PRT and the concept of the fixed-delay primary.

• Eliminates the concepts of startup pairings and highest role (highest
role is always MPRT).

• Introduces the concept of dummy terminal numbers for reference
terminal control.

• Introduces the concept of dummy burst numbers for reference termi-
nal SDNTX generation.

ELIMINATION OF THE EI2T

The main outward effect of eliminating the PRT is to eliminate code block
131 from the RCTP, which defines the highest role of an RTE, the terminal
number of the startup partner, and the type of network connectivity. In SSrDMA,
none of these data are needed.

DUMMY IERMINAL NCMHERS

For network configurations in which each SSRTE is controlled in a different
control and delay channel (CDC, used to distribute control and acquisition
delay data), each SSRTE controls its own reference burst and its partner's
reference burst in different transponders. Thus, two controlling reference burst
transponders must be defined in the RCTP, giving rise to the definition of four
controlled reference bursts. This leads to a duplication of terminal and burst
numbers in the RCTP which can potentially corrupt the sPE database. Since this
situation will occur only when the two SSRTEs are controlled in different CRCs,
the solution adopted is for the sPE to recognize multiple definitions of terminal
numbers for controlled reference bursts and to generate dummy terminal
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numbers for the two reference bursts that are not actually being controlled in
each defined transponder. The dummy terminal numbers are formed by in-
verting the two most significant bits (MSBS) of the 8-bit terminal number, on
the basis that all real terminal numbers within a network will have the same
two MSBS. This has resulted in a rule that reserves CDC addresses I and 2 for
the exclusive use of reference terminals in SSTDMA.

DUMMY BURST NUMBERS

For the same reasons described above, in SSTDMA burst numbers are also

duplicated in the "other" category of reference burst transponders (i.e., those

monitored for SDNTX generation). To distinguish among these bursts, the SPE

generates dummy burst numbers that are inserted into the SDNTX message and

appear in the logging data. The dummy number is based on the identity of the

port on which the SPE receives the burst. This port ID replaces bits I I and 12

of the 14-hit burst number in the SDNTX message (bit 0 is the least significant

hit). In this way, both the local SSRTE operators and the diagnostics subsystem

in the IOCTP can determine the transponder for which the SPE generated the

SDNTX.
Based on the changes in terminal number and burst number for SDNTX

generation, the response of the SPE to reception of SDNTX codes has also
changed. The SPE now generates a request for switchover when it receives an
SDNTX addressed to either its real terminal number or its dummy terminal
number. The 14-bit burst number is its principal burst number, or is coded as
"all ones" (i.e., all bursts). All other combinations of terminal and burst

number are ignored.

Terminal acquisition and synchronization support

In fixed TDMA, all bursts in the network are controlled by the terminal
acquisition and synchronization support (TASS) procedures and the SDNTX
generation (SGT) procedures. In SSTDMA, due to the operation of the screening
switches in the ASU, nonprincipal traffic bursts cannot be monitored by the
SPE, and thus the se r procedure for these bursts will operate for nonprincipal

reference bursts only.
The TASS procedure uses the CDC to provide one of four possible control

codes and a value of transmit delay to each controlled terminal, once per
control frame (1.024 s). Steady-state synchronization control in SSTDMA is
achieved in the same manner as in fixed TDMA [8], by instructing the con-
trolled terminal to advance or retard transmit timing based on a periodic
measurement (once per control frame) of the controlled burst position. This
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control is achieved by changing the value of transmit delay that is used by the
controlled terminal to derive transmit timing.

In the initial acquisition and synchronization procedures, the controlling
reference terminal first calculates an approximate value for the initial transmit
delay, designed to place the acquiring burst in a specific (unused) location in
the frame. In fixed TDMA, this unused location is preferably the frame space
which will ultimately be occupied by the acquiring terminal's traffic burst,
and therefore can be used for acquisition. In SSTDMA, the frame structure is
more rigidly defined [5], with specific locations assigned for traffic terminal
principal bursts that are closely packed. A separate region of the frame, called
the common acquisition window (CAw), is provided to be shared among all
acquiring terminals in that transponder during their acquisition attempts. Al-
though the basic procedure of initial acquisition is the same in both fixed and
SSTDMA, the way in which terminals are allocated to initial acquisition at-
tempts is different. While the SSTDMA initial acquisition allocation and the
fixed TDMA method of sequential acquisition arc similar, fixed TDMA alloca-
tion is static and SSTDMA allocations are dynamic.

The allocation process operates by assigning nonacquired terminals to
subunits of a superframe called acquisition cycle intervals (ACis), which com-
prise four consecutive control frames. Within an ACI, a traffic terminal has a
maximum of two opportunities (control frames) to respond to an initial acqui-
sition, phase I (IAPI) code. If the second IAPI does not cause a response, the
remaining two control codes of the ACI contain a do not transmit (DNTX) code.
The possible control code sequences during a single acquisition attempt are
depicted in Figure 18.

A

I I I

- 1 SUPERFRAME

16 CONTROL FRAMES

I I I I I I I I I I I F i I II

ACI1 ACI2 ACI3 ACI4 ACI1 ACI2
TERM A TERM B TERM C TERM D TERM E I TERM E

CASE 1 IAP1 IAP1 DNTX DNTX CASE 4 IAP1 IAPI IAP2 DNTX

CASE 2 IAP1 IAP1 IAP2 SYNC CASES IAP1 IAP2 DNTX DNTX

CASE 3 IAP1 IAP2 SYNC SYNC

Figure 18. Possible Control Code Sequences Within a Single ACt
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Terminals are allocated to ACIs based on data in an acquiring terminal (AT)
table, which is constructed for each transponder in which the SSRTE receives
controlled principal bursts. A maximum of four AT tables can be defined for
each SSRTII. Terminal order within an AT table is based on control multiframe
and transponder allocation. That is, all terminals controlled in a specific
transponder appear in that AT table, in the order in which they are addressed in
the CDC. Each terminal is then marked as eligible for acquisition according to
its authorization and acquisition status. All terminals eligible for acquisition in
each At table are sequentially allocated to an A0, and the results of the
acquisition attempts are used to update the AT table status. This cycle repeats
until no more terminals eligible for acquisition remain in each table.

In such a dynamic allocation scheme, it is necessary to ensure that both the

MPRT and SRT are simultaneously acquiring the same terminal. For this pur-

pose, a new service channel message called the ACI assignment message

(Figure 19) has been defined. This message is transmitted by both SSR'FES in

the first multiframe of the first control frame of every ACI. As shown in the

figure, the message contains the control multiframe of the terminal to be

allocated f o r acquisition attempt in the next Act, for all four A t tables. The ACT

assignment message is used to synchronize the inoperative reference terminal

(IRT) or SRI ACI assignments to those of the MPRT ACI whenever a mismatch

occurs. Also, a warning message is generated at both ssRrUs when there is a

mismatch.
The Cycle of ACI assignments may he preempted by the need to acquire the

partner SsEre. In this case. the partner will become eligible for an acquisition
attempt and will replace the regularly scheduled terminal every fourth Act.
The regularly scheduled terminal will then he given the next ACI. However, if
fewer than four traffic terminals are eligible for acquisition in that AT table, no

preempting will be done.

2 bits - PARITY (2 bits) -

FUNCTION CODE ACI AT 4 AT3 AT2 AT 1
(01000101 ) 5 bits 5 bits 5 bas 5 bits

NUMBER OF NEXT ACI

CONTROL MULTIFRAME OF TERMINAL FROM THIS AT TABLE
TO BE ASSIGNED FOR ACQUISITION IN THE NEXT ACI

Figure 19. Format of ACI Assignment Message
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UTly change

Changes in the SSRTE functions to accommodate a BTP change are divided
fairly equally between the sPE and CADC subsystems. The major change for
SSTOMA 151,[101 is that the satellite command execute time. Tr,Ir, is calculated
by the MPRT in order to synchronize the switch-state time plan (SSTP) and BTP
change timing between the satellite and ground segments of the network. This
calculation is performed by the CADC based on a local measurement of the
instant of occurrence of SOTSF relative to Universal Time Coordinated (uTC')
time, and on a parameter which defines the number of superframes of lead
time before the instant of change. This is known as the BTP Change parameter,

and can he between 8 and 64 superframes 151.111]. In addition, the role of PET
was deleted from the procedure.

BTP change can he enabled either locally at the MPRT or remotely by

the IOCTF. If it is enabled remotely, an additional data link message allows

the 10CrF to modify the BTP Change parameter. In practice, the IOCTF

generates both messages every time a BTP change is performed. It may be

necessary to modify the nip Change parameter if the change is to be co-

ordinated manually, for example, if the data links between the INTELSAT

Headquarters Subsystem (IIQS) and the telemetry, tracking, command, and

monitoring (TTC&M) site are down. (The roles of the HQS and 'rr('.&M sys-

tems are detailed in companion papers by Luz et al. I I I I and by Skroban

and Belanger 112].) To provide this manual backup capability, the SSRTE

can enable, initiate, and cancel a BTP change locally using switches mounted
on the (ss)RTE RCP.

After receiving the Enable command, the CADC samples the time of occur-
rence of the next SOTSF, using the time code generator. The generator replaces
the GM'r clock and is synchronized to UTC time via a GPS receiver, also
mounted in the SSRTE. Both the CAD(' and the SPE then begin a superframe
countdown from the time of occurrence of the sampled SOTSF, according to
the current BTP Change parameter. At the salve time, the ('ADC calculates the
UTC time of occurrence of the SOTSF immediately prior to that on which the
BTP change will take place. This time, plus 2 seconds, is the satellite command
execute time, T 91, which is shown on the BTP Change Progress display [I1 j
and transmitted hack to the IoCrr. The MPRT then waits until the SOTSF
which occurs three superframes (approximately 48 s) before the SOTSF
on which the BTP change will take place-to transmit the Request for Ready
to Change messages to all authorized terrninals. Upon receiving a Ready to

Change message from all acquired terminals. the MPRT then declares the
Ready to Change condition and illuminates the Ready LED on the RCP.
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At the same time, the SRT illuminates the Ready LED on the RCP when it

responds Ready to Change, and both the MPRT and SRT inhibit logging of

diagnostic receiver data and the transmission of uw detection tables back to

the IOCTF. This is necessary because the diagnostic receivers do not take part

in a synchronized nit, change, and thus the data immediately following the

change are incorrect. Logging and reporting are re-enabled after the new time

plan is downloaded to the diagnostic receivers. The SR r also inhibits support

of traffic terminal acquisition and transmits DNTX to all nonacquired terminals

at this time.
At this point, if the RTP change was enabled locally, the Initiate Plan

Change switch mounted on the RCP will become active and, if pressed, will
cause Ready to Initiate Countdown to he declared. If the BTP change was
enabled by the 10CTE, the Initiate Plan Change switch will remain inactive. In
both cases, the MPRT will declare Ready to Initiate Countdown if it receives
one or more SSTP Change Armed messages from the IOCTF before the effec-
tive instant of change (Ere). The SSTP Change Armed message is generated by
the IOCTF based on telemetry data which indicate that the Execute tone was
received by the satellite, and this message can be expected within 5 to 6
seconds after transmission of the tone. The Etc is about 4 s (128 multiframes)
before the SOTSF on which the RTP change is to occur, and is the decision point
for transmission of the countdown sequence. Following declaration of Ready
to Initiate Countdown, the Cancel Plan Change switch mounted on the RCP
becomes active and, if pressed, will cause the Ready to Initiate Countdown
condition to be canceled, irrespective of whether remotely or locally enabled.

At the Etc, the MPR1' will decide whether to transmit the countdown se-
quence. depending on whether Ready to Initiate Countdown is declared. If this
condition is not declared, the MPRT' will declare Countdown Suspended and
enter the fail-safe recovery procedure. This procedure begins on the SOTSF at
which the Bit, change should have occurred. At this time, the MPRT begins
monitoring the blind slot declaration being generated by the Asti subsystem. If
at any time during the first control frame of this superframe the Blind Slot Not
Active declaration is made. then the countdown sequence will be transmitted
immediately. This condition will occur only when the satellite has correctly
received and implemented the sequence of commands to rotate memories and
so change the Ss I P on the correct superframe boundary. I n this case. the effect
of the ground segment executing the BTP change slightly late will he a I- or

2-second loss of those bursts affected by the change.

Interference and interference survival mode

One of the advantages of SSTDMA is that control of the traffic terminals
may be arranged in what is known as an immune configuration 15 1131. This
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refers to immunity from interference, which has proved to he a problem in
fixed TDMA. Immunity is achieved by arranging for each SSRTE to be exposed
to mutually exclusive sets of uplink appearances in their respective control
transponders, while maintaining the ability at each to control all terminals in
the network. This scheme ensures that, if an interfering carrier originates from
a single uplink, then only one of the SSRTES will be exposed to interference in
its controlling transponder. Thus, the nonexposed SSRTE will continue to
control the network. Unfortunately, this type of configuration is possible only
when four or more transponders that can he received by the SSRTE are in use.

The immune configuration depends on the operation of the screening
switches preventing the sPE from being exposed to any part of the frame other
than the Run and TAS regions. The concept is to use the two available CDCS to
control a different set of terminals, with each set including one SSRTE. In the
simplest SSTDMA network configuration, only two transponders are used, one
each in the east and west. Each SSRTE transmits one reference burst carrying
one CDC, which is broadcast to both transponders. Thus, both uplinks appear
in the RED region of both transponders, and also in the TAS region of both
transponders (because terminals from both uplinks need to be controlled by
both SSRTES). Assume now that an additional two transponders (one cast and
one west) are to be added, but the original RBD/1AS regions are not to he
disturbed. The simplest approach is to use the other CDC to control the addi-
tional terminals and form another (different) RBD/TAS region in the two addi-
tional transponders. This results in two distinct RBD/TA5 regions in the system,
which are mutually exclusive in terms of the uplinks appearing in them. By
simply changing the controlling CDC of the SSRTEA (and hence the control
transponder), the two SSRTE control transponders now have mutually exclu-
sive uplinks in their RBD/TAS regions. This is the basic immune configuration.

In cases where such a configuration is not possible, the SSRTE has another
protection against interference known as the interference survival mode. This
too relies on operation of the screening switches, specifically the fact that the
Asu is screened from all regions of the frame except the metric region and the
Ssv region. These regions, by definition, are loopback, and therefore the Aso
at each SSRTE is exposed to a different uplink. Thus, interference from a single
uplink cannot cause the Asu at both SSRTES to fail.

The interference survival mode is invoked when the SPE has declared No
Timing Available and the Asu still has metric burst synchronization. Two
other conditions must be met: the No Input Alarm condition for the control-
ling transponder must not be declared, and the RCTP must correspond to a
nonimmune configuration. In practice, the interference survival mode is iden-
tical to the SSRTE startup condition, where the Asu has already acquired metric
burst and switch masterframe synchronization and the SPE is transmitting
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based on ASU timing. After the survival mode is established, the Cancel
Startup switch on the RCP can he used to cease transmission. Otherwise, when
the interference stops, the SSRTE will continue with the normal startup routine
of acquiring the partner SSRTF. followed by the traffic terminals. In this way,
the survival mode feature can greatly shorten any traffic outage caused by

interference.

PronnNion proeedures

The procedures governing the operating status of reference terminals (IRTS,
SRTS, and MPRTS) in the network were greatly simplified in SSTDMA. There are
now only two procedures: the IRT-to-SRT promotion procedure executed by
the MPRT, and the SRT-to-MPRT self-promotion procedure.

The IRT-to-SRT promotion, as in fixed TDMA, ensures that the contents of
the CDC transmitted by the IRT are nominally the same as the CDC of the MPRT.
The introduction of dynamic Act assignments to acquiring terminals in SSTDMA
makes it necessary to check the complete cycle of the Act assignments over all
the AT tables that are being used. Consequently, the procedure operates in two
phases. In the first phase, the Act assignment message content of the MPRT and
the IRT is compared; in the second phase, the CDC content for each addressed

terminal is compared between the TRT and the MPRT.
The content of the Act assignment messages must be compared because in

some SSTDMA configurations the MPRT is able to check only one of the two
CFCs that the iRT may be transmitting. This will occur when one CDC is
dedicated to controlling the east beam terminals, and the other to controlling
the west beam terminals. Since the Act assignment message is transmitted in
the service channel of every reference burst and contains assignment informa-
tion for all CRCs, the assignments for the coc that is not received may be used
in the comparison. In this case, it is considered sufficient to compare the
content of only the CDC that can be received, since this will reveal any

problems with the acquisition delays being generated.
The SRT-to-MPRT self-promotion procedure begins when either an SDNTX

code is transmitted to the MPRT, or the MPRT status code is lost, or the SRT

enters interference survival mode. If any of these conditions occur, the SRT

waits approximately 2 seconds and then samples the current control code for

the partner SSRTe. If the control code is SYNC (synchronization). no further

action is taken; however, if the control code is DNTX, the SRT assumes the role

of MPRT.

Startup procedure

As already stated, the concept of startup pairing has been eliminated, and
the highest role of each SSR'IL is MPRT. When startup is initiated at either
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SSRTF, the role of MPRT is immediately assumed, and the on-line ASU executes
the metric switch state acquisition procedure, which proceeds through the
metric burst and the switch masterframe acquisition and synchronization pro-
cedures, terminating in the availability of SOTSE. This SOTSF is then trans-
ferred to the on-line (paired) sPP; which initiates transmission of all defined
reference bursts based on the paired ASU transmit timing. This transmit timing
relationship between the on-line Asu and SPE continues as long as the MPRT
role is maintained.

After the on-line SPE begins transmitting its reference bursts, startup pro-
ceeds as in fixed TOMA, with two fundamental differences. With SSFDMA, the
method of satellite position determination (set during SPE initialization) is
always prediction. Also, the partner SSRTE is acquired using the predicted
satellite position and the normal CAW. with a continuous IAP1 code transmis-
sion. The concept of a startup acquisition (suA) window is not used, and there
is no ranging startup mode. This is because the switching action of the satellite
makes it impossible to guarantee that an SUA window can be placed in a
sufficiently long continuous connectivity for acquisition using the nominal
satellite position.

Both the on-line and standby SPES receive the SSRTE's reference burst and
establish receive timing (SORF, SORMF, and SORSE). This timing is transferred
from the standby spe to the standby ASU. which then synchronizes directly
with the received metric burst and enters normal steady-state operation. Al-
though the standby ASU is measuring metric cutoff and obtaining a position
error reading, the transmit timing is taken from the paired SPE.

Following successful acquisition of the partner SSRTE, the Become Second-
ary command is sent concurrently with the SYNC, status code, and startup
terminates. As in fixed TDMA, startup can be terminated manually if it be-
comes apparent that the partner SSRTE cannot acquire.

Reference terminal acquisition

The SSRTE normally responds to reception of the IAPI code by transmitting
the short acquiring burst and proceeding through to reception of the SYNC
code, at which point all defined bursts are transmitted with the Inoperative
(INop) status code. When the SYNC code is received, the on-line and standby
ASU9 begin transmitting and receiving the metric burst based on transmit and
receive timing from the paired SPE. After establishing metric burst and switch
masterframe synchronization, the Asus begin normal measurement of metric
cutoff and adjustment of transmit timing. Thus, the on-line ASU in an inopera-
tive or secondary SSRTE will be independently synchronized to the satellite
switch frame. However, the on-line SPE will derive transmit timing in the
normal way by receiving control and delay data from the MPR'r.
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The CADC subsystem

The CADC maintains the operational databases for the ssRTU, controls and
monitors the sat: and ASU subsystems, provides the SSR'I E operator interface,
and manages the data link communications with the IOCTh. The major change
to the CADC was the addition of support for the new ASU subsystem.

.ASU support

The following Asa support functions are performed by the CADC:

• Loophack Appearances Parameter. The CADC maintains this param-

eter as an additional data item in the reference terminal operational
parameters (ROP) database and supplies it to the ASU at initialization.

• Screening Switch Contra(. The CADC extracts these data from the

RCTp contents, based on the positions of the reference bursts and

principal bursts in each defined transponder. and supplies then to the

ASU at initialization.

• Bunk and Reference Burst II). The CADC extracts these data from the

RcTP contents, based on reference burst position in the metric tran-

sponder, and supplies them to the ASU at initialization.

• ASUStains Display. A status display VDU is supported for either ASU.
showing metric burst acquisition/synchronization status, clock phase
measurement status and processed data. and co-installed diagnostic

receiver status.

• ASU Event Logging. New operator notification messages and system

log messages are supported.

• Maintenance Support. The existing SPE maintenance support was ex-

panded to include standard loadable databases for the ASU, to be used

with the on-site maintenance aids provided.

Clock phase measurement support

Raw phase measurement data are processed by the CADC for local display
and transmission to the IOCTF. The CADC maintains a clock phase reporting
interval (CPRI) and a phase drift threshold, P,n,,. These parameters can be
updated from the IOCTF. The upRI is the period (in superframes) between
reports of the accumulated phase value. The parameter P,,,,, is an alarm
threshold for average phase drift or short-term frequency offset.

The phase value that the CADC reports to the TOCTF is the previously
reported phase value plus the arithmetic sum of the changes in 1(M) over all
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the superframes of the current reporting interval 131. The CADC processes the
T(M) data from both ASUs to determine the correct phase to be reported in the
event of a ASU switchover. The phase value reported to the IOCTF is not
divided by two.

For alarm and display, the CADC calculates a running average of the real
phase drift over the last eight superframes. This is equivalent to a measure-
ment of short-term frequency offset between the ETS and the onboard oscilla-
tor. If this value exceeds P,,,,, a local alarm is generated.

Diapaostir receiver support

The CADC maintains the current DR'IP, which is received from the LOCI F via
data link. The DRTP contains a list of the types of bursts ORB I, RH2. or traffic)
and their positions in each transponder. Up to four transponders may be
defined. Upon reception of the DRIP from the loot, the CADC downloads the
diagnostic receivers immediately if the H'I'P number matches the foreground
BTP number. The CADC receives the Uw detection tables from each diagnostic
receiver every 512 frames and, based on the current port selections for each
demodulator, selects the UW detection tables to be sent to the LOCI F. If dupli-
cate port selection exist among the four demodulators, the CADC will select
demodulators in the diagnostic receiver that is associated (co-installed) with
the ASU currently on line, and will choose demodulator I in preference to
demodulator 2. Any change of demodulator port selection will mark UW
detection data from that demodulator invalid until the diagnostic receiver is
reinitialized and a warning vim message is generated. During HTP change, the
CADC will inhibit logging and transmission of Uw detection data until after the
change is successful and the new DRTP has been received and downloaded.
The CADC also supports loading of a maintenance DRIP for use with the burst
simulator.

SPE support

The following additional support functions are provided for the sae:

• RCTP Format Changes. The CADC no longer expects to receive a
code 131 block, and sets the appropriate parameters by default at SFF
initialization.

• ROP Format Changes. The ROP was changed to define only two
reference terminals, plus the ASU-spccific Loopbaek Appearances pa-
rameter. The display data were changed to include the definition of
metric transponder and delete the connectivity description.
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• AT Table Generation. The cnoc generates the Ar tables based on

RCTP contents.

• Surrh'al Mode Supparr. The CADC determines front the RcTP contents

whether the network configuration is immune or nonimmune, to sup-
port implementation of the survival node function.

• BTP Change Support A large number of additional functions are

provided to support BTP change. as described previously. Chief among
these is the addition of the time code generator to replace the (;MT
clock, enabling accurate local sampling of the SOTSP time.

• Monitoring and Logging. A number of new operator notification mes-
sages and events to be logged are supported. In particular, the new
"dummy" terminal and burst numbers are supported in the sense that
event history flags can he set and will trigger for these bursts. Many
of the original fixed'rDMA voc screen formats have changed or have
been expanded to accommodate the additional SSTDMA information.

Data link messages and protocols

Additional messages were created between the SSRrE and the TOCTP to
support the new SSTDMA functions of BrP change and clock correction. As far
as possible, existing messages were not modified, with data fields left unused
or converted to other uses. An example is the ROP message. in which the fields
previously used for the two nonexistent terminals are now either unused or
used to convey the Loopback Appearances parameter.

The data links between the SSR'IE and the IOCTI- were upgraded for the
SSTDMA system to a standard software product operating at speeds up to 9,600
baud I 111. Data flow control for routine data (e.g., CDC message contents.
system log contents. and real-time display monitoring) is now centralized at
the IOCTP. (These upgrades have also been done for fixed TDMA.)

The TD ,PIA system monitor

All changes to the TSM were confined to the application software. The new
TSM software permits operation in either fixed TDMA or SSTDMA mode.

CTP processing

The TSM can now process a TSM CTP (I CTP) for SSTDMA, or for fixed TDMA

(for which the format has not changed). In fixed TDMA, the upbeam transpon-

der for a given downbeam transponder is constant. However, in SSTDMA these

connectivities may change according to the SSTP, and thus it was necessary to
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modify rcTP block codes 210 (reference bursts) and 220 (normal traffic bursts)
to add the upbeam identification for each burst. Also, two new block codes
were added to the TC'IP. Block code 260 defines each terminal's principal
burst. Block code 270 defines all switch states for all receive transponders that
are used to derive the idletime slot (ITS) connectivity map and the spectrum
analyzer gate (SAG), which are discussed later.

Measurement processing

In fixed TDMA, the TSM is assigned a receive and transmit ITS for each
transponder. However, in SSTDMA, due to frame overhead considerations caused
by a potentially large number of different connectivities, the I I Ss are placed in
the test slots. The test slot connectivity is programmable and may he changed
based on operational requirements involving the burst mode link analyzer.

ITS measurements

The TSM performs receive and transmit ITS measurements, depending on
the mode selected The receive ITS is used to measure down-chain gain and
down-converter frequency offset, while the transmit ITS is used to measure the
gain of the transmit monitor path. In the routine mode. the TSM measures
down-chain gain and frequency offset every time a new transponder is en-
tered. In the diagnostic mode, down-chain gain and frequency offset are
measured only once, when the measurement is initiated. For set reference
power or input backoff, only down-chain gain is measured. If an ITS is not
available for a particular downlink transponder, then down-chain gain and
frequency offset measurements are inhibited.

When the loCrr has successfully implemented an ss rP change, a TSM Test
Slot Connectivity Change message (number 207) is sent via data link to the
TSM. This message contains a TSM test slot status flag for all reference beams.
A reference beam is the transponder configuration in which a particular burst
(reference or traffic) is used for a set reference power measurement. Once a
set reference power measurement has been made for a particular transponder.
all other bursts in that transponder are displayed relative to the reference
Power burst. Message 207 also contains the downbeam ID of all reference
beams and the test slot upbeam ID of downhcams having a test slot.

In certain ssui'P configurations, there may be no It's scheduled for a
reference beam. Alternately, although an ITS is scheduled, no reference
bursts may be present in a particular downbeam. In this case, a set reference
power measurement may he made on a traffic burst. If the ITS Available flag
is not set or the ITS Change flag is set for the transponder in question, ITS
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measurements are inhibited for all parameters other than the set reference

power measurement.

TS[I routine mode nneasurentents

If receive ITS measurements are not inhibited for a transponder, then down-
chain gain and down-converter frequency offset are measured. The measured
values are stored in a data file and may he used if ITS measurements are

inhibited for a period of time.
In fixed '[DMA, the TSM can measure reference and traffic bursts where no

distinction is made between principal and nonprincipal bursts. In SS I DMA, the
TSM measures reference bursts first, followed by principal bursts, and then
normal traffic bursts. If desired, the operator can suppress the principal bursts

to speed up the measurement cycle.
An upbeam compensation factor editor is provided which allows thersM

operator to change the compensation factors for bursts which originate in
different upbeams. These compensation factors are available for each connec-
tivity and are added to the relative burst power measurement value.

'USM diagnostic made measurements

Set reference power measurements can he made while the ITS Availability
flag is set. A reference burst or a traffic burst may be selected.

Dwell measurements can be made using measured values for down-chain
gain and frequency offset, provided that Ifs measurements are not inhibited. If
ITS measurements are inhibited, stored values are used for down-chain gain

and frequency offset, as in the routine mode.
While the ITS Availability flag is not set for a particular transponder. input

backoff measurements are also inhibited.

TSM display processing

The display processing software for SSTDMA was changed to include the
north and south zone beam designators. Also, in routine mode, bursts and their
measurement data are displayed and grouped by transponder. burst type, and
upbeam it). If selected, principal bursts in routine mode are displayed in a
different color to differentiate them from other bursts. In both routine and
diagnostic modes, when stored values are used for down-chain gain and

frequency offset, the displayed data flash on the screen.
In the diagnostic mode, the'rSM operator can now control the SAG from the

Infotouch display. This is particularly useful when attempting to locate spuri-
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ous continuous-wave carriers. Using a spectrum analyzer externally triggered
on the start of frame, the SAG can be positioned to coincide with a particular
switch state, and thereby determine the source of the continuous-wave carrier.

Operator interface modifications

The operator interface in the routine mode was modified to allow the
selection of two burst type combinations: "All" refers to reference, principal
traffic, and normal traffic bursts; and "1nTS" refers to reference and normal
traffic bursts.

The diagnostic mode interface was modified to allow either reference
bursts or traffic bursts to be selected as the reference power burst. A SAG was

also added which can be set from the Infotouch display by specifying either a
switch state or the start and stop position in frame units.

Database editor modifications

The system definition file editor was changed to allow three new flags to
be set (or reset): a default burst-type flag, a TSM Real-Time Measurement
Data Flow Enable flag, and a TCTP Sorting flag.

Changes to the TSM definition data file required removing the fixed TDMA-
related transponder identifiers and enabling the operator to enter any alphanu-
meric data string. New database editors were also added for upbeam compen-
sation factors and the ITS connectivity map.
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Abstract

Methods of generating burst time plans (BTPs) for the INTELSAT VI satellite-

switched lime-division multiple access (SSTDMA) system are presented. Compared

with the INTELSAT V fixed TDMA system, SSTDMA requires BTPs of greater

complexity. Because of the dynamic beam switching on hoard INTELSAT VI, the

network control scheme was updated significantly and a switching sequence is re-

quired. It thus was necessary to develop new method., of generating BTPs for the

SSTDMA system. The hasic approach to BTP generation is presented first, along with

a discussion of operational requirements in the INTELSAT VI SSTDMA system

environment. Since a number of purely theoretical papers have already been presented

in this field, this paper focuses oil the practical implementation of scheduling algo-

rithms. Detailed procedures are described for major scheduling processes such as

control assignment, switching-sequence generation, and traffic burst scheduling. The

algorithms developed have been implemented in the operational software system, and

an example of BTP generation employing actual scheduling software is 'given.

Introdnvtioti

As in the INTELSAT V fixed TDMA system, the INTELSAT VI satellite-switched

time-division multiple access (SSTDMA) system functions according to an
operational plan called the burst time plan (BTP). The BTP comprises the entire
body of timing assignments for a specific SSTDMA network, including the time
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slot assignments for all transmitted traffic and the control information for all
network terminals. The principal difference between SSTDMA and fixed TUMA
BTPS is that SSTDMA requires a time plan for dynamic beam switching by the
onboard microwave switch matrix (MSM), as well as an updated network

control scheme.
Such BTPS must be generated carefully to ensure efficient utilization of the

space segment (SSTDMA frame) while minimizing the earth segment (earth

station equipment). Various theoretical studies of SsrDMA system scheduling

have been conducted, focusing mainly on switching-sequence generation 11 h 21.

Like most commercial networks, the INTELSAT VI SSTDMA system requires

efficient BTPS that are both theoretically optimum and practicable. These

additional requirements are in response to operational conventions and the

need for cost-effective network deployment.

A set of operational computer software has been developed by implement-

ing the methods described here. The software system consists of the NPDGEN/

SSBTP (Network Parameters Data Generation/SSTDMA Burst Time Plan) soft-

ware and the SSMTP/SSCTP (SSTDMA Master Time Plan/SSTDMA Condensed

Time Plan) software. The sSrDMA B[ P generation software system was devel-

oped by Kokusai Denshin Dcnwa Company, Ltd. (KDD), Japan, R&D Labo-

ratories and COMSAT Laboratories. USA. in close cooperation with INTELSAT.

A prototype SSBTP computer program was developed in 1984 and 1985 to

demonstrate the feasibility of specific SSTDMA algorithms. As the SSTDMA

system specification [3] was developed and finalized during 1987-1988. the

prototype software was upgraded to an operational program to incorporate the

specification. The SSBTP/NPDGEN software system was developed by KDD

during 1987-1989. and the SSMTP/SSCTP software system was developed at

COMSAT Laboratories during the same period. The four program modules

run on the IBM mainframe computer at INTELSAT Headquarters.

This paper surveys aspects of B'rP generation for the INI ELSAT VI SSTDMA
networks, with a focus on operational requirements. An overview of the BTP
in the SSTDMA environment is presented, and detailed requirements and con-
straints for B'IP generation are discussed. The basic strategy for generating
BTPS is then presented, along with criteria for each step in the process. Subse-
quent sections introduce scheduling algorithms for the essential processes of
BTP generation and demonstrate an example of BTP generation, with a descrip-

tion of the generation procedure.

Operational aspects of the SSTDMA system

The INTELSAT VI SSTDMA system is configured as shown in Figure I; its

features have been described previously [3]-[6]. The system differs signifi-
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Figure I. SSTDMA Network Configuration

cantly from fixed TDMA in that beams can be switched dynamically by the
MSM on board the satellite. This capability has led to a number of changes and
refinements in the network operation and system architecture. which have
affected the structure of the BTP. One notable difference is the requirement for
the satellite to have a switch state time plan (SSTP), or switching sequence.

EH(BB)

DOWNLINK BEAM
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In the SSTDMA system, a TDMA frame is divided into a series of switch
states stipulated by the ssIP. During each switch state. the MSM maintains a
pattern of switch connections between the uplink beams (upbeams) and down-
link beams (downbeams) of a multibeam satellite. The MSM can connect one
upbeam to one or more downbeams simultaneously. The network control
function takes advantage of sem[broadcasting beam connections (i.e.. an up-
beam connected to more than one downbeam in a switch state) to accomplish
reference burst distribution, initial acquisition, and steady-state synchroniza-
tion by a pair of reference stations, resulting in no change in the traffic
terminals (71. Switching of beam connections allows traffic terminals with
access to a limited number of transponders to distribute traffic bursts efficiently.
The traffic burst configuration remains the same as in fixed TDMA. Therefore.
detailed time plans must he developed to establish the burst schedule, in addition
to the ss i P. so that transmission among stations within the various beam cover-
ages can be maintained without burst collision or other conflicts.

Operation of the SSTDMA network is characterized by a BTP which specifies
precisely the items Summarized in Table 1. For each transmission channel, the
switching sequence provides the durations and beam connections for a series
of switch states. The B111 summarizes the network control scheme, including
reference burst distribution and principal burst monitoring assignments. Burst
position is assigned for all bursts to route them with an appropriate beam
connection. The H'rP defines burst and suhhurst configurations in the same
manner as in fixed TDMA. Terminals and terrestrial interface modules (TINS)
are assigned at the transmit and receive earth stations to identify the intended
use of the terminal equipment.

Time plans required by carious SSTDMA subsystems

The information in a HTP is specified for all terminal and monitoring
equipment in an SSTDMA network, in the form of a coordinated set of time
plans. Three types of time plans are produced for each B'rP. Master time plans
(MTPs) provide the information necessary to set up the equipment at each
earth station in the network, map the terrestrial channels to the satellite chan-
nels, and oversee operations at the stations or at the INTELSAT Operations
Center TDMA Facility (IOCrF). International Telegraph Alphabet No. 2 (ITA2)-
encoded condensed time plans (CTPS) contain a subset of the MTP information
and are loaded to the terminal and system monitoring equipment to provide
timing and control information. American National Standard Code for Infor-
mation Interchange (ASCII)-encoded time plans contain a subset of the MTP
information for use in the diagnostic processor at the IOCTF, in the equipment
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that controls the satellite switch at the INTELSAT Satellite Control Center
(ISCC), and in the diagnostic receiver equipment. Abridged CTPS (ATTPS) are
used during a BTP changeover, and there are several additional test CTPS. In

particular, the following time plans are generated:

• Switch State Time Plans Jor the MSM. The switch state MTP consists
of a table describing the function and uplink connectivity of switch
states for all downbeams in the transmission channel. Each switch
state is described by its number, starting position, duration, upbeam
switch index, and type. The corresponding CTP (SSTP) is used at the
ISCC to provide timing data for switching to the onboard memory
through the telemetry, tracking, command, and monitoring (T'rC&M)

station.

• Trcic Terminal Time Plans. The traffic terminal MTP and operational
CTP for the SSTDMA system remain unchanged from those for fixed
TDMA 181, except for minor modifications to the beam descriptions in
the MTP. The M'rp and CTP provi le the traffic station with controlling
reference burst information. principal burst information, burst and
subburst configuration information for its transmit and receive traffic
bursts, and active orderwire information. In addition, the MTP pro-
vides baseband channel assignments, equipment requirements, and a
summary of activity at the station. The CTP provides transmit and
receive timing information for the terminal.

• Reference Terminal Time Plans. The MTP and operational CTP (RC'I'P)
for each reference terminal contain information for all reference bursts
transmitted or received by the terminal, as well as for the reference
and principal bursts monitored at the terminal. The frame index and
reference terminal control and delay channel (CDC) cycle used to
address control information to each controlled terminal are provided,
along with the terminal's identification numbers and the start and
duration of their acquisition windows. The MTP also provides the
terminal with metric and switch state verification (Ssv) burst informa-
tion (a summary of transmit, receive, and control activity) and a list of
information for all bursts received by the collocated diagnostic re-
ceiver equipment. The MTP is used to configure the reference termi-
nal, and the operational CTP is used during normal operation.

• SSTDMA System Monitor Time Plans. The system monitor MTP and

CiP (TCTP) provide data for all reference, traffic, and principal bursts
transmitted or received in each beam accessible to the SSTDMA system
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monitor ( STSM ) collocated at a reference terminal . Descriptions of
idletime slots and test time slots in the frame are also provided. The
TCTP contains beam connectivity maps that give the upbeam connec-
tivity index for each switch state in each accessible downbeam. The
SSTDMA system monitor uses these plans to monitor burst transmis-
sion status.

• Diagnostic Receiver Time Plans . Reference and nonreference diag-
nostic receivers use diagnostic receiver M'rPS and C1 Ps (DRTps) to
monitor all bursts in the BTP for overall network diagnosis. For non-
reference diagnostic receivers , the time plans contain a list of infor-
mation for all reference , principal, and traffic bursts received from
each zone beam monitored by the nonreference diagnostic equipment.
The corresponding nonreference receiver Crps (NRTps ) contain data
blocks with the same information.

• Diagnostic Processor Time Plans. A diagnostic processor MTP and its
corresponding processor CTP (DPTP ) contain network identification
parameters such as the eTP number and network control assignment

data. Terminal control information includes terminal identification
numbers, CDC addresses , and controlling beam information . Informa-
tion is provided for all bursts appearing in all downbeams and in-
cludes the entire SSTP . The diagnostic processor at the IOCTF uses
these data for overall network diagnosis.

• Abridged and Test Abridged CTP.c. The ACTP and test ACTP ('rACTP)
contain only two data blocks , which provide terminals with the BTP
identification number. The ACTP is used by the IOCTF to verify that the
terminals have the correct CTP in background memory. Upon receiv-
ing an ACTP , the terminal substitutes the normal BTP number from the
ACTP into the CTP in its background memory and returns the complete
Cr!' to the IOCI F. TAC'rPs having the modified BTP number are used to
support an acquisition test for the terminal during INTELSAT Satel-
lite System Operating Guide (SSOG) testing.

• Test CTPS . The terminal uses the TIC 'I'P during SSOG testing to verify
its response to reference terminal control , and the correct operation of
the BTP change procedure . According to the SsoG , the'r2CTP is used
off line by a traffic terminal to verify the correct functioning of the
digital speech interpolation /digital noninterpolation ( DSI/DNI) units.

In accommodating the SSTDMA network, every effort was made to mini-
mize modifications to existing fixed TDMA time plans. Very few changes were
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made to the traffic terminal time plans; however, the time plans generated for
the reference terminals and system monitors required more extensive modifi-

cation for use with the SSTD.MA System.
The MTP summarizes transmit and receive activity at each terminal. Corre-

sponding operational and test tips are generated in encoded data blocks, as
well as in operator-readable form. Each type of GTE block is identified by a
specific code block number. An ITA2-encoded GTE is generated by converting
the numbers in each block of the eTP to the 5-hit tTA2 code, line by line, and
writing each block of these data to a file, which is then transferred from the
IOCTE to the terminal or system monitor via the ordelwires on the SSTOMA
network. Each crP block ends with a binary five-digit checksum.

Operational regniremenfx of the SSTDMA network

Unlike the fixed FUMA system, the SSi DMA system uses frames that are
divided into a series of switch states. Figure 2 shows the .SSTDMA frame format

for a simple example that includes four beams. Some switch states at the

beginning and end of the frame are dedicated to network control functions

such as reference burst distribution and principal burst monitoring 141. The

other switch states include traffic bursts. Beam connections can be (one-to-

one) uplink-to-downlink, semibroadcasting. or broadcasting. (This is the most

significant feature of SSTDMA system operation and its constraints.)

From a number of feasible B IPS, it is desirable to select the most economi-

cally efficient plan. The primary goal in generating a BTP for an operational

network is to maximize the level of traffic accommodated, while minimizing

the number of transponders required. For a given traffic demand, it is also

necessary to minimize the amount of equipment required by the traffic termi-

nals. By taking into consideration traffic terminals that may join the SSTDMA

community in the future, as well as the capacity for growth of existing links,

network expansion can proceed in a planned and systematic manner, and

tratlic terminal owners can receive advance notice of the need for additional

equipment.

Network control regniremeo is

To establish control and monitoring of network performance, and to facili-
tate traffic scheduling, frames are divided into distinct control. monitoring.
and traffic regions. The control region. which includes time slots for all the
beam connections required for the network, must be minimized because it is
considered to be overhead in terms of net transponder capacity.
Semibroadcasting beam connections must he employed effectively so that a
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pair of reference stations can control the network with interference immunity
capability [41 and with no change to the controlled traffic terminals. Specifi-
cally, controlled terminals should not need an extra beam access solely for
network control. Special attention should also be directed toward keeping the
control assignment unchanged for existing terminals when a network is ex-
panded into a continuation mode that uses a slightly modified version of the
current control assignment plan [6].

Traffic scheduling requirements

The switching sequence must include time slots of sufficient capacity and
the necessary beam conncetivities to route all traffic demands. while minimiz-
ing frame occupancy and thus reserving spare capacity for future system
expansion. Since transponder-hopping is available in the sSrDMA system (as
in fixed TDMA), the burst schedule must avoid burst collision and overlapping.
Burst collision is caused by two or more bursts occupying the same time slot
in the transponder. and burst overlapping refers to the simultaneous transmis-
sion or reception of two or more bursts at a terminal.

To produce a H'rP that is acceptable to TDMA users, it is essential to focus
on equipment requirements. A BTP can affect the equipment required at a
traffic terminal (common TDMA terminal equipment ICTTE]) in three areas: the
number of transponders which the traffic terminal must access; the number of
This required: and, under certain circumstances, the amount of CTTE that must
be provided. The number of transponders that must be accessed determines
the IF/RF equipment required for each up- and down-chain, as well as the need
for the CITE to be equipped for transponder-hopping.

During development of the initial HTPs for SSTDMA networks, users con-
cerns regarding cost and equipment availability dictated that the highest prior-
ity should be to minimize the number of rIMs required, which could result in
an increase in the number of transponders to be accessed by each traffic
terminal. Since a traffic terminal must transmit at least one burst in each
up/downheam connectivity in which it has traffic, and since a dedicated TIM is
required for each subburst of each burst, the number of I IMs required can be
minimized by limiting the number of subbursts transmitted by each terminal
through effective multidestination subburst configuration (e.g., by not split-
ting traffic that can be accommodated in one subburst into multiple sub-
bursts). To some extent, the satellite's dynamic switching capability permits a
tradeoff between the number of transponders accessed by each terminal and
the number of rims required. Generally, the more a terminal is constrained in
the number of transponders it can access, the less flexibility there is in reduc-
ing the number of IIMS required, due to congestion in the beams the terminal
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accesses. Because there is less freedom to aggregate the traffic for the con-
strained terminal with that for other constrained terminals which access other
beams, separate subbursts and TIMs must be formed. Terminals with the
ability to both polarization-hop and frequency-hop in the same bank offer the
greatest flexibility for reducing the number of TEMS.

Strategy for generating HTPs

Key inputs to HTP generation are the space segment configuration and the
traffic requirements of SSTDMA users, together with the equipment and acces-
sible beams available or planned. Traffic demands are given separately for
speech-interpolated voice channels, non-interpolated data channels, and
multidestination traffic elements associated with digital circuit multiplication
equipment (OCHE). Numbers of available CITES and TIMS (with their types.
such as DSI/DNI/direct digital interface [DSI/ONI/DDI]) are specified for each
earth station. The network configuration includes the satellite transponders
dedicated for the SSTDMA network. SSTDMA reference terminal equipment
(ssRTE) locations, and traffic stations.

It is difficult to generate MTPS and CTPs directly from these data, for two
reasons. First, the overall scheduling presents an intractable combinatorial
problem due to the complexity and magnitude of the mathematical model 191.
Second, since operations planners prefer a comprehensive procedure to incor-
porate practical constraints in the network, it is realistic to divide the entire
process into three phases to ensure that the desired BIP (in the form of MTPs
and Errs) is ultimately generated. The first phase defines the network configu-
ration. The second phase is the actual HTP generation to obtain a comprehen-
sive plan, including control assignment, switching -sequence generation, and
traffic burst scheduling. The last phase consists of converting the generated
BTP into the formal structure of MTPs and CTPs with error checking.

The second phase, which is the main scheduling process, presents large-
scale scheduling problems. A step-by-step approach is employed to make use
of efficient mathematical techniques for divided subproblems. In the first step,
the network control scheme is determined for the planned network configura-
tion. Taking into account interference immunity [61, the most reliable and
efficient control assignment is identified. The second step then generates a
switching sequence that makes efficient use of satellite transponders and is
also suitable for burst scheduling. In the last step. the burst formation and
assignment are determined for the obtained switching sequence. Ultimately,
the desired HIP is attained by resolving each subproblem sequentially,
following these steps. Figure 3 illustrates a series of these procedures, with
input and output data.
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Figure 3. Overall Procedure for BTP Generation

The subproblems. discussed below, are formulated as well-studied math-
ematicat models; however, the theoretically optimum solution may have some
shortcomings in regard to meeting detailed practical operational requirements.
Several editing functions are available to permit slight modification of the
automatic scheduling results. These functions allow manual modification of
the switching sequence, burst and subburst configuration, and burst positioning.
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Software iinpleanentatiou

Based on the strategy described above, a set of computer programs has

been developed for RTP generation. This software system is oriented toward

the operational planner and the communications engineer. As illustrated in

Figure 4. the NPDGEN/SSRTP software comprises the NPDGEN and SSBTP pro-

grams, and the SSNITP/SSCTP software consists of the SSMPIDA IA and SSGENTP

programs.

The NPDGEN program controls the network configuration definition pro-
cess in the first phase of RTP generation, while the SSRTP program performs
a variety of functions in the second phase, including control assignment,
switching sequence derivation, and traffic burst scheduling. In this software
system, both automatic algorithms and manual editing functions are
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Figure 4. Software Svstenr far BTP Generation
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implemented for the convenience of operational planners. Incorporated into
the design is the ability to selectively override the automatic algorithms in
order to reconcile a generated BTP with existing operational constraints, or to
reduce the changes between successive time plan assignments and the changes
in equipment requirements that may occur when the automatic algorithms are
used. The NPDGEN/SSBTP also has a plotter output capability to show compre-
hensive scheduling results.

The SSMTPDATA and SSOENTP programs can convert the generated BTP
into the formal format of MTPS and CTPS. The SSMTPDATA program assigns
channel numbers and orderwires to the bursts formed in the SSBTP program,
assigns uplink connectivities for default test slots, assigns idletime slots, and
generates a baseline SSTP. It can also check all of its assignments for any
network operating rules violations that may have been produced by manual
editing. The SSGENTP program generates MTPS, CTPS, and other time plans
from assignments made in the previous three programs. It generates the CTPS
and time plans in both an operator-readable format and as an output file that
can be transmitted to the IOCTF via magnetic tape or a digital data link. In
addition, the SSGENTP program performs error-checking functions. As shown
in Figure 4, intermediate data are transferred among these programs via exter-
nal files. Since these files preserve the BTP for the current network, relevant
data can he retrieved to generate BTPS in the continuation mode.

Network control assignment and scheduling

The greater flexibility in beam connectivity in the SSTDMA network results

in greater flexibility for the distribution of control. However, it also increases

the possibility of distributing interference signals to a larger portion of the

network. These factors. together with the reduction in the number of reference

terminals in the SSTDMA system, made it necessary for SSTDMA to adopt a

network control approach different from that of the fixed TDMA system 141d6].

In addition, the new frame structure provides dedicated regions of the frame

for system control, management, monitoring, and traffic distribution. The

control regions are fixed in the SSTDMA frame; however, their site will vary

depending on how control is assigned. Thus, it is necessary to assign and

schedule control before scheduling traffic.

Requirements for network control assignments

The complexity of SSTDMA control requirements has resulted in network
control assignment being a major automatic function of the SSBTP-generation
software. This new function consists of a set of procedures driven by rules that
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incorporate a variety of requirements to enhance cost efficiency and network
reliability.

TRAFFIC 1 ERM I NAL CONTROL

The prime concern in traffic terminal control assignment is to minimize the
need for terminal equipment. The control downbeam should be selected for
reference burst reception, and the control upbeam for principal burst transmis-
sion. to avoid the need for an extra heam access used only for control.

Another important factor is efficient use of the frame. Since regions dedi-
cated to network control are frame overhead, control assignment should mini-
mize the amount of control overhead and equalize its distribution among
downbeams. It is preferable to realize equal Coc address loading and avoid
assigning excessive terminal acquisition and synchronization (I AS) regions to
a limited set of transponders.

REFFRF.NCF TERMINAL CONIROI. AND INTERFERENCE tMMCNII'Y

The most important factor in reference terminal control is interference and
failure immunity. Taking into account interference immunity, control up-
beams and downbeams, along with reference beam pairs (RBPS), control groups,
and TAS groups, are assigned for the two reference terminals. A configura-
tion is arranged such that one set of SSRTES controls the other in a different
beam connection. If an interfering signal disrupts the operation of only one
SSRTE, network operation can still be partially maintained by the other SSRTE,
and a total network shutdown resulting in further network outage can be
avoided 161.

The control downbeam has special significance for art SSTDMA reference
terminal. A reference control downbeam must have a loophack connectivity in
the reference burst distribution (RBD) region so that, if the partner reference
burst disappears, the terminal will still receive its own reference burst. Fur-
ther, a necessary condition for interference immunity is that the coil ilectivities
in the KBD and TAS regions in each reference control downbeam are different.
An interference immunity configuration will most likely occur if the reference
control downbeams are chosen from control groups having different CDC
associations. If these groups are in different transmission channels, the con-
figuration will definitely be immune, regardless of the immunity configura-
tion in either channel. Such a configuration also affords an extra level of
failure protection in that a row or column failure in either MSM, or a double
bit-flip in a distribution control unit (DCU) memory. will not affect the control
transponders of both reference terminals.
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S I ARrUP AND COINI INIIAI ION MODE OPERA IION

Based on the above criteria, control assignment can he determined for a
new network in startup (node. As the network grows, new earth stations will
join the network and more transponders will be added. coincident with in-
creased traffic demands among existing earth stations. So long as the change
is not drastic, it should be possible to update the inc without affecting the
operational plan of the existing station, especially its control assignment. Such
a continuation BTP allows new terminals to be included without any network
outage, simply by using a BTP change procedure. In the continuation mode,
therefore, the control assignment (like control hcams and CDC addresses)
should remain unchanged for existing terminals. The control assignment for
new terminals is determined by adhering to the above criteria as closely as
possible. However, the expanded network may not enjoy any additional inter-
ference immunity beyond that already present in the initial network.

Control assignment and sehednling procedures

The BTP generation software assigns network control using two processes:
control assignment and control scheduling. Control assignment associates
reference bursts and CDCS with RBD regions. and principal bursts with 'ens
regions. Control scheduling is the process by which a particular burst or
connectivity is located within the SSrI'DMA frame.

The control assignment algorithms include a set of heuristic procedures.

The overall control assignment procedure, shown in Figure 5. was selected

because of its flexibility for various network configurations. The algorithms

are implemented in computer software that automatically assigns control.

When the heuristic algorithms fail to assign appropriate control, an operator

must intervene to slightly change the network configuration or earth station

equipment assumption.

CONTROL SLAV SELECTION FOR TRA[IRC TLRMINAIS

A unique control downhcam and upbeat are selected for each traffic
terminal if the terminal has only one downhcam access and one upbeam
access, or if its control beams are explicitly specified by input commands.
When two or more beams are available for a terminal, its control beams are
those designated by the planner as having the highest priority. In such cases.
control is assigned by the Constrained Terminal Control Assignment (CTCA)

procedure.
For a traffic terminal having multiple-beam access, neither priority nor

control beam may he specified in the input command list. Such a terminal is
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Figure 5. Cameo[ Assignment and Scheduling Procedure

called an unconstrained terminal. If control is arbitrarily assigned in one of the

terminal's accessible beams, the terminal could be required to access one

beam for control, while all its traffic is scheduled in another beam. This would

lead to equipment inefficiencies for that terminal. In this case. control is

assigned by the Unconstrained Terminal Control Assignment (tlTCA) proce-

dure after traffic is scheduled. To prevent the possibility of a TAS region

expanding after traffic is scheduled, space is allocated for the unconstrained

terminal's principal burst in all TAS regions that contain upbeams the terminal
can access.

It may also happen that none of the beams accessible by an unconstrained
terminal are available to carry control according to the LILICA procedure. In this
case, it is necessary to guarantee that at least one of these beams will be
available so that, when control is ultimately assigned, reference bursts in both
the downbeam and upbeam will appear in a TAS region. Such extra down-
beams or upheams for the LTCA procedure are added by the Constrained Beans
Control Assignment procedure.

RE.IERI,NCE BEAM PAIR SL LECTION

The RBP is the pair of beams into which the reference terminals transmit
a given pair of reference bursts. Since reference terminals are capable of
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transmitting reference bursts into four upbeams, as many as four R13PS can be
defined: two for each of the two frequency channels. The RBPS arc selected
from the set of beams illuminating the reference terminals (reference beams),
and always comprise one west beam and one cast beam. At least one RBP is
generated for a frequency channel when the channel includes one or more
reference beams in both the west and east regions. Two RBPS are created for a
frequency channel if it includes four reference beams. In defining an RBP, a
zone beam from one region and a hemi beam from the other region are
selected if possible.

CONTROL GROUP ASSIGNMENT

This function assigns a pair of reference bursts for carrying control and
timing information to groups of terminals called communities of controlled
terminals. A control group will be defined for each RBP in a frequency chan-
nel. Each group may include a maximum of six downbeams, and must contain
two reference beams. This guarantees that both reference terminals will have
at least one downbeam from which to receive control. Each downbeam for
distributing reference bursts will be assigned to a single control group, such
that the difference in the loading factor for each group is minimal. The control
group loading factor is the sum of the number of controlled terminals in the

member downbeams.
The defined control groups are then assigned to one of two CDC groups:

CDC-A or CDC-B. CDC assignment associates either CDC-A or CDC-B with an

RBP and assigns terminals to CDC addresses within each CDC cycle. The two

control groups in a frequency channel should belong to the different CDC

groups if possible. If two or more control groups are defined, there will

normally he two cDCS. CDC-A or CDC-13 is assigned to a control group such

that the total number of terminals being controlled in each CDC is as nearly

equal as possible. The sum of the control group loading factors for a CDC is

called the CDC loading factor. By equalizing the CDC loading factors in this

way, the possibility of overloading one CDC is reduced, and greater freedom is

provided for future expansion of the network. Each terminal is assigned an

address in the CDC associated with the control group it accesses. Terminals

with the greatest amount of traffic arc assigned to the lowest CDC addresses.

TAS GROUP ASSIGNMENT

This function assigns a principal burst for each terminal in a community of
controlled terminals to an upbeam called the control upbeam, which will he
switched into a pair of downbeams received by both reference terminals.
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There may be as many as four communities of controlled terminals, each with
an associated'rAS group. Each upbeam to carry principal bursts will be as-
signed to the TAS group such that the control group of the community contains
the downbeam corresponding to that upbeam. Thus, the principal bursts of
the terminals in a community will return to the reference terminals in the
downbeams of the RBP which contains the reference bursts controlling that
community.

As with the control group, a TAS group will be defined for each RBP and
will comprise one or more control upbeams, to a maximum of four. This
limitation is designed to prevent excessive overhead from being scheduled in
an RBP, which may limit traffic scheduling capability.

REFERENCE CONTROL BEAM SELECTION

Besides being the downheam in which the reference terminal receives
control, the reference control downbeam designates the loopback connectivity
for the metric and SSV bursts. Each reference control downbeam is selected
from a set of candidate control groups that include the loopback connectivity
of the reference beam with the associated RBP. The west reference control
downbeam is selected first, based on the following rules. The west loopback
beam is selected if it is designated by an input command; otherwise, it is
selected in channel 1-2 if possible. In this case, higher priority is placed on a
beam associated with CDC-A and with it zone beam. The cast reference control
downbeam is then determined. The east loopback beam is selected if it is
specified by an input command; otherwise, it is selected in a different channel
from the west reference control beam and from the opposite CDC association,
if possible.

CONTROL SCHEDULING

The control region of the switching sequence can now be scheduled based
on the control assignment results. The beam connection and duration of each
switch state are determined by the frame format [31,141. The metric burst and
SSV burst are scheduled in the loopback connection of the reference control
downbeams, and the RBP region is scheduled based on the RBP and control
group definition. In a TAS region, the subacquisition windows and principal
bursts are allocated in accordance with the RBP and TAS group definition.

Switching sequence generation algorithms

A number of theoretical studies on switching-sequence generation have
addressed only the effective use of the satellite transponder; significant
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modification would be required for practical application to commercial sys-
tems. The ssBTF program. on the other hand. includes the additional functions
necessary to generate a switching sequence that conforms completely to the
INTELSAI v1 SSTUMA system [9]. Since the conventional algorithms for
switching-sequence generation assume traffic demand on a beam-to-beam
basis, the traffic demands among earth stations are first distributed among the
beams, to make efficient use of the satellite transponders. From this beam-to-
beam traffic matrix, the switching sequence is generated using well-known
algorithms. The switch states are then rearranged to make the generated se-
quence more suitable for burst scheduling. For a network with two transmis-
sion channels, the switching sequence is generated for each channel. Finally.
the control and monitoring regions are attached to the traffic region to com-
plete the sequence. These functions are implemented as automatic procedures
and are basically executed in this order.

Editing functions are available for manual generation or modification of
the sequence. This capability is particularly useful for incorporating practical
operational constraints. Especially in the continuation mode, the editing, func-
tions are effective for regenerating the sequence whose major portion is to
remain unchanged, and for maintaining the major operational schedule un-
changed. The editing capability also supplements shortcomings of the auto-
matic algorithm, which cannot guarantee that these requirements will he met,

even with a slight change of traffic demands.

Traffic distribution among beams

A linear programming model is applied to distribute the traffic demands,
on an earth-station basis, among possible upbcam-to-downbeam pairs. The
objective of this process is to minimize the largest fill factor of all the tran-
sponders to achieve equal traffic loading. The fill factor is defined as the ratio
of traffic actually loaded to transponder capacity. Since distributed beam-to-
beam traffic can accomplish equal loading of satellite transponders, the largest

margin (i.e., number of unused time slots) can be preserved in the frames. In
this way, the net transponder capacity in the total number of accommodated
satellite channels assumes an average DSI gain and average requirements for

preamble and guard time.
The beam coverage of an IN I ELSAT vI spacecraft is generally illustrated by

the footprints of the six beams, as shown in Figure I. The numbers I through
10 in brackets indicate fictitious disjointed regions which are defined by the
footprints of four zone beams and two hemispheric beams. For instance,
region 9 is covered by both the northeast zone and the east hemi. whereas
region 3 has access to the northeast zone only. An earth station in region 9
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may use both the northeast zone and the east hemi, and any ambiguity must be
resolved regarding how much traffic will be assigned to each beam. This
traffic assignment determines beam traffic distribution and, eventually, tran-
sponder traffic loading. To resolve this problem, traffic for each region pair is
first defined as a region traffic matrix. tip}. Since every earth station belongs
to a unique region, traffic for each region pair is defined simply as the total
traffic for all the pairs of earth stations corresponding to the region pair. The
amount of traffic to be carried by each beam pair can be defined by a beam
matrix, (bkt}. The objective is to find a matrix (b,1} from the given region
traffic matrix (r,1 } based on the above-mentioned criterion of equal transpon-
der loading. This is accomplished by using the linear programming formula-
tion presented in Reference 9.

Generation of the switching sequenee

In the conventional algorithms, the criterion for generating the switching
sequence is to minimize either the duration of the generated sequence or the
number of switchings for the given traffic demand. The former criterion is
employed here because the resulting sequence preserves the largest margin of
capacity in all the transponders for future traffic growth. The algorithms
called the Greedy algorithm I I ] and the Hungarian method [2]-generate the
shortest switching sequence from the beam traffic matrix (bAI} already ob-
tained. Consequently, these algorithms can be applied directly to the beam
traffic matrix to generate the switching sequence.

When the SS FDMv network includes a pair of very lightly loaded transpon-
ders, it is advantageous to employ semibroadcasting connection for the pair of
downbeams. This reduces the number of TIMS because a transmit earth station
can accommodate traffic to destinations in the different downbeams within
one subburst. Such semibroadcasting beam connections can he generated,
even in the traffic region of the sequence, by the same algorithms using a
modified beam traffic matrix. The matrix is modified so that one downbeam
includes all traffic to the broadcast beams (e.g., a pair of beams). For the other
beam, the same beam connectivity and burst schedule are copied to realize
semibroadcasting.

Refining the sequence by rearranging and merging

The switching sequence that the conventional algorithms generate is not
always suitable for direct burst scheduling use because the algorithms do not
account for various burst scheduling constraints. The algorithms that generate
the shortest switching sequence do not minimize the number of switch states;
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that is. the same beam connection may appear in two or more switch states
which are short and separated from one another. In such a situation, a beam
connection may be too short to accommodate a properly formed burst. This
can result in a divided subbulst, and the need for an extra TIM to accommodate
a split portion of the subburst. Since the IN I ILSIT VI satellite is equipped with
a crossbar-type MSM, the same beam connections in adjacent states can be
reconnected. To take advantage of this feature, the switching sequence is
refined by rearranging the switch states so that those states which include the
same beam connections are placed adjacent to each other. This facilitates
burst scheduling significantly, while maintaining the shortest sequence 191.

The famous "traveling salesman problem" [10] is employed to optimize the
arbitrary ordering of switch states. A perfect graph is first generated such that
each switch state corresponds to a distinct node. Every pair of nodes is linked
by an are whose distance is defined by the number of different beam connec-
tions between the corresponding switch states. The example sequence shown
in Figure Ga is graphed in Figure 6b. Given this perfect graph. the challenge is
to find the shortest Hamiltonian circuit that passes through all the nodes only
once and minimizes the total distance. In the context of the above-defined
graph, the solution indicates the optimum way of rearranging the switch states
to minimize the number of times beam connections are switched in one
sequence. A well-known heuristic algorithm I I I I is employed to solve the
problem. The solution is shown in Figure Gb by solid lines, and the rearranged
sequence is presented in Figure 6e..

Even after rearranging the switch states, short and isolated beam connec-
tions (e.g., B I-to-B I and B4-to-B4 of state E in Figure be.) may still exist. In
such situations, it is worthwhile to reassign the traffic for the short beam
connection to another beam connection if possible. Another switch state will
be expanded to include the traffic from the short beam connection. This
process, called merging, may help to avoid short beam connection, at the
expense of reducing the margin. In Figure 6d, the traffic for B I -to-13 I and B4-
to-B4 in state E will be accommodated in the expanded state C, which in-
cludes the same beam connections.

Generalinl ; the scynenee fn• a Iwo -channel ne/work

The INTELSAT VI SSTDMA network can generally include two frequency

channels. In such a case. two switching sequences are required. The basic

strategy for dealing with this network configuration is to generate a long

switching sequence of twice the frame length and divide it into two segments

to obtain two switching sequences. To generate a long sequence, the doubled

transponder capacity is tentatively assumed for the constraints of the linear
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FROM SWITCH STATE
TO BEAM A B

6

DOWNLINK
BEAM OF

D E F
4 4 1 4 1 4 M

3 6 3 6 6 3 A

2 5 2 3 3 2
1 1 4 1 4 1 G
6 3 6 5

J

5 2 5 6
Note: Numbers in switch states indicate uplink beams.

(a) Original Sequence
TRANSPONDERS

A

AN.

D

(b) Graph for the Sequence

FROM SWITCH STATE
E D B F A C
1 4 4 4 4 1 M

6 6 6 3 3 3 A

3 3 5 2 2 2 R

4 1 1 1 1 4 G

5 5 3 5 6 6 I

2 2 2 5 5 N

(e) Rearranged Sequence

FROM SWITCH STATE
E D B F A

4 4 4 4 1 M l

6 6 3 3 3 A

;

3 5 2 2 2 R

(4 ) l 1 1 1 4 G

5 3 5 6 6

2 2 6 5 5 N
(d) Sequence Without Short Beam

Figure 6. Switching-Sequence Generation Procedure
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programming formulation. The resulting beam traffic matrix {b,r1 accommo-

dates traffic for both frequency channels. The switching sequence derived
from this traffic matrix is about twice as long as one frame. The sequence is
divided in two such that each portion of the divided sequence is no longer than

one frame.
Some traffic. howm er. cannot be freely assigned to either channel, due to

the beam access limitation of earth stations. For example. link traffic must he

assigned to channel 1-2 if either (or both) transmit and receive earth stations

have access to channel 1-2 only. Three region traffic matrices are generated

separately to guarantee heart) connection in a proper channel for such channel-

limited traffic. The first matrix, RI2, includes traffic that must be routed by

channel 1-2 only. The second matrix. R34, includes traffic to be accommo-

dated in channel 3-4 only. The last matrix, R. includes traffic that can be

carried by either channel. The dividing process is applied only for the last type

of traffic. The sequence derived from matrix R is properly divided in two, and

the sequence of each channel is generated from the divided portion plus the

portion derived from R 12 or R34.

Concatenation of control and ntoutitoring regions

Once the switching sequence is generated for the traffic region of each
channel, the control region and the monitoring region for test slots are at-
tached to the beginning and end of the traffic region, respectively. The control
region includes the control switch states described previously. It is always
guaranteed that the created sequence will he no longer than one frame, be-
cause the traffic region is generated by assuming the net transponder capacity,
excluding the control and monitoring regions.

Burst scheduling procedures

Burst scheduling for SSTDMA differs from that for fixed TDMA, even though
the burst and subhurst configurations remain the same. The major difference
with SSTDMA is that traffic burst positioning is limited within the time slots of
a proper beam connection. Since the network includes a large number of
transponders. more terminals will use transponder-hopping and each terminal
may have access to more transponders. Consequently, burst overlapping be-
comes an even greater constraint in scheduling. A new burst scheduling ap-
proach was taken to address this situation. Two different procedures are
available in the SSBTP program: automatic scheduling and manual scheduling.
Manipulation functions have also been provided to allow further refinement of
the scheduling results by manual editing.
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The overall procedure for automatic burst scheduling consists of iteratively
selecting beam connections into which appropriate traffic bursts will be sched-
uled 112]. Priorities can he placed on the order of beam connection processing
(e.g., which beam to process first) and the selection of transmit and/or receive
earth stations. Burst scheduling consists of two steps. The first is subhurst
scheduling, where every traffic burst consists of only one subburst with a
preamble. A combinatorial optimization model is applied here to efficiently
determine the subburst configuration. A scheduling model, called reschedul-
ing, systematically incorporates burst overlapping constraints. The second
step also uses the rescheduling procedure to form traffic bursts that comprise a
series of scheduled subbursts.

Manual burst scheduling allows the user to freely determine the burst
configuration in advance by input commands. Burst position can he either
explicitly specified by the user or sought by the software in a designated beam
connection. Priority can be applied to the burst scheduling order (e.g., which
burst to schedule first). Due to burst overlapping or collision, the scheduling
may fail to assign a position for a burst, which will be canceled and resched-
uled later by the automatic procedure, possibly with a different burst configu-
ration. In the continuation mode, manual burst scheduling is especially useful
for maintaining the burst and suhhurst configuration unchanged for the major-
ity of existing traffic, because the automatic procedure cannot guarantee that
this requirement will be met.

The SSHTp program provides several editing functions to manually change
burst and suhhurst configuration. bunt position, and equipment usage. This
process is primarily beneficial for refining the automatically generated burst
schedule to reflect detailed practical requirements, and for manipulating the
schedule to accommodate "leftover" unscheduled traffic.

Automatic hnrsl scheduling procedures

Since the burst scheduling problem requires a huge combinatorial model,
it is realistic to construct an automatic procedure that includes effective
optimization algorithms for subproeedures [12]. The heuristic algorithm itera-
tively selects one beam connection from the predetermined switching se-
quence, in an order that can be specified by the user. It is generally advanta-
geous to sort the beam connections by priority so that difficult (e.g.. heavily
loaded) beam connections are processed for burst scheduling first. For each
beam connection selected, candidate transmit and receive earth stations are
then chosen to route the traffic properly. Higher priority is given to candidate
stations that can access the heart connection without transponder-hopping.
From these selected links, bursts of one subburst are automatically scheduled
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where subburst configuration and burst position are simultaneously deter-
mined. Finally, for the scheduled burst, appropriate TIMS (oSl/DNI/Dot) are
assigned at transmit and receive earth stations such that an outgoing subburst
and its return suhburst(s) are accommodated in the same module.

SoBBURST SCI IIfiG LING IIY BINPACKING

The essential subprocedure in overall burst scheduling is subburst schedul-

ing, which is applied for a selected brain connection and candidate transmit

and receive earth stations. Given a transmit earth station, the automatic algo-

rithm determines the subburst configuration and simultaneously assigns the

burst position. Based on the combinatorial optimization model, the subburst

configuration is determined so that the number of subbulsts is minimized. A

burst position is assigned in which burst collision and overlapping can be

avoided.

subbm^v7 Cow,/iglantion

For each link , a single-destination subburst is formed for traffic that fills

the capacity ( 1) channels ) of a TIM. Fen the traffic , C. between transmit and

receive earth Stations, the number Of single-destination subbursts is (C, ID).

where (_+) indicates the largest integer less than or equal to v. The residual

traffic, in, [= C,1 - (C,11)) • D], is the portion to he accommodated in a

multidestination subburst . Multidestination traffic, m,,, can be combined with

other residual traffic for other destinations to form a multidestination sub-

burst. Configuration of a multidestination subhurst must be determined within

the capacity of a TIM. and m„ cannot he divided into two or more rims for

operational convenience. Under these constraints , the suhhU rSt configuration

should be properly determined with the minimum of nudtidestination sub-

bursts ( or'riMS).

The bin -packing problem 1131 is a famous combinatorial method for find-

ing the hest way to pack a given number of blocks of different sizes into the

minimum number of bins. No block may be divided , and the capacity of the

bin cannot be exceeded . Determining the configuration of a multidestination

subburst is regarded as a bin-packing problem . A TIM (or subhursl) and m„

correspond to a bin and blocks, respectively. An optimum way must he found

to pack m„ into the minimum number of bins without ,splitting in, and without

exceeding the bin capacity . Bin-packing algorithms such as well -known effi-

cient heuristic algorithms [I3] are applicable here. In this process , both the

voice and nonvoice traffic of a link can be included as different blocks.

Subburst length is calculated based on a proper ost gain if speech -interpolated

voice traffic is included.
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B,,rci Povillon

Determining subburst configuration by bin-packing requires that a feasible
time slot be guaranteed for the formed subburst without burst collision and
overlapping. For this purpose, a new concept called the link available slot
(LAS) is introduced. The LAS is defined for each link by the intersection of
three sets of time slots: TS(S) represents vacant time slots in the hears connec-
tion. TN(T) represents unused time slots of a transmit terminal, and TS(R)
represents unused time slots of a receive terminal. Burst collision is avoided
so long as a burst is placed in TS(S). Burst overlap does not occur at transmit
and receive terminals if a burst is placed in 9S(T) and 'IS(R). For a
multidestination traffic element such as DOME traffic. TS(R) must comprise
time slots commonly unused at all the receive terminals. A feasible burst
position is also limited within the LAS of the link included in the burst. In case
of a multidestination burst, the burst must he at the intersection of the LASS of
all links in the burst.

Eviended Bin-Packing Algoridml

By integrating the concepts described above, an algorithm called extended
bin-packing (FnP) is constructed to determine a desirable subburst configura-
tion with a feasible burst position [121. As shown in Figure 7, the algorithm
attempts to pack blocks On,) in descending order of size, and inspects the
condition of the LASS every time a new block is packed properly into a bin
(TIM or subburst). The new block is accommodated in a bin only when the
intersection of the LASS can include both the burst for the new link and the
already packed links.

RBSCHFUU LING ALCORrrnM

The other burst scheduling procedure. called rescheduling, schedules a new
burst while reassigning burst positions to some previously scheduled bursts.
Because it has higher burst scheduling capability, this procedure is applied
when the EBP algorithm fails to schedule bursts clue to burst collision or
overlapping.

The rescheduling procedure allows the positions of previously scheduled
bursts to be reassigned in a beam connection into which a newly created burst
is to be scheduled. Positions are kept fixed for all other bursts in other beam
connections. The bursts whose positions are reassigned in the target beam
connection are referred to as reassignment bursts, while the scheduled bursts
that remain fixed are called fixed bursts. To efficiently identily a feasible
burst position. the new concept of a burst service slot (ass) is defined for each
reassignment burst and the new burst. All bursts in the objective beam
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NWZ TO EH

TX EARTH STATION IN UPBEAM NWZ G

RX EARTH STATIONS IN DOWNBEAM EH : F, I, J, K, L

TRAFFIC OF LINKS FROM TX EARTH STATION G

G to F = 320 -240+80

G to l = 90
GtoJ = 100
G toK = 130
GtoL = 50

(a) Selected Beam Connection

BURST 1 GI (240)

BURST2 GI (80) G-J (100)
A c-L
(50)

BURST 3 G-I (90) G-K (130)

(b) Subburst Configuration Determined by the
Bin-Packing Algorithm

NWZ TO EH

BURSTI BURST2

LAS

TS(G) H H

TS(I) I

TS(K) '<

F

BURST 3

(c) Burst Position Assignment for Burst 3

Figure 7. Suhburst Scheduling by EBP Algorithrn

connection arc tentatively removed as reassignment bursts, and the available
time slots of the beam connection are designated RT. For each reassignment
burst and new burst, the unused time slots RTS(T) and RTS(R) are inspected at
the transmit and receive terminals, respectively. At the transmit terminal, the
unused time slots for transmission of fixed bursts are defined as RTS(T).
Similarly, RTS(R) are the time slots that are left unoccupied by the fixed bursts
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received at the receive terminal. The Bss is defined as the intersection of RT,
RTS(r). and RTS(R) for all receive terminals. Bursts can he assigned without
overlapping, so long as they are included in their own sss. Given the Bss for
all reassignment bursts and the new burst in the target beam connection, all
the bursts can he scheduled successfully by finding feasible positions such
that all the bursts are completely included in their own Bss and never collide.

In the rescheduling procedure, the EBP algorithm is applied to form a new
burst in which all reassignment bursts are temporarily disregarded. In the
example of Figure 8. bursts A. B, C. and D are properly assigned in the beam
connection in assignment I. However, a new burst. E, cannot be scheduled
because unoccupied time slots in assignment I cannot include burst E without
collision. The reassignment bursts in this case are A, B, C. and D. A Bss is
now created for these bursts and for the new burst E. For these Bsss, assign-
ment 2 is feasible. A practical solution can also be found for problems of
realistic size by using an algorithm that integrates a branch-and-bound method
with dynamic programming 1121,

A

BURSTA F

BURST B

BURSTC ^-

BURSTO <-

BURST

B C 0

(a) Assignment 1

E ).

* F

BURST SERVICE SLOT

C I D A E I B

(b) Assignment 2

Figure 8. Rescheduling Procedure
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TRAFFIC BURS I FORMATION AND RESCHEDULING

Trn(fic Burst PLrmation

The traffic bursts scheduled by the Eire and rescheduling algorithms in-
clude only one subburst. By combining these scheduled subbursts, traffic
bursts comprising multiple subhursts can be generated. The algorithm auto-
matically selects a set of candidate subhursts from each transmit terminal
which can be routed by the same beam connection. One traffic burst is then
formed by concatenating the set of subhursts. However, at this point in the
procedure the target beam connection is generally tightly occupied by the
scheduled bursts. In such a situation, rescheduling is again a powerful means
of assigning the multiple-subburst traffic burst without collision or overlap-
ping. In this approach, the newly formed traffic burst is regarded as "the new
burst," and all other bursts in the target beam connection are considered "the
reassignment bursts."

Other Applications o/ Rescheduling

The rescheduling procedure is further applicable to other manipulation
functions for refining scheduling. In some cases, it is effective to move a
scheduled traffic burst to another beam connection, into which another burst
from leftover traffic may be scheduled. The rescheduling procedure is effec-
tive in finding a position for the moved burst in the new beam connection. The
moved burst is considered to be the new burst, and all other bursts in the new
beam connection are regarded as reassignment bursts.

Another application is to merge two subhursts from the same transmit
terminal into one. In certain cases. bin-packing cannot achieve the minimum
number of 'rims. For example, a terminal with heavy traffic demand may be
requested to receive multi destination bursts whose total duration is longer
than one TDMA frame. For a properly firmed burst, each vacant time slot
preserved in separate switch states may he too short to include the burst, even
though the total duration is sufficient. Tn such situations, the EBP algorithm
can allow an extra subburst by splitting a multidestination burst. When a
pair of small subbursts is scheduled for this reason, it is advantageous to
attempt to merge them from the same terminal in order to reduce the num-
ber of lIMS. The new burst formed by the merge will he reassigned in a pro-
per beam connection by rescheduling. The merged burst is regarded as the
new burst, and all other bursts in the beam connection are considered reas-

signment bursts.
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ADJGS IMENT OF SWITCHING SEQUENCE

Beam connections in TDMA frames produce extra constraints in SSTDMA

burst scheduling. The duration of each beam connection is determined prior to
burst scheduling by estimating the average DSI gain and the average overhead
requirements for preamble and guard time. Thus, as the result of burst sched-
uling, some beam connections may have a shortage of time slots while others
include unused slots. To improve this situation, a slight adjustment of switch
state duration can be effective. When a switch state includes a beam connec-
tion that requires additional time slots, it is beneficial to expand the switch
state. The switch state is expanded to the right if all the scheduled bursts and
switch state boundaries to the right of the switch state can he shifted to the
right. The switch state is also expanded to the left in a similar manner. This
process is implemented in the SSBTP program such that the scheduling results
are shifted without burst collision and overlapping, and the control and moni-
toring regions are not affected.

BTP generation operational considerations

Once the baseline for traffic requirements, transponders, and available
equipment has been established. the process of creating the BTP can begin.
The first step in generating the BTP is to run the NPDGEN program, which
basically provides the network configuration in terms of the specific param-
eters associated with the terminals and transponders. The next step is to
review the transponder access capabilities of the terminals in the network to
determine which terminals are heavily constrained and which have some
flexibility in terms of the beams and transponders that can he accessed. In
general, terminals are heavily constrained and offer no flexibility if they
have access to only one beam in one frequency channel. Terminals will offer
some flexibility if they are covered by two or more beams and equipped to
access them.

It is important to identify flexible terminals, as these oiler the potential to
balance transponder loading if the fill factor for any one transponder exceeds
100 percent. Once such terminals have been identified, the switching se-
quence can be generated using the SSBTP program. If a feasible solution does
not exist and the loading in any one transponder exceeds 100 percent, then it is
necessary to change the accesses of those terminals that have access flexibility
and rerun the SSBTP program to generate the switching sequence. Alterna-
tively, the only options may be to reduce traffic, require terminals to access
additional transponders, and/or add transponders.
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Once a feasible switching sequence has been generated, it is essential that
the user evaluate the switching sequence to determine whether or not it is
optimum for the case of interest. It is vital to generate an optimum switching
sequence: otherwise the user may waste considerable effort in scheduling
traffic. Various options for traffic distribution among beams should he used to
compare the different switching sequences. Several criteria are used to evalu-
ate different switching sequences. For example, very short switch states should
be avoided; switch states having similar beam connections should not be split;
and, in two-hank configurations, the same beam connection should not appear
simultaneously in both banks. Often it may be beneficial to modify the length
of certain switch states manually, or to create additional switch states using
any available margin.

The next phase is to begin scheduling the traffic into the switch states that
have been generated. Since a large number of scheduling options and cony
mands are available, a certain level of trial-and-error, combined with experi-
ence, is required in order to schedule all the traffic in a congested network. It
is essential to identify potential bottlenecks so that such traffic can be sched-
uled first. Although each case varies, it is a good strategy to schedule heavily
constrained traffic first. In some cases, it may he more appropriate to schedule
traffic in some heavily congested beam connections first, while in other cases
it may he desirable to give priority to traffic in one bank over another.

Traffic scheduling can be performed in three distinct modes. In the first
mode, traffic is scheduled using manual commands. This may he required in
certain instances when, for example. subbu sts must be formed in a particular
manner due to user-specified requirements. In the second node, traffic is
scheduled using automatic commands by giving priority to certain traffic
terminals, beam connections, or traffic types. The majority of traffic is sched-
uled in the automatic mode by repeated use of priority and scheduling com-
mands. When most (95 percent or more) of the traffic has been scheduled, the
remaining traffic is scheduled on a link-by-link basis by using the available
editing commands to manipulate the traffic bursts that have already been
scheduled in order to make room for leftover traffic. In this last mode, it is
important that the user he able to identify any bottlenecks that prevent the
remaining traffic from being scheduled, and find ways of overcoming them.

The objective here is to eliminate leftover traffic. In some cases, it may he
easier to use a different switching sequence and/or to reduce the traffic in

certain links.
As mentioned previously, the burst scheduling algorithms in the ssnrP

program are not necessarily limited by the number of available TINS, but will
assume that additional TIMS are available if required to successfully schedule
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all traffic. Consequently, although all the traffic may he scheduled, the num-
ber of rims may exceed those available. It is thus necessary to review the
number of TIMs required for each TDMA user vs the number of []Ns available.
and reduce the number of subhursts to an acceptable number where possible.
This can he done by employing the various editing capabilities, such as
moving traffic from one subburst to another. Other effective options are to
merge suhhursts by rescheduling, or to move a burst from one position to
another.

After all traffic has been scheduled without exceeding the available termi-

nal equipment requirements, the BTP is checked to ensure that it is consistent,

with no burst overlap or collision. The final two steps in the process are to run

the sSMTPDATA and .SCFNTP programs, which perform a number of miscella-

neous tasks such as orderwire assignment and channel numbering and then

generate the various MTPS and (TPS required by the different elements in the
system.

SSTD .gA network example

As an example, an SSTDMA network and associated BTP are described for
the INTELSAT Indian Ocean Region (TOR) 60°E satellite network. This BTP is
one of several scenarios that were analyzed for the IoR SsrDMA network in
developing the startup BTP. In all, 25 traffic terminals are active during this
time frame. Each user was requested to submit their traffic requirements, the
transponder access capabilities of their traffic terminal, and the number of
TINS that would he available. 01 the 25 traffic terminals (denoted A through
Y), three are covered by only one beam of the INTEL.SAT vi satellite. These are
terminal L (east hemi beam only), terminal S (northeast zone beam only). and
terminal E (west herni beam only). A number of other terminals, which are
covered by more than one INTELSA'r VI satellite beam, are equipped to access
only one transponder.

After reviewing the requirements submitted, it was apparent that seven
transponders would be needed to meet the traffic requirements: five in hank
1-2 and two in hank 3-4. Figure 9 shows the transponders assigned to the
SSTDMA network, and the loading of each in terms of the number of satellite
channels. Because S is the only terminal in this beam during this time frame.
the northeast zone transponder experiences very light loading. In all, this BTP
accommodates 7,359 satellite channels in 125 links, which translates to over
I8,000 one-wav voice channels, assuming an average DSI and Dex9e gain of
2.5. In the given input data, all 25 terminals have access to hank 1-2, but only
eight are required to access bank 3-4. Bank I-2 can be considered to be the
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C TRANSPONDERS FOR SS1DMA NETWORK »>

DOWN BEAM TRANSPONDER NO. POLARIZATION UP LINK FREQUENCY DOWN LINK FREQUENCY
5 WH 11 A 5970 3745
6 EH 21 A 5970 3745
1 NW 41 B 5970 3745
3 HE 51 B 5970 3745
4 SE 101 8 5970 3745

A 147 I 175 P 136 5 199 1 83
B 35 J 230 A 109 K 133
C 193 K 140 B 162 T 89
0 111 L 235 C 40 U 151
E 83 M 168 Q 319 V 172
F 385 N 192 B 163 W 188
G 112 0 30 0 46 0 142
H 119 F 131 Y 237

CHANNEL 3-4

DOWN BEAM TRANSPONDER NO. POLARIZATION UP LINK FREQUENCY DOWN LINK FREQUENCY

1 NW 42 B 6050 3825
4 SE 102 B 6050 3825

1198

102

147 1 219
158 T 211
267 V 768
158
161
425

Figure 9. Transponders Used in 557UMA Network Example

"interconnectivity" bank, which provides connectivity between any two of the

25 traffic terminals in the network, and bank 3-4 can he considered the "thick

route" hank, which provides connectivity between the eight largest users.

To reduce the overall frame overhead to accommodate as much traffic as
possible, all traffic terminals arc controlled in hank 1-2. Thus, there is no TA5
region and no reference bursts or principal bursts in hank 3-4. The additional
frame space available to the traffic region not only enables more traffic to be
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accommodated, but also considerably eases the scheduling of traffic, espe-
cially for terminals with heavy traffic for which the receive fill factor can be
quite high. Figure 10 shows the switching sequence. The burst schedule is
determined in a similar format, as depicted in Figure 2.

TOR 60.0E 55/ TOMA START -UP PLAN

SS-TEMA SWITCHING SEQUENCE - BANK 12

TRANSPONDER NUMBER
41 51 101 11 21

START END LENGTH
NW

DOWN BEAM (TO)

NE BE WA EN

STATE SYMBOL SYMBOL ( SYMBOLS ) UP BEAM (FROM)
0 0 511 512 NW NE SE EN WHI
1 512 575 64 NE EH WH
2 576 831 256 NE EH NH
3 832 1343 512 NW NN W11 WN NW
4 1344 1855 512 EH EH SE BE EN
5 1856 4095 2240 EH BE NH NH EN
6 4096 6143 2048 NE WIT SE SE NE
7 6144 9151 3008 NW EH BE SE NN
8 9152 9791 640 NW BE NH WHI NW
9 9792 10175 384 NE SE WH WH NE

10 10176 11967 1792 EH BE WH Wit EH
11 11968 75711 63744 EH NE WH BE AN
12 75712 80959 5248 SE WH NE EH NW
13 80960 82687 1728 SE WH NW EH NE
14 82688 83391 704 SE WH NW NE EH
15 83392 91327 7936 EH SE NW NE WH
16 91328 116031 24704 BE NE NN EH WHI
17 116032 117311 1280 NN SE NE EN WH
18 117312 117567 256 NW NE SE EN WHI
19 117568 120575 3008 NN NE BE WH EH
20 120576 120831 256

SS-TDMA SWITCHING SEQUENCE - BANK 34

42
TRANSPONDER NUMBER

102

NN
DOWN BEAM (TO)

SE

STATE
START

SYMBOL

END

SYMBOL

LENGTH

( SYMBOLS ) UP BEAM (FROM)
0 0 1343 1344 SE NW
1 1344 1855 512 SE NW
2 1856 2367 512 BE NW
3 2368 117311 114944 BE NN
4 117312 117567 256 SE NW
5 117568 120575 3008 NN SE
6 120576 120831 256

Figure 10. Switching Sequence
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The number of suhhursts (and rIMs) required in this BTP is 110. The
average loading of a TIM in terms of the number of hearer channels is 67
bearers perrm i. The average loading of a TIM in hank 12 is 58 bearers, while
the average loading in hank 3-4 is 93 bearers, highlighting the fact that bank
3-4 carries the larger links. Figure I I shows some of the schedule details for

burst configuration for one of the SSTDMA transponders.

-CPA BURST ^DNAIGUIITICHII

------- ---------- ----
?I CX 1 , I22 , 11,1 ^ 421 61
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,,.x.51 11 Ax. >^JPEPV SORT

Figure I I..ample of Burst Configurations

The INTELSAT vi SSTDMA system is a highly sophisticated network, and
its operational plan is very complex. Extensive studies were conducted to
develop its operational planning methods and computer software. Results
from various theoretical studies in this field were utilized, along with experi-
ence gained in generating BTPS for the fixed TDMA system. The methods
presented here summarize the techniques developed for BTP generation for the
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INTELSAT Vt SSTDMA system, which have already been implemented in the
operational software.

This software system serves as an engineering tool for generating WITS foF

SSTDMA networks. Its flexibility enables operational planners to override se-

lected assignments, based on requests for modifications from participating

administrations, and to analyze these overrides to ensure efficient utilization

of the space and earth segments. As SSTDVIA networks evolve, the software

system will he upgraded to incorporate new operational requirements.
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The INTELSAT SSTDMA headquarters
subsystem

F. H. Luz, D. SINKtIELD, AND N. ENGEIT9ERG

(Munus<npt meowed hour... 2/. 1001)

Abstract

The overall system architecture of the INTELSAT satellite-switched lime-division

multiple access (SSTDMA) headquarters subsystem (HQS) is described. The HQS is

the central control and monitoring facility for INTELSAT's three 120-Mhit/s TDMA

networks, and was loaned by aggregating the INTELSAT Operations Center TDMA

Facility (IOCTF) with elements of the INTELSAT Satellite Control Center (SCC). To

support operation in the SSTDMA era, the IOCTF was augmented to become an

active, on-line system that performs several critical SSTDMA network functions in

close interaction with the ISM. It also serves as the central data communications hub

for computer-to-computer communications between TDMA reference and monitoring

station sites; nonreference diagnostic equipment sites; IOCI'F; ISCC; and telemetry,

tracking, command, and monitoring sites. This paper describes the changes made to the

IOCTF system to significantly improve overall system availability by operating the

major computer systems in an on-line/standby configuration with either automatic or

manual switchover capability. The augmented role of the IOCTF is discussed, and

examples are given of how SSTDMA-specific functions are performed, including burst

time plan change management, anomaly event handling central data flow control, and

Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) synchronization. Finally, the new IOCTF-based

data communications subsystem is described, and the role played by the IOCTF internal

Ethernet bus in providing IOCTF inter -subsystem data communications is discussed.

Introduction

INTELSAT currently operates three 120-Mbit/s time-division multiple-

aeceSs (TDMA) networks: two INTEISAT VI satellite-switched TDMA (SSTDMA)

networks at 335.5° and 60.0°, and an INTELSAT V fixed TDMA network at

367
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341.5°. All central control and monitoring activities for the SSTDMA and fixed
networks are exercised by the INTELSAT Headquarters Subsystem (HQS), a
new facility formed by aggregation of the INTELSAT Operations Center
TDMA Facility (iocTF) and elements of the INTELSAT Satellite Control
Center (ISCC). The IIQS became operational in May 1990 with the commence-
ment of SSTDMA operation in the 335.5° network. Figure I illustrates the
network configuration.

In the fixed 1DMA era preceding the advent of SSTDMA 111,121, the torTF
was a passive element used primarily for network monitoring. The IOCTF and
ISCC (a central facility dedicated to the control and monitoring of all INTELSAT
satellites) were separate facilities which performed their functions indepen-
dently, with no computer hardware or software linkage between them. The

Figure 1. HQS and the FixedISSTDMA System
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original IOCTF, designed and built by COMSAT Laboratories, was based on
four interconnected system processors: two Digital Equipment Corporation
(DEC) VAX 11/780 computer systems and two Hewlett-Packard (HP) A900
computers [3]. The VAX 11/780 computers, known as 10CTF control proces-
sors (ices), operated as foreground and background processors, performing
operational functions and providing the operator interface. The HP A900 com-
puter system, known as the packet store and formatter (PSF) system, together
with the Nippon Electric Company (NEC) network packet recirculator and
concentrator (NPRC) processors, provided the data communications interface
between the 10CTF and the TDMA reference and monitoring station (TRMS)

sites.
The introduction of SSTDMA [4]-[6] changed the operational relationship

between the IOCTF, ISCC, and TRMS because the onboard SSTDMA subsystem
was included as an active element in the overall SSTDMA system. The role of
the IOCTF was elevated to that of an active on-line system which interacts
closely with the ISCC 171 to carry out the SSTDMA-specific network control
functions of synchronous burst time plan (Hre) changes 181 and periodic
onboard timing source oscillator (TSO) frequency corrections [9]. Since the
ISCC must command the INTEISAT VI satellite to accomplish these functions,
the entire IOCTF, along with those ISCC elements required to support SSTDMA
operation, were integrated to form the HQS. The IOCTF and ISCC are now
electronically linked to exchange control and other data in support of SSTDMA
network operation.

Implementation of the HQS required a redesign of the I0CIF, a complete
overhaul of the data communications network, and software modifications to
the ISCC. The highlights among the IocTF architectural changes were as follows:

• Changing of the Ice and PSF system architectures to constitute two
fully redundant, interconnected computer systems, both capable of
operating in an on-line or standby configuration with either automatic
fail-over (PSF only) and/or operator-controlled switchover (PSF and Icr).

• Removal of the proprietary NPRC processors and incorporation of the
NPRC functions into the PSF subsystem.

• Addition of a knowledge-based IOCTF diagnostic processor (IDP)

system.

• Implementation of an Ethernet-based local area network (LAN) for

inter-IoctF subsystem communications between the ICP, PSF, and IDP.

• Replacement of the aging VAX i 1/780 computers with MicroVAX

3800 computers, which share mass storage devices and other periph-
erals in an Ethernet-based (LAN) VAXeluster.
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• Replacement of all obsolete hardware associated with the IOCTF op-
erator interface and implementation of a user interface architecture
suitable for distributed processing using standard interfaces and off-
the-shelf components.

• Addition of a Global Positioning System (GPs) receiver to provide an
international time standard.

• Extension of IOCTF dynamic displays to the iscc, and vice versa.

A major challenge in implementing the modified IOCrF was to add signifi-
cant new capabilities to an existing on-line system, while using as much of the
existing system as possible and transitioning to the new functions without
adversely affecting on-line fixed TDMA operation. Consequently, appropriate
test support, together with the reconfiguration capabilities of highly modular
design. was considered critical to the successful realization of the HQS. Other
important design goals included adequate performance. cost-effectiveness.
and a high degree of system maintainability.

SSTDM4I Dead quarters Subsystem

The HQS comprises a completely redesigned 10( IF and some elements of
the iscc. This section presents an overview of the HQS architecture, with
emphasis on the 10C] F, and discusses the IOTCF operator interface architecture
and fault tolerance in greater detail.

Overview oI UQS architecture

Figure 2 depicts the overall architecture of the TDMA HQS. The IOCTF, the
central control and monitoring facility for both fixed TDMA and SSrDMA
networks, comprises three subsystems: the Cr,iPSF, and IDP. The 1CP and PSF
subsystems are fully redundant and form the core of the iOCI F. An Ethernet-
based LAN serves as the backbone for inter-IOCTF subsystem communications.

The CrIsubsystem, based on two DEC MicrovAx 3800 computers, func-
tions as a central processor for all TDMA network monitoring and control
activities, and provides the IOCT operator interface.

The PSF subsystem, based on two HP A900 computers, is the central hub for
all TDMA computer-to-computer data communications. As the center of the
three TDMA communications networks, the PSF provides the gateway between
IOCTF and TRMS sites and Nonreference Diagnostic Equipment (NRDE) sites.
In addition, it serves as a switching point for inter-TRMS communications. and
interfaces the IOCTF with the ISCC for the exchange of control and other data.
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The IDP subsystem [10] consists of a diagnostic preprocessor (DPP) and a
diagnostic expert system (DES). The IDP provides network fault detection and
analysis capabilities for all SSTDMA systems by processing near-real-time data
from the TRMS and NRDE sites, as well as out-of-limit and alarm data from the
ISCC. The DPP and DES are implemented on a Sun workstation Model 330.

The engineering service circuit (ESC) subsystem continues to provide dial-
up voice and teletype communications to all TRMS and traffic terminals. The
1ci' subsystem interfaces with the ESC facility for transmission of condensed
time plan (CTP) data to Tams and traffic terminal sites using the X.25 packet-
switched communications protocol. CTP distribution is facilitated through ei-
ther the TDMA, frequency-division multiple access (EDMA), or single channel
per carrier (SCPC) ESC networks, or through the public switched telephone

network (PSTN).
The iscc, INTELSAT's central facility dedicated to the control and moni-

toring of all INTELSAT satellites, is supported by a network of telemetry,
tracking, command, and monitoring (ore&M) stations [III located in various
parts of the world. The TTC&M stations are linked to the sec via dedicated
digital data circuits using HP DS-1000 communications software.

The INTELSAT vi network at the ISCC consists of six fully redundant,
HP A900 computer-based processor systems: the command coordination sys-
tem (CCs), the communications and control processor (CCP), the link proces-
sor, the telemetry processor, the display processor. and the historical retrieval
processor (HRP). An Ethernet LAN conforming to IEEE Standard 802.3 inter-
connects the various subsystems. SSTDMA-related software modifications were
made primarily to the CCs, CCP, and link processor 171.

The ccs is responsible for coordinating the resources used for spacecraft

commanding of INTELSAT V, INTELSAT vi. and later satellites. For SSTDMA, the

ces processes all data received from the IOCTE and manages all SSTDMA-

related parameters and status data. The Pc-based Repeater Command Assis-

tance Program (RCAP) is used to generate the command sequences that control

the IN rELSAT VI SSTDMA subsystem.

The CCP functions as a central controller that coordinates all network

functions and reports network- and spacecraft-related events. In this role, the

CCP informs the IOCTE regarding the completion of command sequences rel-

evant to SSTDMA operation.

The link processor serves as a gateway to the TTC&M stations, and inter-
faces with the IOCTE portion of the HQS. The telemetry and display processors
process telemetry data in real time for limit-checking, display telemetry data
in various output forms, and perform command verification. The HRP is re-
sponsible for telemetry data storage and historical trend analysis.
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JOCTF operator interface

At present, six operator stations, each consisting of a video terminal with a
keyboard and a color graphic display unit (GD(j) provide the user interface.
The video terminals serve as the primary operator interface for performing all
control and monitoring functions via hierarchical menus. The CDUs, each
consisting of a high-resolution red, green, and blue (R(;R) monitor and an
associated color graphic controller, provide real-time, data-driven dynamic
displays for both TDMA network and TRMS site monitoring. Two-color graphic
hardeopy units and two serial printers complement the operator interface. Up
to four operator stations share one hardeopy unit through a video multiplexer
and associated control unit.

The original implementation of the color graphic system was based on
Provue, a special software/hardware product developed by DEC [3]. Replace-
ment of the obsolete Provue hardware was necessary to adequately support
SSTDMA and ensure long-term maintainability, and was challenging because a
complete redesign of the system would have been too costly. Using prototyping,
an evolutionary approach was adopted which updated Provue by replacing all
existing hardware with off-the-shelf, standard components having standard
interfaces. At the same time, the overall Provue software structure was re-
tained, thus avoiding application software changes.

Figure 3 shows the "modern" Provue architecture which is based on a host/
slave configuration between the ICP and one or more MicroVAX 11-based
GDUS. Communication between host and slave relies on the DECnet protocol,
which replaced a Provue-specific protocol. The host Previte software for-
wards the display update data received from the graphic display process
associated with each operator station to the slave Provue software. The slave
software controls Perieom, the color graphic controller, via a terminal server
and Rs-232 link using the Tektronix 4107 protocol.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the modern Provue system provides configura-
tion flexibility and growth potential. Each graphic display server (GDS) can
independently support up to six GDUS. Normally, the servers are operated in
an on-line/standby configuration with an operator-controlled switchover capa-
bility: alternatively, they can he operated in an on-line/test configuration. A
third option is also provided which allows both GDSS to be configured on line,
thereby supporting a total of 12 GDS5.

Communication between the icP and the operator stations is via the IOCTF
Ethernet LAN, which is based on two DEC digital Ethernet LAN interconnect
(DELNI) devices. Each DELNi replaces a hasehand coaxial cable with eight
transceivers ("Ethernet in a box"). In addition to the PSE processors and IDP
elements, two MicroVAX 11 computers and several terminal servers are
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(a) Alternative 1: Normal Configuration
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LOGIC BOX)
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(b) Alternative 2: Test Configuration

ON-LINE ICP ON-LINE GDS

UP TO 12 GDUs

ON-LINE GDS

(a) Alternative 3: (Not Yet Implemented)
COLOR GDUs

Figure 3. "Modern" Pro vue Architecture

connected to the LAN. Three terminal servers control communications be-
tween the host processors and peripherals such as GDUS, video terminals, and
printers, while also providing the interface to the external time-of-day source.
Figure 5 shows the configuration details.

IOCTF fanll-tolerance and test support

One of the major goals for the new IOCTF architecture was to achieve a very
high degree of' fault tolerance, and at the same time allow for a maximum of
configuration flexibility to provide adequate test support. This was accom-
plished by using redundant components to eliminate single points of failure,
using on-line/standby arrangements for all major components, and employing
a modular approach so that redundant components could be easily reconfigured
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ON-LINE GDS

= Ts UP TO 6 GDUs

TEST ICP

Figure 4. Prnvue Configuration Alternatih es

to a test bed. Table I provides an overview of the impact of component
failures on the IOCTE System.

The Ice and PSF are both based on identical computer systems, which are
normally operated in an on-line/standby configuration. However, the opera-
tional on-line/standby characteristics for I'SF and Ice arc not the same. While
failure of the on-line PSF normally results in an automatic tail-over to the
standby processor within 20 s. the lCP operates with a standby available to
assume the on-line role within 180 s alter an operator-initiated switchover.
Although easily possible with the chosen architecture, it was decided not to
implement the automatic fail-over feature in the IcP system, but rather to
leave the decision to the operator. Sinmilarly. the GDSS normally operate in an
on-line/standhy configuration with a manual switchover capability.
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TABLE 1. OPERATIONAL IMPACT OF IOCTF COMPONENT FAILURE

NORMAI

OPERATIONAL IMPACT ON OPnRATION/
COMPONENT QLANTITY .MODE RESCLI OF FAILURE OPERATOR AC FION

ICP MicroVAX 3800 2 On-line / ICP failure Temporary loss of functionality.
standby Operator- controlled switchover to seamd ICI'.

Operator must log on again.

ICP System Disk 2 NA, ICP failure Temporary loss of functionality
Operator-controlled swimhover to second ICI'.
Operator must log on again.

ICP Data Disk Shadow Loss of device Nonc

Graphic Display Scrvcr (GDS) On-line/ Lose of GDS Temporary loss of GDUs.
standby Alarm generated by ICP Operator-control led switcltovcr to standby

GUS.

Terminal Server (I S) NA Los, of TS and associated None. User interface in degraded node
GDUs

Video Mux, or Video Mux 2 NA Loss of device and hardcopy None . User interface in degraded mode
Control Unit,or Hardcopy Unit function for GDUs associated

with device

Graphic Display Unit (GDU) or 6 NA Loss of GDU None User interface in degraded mode.
Pcricom Logic Device

ICP Line Printer 2 NA Loss of device None. Operator can select second unit.

ICP T all Pont 2 NA Loss of device None. Operator can select second unit.

Ethernet NA Loss of Ethernet Temporary loss of functionality. Operator can
easily reconfigure Ethernet using second
device.

Packet Store and Formatter On-line/ Automatic fail -over within 20 s None Loss of some data.
(HI' A900) standby

IOC' I F Diagnostic Processor On-line Loss of IDP Loss of diagnostic capabilities.
LDP)

ICP2 I GDS2

PSF2

DELNI 2

J
J

Not applicable.
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There are two system disks for the 1cP: one on line and the other off line. In
addition. two disks serve as data disks containing all operational parameters
and data files. One of the data disks is on line and the other serves as a
"shadow" disk. Use of the volume-shadowing capability supported by the
vnx/VMS operating system ensures maximum data availability and protects
against disk failure. Since any data transaction on the on-line disk is dupli-
cated on the shadow disk, at any given time the system will contain an exact
copy of the operational data disk. Two spare disks are provided in the ICE for
periodic backup of the most critical operational data. All critical data files
from the shadow set are copied to the spare disks every 8 hours.

Redundancy for the operator station components is such that a failure of
any peripheral device. such as a terminal server, merely results in a degraded
mode of operation in which fewer than the maximum number of operator
stations are available. The loss of all operator stations would result only from
multiple component failures.

As illustrated in Figure 6, a complete test bed can be established by operat-
ing the redundant processor components of the I(P and PSF system in "test"
mode. In this configuration, there is no interaction between the test mode and
the on-line components. This is accomplished by employing a special tech-
nique for inter-IOCTF subsystem communications using the Ethernet multicast
capabilities for processor-state-dependent group communications (as described
in greater detail in a later section). Reconfiguration of the redundant compo-
nents from standby to test mode, and vice versa, is readily supported by the
operator interface so that a complete test bed consisting of a test-mode ICP,
aos, and PSF can be configured in less than 5 minutes.

1CP process architecture

The detailed design for the new [OCTF capabilities was strongly influenced
by the existing design, since implementation of the new SSTDMA functions
affected all the existing software processes. Figure 7 shows the major pro-
cesses that handle data flows and graphic displays, and perform operational
database management. The boxes in the diagram represent I(P processes.
Shading indicates whether a process is new or modified. The lines connecting
the processes represent interfaces, and the arrows indicate the direction of data
flow. The purpose of each process is listed in Table 2.

Methods used for intcrprocess communications in the ICE include mail-
boxes, global common, data files, and global event flags. Mailboxes are used
extensively to interface between the Ethernet communications software pro-
cesses and the icP application software processes, as well as between tCP
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PROC ISS

Data Dele er

Display Processor Operator
Interface

Data Requester

Database Processor

Forced Display

Graphic Display

Message Transmitter

Message Receiver

Oscillator Frequency Correction

ODBM Operator Interface

Time Plan Installation

CTP Communications

CTP Send-Receive Interface

NET OUT

NET IN

TABLE 2. ICP PROCESSES

PURPOSE

Deletes data now and log files aged beyond a user-
definable retention period

Handles the operator interface for all control and
monitoring functions. such as display and data flow
processing.

Responsible for data flow control.

I landless the storage ofTR NIS and event data in an
historical database.

Performs anomalous event notification

Provides the interfaces to the GDS for generating and
updating displays.

Sends data to theTRMS sites, NRDEsites, and ISCC.

Receives data from the TRMS sites. NRDEsites. and
ISCC.

Processes phase-data reports and performs periodic TSO
frequency corrections.

Handles the operator interface for operational database
management.

Reads and formats BTPs_

Front-end processor respun sihle for CTP distribution to
TRMS and hvffic terminal sites.

LAPB process to send and receive C I Ps. LAPB process
implements the X.25 based conmmnications protocol for
CTP distribution.

Ethernet communications process for outgoing messages
from the ICP.

Ethcntet camnunications process for incoming messages
to the ICP.

processes. Accordingly, the mailbox message format follows the basic level 6
message format used throughout the 'I DMA data communications network.

The global common feature provides system and TDMA network configura-
tion data to several processes, as well as timer information for interprocess
coordination. Files are used to share the operational database, clock phase
data, frequency correction parameters, historical status, and event data among
several processes. Global event flags provide interprocess coordination for
CTP distribution.
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IOCTF functions

The new active role for the IocTF mandated many changes to the IOCTF
application software. The following paragraphs summarize the new features

from a network operation viewpoint.

Operational Database Manager. The DORM integrates the existing fixed

TDMA and the new (or modified) SSTDMA operational database functions for

handling BTPS. reference terminal operational parameters (BOPS), and satellite

position coefficients (SPcs). The ODBM maintains the operational database for

both fixed and SSTDMA networks, ensures its integrity, and provides a uniform

operator interface.

SSTDMA BTP Change Coordination. As the central TDMA data communi-

cations hub, the lodTE automatically coordinates execution of the nip change

procedure at the master primary reference terminal (MPRT) with the command-

ing of the satellite by exchanging several messages between the MPRT. IOCIT,

and Isee through the'IDMA data communications network. The functions of

the MPIrr are detailed in a companion paper by Bedford ci al. 112].

Oscillator I rrqueney Correction. The IoCI F processes phase data received

from both reference terminals to compute a local cumulative phase value, and
also maintains a log of the actual TSO frequency error for each clock phase
reporting interval (cPRI). If the cumulative phase exceeds a preset threshold
value, an unscheduled TSO frequency correction will he requested. Normally,
based on operational requirements and actual Tso drift, the IouiF performs
periodic frequency corrections. The amount of frequency correction is pre-
dicted such that the cumulative phase error becomes zero at the end of the next
correction interval, and this information is forwarded to the sec for imple-
mentation. Using the cumulative frequency error, the see computes a 12-bit
oscillator control integer based on the characteristic curve of the active (on-
line) Tso. This number is then transmitted to the satellite via telemetry. Sev-
eral new functions and one dynamic display were added for control and

monitoring purposes. Maranon et aL 191 provides an in-depth description of

the overall 'I so frequency correction system.

Centralized Dona Flow Control. Control of all real-time data flows from

TRMS and NRDE sites is centralized in the IOCTF.

Alarm System. The alarm system continuously monitors incoming real-

time status data from TRMS and future NRDE sites to immediately alert the
operator (by optical and acoustical means) to any network or equipment

anomaly affecting network operation.
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Additional Real-Tune Displays. Several new near-real-time displays, in-
cluding ASU Status, BTP Change Progress, Event Notification, and TDMA
Network Status, were added to monitor SSTDMA network operation and en-
hance existing monitoring capabilities.

IOCYT Diagnostic Processor. Network anomalies are analyzed using real-

time data from the TRMS and NRDE sites, along with anomaly event data from

the Isee, to generate a detailed fault report within 3 minutes of any traffic

outage. A comprehensive description of the overall SSTDMA diagnostic system

is given in a companion paper by Tamboli ei at. 1101.

Operational database manager

The IcP maintains a central database of critical operational parameters.
New and existing database management functions have been integrated and
now form a group of several software processes commonly referred to as the
ODBM. Figure 8 depicts the ODBM, which performs three main functions
pertaining to data management of BTPS, SPCs. and ROPS 18 J.

As illustrated in Figure 8, the SSBTP database contains three different sets
of data for each network: next, current, and previous. "Next" indicates the
data set that is to he implemented by a time plan change to replace the time
plan currently active ("current"). "Previous" indicates the data set that was in
use prior to the last BTP change.

The SSBTP database management functions provided by the DORM allow

the operator to install time plan data from magnetic tape, distribute these data

to their destinations, perform database housekeeping functions, and (un-

like BrP database management for fixed TDMA) actively modify time plan

data destined for the IN'rFESAT VI satellite to accommodate operational
requirements.

SPC data enable the TRMSS to compute satellite position in order to deter-
mine the initial transmit delay for terminals attempting to acquire the network.
The spe database management provided by the DORM allows the IOC'.TE opera-
tor to install spe data from magnetic tape, distribute these data to each TRMS,
activate a certain type of spe data, and review their operational status.

The Iaops are a collection of data used by both SSTDMA and fixed TDMA
reference terminal equipment (RTE) 1121 to define the network configuration,
control the initial acquisition of terminals, and maintain synchronization of
terminals. The RoP database management functions provided by the ODBM
allow the IoeTF operator to create new RoP data, modify existing RoP data,
review (display or print) existing ROP data, distribute RoP data to a selected
TRMS, and review Rop status (date/time of last modification and date/time of
successful distribution).
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Figure 9 illustrates the switch state time plan (SSTP) database functions
available for changing the programmed sequence of connectivities in the
satellite. The IOCTF is responsible for modifying the SSTPs according to the
operational requirements and electronically distributing the modified SSTPS to
the ISCC using a custom file transfer protocol. The 1sCC implements these
ssrps as either an uncoordinated or coordinated SSTP change.

In addition to the baseline SSTPs. the database contains operational varia-
tions referred to as current normal (CN), new normal (NN), or blind slot (Bs) to
indicate current or intended operational use. With the exception of the BS
SSTP. the CN SSTP always rellects the SSTP loaded in the on-line distribution
control unit (DCU) memory on board the INTEISAT VI satellite. The ISCC
maintains a local copy of the ('N, BS, and NN SSTP data. Since this naming
convention can be ambiguous, the ODBM uses the SSBTP number, version
number, and type to uniquely identify each SSTP.

The ICP also maintains a DCU memory status (Dxts) database which con-
tains the characteristics of the ssTP data loaded in the on-line, off-line, and
standby DCC memories. This database is automatically updated upon receipt
of a DMS Change Notification message from the Iscc. The tscc' sends this
message each time an SSTP data upload in any one of the DCU memories, or a
DCU memory role change. is verified from telemetry.

SSTDMA operation requires the capability to make operator-controlled or
automatic modifications to the operational SSTP. These modifications are lim-
ited to connectivity changes not affecting SSTDMA traffic elements and fall
into one of the following four categories:

• Ti )e 1: Non-TDMA Transponder Connectivity Modification. This
function allows the implementation ofpseudostatie connectivities be-

tween non-TDMA transponders. Normally, such traffic will he imple-

mented via the static bypass switches rather than the microwave switch
matrix.

Type 2: lest Slot Connectivity Modification. This function allows the
connectivity of one or more selected test slots to be changed, or the
connectivities of all test slots to be restored to those of the current
baseline ss'rP.

• Tvpe 3: SSTP Connectivm Modification. The new baseline SSTP is
modified to ensure continuity of test slot and non-TOMA transponder

connectivities across the time plan change boundary.

Type 4: Blind Slot Connectivity, Modification. The CN SSTP is modi-
fied to change the connectivity of the switch state verification (ssv)
region from loopback to no-connection (BS).
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Figure 9. SSTP Database Management
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Type I and type 2 SSTP modifications (and associated SSTP distr ibution to
the ISCC) are implemented as separate functions, while type 3 and type 4
modifications are performed automatically as an integral part of the SSTP
type 3 distribution function. Prior to actual SSTP modification, the mum
performs a consistency check to ensure the integrity of the ssTP database, and
immediately aborts any pending function if the characteristics of the on-line
DCU memory in the DMS database do not match those of the CIS SSTP data file.
In such a case. the operator can restore database integrity by manually updat-
ing either the DMS database or the CN SSTP data file.

If the type I or type 2 ssrP modification function is selected by the operator,
the CN SSTP is copied into the NN Position, the SSTP data type is updated, and the
version number is incremented by 1. The IOCTF operator is then prompted to
perform the desired connectivity changes, with the constraint that connectivities
between TDMA and non-TDMA transponders are inhibited.

If the operator executes the type 3 distribution function, the Rs SSTP is first
generated by copying the CN SSTP into the BS position and changing the ssv
switch state connectivities to no-connection. The version number and ssBIP
number are maintained. The NN SSTP is then generated by copying the next
baseline ss'P into the NN position and changing the test slot and non-TDMA
transponder connectivities to those of the matching CN connectivilies. Should
this result in a connectivity between a TDNIA and non-TDMA transponder, the
violating connectivity will be restored to its original state.

Prior to actual distribution of any SSTP data file, the o0UM verifies that
there is no "outstanding" SSTP which has been successfully distributed to the
ISCC but never confirmed as being incorporated in the Iscc ssTP database. In
such a case, the operator must enable further SSTP distribution.

The ISCC stores SSTP data received from the IocTP in a temporary file until,
under operator control, the data are incorporated into the local SSTP database.
An SSTP Database Change message informs the IOCTF of the result of the
15CC SSTP database update attempt.

Following an SSTP upload or a Dcu memory role change, the Iscc sends a
DMS Change message to the IOCTF to update the IOCTC DMs database. If the
content of the on-line DCU memory has changed, the o0RM generates a DCU
On-Line Change warning message to inform the operator, and replaces the CN
SSTP data file with the NN ssTP data file if the latter has the characteristics of
the on-line SSTP indicated in the DMS Change message.

Coordinated SSRTP eh:urge

The IOCTH plays a significant role in coordinating an SSBTP change. An
overview of the entire 5SRTP change procedure is given by Lansford et aL 161.
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Details regarding the SSBTP change procedure executed at the MPRT are pre-

sented by Bedford et al. [12]. while SSTP change in the see is described by

Pettersson et al. [7]. ssBTP generation and implementation are discussed by

Mizuike et al. [8].
Unlike a fixed TDMA BTP change, an SSBTP change requires the active

participation of the HQS. Figure 10 illustrates the overall sSBTP change proce-

dure, which depends on the timely exchange of messages between the MPRT,

IOCTF, lsec, and the TTC&M site via the TDMA and INTEISA I vi data commu-

nications networks to simultaneously implement the new SSBTP at the satellite

and in the ground segment elements.

The functions performed by the IOCTF include loading and distribution of
tine plan data, initiation (enabling) of the SSBTP change procedure at the
MPRT, routing of messages from the MPRT to the Isec (and vice versa), and
monitoring the SSBTP change sequence. In general, messages exchanged be-
tween the MPRT and race are routed via the ICP, which performs the necessary

format conversions.
The coordinated SSBTP change sequence normally begins under IOCTF op-

erator control after a new SSBTP has been distributed to the various elements
of the network. The new SSBTP rearrangement function prompts the operator
for the new SSBTP number and the SSBTP change parameter. N. which defines
the amount of time available for commanding the satellite. Upon execution of
this function, the ICE sends two messages to the MPRT within a 10-s interval:
first, the SSBTP Change Parameter message (M215) containing parameter
N, and then the Plan Change Enable message (M201) containing the new
SSBTP number. The IOCTF must then intercept the Plan Change Enabled mes-
sage (M006) received from the MPRT; extract the satellite command execute
time 161, Tql: and forward this time in a separate SSBTP Change Execute

Notification message (M250) to the Isec.
After the See operator verifies that Txgt has been received and tagged

correctly onto the command queue for the DCU memory role change, certain
setup commands are executed 171. Upon verification via telemetry that the
execute signal has been sent at T,ql, the Isec automatically sends an SSTP
Change Armed message (M072) to the IOcTF. This message is handled differ-
ently from all other messages exchanged between the MPRT and Isee. To
expedite transmission, the PSF will intercept the SSTP Change Armed mes-
sage and route it directly as message M205 to both reference terminals,
without involving the icP. Following reception of this message, the MPRT
begins the countdown sequence which ultimately ends with implementation of
the new SSB rP in the terrestrial segment at the next supcrframe boundary.

If, after the start of the satellite commanding phase, the SSBTP change
procedure is aborted, the IOCTF will intercept the Cancel Plan Change message
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(MO 10) from the MPI2l, generate a warning„ and forward this information in a

separate message (M251) to the isec. The Is(,(, will then automatically in-
struct the TTC&nl site to bypass the pending transmission of the execute tone
and instead send a DCU clear command(s) to the spacecraft. This will abort the
imminent execution of the ss1P change. Tests have shown that this automatic
cancellation is possible up to 5 seconds prior to 7T11.

After reception of the DMS Change message (M070) from the rseC indicating
that the SSTP change has taken place. the 1( 1) automatically updates its local SSTP
database and then sends the TDMA System Monitor (PSM) Idletime Slot As-
signment message (M207) to the satellite-switched TSMS informing them of
potential test slot connectivity changes as a result of the ssrTP change.

Following the Plan Change Enable instant, the ICP processes and logs all

ssrsrr change-related messages received from the MPRT and the I5CC, and

displays this information on the new SSBTP Change Progress display, which

allows monitoring of all SSBTP change-related events. The IOCTF also has

access to the race display which permits direct monitoring in the IoCTF of the

commands sent to the spacecraft. Figure I I shows a hard copy of the SSBTP

Change Progress display. taken after successful completion of the first SS1rP

change on December 15, 1990, in the 335.50 network.

TRMS '.ADP -335, CK1- B SPE 1 UTC 15-DEC-1990 DO - 19'. 13G. N9 MODE REAL
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BCE MEMORY 03110
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MCI) I CH Y2 23115F111 ES CH 314
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Figure 11. SSBTI' Change Progress Di.splar
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Nehvork 111ooiloring and e.,leor e.eOI ,otifiea/io,

Existing network monitoring and system event notification capabilities
were augmented and improved to adequately support rapid operational
decisionmaking. In addition to several new SsTDMA-specifc dynamic dis-

plays, a new alarm system was implemented to immediately alert the operator
to any anomalous condition that requires corrective or preventive action. This
capability complements the expert-system-hased qw subsystem, which pro-
vides detailed fault analysis within 3 minutes after a network or terminal
failure.

The high reliability of the new TDMA data communications network makes

it possible to depend on TRMS and NRDE real-time data flows for improved

monitoring and alarm functions. An example is the new real-time TDMA

Network Status display (Figure 12), which provides the operator with the

operational status of all traffic terminals, as well as the equipment status of all

TRMS and NRDE sites on a single display. The display is available for both

fixed TDMA and SS TDMA network monitoring and uses information contained

in the RTC routine data and the control and delay channel (CDC) data from
each TRMS.
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Figure 12. SSTDMA Netlrnrk Status Display

There are two types of system events: those signaled directly by level 6
messages from the RTES or the IS(C, and those that are detected within the IcP
subsystem (e.g., by continuously examining TRMS and NRDE real-time status
data). An example of the first type is the BTP Change Canceled event, which
is signaled directly via a special level 6 message from the MPRT. An example
of the second type is the TDMA Network Failure condition, about which the
ICP informs all TRMS sites pertaining to the same network by sending a special
level 6 message. The following rules are used to infer an SS'FDMA network
failure condition from the RTE routine data flows:
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1. IF ("RTE Routine" data flows are on and valid for both SSR'IES)

AND (no MPRT and no SRT detection in either data flow) THEN

SSTDMA network down.

2. IF (East-SSRIE "RTE Routine" data flow is on AND valid) AND

(MPRI or SRT) THEN SSTDMA network up.

3. IF (West-SSRTE "RTE Routine" data flow is on AND valid) AND

(MPRr or SRT) THEN SSTDMA network up.

4. IF (other data now condition) THEN no change in SSTDMA network

status.

5. IF (network is down) AND (last network status was up) THEN

(a) Generate alarm "SSTDMA Network Failure"

(b) Send level 6 message M206 "SSTDMA Network Failure" to

both SSRTES.

6. IF (network is up) AND (last network status was down) THEN gener-

ate general event message "SSTDMA Network Recovery".

From the operator's viewpoint, each system event is classified and priori-
tized as alarm, warning, or general event. An alarm is usually triggered by an
event that could cause, or has already caused, an immediate traffic outage, and
normally requires expedited corrective action. An example is a TDMA network
failure. A warning is an event that may eventually cause system disruption.
for example, the TSO Clock-Phase Data Not Available warning indicating
that no phase data have been received during the last CPRI. However, most
events, such as operational events and equipment malfunctions, are consid-
ered general events. Table 3 provides an overview of the ICP alarm and
warning messages, grouped as network and terminal outages, BTP change
events. TSO frequency correction events, and miscellaneous problems.

An alarm is immediately signaled to all operator terminals by a message
and by terminal bells, and continues to be periodically re-signaled until an
operator acknowledges it. A warning is treated similarly, but will not be
broadcast if there is an outstanding alarm. Both alarms and warnings are also
signaled visually. Through a supervisory menu, the operator may turn off the
terminal bells for a particular class of anomaly, and may also elect to have
general events brought to the operator's attention.

All system events are now archived for up to 30 days. Event retrieval from
the historical database to either an operator screen or a printer can be filtered;
that is, system events with a specific combination of severity (alarm, warning,

general event), group, source, and time range can be requested.
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TABLE 3. OVERVIEW IOCTF ALARMS AND WARNINGS

EVENT NOt'I FICATION MESSAGE TYPE

Network and Terminal Outages
TDMA Network Failure

TDMA Reference Terminal Failure

Interference Swvival Mode

BTP Change Events
BTP Change Canceled

Blind Slot Active

Failsale Recovery Invoked

On-Line DCC Memory Update

'150 Frequency Correction Events

Alarm

Alarm

Alarm

Warning

Warning

warning

Warning

rSO Clock Phase Data Threshold Exceeded Alarm

TSO Frequency Correction Alarm Notfncmion Alarm

Insufficient Valid TSO Clock Phase Data Warning

'ISO Clock Phase Data Not Available w,1111111"

TSO Correction Warning Notification Warning

TSO Correction Confirnmlion Warning

TSO Correction Con Hi nn at ion Not Received Warning

ISO Correction Alarm Notification Error Waming

TSO Correction Confirntal ion Identify Mismatch Warning

Miscellaneous Problems

Satellite Position Out/Within hails Warning

Satellite Position Discontinuity Warning

Data Link boss Wanting

UTC Synclu'onization Errors warning

IOC I F Control Processor Failure Warning

ICP Data Disk Full Warning

No Valid Unique-Word Data Alarm

The new real-time Event Notification display allows the operator to view
the last 40 system events. Color coding is used to distinguish between alarms,
warnings, and general events. Like the TDMA Network Status display, the
Event Notification display can be designated as the default display for a
particular operator station. The system will automatically invoke the default
display if any display other than the selected default display has been continu-
ously active for some period of time. Unacknowledged alarms and warnings
are indicated by a blinking color bar at the bottom of either default display.
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Data flow control and data .storm e

One of the major changes made to accommodate SSI'DMA was the central-
ization of all data flow control at the tocTE. Previously, some data from the
TPMS sites (R IF routine and TsM measurement data) were sent unsolicited.
Now each data type must he explicitly requested by operator command. The
in, has the capability to manage data flows from up to six TDMA networks.
Table 4 lists the real-time and log data flows controlled by the IOLTE.

Once a particular data flow has been activated, the IUP software will ensure
data flow continuity by reissuing a request for a data flow that has ceased for
some period of time without operator intervention. If re-requests of an active
low are unsuccessful over a longer period of time, the data flow will he
canceled automatically.

The IcP stores all data flows, except TSM real-time data, in files containing
data collected over a I-hour interval. A particular data type is automatically
deleted after the data have aged beyond an operator-specified retention period.
Historical data can be played back at the same rate at which it was captured. or
at a different operator-specified rate. Subsample viewing is also possible,
where the number of frames being skipped can be specified by the operator.
Alternatively, historical data can he analyzed in "change" mode, wherein the
data frames are displayed only if they have changed.

ETC svnelmonization

The requirements for timely execution of coordinated ore changes and
time-stamping of log data for troubleshooting purposes necessitate that the
time-of-day clock used at the TRMS s ites, TTC&M sites, and HQS be synchro-
nized within ± 1 s. At the I OCTE, a Kode Model 325 SatSync GPS receiver
provides a Universal Time Coordinated ( UTC) signal to the IcP and PSE via a
serial Izs-232-type interface.

The internal clocks of the Icp and PSF processors are automatically syn-
chronized to t7TC each time a mode transition to "on-line" or "test" takes
place, and periodically every 24 hours . If the processors ' internal clocks are
within 1 s of the SatSync time, the clock will not be reset: otherwise it will he
connected . If any attempt to set the internal clock is unsuccessful , another
attempt is made automatically I hr later. In addition, both the 1cP and PSF
provide the capability to synchronize their internal clocks upon operator com-
mand. Tests have shown that the internal VAX clock and the SatSync never
differ by more than 0.16 s immediately following a successful synchroniza-
tion. Usually, the two clocks agree to within 0.02 s.

U
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TDItIA data communications network

The original fixed TDMA data communications network employed X.25 as
the protocol for interprocessor communications. The NPRC, a customized hard-
ware and software system located at the TOCTE. served as a switching point
between the TRMS computers and concentrated the data circuits dedicated to
the TRMS into one single link to the PSF system. The PSF, serving as an
intermediate message processor, provided the interface between the TRMS
computers and the IOCTF VAX 11/780 computers. The TRMS and PSF comput-
ers used HP'S DS-1000 communications network and X.25 software. Within
the IOCTF, a combination of vendor-supplied (HP and DEC) X.25 software was
used for the lower level functions, and a custom communications control
software was used for the higher level functions.

While the original TDMA data communications network was adequate for
the passive role of the IOCTF in the fixed TDMA networks, it was unacceptable
for the active role of the IoCTF in SSTDMA operation. Many problems in the
original networks were caused by incompatibilities between different X.25
implementations on the NPRC. PSF, and TRMS computers. In addition, a node
or data-circuit failure often required restarting significant portions of the

network.
Since SSTDMA depends on extremely reliable data communications for the

coordination of SSHTP change events, Tso phase-data reporting and the provi-
sion of real-time data for the new diagnostic and monitoring functions, it was
decided to completely redesign the existing data communications system,
replace the X.25 protocol between the IOCTF and remote sites with the high-
level data link control (HDLG)-based DS-1000 protocol, remove the NPRC pro-
cessor system altogether and incorporate its functions into the PSN. and imple-
ment an Ethernet-based IAN for inter-IOCTF subsystem communications. One
of the major challenges for the new TDMA communications system has been to
maintain the ICP software interface between the application and the communi-
cations interface software. The node numbering scheme has also been main-
tained, with the addition of new multicast addressing schemes (discussed
later) to enhance message exchange options.

Features of the SSTIDMA data communications system

Figure 13 shows the topology of the new SSTDMA data communications
network, which relies on the PSF central data communications processor. The
PSF interconnects the IOCTF Ethernet IAN with three star-type DS-1000-based
wide area networks (wANs) encompassing several remote processors in each
TDMA network. The PSF also links the TOCTF with the ISCC. The remote
computers comprise the control and display console (CADC) and TDMA system

r ----- -,
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monitor (TSM) processors at each TRMS site, and the NRDE control unit (NCU)

processor at the NRDE sites in the SSTDMA networks.

As the central data communications hub for both fixed and SSTDMA opera-
tion, the PSE provides interprocessor-computer communications between the
IOCTF and all the'FRMS and NRDE sites: between TRMS sites in each TOMA
network; and between the IOCTF and iscc. The two identical PSF com-
puters normally operate in an on-line/standby configuration, with automatic
switchover to the standby within 20 s should the on-line PSF computer fail.
Computer-controlled switching equipment is used to switch the incoming

DS-1000 data links between the USE processors.
The PSF application software provides automatic link recovery from circuit

failures and temporary software problems by using available OS-1000 soft-
ware features, periodically attempting link recovery, and employing link (re)start
and reset mechanisms with the Ethernet communications software. A new
menu-based operator interface allows Ds-1000 network reconfiguration, link
status monitoring, PSF switchover, and orC synchronization.

Figure 14 illustrates the communications interfaces for the new TDMA data
communications system. The IOCTE LAN is based on a 10-Mbitls Ethernet
communications link. The IEEE 802.2/802.3 standard is used for communica-
tions layers 2 and 3. while a proprietary Ethernet software package provides
communications at the higher layers. Implementation of the LAN within the
iseC is similar to that of the Ethernet in the IOCTF.

A custom Ethernet communications software package links the PSF com-
puters with the lOP and IDP computers, and a multidestination routing mecha-
nism allows messages from the remote sites and the ISCC to be received by
more than one IOCTE subsystem. The routing mechanism also allows pro-
cessors on the IOCTF Ethernet LAN to be partitioned into subnetworks so that
on-line operations can continue while diagnostics/testing is being conducted
simultaneously between processors on the same subnetwork.

HP's Ds-1000 communications software package for distributed systems is
used to link the computers at the remote sites with the PSF computers, and to
link the PSE computers with the iseC link processor computer. The 9,600-bit/s
data links (fixed 'IDMA currently uses 4,800 bit/s) from the 1OCrF (PSE) to the
TRMS (CADC, TSM) sites and the isCC are configured in a star-type network
with the locTE/PSF as the hub. The HDLC-based DS-1000 software provides
peer-to-peer message exchange at levels I through 4. For maximum through-
put. an HDLG frame size of 1,024 bytes is used. Messages from one TRMS site
to another are routed through the PsF without involving the PSF communica-
tions application programs, because such communications are handled en-

tirely by the Ds-1000 software and firmware.
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Application message formals and packet framing

As messages traverse the network from the Ethernet to DS-1000, and
sometimes back again, they go through several protocol/framing translations.

Figure 15 illustrates how typical messages are translated as they pass from

one link (type) to another on their way to their final destination. The different
types of headers and framing information used include a standard 10-byte
TOMA level 6 message header. Ethernet framing, and DS-1000 and IIDLC

headers and framing.
Although chosen to be identical for convenience, level 6 and Ds-1000 node

numbers within the same subnetwork are independent and serve different
purposes. The TDMA level 6 message header is supplied by application pro-
grams and contains information such as source node, destination node, mes-
sage type, and time stamp. The header supplied by HP's Ds-1000 communica-
tions software package allows routing among the Ds-1000 subnetworks, PSF,
and ISCC link processors. The Ethernet network header, supplied by the Ethernet
interface software, is used to address the nodes within the IOCTF Ethernet LAN.
It should be noted that messages traversing the IOCTF Ethernet have been
formatted with the same network header as messages traversing the IseC
Ethernet/network. HDLC framing is supplied by the firmware in the Ethernet

and os-1000 interface cards.

Ethernet interface software

Inter-IOCri processor communications relies on a custom Ethernet protocol
which provides for recovery of lost packets. This protocol employs sequence
numbers in a fashion similar to that of an HDLC link; however, no control
frames (e.g., receiver ready, unnumbered acknowledgments) are used. In-
stead, each Ethernet node receiving messages checks the sequence number of
the message it receives and determines whether it has missed a packet. If a
packet has been missed, the node requests it from the sending node and
continues processing (after receiving the missing packet) by passing the mes-
sages to the TDMA application programs in the proper sequence.

Figure 16 illustrates how the processes of the Ethernet communications
interface recover lost packets. Although the figure depicts the Psi Ethernet
communications interface in particular, all Ethernet communications processes
in all other IOCTC Ethernet nodes are the same. If a packet is received by the
Ethernet Incoming Messages process out of sequence, the message is placed
into a holding area and a retransmission request is sent to the node to recover
the lost packet. (The sending node saves the last five packets placed on the
Ethernet.) When the requested packet is received, the Ethernet Incoming
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Messages process passes this message to the Ethernet Message Retransmis-
sion process, which distributes the message to its destination and then pro-
ceeds to process the appropriate message from the (out-of-sequence message)
holding area.

When a retransmission request for a lost packet is received by an Ethernet
node, the Ethernet Incoming Messages process passes the request to the Mes-
sage Retransmission process. which obtains the requested packet from the
area that holds the last five messages placed on the Ethernet, and then sends
the packet to the requesting Ethernet node.

Special 111C1'F Ethernet group processing

Several novel intercomputer communications capabilities have been incor-
porated into the new TDMA data communications network to accomplish
multidestination message routing within the IOCIF, and to provide an IorrE
test facility. These new capabilities are based on the multicast features of the
IOCTF Ethernet bus that interconnects the ESF, ICE, and IDE computers. Multi-
cast is a message transmission mechanism that delivers a message from a
single source to a set of destinations, allowing multiple receivers to concur-
rently process the message. The actual IOCTF implementation makes use of
two special cases of multicasC unicast (one-to-one communications) and broad-
cast (one-to-all communications). Figure 17 shows a model of the TDMA data
communications network addressing scheme.

Although the functions of ICE and IDF are different, these processors use the
same data from the TRMS sites, NRDE sites, and the I5CC to perform their
functions. Thus, they can be treated as members of a heterogeneous group that
share message reception as a common characteristic. The PSF provides a
convenient vehicle for implementing group communications for such an ap-
plication. In general, as messages are received from the TRMS sites and ISCC
by the Est' (via the HDLG/DS-1000 links), the ESF performs the message transla-
tion (from Ds-1000 packet to Ethernet packet) and attaches the multicast
address for the ICE/IDE group to the messages as they are placed on the
Ethernet. This allows each message transmitted to the IOCTF to he placed on
the Ethernet bus so that the on-line ICE and IDE can both process the message
for their particular functions, thus reducing link traffic.

During the design phase. the group communications concept was extended
to groups that change dynamically according to processor state. Defining "on-
line" and "test" as two separate Ethernet subnetworks permits on-line opera-
tion and testing (both new application and troubleshooting) using the same
Ethernet, without the need to physically reconfigure the redundant ICE and ESF
processors.
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The Ethernet communications nodes are sensitive to their operational mode
and change the multicast addressing of their Ethernet interface card whenever
the mode changes. Therefore, no interaction takes place between processors
that are in different states. For example, PSFI AND ICp2 can be in the online
state carrying out normal operational TDMA functions, while PSF2 and icpl are
configured for the test state, performing test and checkout functions. These
groups are bound by their processor states, and the Ethernet communications
software treats each group separately.

Since the remote DS- 1000 nodes (CADC, TSM, link control, and NcU) have
no knowledge of the group communications scheme implemented within the
IOCTF Ethernet LAN, they normally send then' messages to a generic IOCrF

address (icp or PSF), and the PSF determines the appropriate group destination
for the message. This means that the remote processors do not have direct
control over sending messages to a particular IOCTF processor. The PST to
which a remote processor is connected will route any received message to its
final destination based on the processor's own state (on-line or test): however,
individual IOCTE Ethernet node addressing is possible for test purposes.

Conclusions

The inclusion of the SSTDMA subsystem on board the INTELSAT VI space-

craft as an active element in the overall .STDMA system made it necessary to

integrate the IOCTF and IsCC systems into the SSTDMA HQS responsible for

monitoring and controlling the SSTDMA networks. The role of the IOCTF was

elevated to that of an active, on-line element which, together with the Is(C,

performs critical SSTDMA network control functions such as coordinated SSBTP

changes and TSO frequency corrections. This necessitated significant changes

to the IOCTF system architecture to improve reliability. A complete overhaul

of the data communications system was undertaken to provide reliable corn-

puter-to-computer communications between the IOCTF and the TDMA control

and monitoring elements located in various parts of the world.

The modified IDCI F is the operational focal point for both fixed IDMA and

SSTDMA operation. In this capacity, it supports central network control, moni-

toring, and diagnostic functions and provides the central hub for TDMA data

communications. The IOCtF also maintains a central database of Operational

parameters, including BTP data, satellite position parameters, and reference
terminal operational parameters. The flow of status, monitoring, and event
history data from the tdma controlling and monitoring elements is centrally
managed by the TOCTF. These data are stored in an historical database and can
be retrieved for troubleshooting purposes.
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Index: communication satellites, time division multiple access,
INTELSAT, oscillators, synchronization

INTELSAT VI SSTDMA subsystem timing
source oscillator control

CMAnusen pi received February 25. 1991)

The time-division multiple access (TDMA) terminals in the INTELSAT satellite-
switched TDMA (SSTDMA) system derive their timing from reference bursts trans-
mitted by a pair of reference terminals. The reference terminals synchronize their
timing to the metric switch state generated in the microwave switch matrix on board
the INTELSAT VI satellite, which in turn is synchronized to an onhoard oscillator. To
maintain plesiochronous capability within the system, the onhoard timing source oscil-
lator (TSO) must be controlled relative to a high-stability oscillator located at a refer-
ence terminal. This paper describes the theoretical background and physical implemen-
tation of the onboard TSO control approach for the INTELSAT VI SSTDMA system.
Implementation of the TSO control algorithm involves various elements of the SSTDMA
system, including the SSTDMA reference terminal equipment, the INTELSAT Opera-
tions Center TDMA Facility, and the INTELSAT Satellite Control Center. An over-

view of the TSO control system is provided, followed by a discussion of the theoretical
basis for the TSO control system. a description of the functions and procedures per-
formed in each element of the system, and a comparison of simulation and operational
performance data.

The timing required to generate the switch frame and switch masterframe
intervals in the satellite-switched time-division multiple access (SSTDMA) sub-
system on the INTELSAT VI satellite is provided by an onboard oscillator. The
SSTDMA reference terminals synchronize the TDMA frame and superframes to
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the switch frame and switch masterframe intervals via a metric burst transmit-
ted by the reference stations 111.[2]. Consequently, the timing accuracy and
stability of the SSTDMA system depend on the accuracy and stability of the
onboard oscillator. A highly stable oscillator with an accuracy of better than
I part in 101 I is necessary to provide network timing that conforms to Interna-
tional Telephone and Telegraph Consultative Committee (CCITT) Recom-
mendation G.81 1 131 on international digital link interconnection. Since tim-
ing sources currently capable of providing the long-term stability required for
plesiochronous operation in TDMA systems are unsuitable for satellite applica-
tions, it is necessary to control the onboard timing source oscillator (TSO)
relative to a highly stable terrestrial timing source.

The INTELSAT vt satellite includes a high-stability, voltage-controlled crys-
tal oscillator (vcxo) in its SS TDMA switching payload. This oscillator has a
worst-case drift of 5 parts in 1011 per day. The INIELSAT SSTDMA system,
which employs a high-accuracy oscillator at the reference stations, measures
onboard clock drift against the reference and sends oscillator frequency cor-
rection messages to the satellite to adjust the frequency of the onboard oscilla-
tor. With this technique, the long-term timing accuracy of the SSTDMA net-
work is controlled to within I part in 1011, and any inaccuracy resulting from
short-tern drift and clock correction errors is absorbed by the terrestrial
interface buffers at the traffic stations. The TDMA traffic terminals are allo-

cated 500 as of buffer for this purpose.
The SSTDMA reference terminal equipment (SSRTE) contains acquisition

and synchronization units (ASUS) that establish and maintain synchronization
between the reference station and the onboard switch state timing [11,121,
141-161. Figure 1 illustrates the onboard oscillator correction process employ-
ing the ASU for phase error measurement, The ASU transmits a metering burst
once every TDMA frame, using timing derived from its reference clock. The
metering segment of the burst is truncated by the trailing edge of the synchro-
nization window on the satellite and detected by the phase error measuring
circuit in the ASU on the ground. The ASU compares the received metering
segment with the transmitted segment to determine the displacement between
the metering burst center and the window edge. In practice, multiple measure-
ments over 32 to 64 consecutive frames are necessary to yield high measure-

ment accuracy.
The measured value, As, is accumulated over To seconds to generate a

long-term incremental phase error, s;, where To is preselected for a given
correction procedure (typically a few hours to I day). The phase error meal-

surement is repeated n times over a clock correction interval, T=nT7, and a

cumulative correction value is calculated and sent to the satellite to compen-

sate for future clock drift.
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Figure 1. Onboard Clock Correction Diagram

This paper discusses in detail the theoretical basis for the ISO control
system, and describes the functions and procedures performed in each element
of the system. The software implementation of the TSO control functions in the
INTELSAT Operations Center TDMA Facility (10CTF) and the INTELSAT
Satellite Control Center (iSCc) is then described, and simulation and opera-
tional performance data are compared.

Basic theory of TSO control

From the alternative onboard clock control schemes previously investi-
gated 17]-191, a scheme based on linear drift prediction was selected for
the INTELSAT system, since the VCXOS on board INTELSAT VI are highly
stable, with very predictable drift characteristics. This technique has been

OH

I
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successfully demonstrated through extensive computer simulations and actual
field operation, and has been shown to provide satisfactory performance for
the INTELSAT SSTDMA system. This section discusses the clock drift measure-
ment technique, illustrates the computation of a clock correction value, and
presents the results of an error analysis. Estimation of a typical clock correc-

tion period is also addressed.

Clock drift measurement

The incremental phase error, s, shown in Figure 1 is the integral of the
clock correction error and Doppler shift over To seconds, and is given by

r; [r(t)- w+rt(t)]dt
ti-I

_50 [r(t)-wJett +1 .I t (t;)-r(t,-I)] (1)
it-I

where

ti = ti- I + To

r(t) = free-running onboard oscillator drift. Af/fn

t((t) _
I dr(r) = Doppler shift at time t

dt
w = cumulative correction for the current interval

r(t) = satellite range from the reference station at time I

e = speed of light.

In equation (I), the effect of Doppler shift on the phase error measurement
appears as a change in the signal propagation time, due to satellite motion.
This indicates that the Doppler term can be easily computed from the range
measurement at times 1, - I and t1, and subtracted from s,. With the Doppler
component removed from the phase error measurement, equation (I) can be

simplified as follows:

s, = ( [r(t)-w]di

The phase error. s;, is the sum of short-term transmit (or receive) timing
corrections, Ax, over To seconds. In normal operation, the phase error mea-
surement will not be affected by the false detection and misdetection of a
unique word, since short-term correction automatically compensates for previ-
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ous miss estimation, if any. In case of a temporary system outage and subse-
quent reacquisition. the phase error, Ax, can be linearly interpolated during the
outage period, provided that the outage is relatively short. Alternatively, a
backup ASU at a different earth station can be used to measure onboard clock
drift.

Clock correction hased on first -order drift prediction

The concept of clock correction is illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. Based on
the clock drift measurement over time interval T (= nTo). the cumulative
correction is determined by minimizing the estimated cumulative phase error
at the end of the next correction interval, T' = mTH. Successive correction
intervals are not necessarily equal. and any integer multiple of To can be
chosen for each interval. This allows the clock correction procedure to accom-
modate unexpected (or unpredictable) clock drifts by dynamically adjusting
the measurement period.

To derive an expression for a clock correction value, assume that the
current correction interval begins at time to and lasts for T= nTe seconds. The
cumulative phase error, v(t), is expressed by

t
v(t)=vo+f [r(t)-w]dt , too <t<<to +T (3)

to

where v1 is the initial phase error at t = to. The phase error is periodically
sampled at time t; = t; I + To, I < i <_ n, and its sampled values are given by

)r=S(t,)=yr-1+Si . I<-i<<-n (4)

The measured phase errors are fitted to a curve, using a polynomial to
predict future clock drift . Empirical results based on computer simulation and
actual measurements , as shown later, indicate that a second-order polynomial
yields a good approximation for the phase error. Since clock drift is a deriva-
tive of a phase error function , this is equivalent to a first-order polynomial
approximation of the clock drift. Although a higher -order polynomial pro-
vides a better approximation to the measured data, it does not necessarily
yield a better prediction because of high sensitivity to measurement errors.
The polynomial approximation of the measured cumulative phase errors . v,(t),
and the corresponding clock drift , r(t), are given by

(2)

to) `t t0 )2va(t) =aU +a1(
To )
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Figure 2. Clock Drift With and Without Correction Figure 3. Cumulative Phase Error of the Corrected Clock

at 2m t to
ru(t)= r ( t)-w=-+

7„ T,, To
to < t < t„ (6)

In equations (5) and (6), the coefficients a;, 0 <- i <_ 2, are obtained by

minimizing the mean-square error

e-I [va(t,)-v,I (7)
I=0

The least mean-square error solution is given by the following matrix

expression:

ao

a1

a,

A = K-IHY (A)

CA B C

HDE

CEF

0 ZI

bT = b,(3nbo-1)/5
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13 = (b b3 -bIb4)
D = (bobs-b2b2)

F = (b,bo - b I b 1)

b1 = bon12

b3 = 1?12

t , 1 I '
z0 v, 21 =- >.iv, =.2 =- y! yj

d 1=0 d ,-o d 1=0

d=boA+bl6+h2C

The function vjr) approximates the cumulative phase error v(t) in the
interval (to, t„). If the long-term drift does not change abruptly, v„(t) can be
used to extrapolate v(t) in the next correction interval (t,, t ), where t = t
+ T' = t„ + mT0. The incremental frequency correction, Aw, is then chosen
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such that the estimated cumulative phase error becomes zero at the end of the
next correction interval. Thus. Ave must satisfy

rn^v,
y(t„)+f [rr,(t)-Aw]dt=0 (9)

ill

From equation (6), the incremental correction value is obtained as follows:

Aw= Iv(t,, ) + ntai +m(m+2n )a2I (10)
ml ,,

The new cumulative correction, w, is the sum of the previous correction,

w, and the incremental correction, Aw, as

w'=w+Aw (11)

In Figure 4, the above clock correction technique is demonstrated for a

linear drift. The drift to be compensated is

r(t)=ro+Ar1 TJ ?0 (12)

where all the initial parameters are set to zero. A fixed interval is chosen for

each correction step [i.e., in = it in equation (10)1. After two transient inter-
vals, the onboard clock accuracy is controlled to within ++Ar. In the steady
state, the cumulative phase error at the ASU varies between 0 and -ArT/8, and

the traffic station must absorb this phase error in a buffer. Since the phase
error measurement data will not he available to the traffic station for buffer
pointer alignment, the traffic station must provide a buffer that is twice the

worst-case phase error, that is

B,=ArTl4 (13)

Effects of ynantizalion . predir /ion error. and other error

components

In practice. the accuracy of clock correction is degraded by quantization
error, prediction error, range measurement error. synchronization error, and
other error terms. The impact of these errors on clock correction accuracy and
traffic station buffer size is analyzed below. A numerical example, which
takes these error terms into account, is given for typical clock correction

parameters.

y(t)

3T 4T

A rT
8

(b) Cumulative Phase Error

Ar

Figure 4. First-Order Correction of Linear Drift

QUAN I IZATION

The frequency of the master oscillator in the IN IEISAT vi satellite is ad-
justed by controlling the vcxo voltage using a 12-bit control message . Thus, a
new frequency setting is rounded to the nearest value among 4,096 possible
quantization levels. This quantization affects the accuracy of subsequent phase
error measurements . Let e,t be the worst-case quantization step size. ( Note that
quantization step size varies depending on the frequency setting, since oscilla-
tor transfer characteristics are not linear .) The fact that the quantization error
is random from one interval to another may adversely affect successive clock
corrections. It can easily be shown 171 that a quantization error of±e9 /2 results
in a clock correction error of±2e9 and a cumulative phase error of±e1,Tin the
worst case . Figure 5 illustrates (he effect of quantization on clock accuracy
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(a) Clock Drift
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Figure 5. Effect of Quantization

and phase error. The traffic station buffer size needed to absorb this quantiza-
tion error, Bv, is then given by

B9 = 4e9T (14)

The effect of quantization can be minimized by employing the following
technique. Since the quantization error is known to the ASU, its effect on phase
error measurements can be calculated precisely. During each phase error

measurement. e9T0 can be subtracted from s, in equation (2) to yield a new s;,
as is done for satellite motion. This procedure reduces the required traffic

station buffer size to By = 2e9T.

PREDICTION ERROR

Clock drift is generally not perfectly linear with time, and will result in
prediction error when extrapolated into the next correction period. Consi-
der the following linear clock drift function with a small change, e,,, in the

drift rate:
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(t)=(1±ep)4r 4r , 0<_t<-T (15)

Figure 6 shows the effects of slope prediction error on clock drift and
cumulative phase error. The phase error increases in either a positive or
negative direction, depending on the sign of the error term. The additional
traffic station buffer size required is twice the increase in y(t) and is given by

B1,= 4e1,+ e° B, (16)

where 0 < e1, <0.5, and B, is given by equation (13). According to this
equation, drift prediction errors of 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1 will result in increases
in buffer size of 5, 25, and 51 percent. respectively.

RANGE MEASUREMENT ERROR

Measurement error is introduced when the satellite motion component is
subtracted from a short-term phase error, .s1. In the normal mode of operation,

-T

(a) Clock Drift

(b) Cumulative Phase Error

Figure 6. Effect of Prediction Error

ACTUAL: ( 1 + e)Ar

PREDICTION Ar

ACTUAL: ( 1 - e)Ar

T

8(1-e)
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the satellite range from the ASU location can be measured quite accurately, for
example, within ±10 TDMA symbol periods (±166 ns). Let Ar(t) be the range
measurement error at time t. The contribution of this error term to the cumula-
tive phase error is derived from equations (1) and (4) as follows:

i=1

= I [Ar(t,)-Ar(to)I
C

(17)

which is bounded by ++20 symbols (±332 ns) in the worst case. Since curve-
fitting smooths random measurement errors, the actual contribution to overall
performance is insignificant [e.g., no more than +5.5 X 10-1s in clock inaccu-
racy and 2.7 Its in earth station buffer size for a clock correction period of
I week (T= 7 days) 1.

The effect of satellite motion can also be removed using a Doppler cancel-
lation method. Satellite motion yields TDMA frame timing offsets in both the
transmit and receive directions at the ASU. These offsets have the same magni-
tude, but opposite polarities. Thus, the addition of transmit and receive timing
offsets removes the effect of Doppler shift. Because this technique is self-
contained and does not require range measurements, it was adopted for the
current implementation. A more detailed discussion is provided later.

ASU SYNCHRON V.AIION ERROR

ASU TDMA synchronization error has a similar, but less significant, impact
on clock correction performance than range measurement error. In steady-
state synchronization, the timing error can be controlled to within a few TDMA
symbols. For example, a synchronization error of ±2 symbols will result in an
additional earth station buffer size of 0.27 ps for T= 7 days.

OTHER ERROR TERMS

Other error sources which degrade clock correction performance include

errors caused by the time lag between the computation of a clock colTec-

tion value and its implementation at the satellite, arithmetic precision for

computation, and an interpolation error during a short system outage. These

error terms are generally insignificant compared to those for clock drift and

quantization.

Traffic station buffer requirement

phase error should not exceed these extremes in normal operation. However,
if it does exceed a preset threshold at some measurement epoch (due to a
change in drift rate), the current correction interval must be terminated, and a
clock correction message sent to the satellite. As shown in Figure 7, an over-
threshold phenomenon is most likely to occur in the middle or at the end of the
correction interval. The impact of this overshoot will be an increase in v(t) by

r,,,To, and in the traffic station buffer size by

(18)

where r,,, is the worst-case inaccuracy of an onboard clock.
From equations (13), (14), (16), and (18), the total traffic station buffer size

required for clock correction is given by

B=Bc+Bq+Br,+B,,,+B„ (19)

where B„ is the sum of all other error terms. A proper clock correction period
should be selected such that the total buffer requirement for correction is not
more than the 500 Its allocated in the INTELSAT VI TDMA terminal.

CLOCK
DRIFT

(a) Clock Drift

Y

Ymax

A
MINIMUM ALLOWABLE ERROR

AYm

WITHOUT
IMMEDIATE
CORRECTION

A reliable clock correction procedure is implemented by establishing upper (b) Cumulative Phase Error

and lower thresholds , Y,,., and Yon the measured phase error, y(t). The Figure 7. Effect of Lower and Upper Thresholds
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Nmaerieal example

The clock correction procedure described above is illustrated below for the
typical design parameters given in Table I. As quantization step size gradu-
ally changes from 2 X 10-11 to 8 X 1011 during satellite life for a positive-drift

oscillator, the clock correction period, T, must be selected such that the
traffic station buffer size. B, as given in equation (19), does not exceed
500 µs, The clock drift, Ar, in equation (12) is obtained from the daily drift

rate, Ar,, shown in Table I by Ar = Ar1T, where T is expressed in days (e.g.,

Ar = 5 X 10-11 X 10 = 5 X 10-10 for T= lO days).

TABLE I. EXAMPLE OF CLOCK CORRECTION PARAMETER VALUES

PARAMETER VAI,UE

Onboard Clock Drift. Ars. 5 x 10- 11 per day

Worst-Case Inaccuracy. ,,, I x 10-9

Quantization Step Sizc. e9 2 X 10-11 - 8 x I l)

Prediction Error. to 0.1 (10%)

Phase Measurement Period. To 6 and 24 hr

Table 2 summarizes the contributions of various error terms to the total
buffer size. A typical clock correction period varies from 10 to 14 days,
depending on the parameter values selected. In practice, an actual period may
be shorter or longer due to uncertainty regarding the amount of clock drift and

predictability.
Expressions for the phase thresholds are obtained from the various error

terms discussed previously, as follows:

E,,,ia - -

eqT +
e1,ArT

+ r1,,T0 + B° (20a)
4

^ArT+e,T+ erArT +r
,,,T0 +B°

8 S(1-cp) 4

1
(20b)

For the first example in Table 2 (Ta = 6hr, ev = 4 X 1011. and T = 12 days).

these values are Yn,ax = 75.1 Its and V,,,a = -152.0 µs. Since a clock correction
value, Arc, in equation (10), does not depend on the coefficient, a6, of a
polynomial curve fit, more practical phase error thresholds such as Y,,ax =
-Y,, = 114 ps can be used to provide the same performance.
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TABLE 2. CONTRIBUTIONS 01; VARIOUS ERROR TERMS TO BUFFER SIZE

13OFFER SIZE (ps)

HEIFER
It =6in r

r,I=4x10-l1

In =24hr

=4x10-11e

7O=6hr

=8xlo-11e

TO=6fir

_2X lo-11
(C )M PON IiNI

T= 12&,,

y

T= 10 doy,
9
T= 10 dave T= 14 days

Drift, B,. 155.5 08.0 I08.) 211.7
Quantization, By 165.9 1382 276.5 96.8
Prediction, Bp 79.5 55.2 55.2 108.2
Margin, B,,, 43.2 172.8 43.2 43.2
Other Error Terms, It, 10-0 I(t) 10.0 10.0

Total 454.1 484.2 492.9 469.9

The above discussion has assumed positive-drift oscillators, which were
selected for INTELSAT vl spacecraft. An oscillator may exhibit a positive-
negative drift characteristic in which the direction of oscillator drift changes
from positive to negative during its life. In this case, the same clock correction
procedure described above can be used, but may result in a slightly shorter
correction period (e.g.. 9 days is 10 days) 141.

Physical implementation

'ISO correction involves three functions which are performed in various
elements of the network:

Phase Error Measurement and Reporting. The phase error of the
onboard oscillator is measured periodically at the ASU in each refer-

ence terminal. The error measurements are accumulated by the con-

trol and display console (CADC) in the SSRTE 121 over a period called

the clock phase reporting interval (CPRI). The CADC transmits the

cumulative phase to the 10C FE at the end of each CPRI. The reporting

interval corresponds to To in Figure 3, while the reported phase corre-
sponds to y;,

Clock Correction Prediction. The prediction algorithm, executed in
the IOCTT control processor 110], stores the values of reported phase
over a relatively long interval called the TSO correction interval (rcl).
The Ter is typically 15 to 30 days and corresponds to Tin Figures 3
and 4. The prediction algorithm solves equation (10) by using the
stored values of reported phase to determine the incremental fre-
quency correction, An, which will cause the phase error to return to
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near zero over the next correction interval. At the end of each T(1, the
IOCTF control processor (ICP) provides the value of An to the ISCC for
further processing.

• Oscillator Correction. The ISCC receives the values of An, from the
IOCTF and computes the oscillator control integer (OCI) based on the
cumulative value of frequency corrections and the characteristic curve
for the on-line oscillator. Once computed, the OCI is transmitted via
telemetry to the spacecraft.

Figure 8 illustrates the overall Tso correction system and the processing
that is performed in each system element.

A Pc-based monitor and control unit (MCU) has been developed for testing
and maintenance of the ASH, and is not intended for use during normal opera-
tion. The MCU allows the operator to monitor ASH performance and modify
certain ASU parameters.

Like the CADC. the MCI can receive all phase error measurements from the
ASU and perform all the processing implemented in the CADC, TOCTF, and ISCC.
Thus, the MCC provides an emergency means of computing the OCI in the
event of complete failure of the data links or system elements. However,
unlike the ISCC, there is no electronic link from the MCU to the satellite
command generation system [I I] for coding and transmitting the oCI to the
satellite. In the unlikely event that the MCH must he used to compute the OLT,
the value would be communicated verbally to the ISCC or to telemetry, truck-
ing, command, and monitoring (FFC&M) sites for command generation and
transmission. Use of the MCH in this contingency mode would require either
that the digital data links between IOCTF and both reference terminals are not
operational. or that the IOCTF or ISCC cannot perform its TSO frequency correc-
tion functions for a long period of time.

The MCU is also programmed to perform a detailed simulation of the TSO
correction system. In this simulation, the onboard oscillator can be programmed
to emulate the characteristics of any oscillator on any satellite, using the actual
characteristic curve data for the selected oscillator. A number of anomalous
system events, such as ASU switchover and failure of an SSRTE, can also be
programmed. The simulation performs all the processing of every element in
the system, including the ASU, CAOC, IOC F, and ISCC. Any parameter that can
be set in the system can also he set in the simulation. This tool was inval-
uable in verifying the performance of the system during its implementation.

MCU
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Phase error measurement and reporting

The phase error measurement and reporting procedures consist of the clock
phase measurement (CPM) procedure implemented in the AS[ I, and the clock
phase reporting (CPR) procedure implemented in the CADC. The CPM proce-
dure is responsible for measuring raw TSO phase, once per control frame, and
reporting this information to the CADC once per superframe. The CPR proce-
dure accumulates raw phase information from the redundant ASUS in the
SSRTE and reports the cumulative phase data to the IOCFF once each CPRI.

CLOCK PHASE MEASURI,ME:N I PROCEDURE

The ASUS at the master primary reference terminal (MPRT) and the second-
ary reference terminal (SRT) periodically and independently measure the
phase of the switch frame relative to a high-stability local timing source (urS)
in their respective SSRTEs, using an innovative technique developed by NTT
[12] which automatically eliminates Doppler from the measurement. The LTS
is a cesium oscillator with a long-term stability of better than I part in 1011.
Figure 9 illustrates the NTT phase measurement approach.

The 60.416-MHz symbol clock derived from the LTS oscillator is provided
to a reference pulse generator in the phase measurement circuitry. The counter
in this generator is set to zero at ASU initialization. The counter increments
each clock pulse to a count of 30,932,992 (the number of symbols in a control
frame). At the maximum count, the generator resets the counter and generates

MEASURING CIRCUIT

LTS
REF

60 416 MHz

REF
COUNTER

COUNTER

REF
1.024s

LATCH

LATCH

Tr

METRIC
BURST

GENERATE

SOTCF
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METRIC
PROCESSING

UW
DETECT

Figure 9. NTT Phase Measurement Approach
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a reference pulse. The reference pulse thus has a periodicity of one control
frame (1.024 s) with the stability of the LII.

The reference pulse is provided to a phase measurement counter and is
used to reset the count to zero. Because the counter is clocked once each
symbol interval by the local symbol clock, the output of the phase measure-
ment counter represents the number of symbols since the reference pulse. The
start of transmit control frame (SOTCF) generated by the metric processing
circuitry in the ASU, and the start of receive control frame (SORCF) detected in
the ASU at each superframe boundary, latch the reference counter output at
these two instants. The sum of these two numbers, divided by 2. represents the
midpoint between the SOTCF and SORCF relative to the reference pulse. This is
illustrated in Figure 1(1 for two points in time.

The movement of the SOTCF due to path length variation will be equal to-
but in the opposite direction from-that of the SORCF. Thus, the midpoint will
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be unaffected by satellite movement. However, movement of the SOrCF and
SORCF relative to the reference pulse (due to a frequency difference between
the onboard TSO and the I.rs) will be equal and in the same direction. Conse-
quently, the midpoint will move relative to the reference pulse in proportion to
the TSO frequency inaccuracy. A more detailed discussion is provided in

Bedford et al. 121.
Once during each control frame, both the on-line and standby ASUS in each

SSRTE measure the TSO phase. The measured phase value at control frame i is

given by
T(i)=t(T)+t(R) (21)

where r(T) is the distance (in symbols) between the SOTCF and the reference

pulse, and t(R) is the distance (in symbols) between the SORCF and the refer-

ence pulse.
Although each Asu performs the phase measurement in each control frame,

they only report the measured phase to the CADC once a superframe. In
addition. the division by 2 is not performed in the AS[ 1, but is performed later
in the IOCTF prior to execution of the prediction algorithm.

CLOCK PHASE REPORTING PROCEDURE

The CPR procedure continuously executes on the on-line CADC. The proce-
dure receives and stores the CPRI from the ICICTF via the IOCTF data link. The
CPRI is specified as a binary number in units of superframe intervals, and can
have a value from 0 to 65,535 (O s to 298.26 hr). When a CPRI is received from
the IOCTF, the CADC begins counting superframe intervals. It accumulates the
phase data reported by the on-line ASU and reports the cumulative phase when

the superframe count reaches the CPRI value.
As mentioned above, each ASU reports a raw phase measurement. T(i),

once a superframe to the CADC. However, because of the way the Asu initial-

izes the reference generator counter, the reported values of T(i) from the on-

line and standby ASUS will have a constant skew between them. To prevent

this skew from corrupting the cumulative phase measurement in the event of

an ASU redundancy switchover, the CPR procedure performs the phase accu-

mulation differently depending on whether a redundancy switch has occurred

in the current CPRI.

At the kth reporting instant, the CPR procedure calculates the cumulative
phase. S(k), as follows. If there was no AsU redundancy switchover in the last

reporting interval, then

S(k)=S(k-I)+IT(k)-T(k-1)] (22)
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where
S(k - 1) = cumulative phase reported in the last reporting interval
T(k) = T(i) from the on-line ASL at the current reporting instant
T(k - l) = T(i) from the on-line ASU at the last reporting instant.

The values of T(i) are corrected for counter overflow.I
In the event of an Asu redundancy switchover, the CPR procedure bases the

cumulative phase calculation on the phase change between successive super-
frames reported by the on-line Asu. The phase change between superframes is
given by

dT(i)=T(i)-T(i-1) (23)

where T(i) is the value reported to the CADC in the current superframe, and

TO - I) is the value reported in the previous superframe. The CPR procedure
computes the reported value of S(k) as follows:

A' CPRI

S(k)=S(k-I)+Y, dT, (i) + dT,(j) (24)
,=1 N-3

where dT1(i) is derived from the values of T(i) reported by the on-line ASU
prior to the switchover, and dT,(j) is derived from the values of T(i) reported
by the on-line ASU (previously standby) after the switchover. IThe first value
of dT(i) after the switchover is invalid. I

For monitoring purposes. the CADC calculates a running average of the
cumulative phase over a period of eight consecutive superframes. This is
equivalent to measuring the short-term frequency offset between the cis and
the TSO on board the spacecraft. If the value of average phase exceeds a
threshold value. Preceived as a parameter from the IoCTF, a local alarm is
generated.

Clock rnrrection prediction

The IOCTF 1CP receives cumulative phase reports each CPRI from the MPRT
and SRT. It processes these reports to determine the incremental frequency
correction, Are, which will cause the phase error to return to near zero over the
next correction interval. A number of operational considerations arc taken into
account in designing the algorithms implemented in the I( P.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Three modes of operation have been designed into the TSO control soft-
ware in the IOCTF: cold start, warm start, and normal operation. The major
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differences between these modes are the duration of the cPRt and TCI, and the
number of correction cycles (expressed in TCIS) performed in each mode.
Figure 11 illustrates the transitions between modes. Following completion of
the specified number of TCI cycles in cold-start mode, the system automati-
cally transitions to either warm-start or normal mode, depending on the num-
ber of ti cycles specified for warm start. At the completion of the number of
cycles specified for warm start, the system automatically transitions to normal
mode. Transitions from normal mode to either cold or warm start require

operator intervention.
Figure 12 shows the operator screen for entering the necessary parameters

for each mode of operation. In addition to the CURE and TCI for the various
modes, as well as the number of TCI cycles for cold and warm start, this
display permits the operator to specify a number of other parameters, includ-
ing the on-line oscillator identification number and the desired time of day for

executing corrections.
The purpose of the cold-start mode is to prevent plesiochronous slips

during the initial periods when the TSO is likely to have a large frequency
error. This may be the case after initial SSTDMA network startup and after a

nc - cold start cycle count

nw = warm start cycle count

Nc = cold start cycle limit

NW = warm start cycle limit

Figure 11. TSO Correction Mode State Transition Diagram
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UTC: 4 - NOV-1991 20 : 51:57.29 NETWORK: AOR-335 TRMS: TUM-2
1.2.5.1 CLOCK PHASE CORRECTION CONTROL

TRMS RESPONSE TIMEOUT VALUE: _ Seconds
CLOCK PHASE REPORTING INTERVAL (Cold Start- up): _ Superframes
CLOCK PHASE REPORTING INTERVAL Wave Start -up/Norman Superf rames
TSO CORRECTION INTERVAL (Cold Start-up): CPRIs
TSO CORRECTION INTERVAL Warm Start-,,;1: CPRIG
TSO CORRECTION INTERVAL ( Normal Operation) . _ CPRIs
NO OF CYCLES IN COLD START-UP SEQUENCE: _ TCIS
NO OF CYCLES IN WARM START-UP SEQUENCE: TCIS
ON-LINE OSCILLATOR IDENTIFICATION U
CONTROL INTEGER INITIAL VALUE
UTC TIME OF DAY FOR CORRECTION ( hh:smi)
STARTUP CONTROL ( Cold, Warm)
LOCAL ACCUMULATED PHASE (Warm Start -up Only)
TRMS RESPONSE EAST SSRTE : WEST SSRTE:

IOC
PF2 HELP PF3 RFSH KP. COPY KP, FRIE KP- EXIT KPO HOME

>

Supervisor Password:

Figure 12. Clock Phase Correction Control Screen

Tso redundancy switchover. During cold start, the IOCTF will perform several
iSO corrections within a short period of time to adjust the TSO frequency as
quickly as possible. Typical values are 10 minutes for the CRRl, and from I to
4 hours for the TCI.

A warm start is performed to limit the amount of phase accumulation at
times when the TSO is likely to have a small (possibly unknown) frequency
error. This may occur after a network failure that resulted in loss of phase
data. The CPRIS used for warm start and normal operation are the same: the
difference is the length of the TCI. In this mode, the CPRI has a typical duration
of 4 to 6 hr, and the TCI is 2 to 4 days. This permits the correction instant to be
scheduled at a convenient time, while preventing the crossing of a phase error
threshold.

During normal operation, the IOCTF periodically executes the correction
algorithm using the normal CRRI and TCI. The normal values are initially based
on measurements conducted on each of the onboard oscillators during net-
work tests, prior to commencement of SSTOMA operation. These values are
subsequently updated based on operational experience. In the Atlantic Ocean
Region (AOR, 335°E) and Indian Ocean Region (]OR. 60°E) SS I DMA networks.
the parameters are set so that a TSO frequency correction occurs once every 2
or 3 weeks and the ssRTFs send phase data reports every 4 hours.

SOFIWARI DESCRIPTION

Figure 13 illustrates the software processes and data flows for the IOCTF
TSO frequency correction process. The message transmitter and message re-
ceiver processes are responsible for sending/receiving data to/from the TDMA
reference and monitoring station (Hums) sites and the ISCC. The logic for
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performing TSO frequency corrections is partitioned between the display pro-
cessor operator interface (DOPI) process and the oscillator frequency correc-
tion (0FC) process.

The DOPI process permits the operator to control the performance of the
Tso frequency correction algorithm by initiating cold- and warm-start pro-
cessing, and to optionally modify certain parameters such as a phase thresh-
old, which, if exceeded, triggers an unscheduled TSO frequency correction.
Another DOPI function is to enable the operator to enter missing clock phase
data for any CPRI within the current correction interval. This provides a manual
backup in case data have not been received due to data link or TRMS equip-
ment problems. Reported cumulative phase data may be obtained from the
SSRTE operator display and relayed verbally to the IOCTF operator for manual
entry any time prior to the scheduled correction time.

To account for loss of operational TSO parameters such as Oct and cumula-
tive frequency error (CFE), DOPt permits these parameters to be overridden
during operation. DoPI also allows the operator to advance or back off the
next scheduled correction within a preset range. Figure 14 shows the opera-
tor screen for performing the above override functions for operational TSO
parameters.

The OFC process maintains local CPRI and correction cycle timing, pro-
cesses the Clock Phase Measurement Data messages from both reference
terminals, and performs all computations associated with a TSO frequency
correction. To protect against data loss due to equipment failure, all phase data
and current frequency correction parameters are stored in backup files. To
facilitate long-term performance monitoring, the Ore process maintains a
time-stamped 'rso frequency log file which is used for frequency and phase
plots and is accessible to the ISCC.

UTC: 4-NOV-1991 20:5326.]0 NETWORK : AOR-335 TPNS: TUM-2
1.2.5.3 OVERRIDE ISO CORRECTION INTERVAL

CURRENT CPRI COUNT : 0017 of 0070
CURRENT TSO CORRECTION INTERVAL COUNT: 0001
CURRENT TCI MODE WARM
TIME OF NEXT CORRECTION: 14-NOV-1991 19:0152
DURATION OF CPRI: 04 : 00 Hours
CURRENT OCI: 1049
CURRENT CFE: .92.0 mHz
CURRENT QUANTIZATION ERROR: 0.0 mHz

DELTA VALUE OF ISO CORRECTION INTERVAL: _ CPRIG
CONTROL INTEGER

CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY ERROR (CFE): .m

OVERRIDE (YIN) :
PF2 HELP PF3 RFSH KP . COPY KP, FRZE XP- EXIT KPO HOME

IOC>EXIT

Figure 14. Override TSO Correction Interval Screen
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The overall timing of TSO frequency processing is depicted in Figure 15,

which illustrates the key messages passed between the various system ele-

ments participating in the TSO correction process. The messages are identified

as follows:

M214 Clock Phase Reporting Parameters (CPRI, P,,,,x) from the IOCTF

to the MPRT and SRT CADC5

M057 Cumulative Phase Report from the MPRT and SRI CADCS to the

IOCTF

M209 TSO Correction Notification Alarm from the IOCTF to the MPRT

and SRT CADCs

M252 TSO Correction Warning from the IOCTP to the Iscc

M253 TSO Correction Alarm from the IoCTr to the ISCC.

M074 TSO Correction Confirmation from the ISCC to the IOCTF

Upon operator-initiated cold- or warm-start operation, the DOPI process
forwards all operator-supplied parameters to the OFC process, which in turn
sends the clock phase reporting parameters ((PRt, P11 ) to both reference
terminals via the message transmitter process. OFC processing is performed
based on a local CPRI timer. At the end of each local CPRI, the OFC process

ASU

CADC

10CTF

MCC

SATELLITE

I SF "C

GPRI

REPORTING INSTANT

LOCALCPRI -

____.__. Tel

COMMAND QUEUE
PREPARATION

ELEMETRY

COMMANDING

Figure 15. Overall TSO Phase Reporting
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determines the availability of a valid phase report from either the MPRT or SRT,
and derives a cumulative local phase term, v(k), as follows:

Y(k)=v(k-1)+[P,(k)-P,(k -1)1 (25)

where

P1 = SSRTE phase data report
i = I or 2, depending on which SSRTE is selected (MPRT is preferred)
k = index of the current CPRI within the correction interval

k- I = index of the previous CPRI within the correction interval.

The Ore process raises a Missing Phase Data Alarm if the local phase term

could not be calculated due to lack of valid phase reports (i.e., no phase data

were received from the same SSRTE during the current and previous local
CPRIS).

At some time (an operator-supplied parameter) before the end of the cur-
rent TCI, the ore process will send a Tso Correction Warning message to the
Iscc indicating that a scheduled TSO frequency correction is forthcoming. At
the end of the currentrci, the OFC process calls the 'ISO correction algorithm
to calculate the required frequency correction, Aw. and send a TSO Correction
Alarm to the ISCC. The alarm message contains satellite identity, Tso identity,
err, tentative time of next TSO frequency correction, and a checksum. The
ISCC must acknowledge reception and checksum verification of this message
within 60 seconds. Otherwise. the Ore process will generate a warning through
the IOCTF alarm system. If an acknowledgment is received, but the returned
TSO identity does not match the forwarded TSO identity. a warning message is
generated. Also, if the ore process does not receive a Tso Correction Confir-
mation message from the ISCC within hall 'a CPRI after sending the TSO Correc-
tion Alarm, an alarm will be raised.

If any values of local phase are missing at the end of the current Tel. an
alarm message is raised and processing is halted until the operator manually
enters the missing phase values or initiates a cold or warm startup. To calcu-
late the amount of frequency correction to be applied, the OFC process deter-
mines the duration of the next TCt. During cold and warm start, the durations
of all CPRts and TCIs are determined based on the values specified by the
operator via the Clock Phase Correction Control screen (Figure 12).

During the normal mode of operation, the ore process schedules the date
and time of the next Tso frequency correction to occur at times that do not
conflict with satellite commanding activities, and during normal working
hours to ensure adequate operational support. Accordingly, the Ore process
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advances or retards the time of the next scheduled TSO frequency correction
by lengthening or shortening the'IC1 in multiples of the crRT, so that the next
TSO frequency correction occurs Monday through Friday around a predefined

nominal time of day.
Figure 16 illustrates the principle of the advance/backoff algorithm. At the

time of the current correction, the algorithm computes the time for the next
correction. This value is adjusted so that it occurs at a predetermined time of
day, Ti., using parameters specified by the operator via the Clock Phase Cor-
rection Control screen. If the computation results in the next correction occur-
ring on a Saturday or Sunday, then the correction time is retarded or advanced
so that it occurs at T, on either a Friday or a Monday. Operator-selected upper
and lower margin limits constrain the allowable range for 'ISO frequency
correction advance or backoff. Normally, these limits will be such that backoff/
advance is within 20 percent of the nominal length of the TCI. If the overall

adjustment is outside these limits, then no adjustment is made.
The procedure for computing the frequency correction is based on a least

squares polynomial fit of the cumulative local phase data, as described previ-
ously. A second-order polynomial is fitted to n observations of y,(i), t = 1, 2,
3, ..., n. The values of vu(t) are the values of the local phase computed from
the reported phase each CERI, divided by 2. The phase v„(m) is extrapolated to

the end of the adjusted next TCI (t„+ mTrr), where in is the number of CERIS in

the next TCI, and Ttl is the length of a CPRI. The values of the coefficients ad,
a1, and a, of the quadratic polynomial are obtained by solving equation (8)
using the n local phase samples. Based on these values, the frequency correc-

tion, An. is computed from equation (10).

Te

FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

Tc I Tc I Tc

1<

E

TIME OF LAST
CORRECTION

TIME OF CORRECTION
(Not adjusted to nominal time)

MONDAY

To

TSC TSUC

TEO TMC

TIME OF DAY

TSC : Time to Saturday Correction
TSUC : Time to Sunday Correction

TEC Time to Friday Correction
TMC Time to Monday Correction

Figure 16. Advanee/Backq!JTime Diagram
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A CEE is generated from the computed values of An as follows:

where

CLE(i) = CEE(i -1) + Air (26)

CFE(i- 1) = CEE at the end of the previous TCI (0 at startup)
CFE(i) = CFE at the end of the current TCI. (Reset to zero if a

special startup flag is set in the TSO Correction Alarm
message)

i = index, which is incremented each time a'eso frequency
correction is calculated

An = incremental frequency correction reported by the IOCTE
in the 'rso Correction Alarm message.

The value of CFE(i) is transmitted to the I5CC via the TSO Correction Alarm
message (M253). The ISCC uses this value to compute the new value of on for
transmission to the spacecraft via telemetry.

Operational experience has shown that computing the CFE in the above way
results in a tendency to overcorrect or undercorrect the oscillator, due to the
effects of quantization error. More satisfactory performance is obtained by
basing CEE(i) on a predetermined value of Oct. The IoCrE first determines the
new value of Oct by searching the characteristic curve data for the element
that yields the minimum error relative to the CFE, as follows:

min (5.664 x 10°+crE(i)-F(N)] (27)

where F(N) is the frequency on the characteristic curve corresponding to all
On of N. The value of N yielding the minimum error is called oeh,,ti,.

This concept is illustrated in Figure 17. In this example, the previous value

of on is N - I, and the oscillator exhibits a positive drift of An; hertz. The

value of Oct which generates the minimum quantization error relative to

5.664 MHz + (FE(1) is N + 1. Thus, N + I is selected as the new value of OCI

(oClncw).

The cumulative effects of quantization error can be removed by adjusting
the CFE as follows:

cnr(i)=F(OCI1 v)- 5.664xl0° Hz (28)

At startup. CFE(I) is set to zero. Thus, the first computed value of CFE(i) is
based on CFE(i - I) = 0.
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CCP

CFE

TSO CORRECTION
COMMAND SEQUENCES

OSCILLATOR
DRIFT

5.664 x 106+CFE
(i) CHARACTERISTIC

CURVE

N-1 N N+1

I NEW VALUE OF OCI

PREVIOUS VALUE OF OCI

Figure 17. Computation of CFE

TSO freyueney ad,jnstnu ell

The IsCC computes a 12-bit binary number called the OCI, which is trans-
mitted to the spacecraft via telemetry in order to control the frequency of the
on-line oscillator. Figure 18 shows the ISCC processors involved in ISo fre-

quency correction. (Pettersson et al. I I I I provides a detailed description of the

Iscc.) Determination of the new Oct and generation of the command sequence
are performed under operator control using the Pc-based INTELSAT VI Re-

peater Command Assistance Program (RCAP).
When the command coordination system (cc S) processor receives the TSO

Correction Alarm message (M253) containing the new value of cFF(i), an
operator activates RCAF, which retrieves the characteristic curve of the active
(on-line) Tso. This curve is stored as a lookup table of 12-bit numbers iv
frequency. RCAP obtains from the table the new value of oCl (N) which

matches 5.664 MHz + CFF(i).
After RCAP has generated the command sequence for the obtained ocl, the

ccs operator initiates commanding of the Tso. The communications and con-
trol processor (ecP) detects the completion of TSO commanding from telem-
etry and returns to the [OCTF a TSO Correction Confirmation message contain-

ing the oc1 just implemented.

Figure 18. ISCC TSO Correction Scenario

Selection of operational parameters

CCS OPERATOR

This section discusses the selection criteria for the TCI which are used for
normal operation, as well as the threshold value, PtI„e„ for the accumu-
lated phase. Crossing this threshold will cause an unscheduled TSO frequency
correction.

The requirement that the TSO correction interval be chosen such that the
total buffer size for traffic terminals is less than 500 gs provides an upper limit
for the length of the in. On the other hand, to achieve good performance of
the TSO correction algorithm, the TCI must be long enough to ensure that, for a
given Tso frequency drift, quantization effects do not dominate. To satisfy
both potentially conflicting requirements. the influence of TOI length on the
performance of the TSO connection algorithm was evaluated.

The Tso correction algorithm does not exhibit an oscillatory response if,
during each TCI, the accumulated phase goes through an extreme (maximum
of the positive drift oscillator). Simulations have shown that the ratio between
the maximum amount of phase accumulated in any In over a period of years
and the amount of phase that would have accumulated if there were no
quantization can aid in assessing the impact of quantization effects on TSO
correction performance. This ratio, illustrated in Figure 19, drops dramatically

TTC&M
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ACT IVATE
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DATA
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Since the accumulated phase peaks a t = T/2, the maximum value of
accumulated phase, APmsx, can he calculated as

2) c• f02 2 T+alt)dt= -cal 8 (31)

where c is a scaling constant (-2 X 60.412 X 106 / 5.664 X 106 symbols),
which reflects the phase measurement method employed by the ASU (opposite
sign, no division by 2).

Since the worst-case contribution of all error terms can also be expressed
as quantization effect, and based on the requirement that the relation between
observed and theoretical maximum phase must be less than x, 7' must satisfy

5 10 15 20

CORRECTION (days)

25

Figure 19. Ratio ofMavimurn Phase/Theoretical Phase

vs Correction Time

30

with longer TCIS before asymptotically approaching a limit of about 2 for

smaller values.
The suggested minimum length of Tel, t,,,;,, to be selected for operations is

given by

T -
41 Aar

(29)

where Aad is the quantization error, in hertz, which yields the same phase error
as the combined error terms discussed previously; and at is the TSO frequency

drift in hertz per second (Hz/s).
In deriving this equation, steady-state operation of the frequency correction

algorithm is assumed. In this case, the relative TSO frequency offset changes

as follows over a TCI:

.fo(O<t<T)=-a ' •T+aIst
2

(30)

where a, is the TSO frequency drift in Hz/s, and T is the length of TO in

seconds.

e all 8 +Ic4a11Tl <xcla1I 78 (32)

From above equation, the minimum Tcan be determined as

T > 81Aa1I
33„1n ( )

(x - l) al^

Based on the observation that no oscillatory responses occur as long as the
ratio, r, is below 3, and that the worst-case impact of all error terms can be
expressed as quantization effects, equation (29) is obtained. In addition, based
on the maximum buffer size of 500 µs, the accumulated phase must be con-
strained to a range of ±15,000 symbols (Ptsres), and the suggested upper limit
for TCI length becomes

where

B, = buffer size in symbols

c = scaling constant (-20.33 symbols)

al = TSO frequency drift in Hz/s.

(34)

Using equations (29) and (34), it is possible to size the operational TCI so that
it satisfies the stability requirement and constrains the maximum accumulated
phase to agree with plesiochronous operation.
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System performance

Figure 20 presents TSO frequency and phase error data as a function of
teals obtained from both the operational system and a simulation of the
system as implemented in the MCU. The oscillator measured is the u5580
oscillator on the INTELSAT 602 spacecraft from May 29, 1990, through
August 5,1990. In both instances, the CPRI is set to 660 superframes (3 hr)

and the Tel to 10 days.
The data begin with a manual correction to the oscillator on May 29. The

initial value of on was significantly in error, resulting in a starting frequency
error of approximately -1.35 mHz. On June 5, a warm start was executed. Due
to the initially large frequency error, the system required several cycles to
settle to a frequency error oscillation with approximately zero mean. The
variation between the simulated results and the actual data is attributed to the
chaotic nature of the actual oscillator instantaneous phase, as opposed to the
well-behaved phase of the simulated oscillator.

The figure shows two reference station switchover events that occurred on
July 5 and July 15. The frequency shifts are due to the frequency difference
between the cesium oscillators at each reference station. As expected, these
events had no effect on the subsequent scheduled correction.

Summary and conclusions

The TSO on board the INTELSAT VI spacecraft plays an important role in the
operation of the SSTDMA System. Its significance derives from its stability and
the way in which its operation affects the overall network. An extensive study
of TSo performance, combined with the development of a thorough software
simulation of the subsystems involved in the process, underlay the develop-
ment of a mathematical algorithm for correction and control of the TSO.
Methods for conducting measurements were also developed and implemented
in the network.
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The INTELSAT VI SSTDMA network
diagnostic system

S. P. TAMBOLI, X. Zuu, K. N. WILKINS, AND R. K. GUETA

(Mutt u+ortpl received lemmry o 1991)

Abstract

The system-level design of an expert-system-based. near-real-time diagnostic sys-

tem for INTELSAT VI satellite-switched time-division multiple access (SSTDMA)

networks is described. The challenges of INTELSAT VI diagnostics are discussed,

along with alternative approaches for network diagnostics and the rationale for choos-

ing It method hased on burst unique-word detection. The focal point of the diagnostic

system is the diagnostic processor, which reside, in the central control and monitoring

facility known as the INTELSAT Operations Center TDMA Facility (IOC'fF). As real-

time information such as burst unique-word detection data, reference terminal status

data, and satellite telemetry alarm data tire received at the IOCTF. the diagnostic

processor continuously monitors the data streams. When a burs) status change is

detected, a "snapshot" of the real-time data is forwarded to the expert system. Receipt

of the change causes a set of rule, to beinvoked which associate the traffic pattern with

a set of probable causes. A user-friendly interlace allows It graphical view of the burst

time plan and provides the ability to browse through the knowledge bases.

Introduction

With the launch of the first INTELSAT VI satellite, It significant new mode of
operation involving onboard dynamic beam switching for satellite-switched
time-division multiple access (SSTDMA) was introduced. The transition from
fixed-beam TDMA to SSTDMA was transparent to traffic terminals, provided
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that the major components of the onboard SSTDMA communications sub-

system perform their switching and control functions properly. To detect and

isolate faults in the onboard SSTDMA subsystem, a diagnostic capability is

essential. A number of onboard and ground-based diagnostics alternatives

were evaluated, and a system was designed which derives diagnostic in-

formation from burst detections performed in the reference terminal equip-

ment (RTE).

The INTELSAT VI SSTDMA diagnostic system, which is responsible for near-

real-time network fault detection and isolation, went into operation in January

1990, concurrent with the first SSTDMA network. Diagnostic monitoring is

conducted in the INTELSAT Operations Center TDMA Facility (IOC IF), a

central control and monitoring facility located at INTELSAT Headquarters

in Washington, D.C. This paper discusses the nature of the INTELSAT VI

SSTDMA diagnostics problem. alternative approaches to its resolution, the

rationale and design of the approach finally implemented, and the initial

operational experience.

The ►NTELSAT V► NSTDMA diagnostics problem

The INTELSAT VI repeater configuration (Figure 1) consists of five sections:
receive antennas and receivers: input multiplexers: interconnection static switch
matrices and the SsroMA communications subsystem: traveling wave tube
amplifiers (TwTAS)/solid-state power amplifiers (SSEAS); and output multi-
plexers and transmit antennas. The section unique to INTELSAT VI is the
SSTDMA communications subsystem (Figure 2), which performs dynamic beam
switching.

A failure in the repeater can have an effect ranging from loss of traffic in
single or multiple beams, to a total network outage. Broadly, failures can be
classified as either permanent hardware failures or soft failures. Permanent
hardware failures include the failure of active or passive components (e.g.,
devices, solder/epoxy joints, or connections). Such failures can be corrected
by switching to a redundant component. if available. The SSTDMA hardware
failure modes and their estimated failure probabilities are listed in (Table I).
The highest probabilities of hard failure are associated with TWTAS and receiv-
ers, which are common hardware for INIELSAI VI static and SSTDMA opera-
tion. For critical components of the repeater, sufficient redundancy is imple-
mented (Table 2) to enhance the operational reliability of the INTLISAT VI
satellites I1 1 . If any one element fails, a redundant element can he substituted
by ground command. The balance of this paper focuses on soft failures and
their implications for diagnostics.
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Figure 2. Onboard SSTDMi1 Subsystem

TABLE I. FAILURE. MODES AND ESTIMATED FAILURE PROBABILITIES

FOR SSTDMA SUBSYSTEM

(Overall reliability for 10 years , including redundancy = 0.99)

PROBAIrn.11 Y OF ONE

ONBOARD I IAROWARE OCCURRENCE PER MISSION

FAILURES FAILURE MODE (10 YEARS)

TWTAs, Including Driver Hard ware failure. including 0.81
Amplifiers excessive gain change

Receivers Hardware failure 0.51

MSM MSM row failure, including 0.30
prcampli tier

MSM power supply/in put logic 0.07

DCU Hardware failure 0.14

Timing Source (TS) Hardware failure 0.08
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TABLE 2. REDUNDANCY OF CRI'rlGM. COMPONENTS

COMPONI) N I REDUNDANCY COMMENTS

TWTA/SSPA 3-Inr-2 -

Receiver 4- for-2 12 receivers arranged in Three groups.

MSM 10-1(ar-6 Permits four cross-point failures in six 1111)111 ports.

DCU 2- for-1 In each channel h ank . Each DCU contains three
Inenwries (on-line oft Fine, and standby) for storing a
maxin) wn of 04 switch states per 2-ms TDMA Irmnc.

TSO 3-for-I With one TSO kept as a hot slaudhy.

Solt failures, also known as single /multiple-event upsets or bit-flips, occur
when direct hits by high-energy cosmic radiation 12] cause flip-flops to change
the states of registers or memories. Such failures are recoverable by refreshing
the flip-flops or by switching to a redundant memory/logic unit.

As indicated in Figure 2, the onboard SSTDMA subsystem dynamically
switches as many as six uplink beams to six downlink beams within a 2-ms
frame. This switching is available on transmission channel 1-2 (uplink center
frequency 5,970 MHz) and transmission channel 3-4 (uplink center frequency
6,050 MHz). There is one microwave switch matrix (MSM) for each transmis-
sion channel. Each channel also contains two hemispheric beams and four
zone-beam transponders. The MSM connectivity is switched in accordance
with a sequence programmed in the on-line memory of the active distribution
control unit (o(u). There are two Dees per channel, for redundancy, and each
DCC has three identical memories. Each memory stores a complete switch
state time plan (SSTP) and can assume the operational role of on-line, off-line.
or standby memory [3],[4].

For the on-line memory controlling the switching sequence, onboard logic
applies forward error correction (FEC) to the switch data to detect SEES. Data
corrupted by SEUS are corrected before being clocked to the MSM. The cor-
rected data are also written back to the appropriate on-line memory location.
SEU detection and correction are indicated by a telemetry flag. Data destined
for other functions, such as last state address (SA) and telemetry readout, are
also susceptible to SECS.

Most MEtJs are detected and the correction attempt is indicated in telem-
etry. However, since a small number of MEUS may not be detectable, telemetry
data alone are not sufficient to detect all memory errors.

No active error detection and correction is applied to the off -tine and
standby memories. To prevent a buildup of errors, the off-line memory is read
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and compared to a master memory image on the ground at every telemetry
masterframe (13.8 s). If an error is detected, the memory is reprogrammed by
ground command. In this way, the integrity of the off-line memory is main-
tained should it become necessary to switch to this memory due to suspected
corruption of data in the on-line memory.

Given the nature of hard and soft failures, onboard isolation of SSTDMA-
related faults would be extremely difficult and time-consuming without the
aid of a diagnostic tool. The primary motivation for developing the diagnostic
system was to minimize network downtime by rapidly isolating faults in the
portion of the payload pertaining to SSTDMA in general. and to the onboard
SSTDMA subsystem in particular. However, since traffic downtime is likely to
be dominated by earth segment factors such as traffic terminal availability and
spurious RF interference, the diagnostic system should also be capable of
monitoring and diagnosing faults related to the earth segment. Accordingly.
the problem addressed by the INTELSAT VI SSTDMA diagnostic system was
to isolate a network fault to the level of resolution shown in Figure 3, in near-
real time.

Alternative approaches to INTELSAT V'1 SSTDMA
diagnostics

A broad classification of the various alternative approaches to SSTDMA
diagnostics is shown in Figure 4. Both onboard and ground-based approaches
were considered 151. Studies demonstrated that an onboard approach would
require significant modification of the existing repeater design, with resulting
mass and power penalties. The added cost and schedule risks were also evalu-
ated. and it was decided that a ground-based approach would he more suitable.

The ground-based continuous-wave (CW) carrier monitoring method 161
requires transmission of six in-hand carriers (at frequencies f1, f,, ..., fF), one
from each beam, as depicted in Figure 5. The monitoring stations in the
downbeams receive, detect, and monitor the cw carriers. Onboard failures are
identified by detecting the presence or absence of ew carriers during different
switch states. The cw monitoring approach offers the operational advantages
of refined diagnostic results with minimal failure mode ambiguity. This tech-
nique also provides the capability to perform in-orbit and functional tests on
the INTELSAT VI satellites in the absence of traffic. In the INTELSAT vt net-
work. the TDMA reference and monitoring stations (TRMS) could transmit and
detect pilot signals in the hemispheric and northern zone beams. However, in
the southeast and southwest zone beams, additional equipment would be
needed to enable one of the traffic terminal host stations to transmit and detect
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Cw carriers. Ultimately, the advantages of the ew monitoring approach were
outweighed by other factors, such as the additional cost/complexity of syn-
chronous or asynchronous ew monitoring equipment, the interfering impact
of the Cw carriers on TDMA/quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) signal
pertorTnanee, and the relative simplicity of the alternative burst monitoring
approach 161.

The burst monitoring approach can be implemented in either active or

passive mode. Both techniques rely on diagnostic equipment installed in the

two sets of SSTDMA reference terminal equipment (SSRTES), as well as at two

designated stations located in the nonreference beams (referred to as nonrefer-

ence diagnostic equipment INRDEI). Figure 6 shows the location of sSRTEs and

NRDES in the INTELSAI vi beams.

In the active approach, a region of the SSTDMA frame is reserved for
diagnostic bursts. Each SSRTE and NRDE transmits a diagnostic burst in every
uplink beam used for SS 1 DMA service. The ss rp is structured so that bursts
received at the satellite in the diagnostic burst region are broadcast to all
downlink beams used for SSTDMA service. The SSRTES and NRDES receive all
diagnostic bursts and check connectivity based on the presence or absence of a
diagnostic burst. The SSRTES and NRDES also collect burst detection data and
forward them to a central monitoring facility, such as the IOCTF, for fault

isolation and diagnosis.
In the passive approach, the SSRTES and NRDES do not transmit a diagnostic

burst. Instead, reference and traffic bursts are monitored by the SSRTES and
NRDES to detect a unique word (ow). The received pattern of uws is compared

SEZ i

'I i EASTWEST
N NRDE, A NRDE7

NWZ Northwest Zone

SWZ :Southwest Zone
NEZ Northeast Zone

SEZ Southeast Zone

Figure 6. Locution of SSRTES and NRDES in the Beasts
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with that expected by the burst time plan, and the comparison data are for-
warded to the IocTF for further analysis. At the IOCTF. these comparison data
are analyzed on the basis that each failure mode will generate its own distinct
pattern of cW loss. The analysis can he further corroborated by telemetry data.

Both the active and passive approaches were analyzed and, after careful
consideration, the passive approach was selected. The passive approach sig-
nificantly reduces the complexity of the SSRTE design, and when augmented

with telemetry data is comparable in its ability to identify failure modes.
Furthermore, its reduced complexity results in lower system cost. The active
approach requires additional space in each frame, thus decreasing frame utili-
zation efficiency. It also requires that broadcast switch states be provided as a
permanent feature of frame architecture. This would increase the network's
susceptibility to spurious RF interference, which is sometimes inadvertently
present in an operational environment. Experience has shown that spurious RF
interference is the leading cause of traffic downtime in TDMA networks.

After selection of the passive burst monitoring approach augmented with
telemetry data, both conventional analysis methods and those based on arti-
ficial intelligence were considered for final implementation. An artificial
intelligence approach utilizing expert systems was chosen. for reasons dis-
cussed later.

Objective and assumption

The overall objective of the SSTDMA network diagnostic system is to gener-
ate a report isolating a network fault, in accordance with the "fault tree" drawn
in Figure 3, within 3 minutes of detecting a change in the status of any burst.
The diagnostic report should provide the operations staff with a detailed
explanation of the suspected fault. In designing this system, it was assumed
that the probability of a simultaneous failure of multiple components is negli-
gible. Thus, at any given time, a diagnosis generated by the system assumes
the failure of a single component or unit.

System overriety

An overview of the diagnostic system is provided in Figure 7. The INTELSAT
VI repeater and the onboard SSTDMA subsystem have already been discussed.
The overall system has four additional key elements:

• SSTDMA Reference Terminal Equipment. Each SSRTE is equipped
with two diagnostic receivers designed for burst uw detection [4].

The detection data and other SSRTE status data are periodically for-
warded to the IOCTF.
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• Nonreference Diagnostic Equipment . The NRDES are located at desig-
nated stations in the nonreference beams. Each NRDE is equipped with

one diagnostic receiver. The NRDES also forward uw detection data to
the IOC'FF.

• INTELSAT Satellite Control Center. The Iscc monitors spacecraft
telemetry and forwards relevant alarms to the IOCTF.

• Diagnostic Processor . Located in the IOCTF, the diagnostic processor
receives near-real-time data inputs from the SSRTES , NRDFS, and the
IsCC, and analyzes them to generate a diagnostic report 171.

SSTDMA rt4erenre terminal equipment

The SSRTE components relevant to diagnostics are shown in Figure 8. Each
sSRTE is capable of receiving up to four IF downchains. The SSRTF has two
demodulator units, each with two switches for independently selecting any
one of the four downchains. Each unit also contains two demodulators and an
associated diagnostic receiver 141. The diagnostic receiver stores a time plan
to establish the position of bursts in the TDMA frame. The receiver then
implements a receive burst monitoring (RBM) procedure to determine the
presence or absence of burst Uws, in accordance with the time plan. The logic
followed by the RRM procedure is explained below.

At initialization, all bursts are declared "burst not received" (BNR). If the
correct uw pattern for the received burst is detected in 24 consecutive frames,
then the status of the burst is changed to "burst received" (BR). The status can
change from BR to BNR in the following way. If the correct uw pattern is not
detected in four consecutive frames, a frame count is started and incremented
every frame. If the correct uw pattern is detected in four consecutive frames,
the count is stopped and reset to zero. If the frame count reaches 512, the burst
is declared BNR. Figure 9 illustrates the stages in the processing of RBM data,
as well as other relevant diagnostics data, which lead to generation of a final
diagnosis.

Each diagnostic receiver maintains an RBM data table for two downbeam
transponders. Both receivers report their RBM tables to the on-line control and
display console (CADC) of the SSRTE, normally every 16 s. In the event of a
burst status change, tables are reported at 1-s intervals. The CADC combines
and aggregates tables from both diagnostic receivers, and for each receiver-
demodulator combination appends a change of status indicator (CSI), an effec-
tive time, and a validity flag. These data, known as the uw detection message,
are then sent to the diagnostic preprocessor in the IOCFF at 16 s intervals. A
dedicated leased line is used for computer communication between the SSRTE
and the IOCTF.
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In addition to the uw detection message. the SSRTE sends three other types
of critical data to the diagnostic preprocessor:

• SSKTE Status Data. These data contain detailed information about the
status of protocols implemented by the SSRTE , as well as the status of
the major equipment/subsystems of the SSRIL . These data are sent
continuously at 16-s intervals.

• Control Code and Dc/nv Value Data. These data contain the control
code ( DN rX. IAPI, IAP2, SYNC) sent by the SSKTE to each terminal, and
the associated value of delay. These data are sent continuously at I O-s
intervals.

• Notification of Traffic Tenninal/Burst DNTX . Each time the "do not

transtnit/selective do not transmit " ( DN'rx/SDNTx ) control code is sent

to a traffic terminal or burst, an immediate notification is also sent.

If the preprocessor detects a change in the status of a burst, it generates an
event data set (EDS ) file, which represents a snapshot of the network . The file

contains the relevant portions of all real - time data received by the diagnostic
processor within a predetermined time window. The EDS file is sent to the
expert system , which then generates a diagnosis.

Nonrclerenee diagnostic equipment

The NRDEs are installed at stations located in the nonreference beams,
which are typically the southern zone beams of the INTELSAT VI satellite. Each
NRDE is equipped with one diagnostic receiver identical in function to that of
the SSKTE. Hence, each NRDE is capable of monitoring up to two downbea n
transponders. uw detection and NRDE status data are forwarded to the diagnos-
tic processor in the IOCTF via a leased line or dial-up interface.

IV'173LSAT Satellite Control Center

The ISCC monitors the real-time telemetry data received from the satellite
by dedicated telemetry. tracking, command. and monitoring (T'rC&M) sta-
tions. The control center screens the data and sends to the diagnostic prepro-
cessor only those alarm indications relevant to the onboard SSTDMA sub-
system. as well as other alarms related to the C-band repeaters in transmission
channels 1-2 and 3-4. Two types of alarm indications are sent by the tscc, and
are used to corroborate the fault diagnosis.

Out-ofLimit Alarms are generated when the load current monitor for the

following critical components of the repeaters falls outside nominal range:
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• Hemispheric and zone beam receivers

• TwTAS and SSPAS ( channels 1-2 and 3-4)

• MSM power supply

• Timing source oscillator (ISO).

An alarm is also generated when the voltage for the MSM power supply falls
outside the nominal range.

An Uncomnianded Status Change Alarm is generated whenever there is an
uncommanded change in status of any of the following:

• Memory role control (on-line/off-line/standby)

• 'I so control (1/2/3)

• Substitution switch control (active/inactive)

• LSA (decimal value)

• Memory error (bit-flip) indication ( normal/error).

Diagnostic processor

The diagnostic processor is the focal point of diagnostic activity in the

network because it receives and processes all real-time data flows from the

SSR rus, NRDES, and the IsCC. Expert-system-based analysis is also conducted

at the diagnostic processor 171.

Figure 10 is a conceptual overview of the diagnostic processor. This pro-

cessor communicates with other processors in the IOCTE over a 10-Mbit/s

Ethernet, and can support up to four SSTDMA networks simultaneously. The

two major subsystems of the diagnostic processor are the diagnostic prepro-

cessor and the diagnostic expert system (DES). Each subsystem has its own

user interface, and the functions of the two subsystems are decoupled from

each other. The only communication between the two subsystems is through

the EDS and the diagnostic processor time plan (DPTP) files, which are sent

from the preprocessor to the DES.

The diagnostic preprocessor is a front-end processor that performs data

monitoring, event detection, and data reduction, while the DES embodies the

intelligent decision-making capability of the system. The DES could have been

implemented using conventional software development methods; however, an

approach based on an expert system shell was chosen because the powerful

features built into the shell (such as an inference engine, object-oriented

programming environment, graphics editing, and windowing) allow rapid

prototyping by a small development team. Also, it was possible to involve the

users early in the development process. In addition, the shell's capability for
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incremental System refinement allows interactive expansion and easy incor-

poration of heuristic knowledge. All of these factors yield short-term cost
benefits in software development and long-term cost benefits in software
maintenance.

The expert system shell selected for DES implementation was the commer-
cially available LISP-based package known as ART'"' (Automated Reasoning
Tool). The system-level design and implementation of the diagnostic proces-
sor are described in detail below.

DIAGNOSTIC PREPROCESSOR

The diagnostic preprocessor performs two primary functions and a supple-
mentary function. The primary functions are event detection and EDS genera-
tion, which are handled by the network monitoring process. The preprocessor
continuously monitors the incoming stream of Uw detection messages from
the SSRTEs and NRDEs to detect a burst status change event. Such an event
occurs when all of the following conditions are met:

• The CSI for any one of the diagnostic receiver-demodulator combina-
tions is set.

• The data validity flag indicates that data from the demodulator are
valid.

• The effective time of burst status change is valid.

Event detection establishes the effective time of burst status change, which in
turn initiates EDS generation. Figure I I gives an overview of the EDS genera-
tion procedure.

The effective time, ET. provides a reference for the opening of a time
window. The window aperture extends from ET - (M X 16.3 s) to ET + (N X
16.3 s), where M and N are integer values programmable by the operator.
Real-time data that fall within this window are screened. and the contents
critical to diagnostics are extracted for inclusion in the EDS. In effect, the EDS
represents a snapshot of the network taken at time ET.

The supplementary function of the preprocessor is to provide a database
playback capability. This feature allows prerecorded real-time data to be
played back through the network monitor for fine-tuning of the EDS generation
procedure and diagnostic rules.

DIAGNOSTIC EXPERT SYSTEM

The DES is triggered by reception of an EDS from the preprocessor. The DES
analyzes the relationship of the incoming real-time data with respect to the
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resident knowledge bases and draws conclusions regarding possible network
anomalies. Interactive inputs from the operator are not necessary in order to
reach a conclusion. The reasoning process of the DES proceeds from a set of
input conditions to a set of conclusions, using forward-chaining logic. During
the process several intermediary conclusions are obtained.

The DES comprises four knowledge bases, a rule base, and a user interface,
as described below.

Kaoh ledge Bases

The DES knowledge bases are partitioned based on the type of data and the
degree to which the data are subject to change. These four knowledge bases
are broadly classified as static, semi-static, and dynamic, as follows:

• Satellite Knowledge Base Static

• DEEP Knowledge Base Semi-Static

• Real-Time Data Knowledge Base Dynamic

• User Interface Data Knowledge Base Static

The components of each knowledge base are shown in Figure 12.
Partitioning allows the static and semi-static knowledge bases to be loaded

in the working memory during system initialization, significantly reducing the
on-line processing time needed to generate a diagnosis. The system is de-
signed so that each knowledge base can be loaded independently. Once loaded
in working memory, the objects of the knowledge bases are equally accessible
to the rules.

The components of the satellite knowledge base correspond to the various
elements in the INTELSAT vi repeater. Telemetry alarm IDs are included as a
slot in the satellite knowledge base schema to provide a lookup mechanism for
correlating telemetry alarms with repeater elements. Figure 13 is an example
of a satellite knowledge base for the TWTA element.

The DPTP knowledge base contains information about the SSTDMA network
configuration, terminal assignments. beam assignments, SSTP, and burst time
plan (BTP). This knowledge base is time-plan-dependent and is updated with
every time plan change. A DPTP Manager process handles the translation of a
DPTP into an ART" -compatible format, and also asserts the data into the DPTP
knowledge base. Figure 14 is an example of a burst schema in the DPTP
knowledge base.

The real-time knowledge base contains critical information about the real-
time data and is updated by generation of the EDS. A LISP interface program
stores the state of the last EDS and compares it with the current EDS; changes
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DIAGNOSTIC PROCESSOR
KNOWLEDGE BASE

STATIC SEMI-STATIC DYNAMIC STATIC

I I

SATELLITE
KNOWLEDGE

BASE

DPTP
KNOWLEDGE

BASE

REAL-TIME
KNOWLEDGE

BASE

USER
KNOWLEDGE

BASE

RCVR BTP H U W DATA GRAPH

PREAMP H SSTP SSRTE H MENU
ROUTINE

R-SW ITCH RTE/TT HELP
CDC

CDC/BTP

MSM BEAMS WINDOW

I SDNTX/
DNTX

DCU

L^ I SEC
WTA ALARM

SOZ

OUT-MUX
TT : Traffic Terminal

CDC: Control & Delay Channel

Figure 12. DES Knowledge Base Structure

(DEFSCHEMA TWTA-NW-1

(INSTANCE-OF HP-AMPLIFIERS)

(HP-AMPLIFIER-OF SATELLITE)

(CHANNEL 1)

(BEAM-ID 41)

(BEAM-NAME NW)

(SCC-PIN-ID PW12416

PW12628) )

Figure 13. Schema Block in Satellite Knowledge Base (Example)
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(DEFSCHEMA B_19_XP-413102

(INSTANCE-OF BURST)

(BURST-OF 3102)

(DOWNBEAM-ID 41)

(BURST-NO 19)

(BURST-TYPE T)

(UPBEAM-ID 51)

(TRANSMIT-STATION BYO-1 A)

(TRANSMIT-TERMINAL-ID 68)

(BURST-POSITION 86496)

(BURST-LENGTH 9496)

(STATUS NV) )

Figure 14. Burst Schema in DPTP Knowledge Base (Example)

are then identified and asserted into the real-time knowledge base. Figure 15
is an example of the schema for Cw detection data. The slot corresponding to
burst status is initially set to Not Valid (NV), and its value is updated by the
uw data contained in the EDS. Figure 16 is the state transition diagram for the
burst status.

Diagnostic Rules

The diagnostic procedure is implemented in five phases, so that the rules
can be executed ("fired") in an orderly fashion. The five phases, and the key
functions of each phase. are charted in Figure 17.

In the Wait phase, the system is awaiting the arrival of an EDS from the
preprocessor. All the knowledge base elements except those of the EDS are in
working memory. The rules are in their initial status, and each necessary
instantiation status which references existing knowledge base elements is
already established. This state ensures that the diagnostic process requires the
least possible time once an event is detected.

When an EDS is received, the Read phase begins by reading the EDS and
updating real-time knowledge base elements. If a burst loss condition is de-
tected, the Rule Execution phase begins, in which the diagnostic rules are
fired in accordance with the conditions they satisfy. One or more causes of
network failure are identified in this phase.

The Synthesis and Diagnosis phase develops the various diagnoses, coordi-
nates actions between them, and finalizes them. The finalized diagnosis schema,
including probable causes and supporting evidence, is then released to the
user interface for display.
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(DEFSCHEMA UW DETECTION

(SPACECRAFT-ID)

(SOURCE-ID)

(FLOW-STATUS)

(WITH-IN-WINDOW)

(TIME-OF-TRANSMISSION)

(DR)

(NRDE)

(DEMOD)

(EFFECTIVE-TIME)

(CHANGE-STATUS-INDICATOR)

(DATA-VALIDITY)

(TRANSPONDER-ID)

(PORT-ID)

(RBI-STATUS)

(RB2-STATUS)

(BURST-STATUS)

(BTP-NUMBER)

(DIAG-RCVR-STATUS)

(DR-FAULT-STATUS)

(POWER-SUPPLY-FAILURE)

(DEM-UN IT-TOTAL-FAULT)

(MODULE-FAULT)

(L C L-C LK-G E N-MODULE-FAULT)

(DEMOD-#1-U W-DET-MODULE-FAULT)

(DEMOD-#2-U W-DET-MODULE-FAULT)

(R FA S-P R O C-MODULE-FAULT)

(INTFC-PROC MODULE FAULT))

Figure 15. Schentu Block for UW Detection Data ( Example)

The Cleanup phase ends the diagnosis cycle by retracting EDS elements and
intermediary facts from working memory. The diagnosis rules are reinitialized,

and the system is returned to the Wait phase.
The time hetween the occurrence of an event and the generation of a

diagnostic report is the aggregate of data collection and preprocess time, real-
time knowledge base update time, and diagnosis rule execution time. On
average, data collection and preprocessing take about 30 to 40 s, due to
message processing delay in the network nodes. Updating the real-time (GDS)
knowledge base takes approximately 30 s, depending on the number of ele-
ments with changed status. This time is necessary to establish pattern matches
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UW=O

UW =0 (Burst Not Received)
UW = 1 (Burst Received)
NV = Not Valid

Figure 16. UW Status Transition Diagram

and a pattern net for diagnosis rules. The time required for rule execution
varies with the complexity of the rule. The total time required by the overall
process is normally less than 2 minutes, which is well within the initial
3-minute performance objective set by the users.

The system has been implemented with a total of 40 diagnostic rules,
which are partitioned into different categories, depending on the type of
network anomaly identified. The general syntax of a rule is as follows:

Rule Name:
Phase Control Pattern
Priority Control Pattern
Status and Configuration Conditions
=> Action

The phase control pattern allows partitioning of rules by function, and
controls the manner in which the rules are fired by constraining them to
procedural behavior rather than opportunistic behavior. The priority control
pattern allows rules to he interdependent by exhausting one rule completely
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WAIT
CHECK EDS
GET EDS FILE
CHECK DPTP

READ
READ EDS
UPDATE UW STATUS
CHECK UW LOSS
CHECK STP

vEs

RULE EXECUTION
ACTIVATE DIAGNOSTIC RULES
INFER FAILURE CAUSE

I
SYNTHESIS & DIAGNOSIS

CLEAN TEMPORARY FACTS
HIGH-LEVEL DIAGNOSIS
SEND DIAGNOSIS

CLEANUP
CLEAN EDS DATA

Figure 17. Diagnostic Phase Control Flowchar

before another is fired. The status and configuration conditions form the core
of the rule that accesses the knowledge bases. Figure 18 lists examples of
some conditions associated with typical network anomalies. The conditions of
the rules are expressed verbally, instead of in ARTIM format, to enhance

understandability.
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Network Anomaly : Satellite Receiver Failure

• All bursts in the affected upbeam are declared BNR.

• In case of dual channel bank operation, bursts in the upbeams of both channel
banks are declared BNR.

• Terminals controlled in the affected upbeam fail.

• Out-of-limit telemetry alarm may be received.

Network Anomaly: DCU Memory Error Type 3 (bit-flip) Switchover Time is
Corrupted , Thereby Affecting Two Adjacent Switch States

• All bursts scheduled in a particular portion of the frame covering one switch state
are declared BNR.

• If the DCU memory error affects the

- TAS region, traffic terminals may be shut down by the SSRTE due to loss of
synchronization on the principal burst.

- RBD region, each SSRTE shuts down the other SSRTE.

- Metric region, the ASU loses synchronization.

• Uncommanded Status Change alarm is most likely received,

Network Anomaly : MSM Diode Failure (permanent open)
• All bursts in a particular upbeam-to-downbeam path are declared BNR.

• Terminals transmitting their principal burst in the affected upbeam are shut down.

Figure 18. Diagnostic Rules for Typical Network Anomalies

It is sometimes possible to observe conditions that match more than one
network anomaly. In this case, multiple diagnoses are generated. With further
operational experience, it is intended to associate probabilities with each of
the multiple diagnoses.

It is also possible that none of the sets of the observed conditions will
match a network anomaly. In this case, the cause of failure is declared "un-
known" and the following critical information is displayed:

• Identities of bursts (terminals) declared HNR

• SDNTx/DNTx alarms sent to terminals

• Status of metric burst at each SSRTE

• Telemetry alarms (if any).

The unknown diagnosis can be analyzed further using the playback facility.
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User Interface

During design of the expert system, special consideration was given to the
requirement for a user-friendly interface. The user community was actively
involved throughout the development cycle. Of the 250 rules used to build the
system, almost half relate to the user interface.

The interface is object-oriented, employing menus and icons, and allowing
all operations to be performed by either the mouse or the keyboard. The menu
hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 19. Among the many functions supported by
the menus, three are particularly noteworthy. The first function is the ability to
browse through knowledge bases related to the satellite, earth suction, and
burst time plan. A graphical view of the SSBTP can be obtained to facilitate
understanding of network configuration and control. A second function allows
manual switching of background and foreground time plans (DPTPS), with
provision for automatic switchover as a future enhancement. Finally, diagno-
sis archives are automatically maintained for retrieval and analysis of histori-
cal data. Figure 20 is an example of the screen display when a satellite failure
is diagnosed, and Figure 21 shows a screen display when RE interference is

diagnosed.

l'erification and validation

The diagnostic processor was verified and validated in two steps. First, the
flow of real-time data was simulated to verify the logic of the network moni-
toring process that generates the EDS. The simulated EDS was then used to
verify the logic of the diagnostic rules and the diagnosis generation procedure.
The rules were verified under a wide range of network configurations.

In the second step, the diagnostic processor was further validated by testing
in an actual SSTDMA network environment. Spacecraft anomalies were simu-
lated by implementing special ssTPs that caused abnormal connectivity in the
onboard MSM (Sj.

In one example of system verification and validation tests, an Mai in the
on-line memory of the active DCU was simulated. The MEU occurred in the
switch control word, adversely altering the connectivity in a given switch
state. In this test, the network was configured with 12 transponders and 22
traffic terminals. A special SSTE was used in which a particular switch state
(No. 13) was modified to simulate the MEU.

When the DCU memory containing the special switch state was brought on
line, a burst status change condition was triggered. The status of the Uw
detection table from the west SSArE indicated that two traffic bursts were not
received. By comparing this with the DPTP information in the knowledge base.
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RECEIVERS MULTIPIEXERS SWITCH MATRIX AMPLIF ILRS MULTIPLEXERS

MESSAGES CURRENT STATUS

DIAGNOSIS : SAT OCT_19 19 : 55:43_1 ACK UNACK

SUSPECTED FAILURE : HP-AMP-NW-1
19 19 : 55:43TIME: OCT AOR-335 1 0_

DESCRIPTION :
IOR-60 0 0
PLAYBACK 0 0

ANOMALY SUSPECTED AT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
TEST-NET 0 0

SATELLITE COMPONENTS:
ACTIVE AOR-335

(1) HP-AMP-NW-1 19:55:43OCT 19SAT
(2) OUTPUT-MUX-NW

_ __
HP-AMP-NW-1

EVIDENCE:
ENTER COMMANDS

ALL BURSTS TO THE DOWNBEAM TRANSPONDER 41

WERE NOT RECEIVED , WHILE TRANSPONDER 421S NOT

USED FOR SSTDMA.
MAIN MENU

NO TELEMETRY ALARM WAS RECEIVED FOR THE
COMPONENTS. help

graphical view

SDNTX/DNTX SENT MESSAGE : browse network kb
SDNTX FROM 98 MPRT TO 66 BURST ALL AT 19:55:42 utilities
DNTX FROM 98 MPRT TO 66 AT 19 :55:46.

dptp management

simulation

graphic screens
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DIAGNOSIS : INT_JUL_14_17 :47:52 1 ACK UNACK

SUSPECTED FAILURE : INTFR-NE
TIME: JUL 14:17 : 47:52 AOR-335 1 0_
DESCRIPTION : TOR-60 0 0

PLAYBACK 0 0

INTERFERENCE SUSPECTED IN THE UPBEAM TRANS -
TEST-NET 0 0

PONDER 51.
THIS INTERFERENCE HAS NOT CAUSED DEMODULATOR ACTIVE AOR-335
LOCKUP IN AFFECTED DOWNBEAMS . INT_JUL 14_17:47:52 1

INTFR-NE
EVIDENCE:

ENTER COMMANDS
MORE THAN 75% OF THE BURSTS FROM UPBEAM TRANS-
PONDER ARE NOT RECEIVED IN SEVERAL DOWNBEAM
TRANSPONDERS

VI

.

OTHER UPBEAM TRANSPONDERS ARE NORMAL . MAIN MENU

help

graphical view
SDNTX/DNTX SEND MESSAGE :

browse network kb
SDNTX FROM 66 MPRT TO 71 BURST ALL AT 17:47:51

utilities
SDNTX FROM 66 MPRT TO 73 BURST ALL AT 17:4751

SDNTX FROM 66 MPRT TO 76 BURST ALL AT 17:47:51
dptp management

simulation

graphic screens

Figure 20. Screen Display for Satellite Failure Diagnosis E Figure 21. Screen Display for RF Tnterferenc'e Diagnosis
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the diagnostic processor immediately identified the missing traffic bursts and

displayed the following messages:

TB 22 BYO-2A 68 XPNDR 51/11 LOST

TB 23 LEK-2A 72 XPNDR 51/11 LOST

By utilizing the EDS and DRIP information, the diagnostic rules identified
the 8NR status bursts and displayed their positions in the frame, along with the
affected switch state, transmit terminals, transmit beam, and receive beam. It
was found that all bursts (two traffic bursts in this example) located at switch
state 13 in the northeast-zone-to-east-hemisphere connectivity (xPNDR 51)

were detected as BNR.
The expert system's inference procedure delivered the following conclu-

sive diagnosis:

DIAGNOSIS: SAT MAR_20_18:17:22

SUSPECTED FAILURE: DCU BANK 1-2 BIT-FLIP (MEU).

TIME: MAR 20 18:17:22

DESCRIPTION:
TYPE 1 DCU MEMORY ERROR SUSPECTED IN TRANSMISSION CHANNEL 1

EVIDENCE:
ALL BURSTS ASSIGNED IN SWITCH STATE 13 ARE DETECTED BNR

IN DOWNBEAM TRANSPONDER 51. CONNECTIVITY IN SWITCH STATE 13

MAY BE ALTERED.

SDNTX/DNTX SENT MESSAGE: NONE

METRIC BURST STATUS:

IN XPNDR 51 MB SYNC, SMF SYNC.

IN XPNDR 51 MB SYNC, SMF SYNC.

IN XPNDR 41 MB SYNC, SMF SYNC.

IN XPNDR 41 MB SYNC, SMF SYNC.

TELEMETRY ALARM: NONE

Initial operational experience

The diagnostic system was brought into operation with commencement of
SSTDMA network service, The SSTDMA Atlantic Ocean Region (AOR) network
currently operates in a three-transponder. seven-earth-station configuration.
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All network anornalies that have occurred thus far have been diagnosed cor-
rectly. Most have been related to traffic terminal failures, with one anomaly
being related to spurious RF interference.

For each network anomaly, the diagnostic system generated a report within
an average of 2 minutes of event occurrence. This allowed the operator to
immediately begin a well-directed investigation of the event, without spend-
ing time on information gathering and synthesis. Without the diagnostic sys-
tem, identifying the source of RF interference would have taken considerably
longer because the operator would have had to contact every traffic terminal
in the network. With the aid of the diagnostic system, the originating upbeat)]
was identified immediately. significantly reducing the number of traffic termi-
nals to be contacted and minimizing network downtime.

As an example. during the interference event, the diagnostic processor
generated the following display (PB = principal burst, TB = traffic burst):

PB 6 TUM-2A 71 XPNDR 51/51 LOST

PB 7 LEK-2A 72 XPNDR 51/51 LOST

PB 8 GHY-6A 73 XPNDR 51/51 LOST

PB 6 TUM-2A 71 XPNDR 51/41 LOST

PB 7 LEK-2A 72 XPNDR 51/41 LOST

PB 8 GHY-6A 73 XPNDR 51/41 LOST

PB 12 GHY-6A 73 XPNDR 51/41 LOST

TB 14 TUM-2A 71 XPNDR 51/41 LOST

TB 15 TUM-2A 71 XPNDR 51/41 LOST

TB 16 LEK-2A 72 XPNDR 51/41 LOST

TB 17 LEK-2A 72 XPNDR 51/41 LOST

TB 18 GHY-6A 73 XPNDR 51/41 LOST

'"" FAULT DIAGNOSIS FOR NETWORK AT 335.00 DEGREES EAST"""

DIAGNOSIS: INT_JUL_14_18:07:50 1

SUSPECTED FAILURE: INTERFERENCE-NORTH EAST ZONE

TIME: JUL 14 180750

DESCRIPTION: INTERFERENCE FROM UPBEAM XPNDR 51 SUSPECTED.

NO DEMODULATOR LOCK-UP IN AFFECTED DOWNBEAMS.
EVIDENCE:

MORE THAN 75% OF BURSTS FROM UPBEAM XPNDR NOT RECEIVED IN

SEVERAL DOWNBEAM XPNDRS. BURSTS FROM OTHER UPBEAMS NORMAL

SDNTX/DNTX SENT MESSAGE:
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SDNTX FROM 66 MPRT TO 72 BURST ALL AT 18:07:49

SDNTX FROM 66 MPRT TO 73 BURST ALL AT 18:07:50

MB STATUS :

XPNDR 51 MB SYNC LOSS, SMF SYNC LOSS

XPNDR 41 MB SYNC, SMF SYNC

TELEMETRY ALARM NONE

Conclusions

A near-real-time diagnostic system for INTELSAT Vt SST DMA networks has

been successfully designed and implemented. Expert system technology was
used to develop an automated network diagnostic capability, which was suc-
cessfully demonstrated. Initial operational experience has proven the useful-
ness of the system in helping the operational staff to efficiently analyze
network anomalies. The supporting evidence furnished with each diagnosis
serves to enhance the operator's confidence in the system.

Significant technical and cost advantages were obtained by choosing a
passive burst monitoring approach. Use of an expert system shell for imple-
menting the diagnostic procedure allowed a small team to complete the entire
project within I year, and within the prescribed cost limits. Designing the
rules independently allowed one group of rules to be refined without affecting
the other rules. As INTELSAT gains experience with SSTDMA operation, the
rules will be further refined by adding heuristic knowledge to improve the
accuracy of the diagnosis.
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Abstract

The satellite-switched time-division multiple access (SSTDMA) subsystem on board

the INTELSAT VI satellite is an active element of the SSTDMA system. Its role

requires the participation of the INTELSAT Satellite Control Center (ISCC) to gener-

ate. coordinate, and transmit command sequences to the satellite in support of burst

tine plan changes and onboard liming source oscillator control. To provide this capa-

bility, the ISCC is included as part of the INTELSAT Headquarters Subsystem and

interfaces with the INTELSAT Operations Center TDMA Facility (IOCTF). This

paper provides a general description of the ISCC, including the ISCC elements that

support SSTDMA and the ISCC interface with the IOC'IF. The discussion focuses on

the functions and procedures used in the ISCC to generate command sequences for

implementing various types of burst time plan changes, and to control the onboard

oscillator to which SSTDMA system timing is synchronized.

Introduction

Prior to the era of satellite-switched tinge-division multiple access (SSTDMA),
the interface between the INTELSAT Satellite Control Center (tscc) and the
INTELSAT Operations Center (1 0( ) was largely by verbal contact between
their respective controllers; there was no electronic interconnection between

485
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the two facilities. Exchanges between them consisted mostly of requests for
non-time-critical changes in transponder connectivitics.

SSn)MA operations require synchronized, accurate control of resources,
both on the ground and on board the IN] FISAT vt satellite 111,1'-I. With the
advent of SSTDMA, a number of new procedures and tools had to he developed
and implemented in the ISCC to support in-orbit testing (]Of) and day-to-day
operation of the complex onboard SSTDMA subsystem. Due to the time-critical
nature and relative complexity of SSTDMA operations, direct interlacing also
had to be provided between certain processing systems in the two control

centers.
The INTELSAT Operations Center 'I DMA Facility (IOCTP) is the huh of

the ssTDMA control and monitoring network [I],[3]. It coordinates with the

various network elements, including the SSTDMA reference terminal equip-

ment (SSRTR), to perform network control functions such as startup. transmis-

sion and implementation of new SSTDMA burst time plans (SSRTPS), and con-

trol of satellite timing source oscillator (TSO) frequency drift 111,[3]-[5], In

addition, the bou rE collects large amounts of data from the SSIt'IE, the Iscc,

and nonrefe'enee diagnostic equipment (NRDE) to support monitoring and

diagnostics capability 131.161. SSTDMA network alarms and messages from

these sources are provided to a diagnostic system within the ux'rF.

The Iscc (Figure I) serves as the hub of the Integrated Satellite Control

System (is( s), a worldwide star network of telemetry, tr acking, command,

and monitoring (TTC&M) stations 171 used by INTELSAT for the tracking,

telemetry processing, commanding, monitoring, and ranging of all INTELSAT

satellites. The Iscc is implemented as a distributed processing system with an

Ethernet backbone. Functions are distributed over various Hewlett-Packard

(HP) A900 processors and fall into two groups: common support functions and

spacecraft-specific functions.

Common support functions include support for data storage and retrieval.
interfaces to external elements, satellite command generation. alarm process-
ing, and network management. These functions are performed by the follow-
ing processors (depicted above the Ethernet bus in Figure I

• Historical Retrieval Processor. The HRP stores data and provides

satellite engineers with tools for inspecting and analyzing past and

current spacecraft activities.

• Network Coneenh-aloia and Link Processors. The SCs and LPs per-

form application-level and link-level processing to provide communi-
cations between the ISCC and external facilities such as the 'I IC&M

sites and the to(I F.
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• Command Coordination System. The GUS serves as the focal point for
spacecraft commanding activities for all satellites. The Ccs integrates
the control for all spacecraft, utilizing common commanding mecha-

nisms and resources.

• Alarm and Control Consolidation System: The ACC system provides a

centralized operator interface to the other IscU processors. Events and
alarms pertaining to the health of the spacecraft and the processing
network are received and managed in a central database.

• Communications and Control Processor. The CUP provides ISCS con-
trol and management functions. In addition to maintaining the opera-
tional status of the Ethernet, the CUP performs a wide variety of
functions, including network initialization, processor time synchroni-
zation, global file management, network configuration control, event
and alarm processing. telemetry line management, activity schedul-
ing, and display configuration.

Spacecraft-specific functions are organized according to the particular re-

quirements of each spacecraft series. These functions primarily address telem-

etry processing and display processing. The following processors are specific

to INTELSAT VI:

• Telemetry Processor. The TP performs telemetry capture and valida-
tion, telemetry line monitoring, multicasting of validated telemetry
frames onto the Iscc local area network (LAN). transmission to the
HRP of telemetry frames having had checksums, limit and status check-
ing. command detection and verification, spacecraft ID and mode
stuffing, bit stuffing, and overriding of telemetry validation errors.

• Display Processor. The DP provides real-time telemetry displays and
strip chart output for operational monitoring. It also generates dis-
plays and hard copy of both normal and dwell telemetry, and strip
chart output for normal telemetry.

The major satellite control function performed at the ISCC is the generation
of commands to configure or maneuver the spacecraft. A number of Pc-based
command assistance programs (CAPS) provide a means for spacecraft engi-
neers to examine current spacecraft subsystem configurations and safely gen-
erate commands that will change the subsystem to a desired configuration.
The desired configuration is specified both graphically and in text, using a
menu-driven interface, or from systematically prepared maneuver or configu-
ration files. The spacecraft commands generated by the CAPS are written to
files called command queues and made available to the GUS. Figure 2 provides
an overview of the processors involved in a CAP system.

SHARED
t DISK i INTELSAT LAN

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I I r-

rI

L------------------ I I

INPUTS FROM PCs

• QUEUES

• DATA FILE REQUESTS

• TLM DATA REQUESTS

INTELSAT VI
TELEMETRY

DATA

CCS

ETHERNET

LP

OUTPUTS TO PCs

• CMD TEXT FILES

• PIN DATA FILES

• TLM DATA (SNAPSHOTS)

SITE
COMMANDING

Figure 2. Command Assistance Program Overview

CAPS are executed as an option under the CCs shell. Other shell options
provide a means for engineers to electronically approve and transfer a com-
mand queue to the real-time CCs system, which controls the execution of
command queues and sends commands to the designated spacecraft. There are
currently five major CAP categories:

• Potter. This CAP generates command sequences for battery/power
system maintenance.

• Repeater. The repeater CAP (RCAP) is used for general communica-

tions system configuration. As will be described later, the RCAP for

INTELSAT VI is called RCAP6 and is used extensively for generating
command sequences to configure the SSTDMA subsystem.

W W W
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• Dwell. This CAP is used to set up dwell memory locations.

• ARCS. The attitude determination and control system (AUCS) CAP
generates command sequences to determine and control spacecraft

attitude.

• Antenna. The antenna CAP (ANTCAP) supports antenna positioning.

Each CAP is specific to a particular series of satellites. The CAP functions
require command text files, parameter identification number (PIN) data, and
telemetry snapshots to derive the necessary command sequences. The CCS
maintains the current versions of the command text and PIN database files, and
forwards requests for telemetry data to the appropriate processor. The CAP PCs
are linked to the CCS via RS-232 asynchronous links and can operate in two
modes: individual and LAN. When a Pc is operating in the individual mode,
data files are acquired and stored on the requesting PC's disk. When a PC is
operating in LAN mode on the INTELSAT PC LAN, data are stored on a
common drive to allow other CAP PCs access to the information.

The ISCC interfaces with the IOCTF through an LIP DS-1000 link between the
ISCC's redundant link processor and the IocTP's packet store and formatter
(PSF) computers. Figure 3 is a functional representation of the interconnection
between the two facilities. Switches are provided on either end of the
interfacility link for security reasons.

A detailed message protocol has been developed to interface the two con-
trol centers. Four main message types are transferred over the link:

• Switch state time plan (55,'P) data
• Synchronized SSB I' change coordination messages

• TSO correction data

• Satellite limits/status alarm data.

These message types are summarized here and described in greater detail

later in this paper.
SSTP data are generated as part of the SSBIP, to modify or replace the

current SSETP 151. The data are loaded from magnetic tape into the IOCTF
control processor (TCP), which distributes them to traffic terminals and IDMA
reference and monitoring station (TRAPS) sites [31. The ssTP portion of the
SSBTP is downloaded by means of file transfer to the CCS in the ISCC. and
subsequently to the RCAP6 PC, where it is used to generate memory load

commands.
Synchronized SSBTP change coordination messages are passed between the

ICP (in the IOCTP) and the CCS during RrP changes to synchronize satellite and

ground station activities. From the ICP. the messages are passed to the'IRMS

sites via the PSF.
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Tso frequency drift measurement data from the TR .MS sites are passed
through the PSF to the Icp, where they are used to determine when the Tso
frequency should he rected by ground command. The Iup sends the appro-
priate messages and data to the ccs when a correction is required.

A subset of the Iscc's satellite limits/status and alarm data is sent over
the link to the diagnostic processor in the IoeTF for use in determining prob-
able causes of SSTDMA network problems. One major area of concern is the
resolution of multiple -event upsets in the SS 'I'DMA subsystem on board the
INTELSAT VI spacecraft.

Telemetry and command control of the INTELSAT VI

SSTDMA payload

Because of the SSTDMA subsystem, the INTELSAT vi payload is signifi-
cantly more complex than those of INTELSAT's earlier satellites. In ex-
change, the Subsystem provides significant flexibility in both operation and
redundancy. The functionality of the SSTDMA subsystem has been extensively
described in References 1, 2. and S. This section briefly describes the SSTDMA
subsystem elements, their configuration control via telecommand from the
ground, and their capability to he monitored via telemetry.

The INTELSAT vt SSTDMA subsystem consists of three major units and two
sets of redundancy switches. The major units are the timing source, the distri-
bution control unit (Dcu), and the microwave switch matrix (MSM). The two
sets of redundancy switches are the MSM bypass S-switches and the MSM row
redundancy R-switches. Figure 4 is a functional block diagram of these units.

Timing soul rep

The timing source provides timing for the SSTDMA subsystem. Each of the
three redundant timing sources comprises two units: a Tso and the timing
source digital electronics (ISDE).

The ISO is an oven-stabilized, voltage-controlled crystal oscillator (Vexo).
Twelve commandable relays allow the oscillator frequency to be controlled
to a resolution in the order of 0.1 mHz over a 2.2-Hz total control range. The
12 bits of relay control data (the TSO control integer) sent by ground command
are digital-to-analog (D/A) converted to provide an analog control signal to the

vcxo 11 I,[4].
The TSDE divides the Tso's 5.664-MHz output signal down to the three

basic units of time used throughout the SSTDMA subsystem: the frame. switch
frame, and switch masterframe I1 1 . The TSDE also provides the telemetry and
storage for the 12-hit TSO control integer.
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The three command-selectable modes of operation associated with the
timing source are off, ciandbv, and active. In the active mode, both the Tso
and the TSDE are powered, and timing synchronization information is pro-
vided. In the standby mode, only the oscillator and its oven are powered.

When it is initially powered on, a'rso requires about 30 days of warm-up
to stabilize sufficiently in frequency. The normal operational configuration is
to command one of the three units to the active mode, while another is in
standby mode and the third Tso is oil. The state of each timing source is
determined by the contents of the oscillator control word, which is set by
ground command. The load current monitor (LCM) provides current consump-
tion telemetry for each timing source.

Distribution control nail

The ncu controls the dynamic beam switching of the MSM in the SSTDMA
subsystem. The MSM in each transmission channel is controlled from a sepa-
rate DUE. For redundancy, two Deus are provided in each transmission chan-
nel in a 2-for-I configuration: one Deli is powered on. the other off.
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Switching patterns for controlling the ins in are stored in the 1)111 memories
by ground command. There are three separate memories in each Dcu. and
each memory can store the interconnection and timing information for 64
switch states. Each of the three memories is configured by the memory control
word (Mcw) to he in a separate state. There are three possible states. The on-
line state controls SSTDMMA switching; the off-line state indicates that the
memory is ready to load by ground command: and the standby state is a
redundant spare. Only the off-line memory can be loaded by telemetry com-
mand. A full memory loading command sequence includes 192 commands
requiring some 40 minutes of continuous commanding.

The telemetry control word (TCW) configures the Dcu telemetry buffer to
read one of the three DCU memories. The memory selected is independent of
the Mcw. Thus, any of the memories may be read out in telemetry. regardless
of its state (on-line, off-line, or standby).

The substitution state control (ssC) and the last state address QsA) control
are also programmable for the active memory in the MCw.

All commands are verifiable in telemetry. In addition, a single-bit telem-
etry indication of the detection of corrupted on-line memory data is provided.
This indication remains in a I state until the on-line memory forward error
correction (EEC) syndrome is zero. The EEC is capable of detecting multiple bit
enors and correcting single bit errors.

nicrowaae swileh matrix

The MSM is capable of rapid Rr interconnect switching under the control of
the Dcu. The MsM can be subdivided into RE, digital, and power functions.
The RE Portion of the MsM comprises preamplifiers and dynamic switch
matrices. Each preamplifier is associated with a row in a dynamic switch
matrix.

The digital portion of the MSM consists of the interface logic, which per-

forms serial-to-parallel decoding of the switch data from the DCU and then

applies a voltage bias to the appropriate PIN diode switch driver in the MSM.

For redundancy, there are two interface logic units for each transmission

channel. Either unit can be selected as the on-line unit by ground command.

The power portion of the MSM contains power supplies and power switch-
ing units. The MsM power supplies receive on/off commands and provide
telemetry of power supply output voltage. Dedicated LCMS telemeter the cur-
rent consumption of each MsM power supply.

One of two redundant MSM power supplies provides power to the MSM in
each transmission channel. The power switching units provide a command-
able cross-strap redundancy path for the power supply voltage to the Dcu and
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MsM. They also provide a commandable redundant power path for the two

interface logic units associated with each channel.

Betilludane ., suite-lies

Switches are provided which route RE signals through either the static
switch matrix (to bypass the SS'rDMA subsystem), or the MsM. Each transmis-
sion channel has 12 bypass S-switches-six for the uplink and six for the
downlink. The uplink and downlink switches are ganged and correspond to
the six SSTDMA beams. The S-switch configuration is commandable, and the

switch positions arc verifiable via telemetry.
The Msvi row redundancy (R-switch) network is arranged in a ring and

provides the capability to switch each of the six uplink Rr paths into the
appropriate rows of the 10 X 6 MSM. The various positions of the R-switches
are commandable simultaneously and verifiable via telemetry.

In the event of a failure in all active row of the MsM, the uplink accessing
the failed row can he switched to another row. This requires a combination of
R-switch rotation and reprogramming of the DCC memory to switch to the
alternate row. The commanding capability, which facilitates the selection of
an alternate 1)(T to control an MSM, provides the ability to perform row
redundancy changes with only minor impact on traffic.

Telemetry processing and displays

The IN I EI.SA'r AT telemetry subsystem [9],1101 supports the transmission of
raw telemetry data from the satellite to TTC&M stations and the iscc. Tire
telemetry data stream is bit- and Game-synchronized and is placed on the
Ethernet, where various processors in the IsCC can access the data.

After relevant segments of data are extracted from the raw data stream, the
data are checked against PIN databases within each processor. Each subsystem
has an associated group of 1>ws that are used to check limits, generate alarms.

and update displays.
Certain displays required for ss'I'DMA system operation use non-telemetered

data. the value/status of which can he determined from extrinsic software
functions on the ground or from commands. The extrinsic functions use

telemetered data as an input.

PIN database

A PIN is a group of data bits which represents a specific function or value of
one of the satellite's various subsystems or ground support system data. PINs
are not all the same length; their length is defined by the parameter they
represent. The data in each PIN are updated either directly or indirectly
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(derived) from telemetry. Along with the data representing functions and
values, the PINS contain identification numbers that allow them to be easily
identified with their associated subsystem. Both short and long text forms can
be provided for further information. The PIN also allows for quick cross-
referencing to the more traditional telemetry word and frame numbers, since
the PIN name includes a concatenation of those numbers.

The PINS are used by a number of different processors in the ground
support network. For example, the telemetry processor uses PINS to perform
limit-checking and status verification, and raises alarms accordingly. Depend-
ing on the information specified in the PIN table, the display processor extracts
appropriate telemetry information and categorizes the data under different
subsystems so that displays for various subsystems can be updated. In addi-
tion, the PIN databases are used throughout the network, as well as by CAPS,
for telemetered status derivation, pulse and serial command verification,
and text generation. Two groups of PINS are related to the SSTDMA subsystem:
the DCE memory subsystem telemetry data and the repeater subsystem

telemetry data.

Displays

Each engineering subsystem, including SSTDMA, requires telemetry dis-

plays tailored for its particular needs. The displays used for INTELSAT vl are
monochrome visual display units (VDCS) containing up to 80 X 32 alphanu-
raelic characters. To reduce the number of VDCS required at any one time,
satellite-loaded command text is present in all displays. in addition to the
more specific subsystem telemetry. Telemetry displays are used for visual,
functional verification of a command execution. Although the command data-
base for INTELSAT vI operations contains telemetry verification information
for each command. to enable automatic verification (e.g., a switch state changes
from (l to I) there is often more than one verification available, and the use of
displays allow the engineers to quickly ascertain the overall status of a sub-
system. The telemetry display is updated continually, as long as the 15CC is
receiving the satellite transmission.

Operation of the SSTDMA system is supported by a number of displays that
provide assistance for different types of command operations. Inevitably,
some overlap of information is necessary to minimize the number of displays
required for any one operation. Overall subsystem status is provided by the
TDMA display. The on/off status of units is shown. as are redundancy configu-
rations, switch configurations, on-line/off-line units and memories, DCC sta-
tus, and commanded TSO frequency offset. Figure 5 shows a sample TDMA

display.
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Figure 5. SS7-DMA Subsystem Slams Displcri

Information similar to that available in the IOCTF can be observed for
activities which require the support of both the ISCC and IOCTT. such as
countdown and status messages for coordinated memory rotations, and fre-
quency offset and update times for TSO corrections. Figure 6 provides a
sample of such a display. Via rew selection, one memory of each Dcu can be
monitored in telemetry. To support this capability, a number of DCU displays
arc provided which show the contents of each of the 64 switch states of a
memory, 16 per display. The contents of each memory arc thus available for
verification of memory loads or identification of memory corruption. One of
these displays is shown in Figure 7.

Connnand coordination and generation

INTELSAT's Satellite Engineering Section (ses) is responsible for com-
mand generation and execution, while the ISCC controls the infrastructure used
within the TTC&M network for command coordination (scheduling, process-
ing, and transmission).

Prior to the INTELSAT vl era, all commanding was performed "manually."
That is, commands were passed verbally to an operator at one of INTELSAT's
TTC&M stations, who then entered them manually into the command genes ator
for transmission to the spacecraft. As with all commanding, this process was
supervised by an engineer in the Iscc, Washington D.C., who observed
the commanding on a telemetry display. This approach is time-consuming,
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labor-intensive, and vulnerable to mistakes. In the INTEISAT VI era, the prob-
lems associated with manual commanding have been exacerbated by the
lengthy serial commands necessary for INTELSAT vi. Although always avail-
able as an option in case of automated system failure, manual commanding is
now rarely used.

With the introduction of the INrL.I,SAr vi spacecraft, the philosophy of
commanding was reviewed and modified. The primary change was the devel-
opment and implementation of the HP A900-based processing system, known
as the Command Coordination System (Cc's), to centralize and automate com-
manding. The (CS provides the mechanism for executing commands gener-
ated by the Srs. It also provides the link between the IsCC's real-time system
and the Pe-based CAPS. RCAP6 aids in generating commands for the SSTIOMA
subsystem on hoard I,Nt ELSAT VI. It communicates with the ecs processor via
messages over an asynchronous data link. Figure 8 illustrates the basic inter-
connections of the systems involved in commanding the SSTOMA subsystem.
For further details. refer to companion papers by Smith 1 1 0 1 and Wheeler I I 1 1.

Command coordination

The CCS provides flexibility which greatly improves the speed and case of
commanding. Commands can be sent individually by keyboard entry in the
ISCC, In by running predefined files (queues) containing a list of commands.
The keyboard entry method, referred to as individual interactive commanding
pt(,), provides flexibility since the order of command does not have to be
predefined. Queue commanding, while relatively inflexible since the com-
mand order is predefined, permits very fast commanding (e.g.. in changing
from one spacecraft configuration to another), which is ideal for 107-. The
system can also provide automation in the form of "timed queues" which,
once in the system, will automatically execute at a predetermined time.

Through the use of control flags, each command in a queue can he pro-
cessed differently, and prompts to the operator can be set or not set as re-
quired. For instance, after one command has been processed, the next may he
automatically transmitted to the spacecraft, or the operator can be asked for
"permission to transmit." Thus, control flags can be used to break the queue
down into blocks. By allowing for prompts, the operator is given the ability to
delay or skip individual commands. In a testing environment, each block
can be used to set up a certain required test configuration on the spacecraft.
Since each transmitted command is verified by the software prior to execu-
tion to ensure against corruption, security is not impaired to achieve faster
commanding.
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The use of queues has been invaluable in testing the INTELSAT VI SSTDMA
subsystem, where a single memory load of 64 locations (192 commands for
one channel) requires about 45 minutes of commanding with a fully automatic
(i.e.. no operator prompt flags set) ces queue. Considering that hundreds of
memory loads are sent to the spacecraft during testing, manual commanding
would mean a significant increase in test duration.

Command queue execution is a multistep process. The initial process for
command generation on an RCAP PC is described below. Once a queue has
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been created, it must go through several stages of human approval to avoid
errors. Queues can be approved to a certain level on the RCAP PC and then
electronically transferred to the Ces system, where final approval is per-
formed. Since this process is controlled by personal passwords, there is a high
level of security against incorrect or unapproved commands being sent to the

satellites.
Once in the CCs system and approved, the queue is placed in a library of

call-up queues that can be executed immediately, or at some time in the future.
Depending on the parameters contained, the queues may be used only once or
an unlimited number of times. When the operator wishes to execute a queue, it
is placed in the ecs "timeline"-a sequence of events that the Ces is to
perform. Queues can be entered in the ecS timeline for immediate or future
execution. Provisions exist for both operator-assisted and unassisted queues.

The Ces will acquire the necessary resources (e.g., antenna and earth
stations) at the time of command queue execution. In case of resource con-
flicts, each event in the ecs timeline has a priority level based on its impor-
tance to satellite safety. Once resources are available, commands are sent to
the spacecraft at the times specified in the queue (or as soon as possible) until
a command is reached that requires operator assistance. At that point, the
queue is halted until the necessary operator input is received.

INI'ELS;YI' VI repeater command assistance program (IICA1'6)

Each of INTELSAT's satellite series has a finite set of commands and

associated telemetry, and each successive series has presented greater com-

plexity in command functionality. With increasing complexity in the repeater,

it has become more and more difficult for satellite engineers to manually

generate the increasing volume of commands correctly and still ensure adher-

ence to all operational constraints. For example, the numerous INTELSAT vI

SSTDMA memory load commands require the use of complex Hamming code

algorithms that are impractical to produce manually. Beginning with

INTELSAT VI, a CAP (RCAP6) was created for the repeater subsystem. For the

same reasons, RCAP5 was subsequently developed for INTELSAT' V satellites.

SATELLITE DISPLAY AND MODIFICA ITON

In order to produce commands, RCAP6 effectively models the telemetry
and command capabilities of the repeater through both graphical and tab-
ular representation of the repeater configuration. Engineers can modify the
RCAP6 representation of INTELSAT vl, which then produces the appropriate
commands to make the same changes on the actual satellite. Operational
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constraints and signatures are built into the program and can be presen-

ted graphically or as messages. Since it closely models the real satellite,

RCAP6 does not require that experienced engineers learn a different system.

It also serves as an accurate software tool for new engineers to learn from

and rely on.

The RCAP6 model of' the spacecraft was created by analyzing the repeater
and breaking its operation down into basic functions, which were then treated
as logical switches for the purpose of programming. Many of the repeater's
basic functions are similar, even though they are unconnected. For example,
since many of the receiver redundancy switches are of the same make and are
functionally the same. they can be represented by the same type of logical
switch. Logical switch types vary in complexity from a simple on/off switch
to the MSM found in the SSTDMA subsystem.

Each satellite function has at least one telemetry parameter associated with
it and, for the purposes of ground processing, each of these telemetry param-
eters has a PIN associated with it. Con,segUently, the PIN is used to associate the
telemetry parameters with individual logical switches. The PINS are stored in
RCAP6 in a configuration file which associates them with their appropriate
logical switches, an RCAP6 identifying tag, and information on how RCAP6
should display the logical switch.

RCAP6 routines allow the program to capture the current status of each
logical switch from telemetry, via the HRP (sec Figure 8), and store that status
in a configuration tile. Other routines graphically display the status of each
logical switch and provide the operator with an interface whereby the RCAP6
status of each switch can he modified to produce the appropriate command to
effect the same change on the real satellite.

RCAP6 provides engineers with two modes for representing the satellite:

graphic displays and real-time display emulation. RCAP6 Graphic displays are

broken down into subsets of the repeater and allow the operator to select

displays of individual switches or units for modification, Graphic displays

provide a best representation of the real repeater. Figure 9 shows one such

display.

Traditionally, engineers have used 24 X 80-character alphanumeric dis-
plays to display telemetry. Because engineers may be more familiar with this
format, RCAP6 also displays data in this format. As with the graphic display,
the SSTDMA subsystem configuration can be modified from alphanumeric
displays. The RCAP6 alphanumeric displays typically emulate the real-time
displays provided by the display processors. An example of an alphanumeric
display is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 9. RCAP6 SSTDMA Sub.systenr Graphic Display
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COMMAND GENERATION

Once the operator has modified the RCAP6 display of the satellite to obtain
the desired configuration, the RCAP6 program compares those changes to the
original configuration and produces the appropriate commands, in the se-
quence in which modifications were made. One change by an operator may
require more than one command in order to reproduce the same change on the
satellite. Where necessary, command routines are associated with particular
logical switches.

The command database input files for command generation are the same
dBase 111+ files used to generate real-time system files. Command text is also
generated for each command. There are two types of commands: serial and
pulse. Serial command text is dependent on the command bit structure, since
each serial command will typically perform more than one function. Pulse
commands perform discrete functions and their text is generally fixed, al-
though identical pulse command data may affect totally different functions,
depending on which other commands precede the pulse command.

Once RCAP6 has generated the commands, the operator will use an RCAP6
interface to produce the commands in a file or command queue, in a format
compatible with the real-time ccs. The operator has the option to set defaults
for the ees flags at this point. Individual commands, and their flags, can he
modified using a Pc-based command queue editor. Once the command queue
has been generated, it can be printed, approved, and transferred to the CCS.

EXPERT SEQUENCES

Some satellite configuration functions may require many commands to
produce a desired modification. In order to simplify these processes as much
as possible for the operators, "expert sequences" have been produced within
RCAP6. An expert sequence is an interface which requests specific information
from the operator and then "cans" an involved series of processes into one
operation. In this way, a large number of complicated commands can he
produced with a minimum of effort. For instance, the laborious process of
producing 192 commands, one by one, from an SSI P (as described later) can
be reduced to a few operator keystrokes.

INTERFACES WITH CCS

RCAP6 can be run as a stand-alone program or from within the ees Pc
operator interface shell. The shell provides a file transfer mechanism for
sending the command queues to the real-time ccs. It also provides RCAP6 with
access to the real-time system to perform a number of other functions, includ-
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ing transfer to RCAP6 of the SSTP data file from which memory loads are
generated, access to the TSO correction messages transferred from the toe over
the IOCTE, program file revision checks, and telemetry snapshots. Through the
CCs, RCAP6 accesses the latest telemetry data for a particular satellite from the
current PIN database in the HRP. It then reads all relevant PIN status informa-
tion to a file which represents the current satellite repeater configuration and is
used as the basis for displaying that configuration.

Operating the I%TELSAT VI payload as part of the
SSTDMA system

Operation of INTELSA r VI SSTDMA subsystem requires close and accurate
coordination between the SES/1SCC and the tocTP. As detailed previously.
processors in the two systems are linked in order to automate operation as
much as possible. This section describes the functional role of the ISCC in the
operation of the SSTDMA subsystem.

SSTP changes

Changing the satellite's onboard SSTP requires an involved series of opera-
tions. New SSTP data stored in the IOCTE must be made available to the ISCc
system by transfer over the IOCTE link. The I5CC inputs these data to RCAP6 in
order to generate commands required to upload the SSTP to the satellite.
Commands are then sent to the satellite to exchange the old SSTP for the new
one. Depending on the type of change, this action may also need to be
coordinated with the SSTDMA network stations.

TYPES OI SS'TP CHANGES

When it is necessary to change the programmed sequence of connectivities
in the satellite, a new sSTP must be implemented on board. Basically, there are
two categories of SSTP changes: coordinated and uncoordinated. Uncoordi-
nated changes comprise three types:

• Tvpe 1. Even though the MSM is designed to perform dynamic beam
switching, it can also carry static traffic by making the same beam-to-

beam connection in every switch state. This can occur simultaneously
with SSTDMA. Changes to these static connections which do not affect
SSTDMA Dynamic switching are referred to as type 1 changes.

• type 2. An area of the SST DMA frame is allocated for burst mode link
analyzer (BMI.A) testing between the network stations. Changes to
these test slots are referred to as type 2 changes. They do not affect

SSTDMA traffic.
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• Type 4. Prior to a coordinated (type 3) change, it is necessary to load a
"blind-slot" ssrP, which provides blanking of the switch state verifi-
cation (ssv) slot. This is referred to as a type 4 change. Reappearance
of the Ssv after the type 3 change verifies that the satellite's NsTP has

been changed correctly.

A Type 3 SSTP change is coordinated across all SSI DMA network elements,
including the reference terminals, traffic stations, and the satellite. (The refer-
ence terminals play a broad role in the operation of TDMA and SSTDMA

networks, as described in Bedford et al. [ 12].) This coordinated change proce-

dure is collectively known as an sSBrP change.
Two sets of sSTPS-new-normal SSTPs and blind-slot SsrPs-are used dur-

ing a coordinated SSTP change. In a blind-slot Ss I', the ssv loopback switch
state in both the east and west coverage areas is removed (i.e., no connection
is made). The blind-slot ssrP is loaded into the DEC memory ahead of time
and rotated on line. Following execution of the uncoordinated blind-slot SSTP
change, the new-normal SSTP is loaded into the off-line DCU memory in
preparation for the coordinated change to the new BTP. After the change. the
return of the loopback connectivities in the ssv switch state confirms that the
memories have rotated. A special INTELSAT Headquarters Subsystem (HQS)
display has been designed to contain the information associated with an SSTP

change (see Figure 6).

COMMAND QUHCI, PREPARATION FOR SS IP CHANGES

The distribution of an SSTP to the IsCC is initiated by IOCTF personnel. An
electronic data link through the IDCTF, employing a file transfer protocol, is
used to transfer the file. The SSTP file received at the Isec is verified using a
set of messages exchanged through the IOCTF. These file transfer and verifica-
tion results are reported at the ISCC through the CCs resident event and alarm
notification mechanism, identifying the data file received and its verification

status.
As a backup in case of failure of the electronic data link, the SSTP file (with

a checksum) can be retrieved by RCAP6 through use of a floppy disk. If the
computed checksum does not match the checksum contained in the ss'rP file.

RCAP6 will disallow further processing.
Once the SSTP has been received successfully at the ISCC, the Pc-based

RCAP6 is used to retrieve the SSTP file from the HP A900-based CCs, generate
the DCL memory load commands with appropriate error correction hits, and
format the command queue into Ccs format. In addition, RCAP6 is also used to
generate the DCU mode commands to rotate memory. change the LSA, set the
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telemetry pointer to a specific memory ('ELM), and set/not-set the sse hit, as
applicable.

CCS PROCESSING FOR SSTP CHANGES

The DCU memory load commands are generated as a call-up queue in
RCAP(. This queue is first verified by SES engineers (as are all commands, to
prevent errors in commanding), and then electronically transferred to the CCS.
iscc controllers are required to authorize the call-up queue from the database
for transmission to the TrC&M site. Once the queue is scheduled, commands
are automatically transmitted to the satellite, executed, and verified by the
ground network.

COMMAND QUEUE EXECUTION FOR SS IP CIIANGES

For uncoordinated SSTP changes, RCAP6 retrieves the SSTP from the IDCEF
and converts the SSTP data into a call-up command queue for DCU memory
loads. After proper verification and authorization, the off-line DCU memory is
loaded with the new SSTP, and RCAP6 generates the DCU mode command to
rotate the off-line memory to on-line, with the appropriate LSA,'I LM, and SsC.
In an uncoordinated SSTP change, execution of the command to rotate a
memory from off -line to on-line does not need to he synchronized with the
ssrDMA network.

For coordinated SSTP changes, the IOCTF transmits two Ssrvs to the I5CC: a
new-normal ss'rP and a blind-slot SSTP. RCAP6 then retrieves both SSTPS and
converts them into DCU memory load command queues. The blind-slot SSTP is
loaded into the off-line DCC memory and rotated on-line. At this point, the
reference terminal will declare the blind slot active since the loopback ssv
switch state will be lost. The new-normal SSTP is then loaded into the off -line
memory in preparation for the change to the new SSBTP. A key element in the
SSBTP change procedure is the synchronization of transmission of the memory
rotation Execute tone to the satellite, and to the activities of the reference
terminals.

An RCAP6-generated command sequence used for memory rotation con-
tains a special CCs instruction known as a decide-in-real-time (DIRT) com-
mand. DIRT commanding allows automatic or manual insertion of the execute
time computed by the reference terminal into the DCU mode command queue
residing in the computer at the TrC&M site. The DIRT command queue may
contain either one or two memory rotation commands, depending on the
number of transmission channels involved in the change. If both channels are
being rotated, dual command processing unit (CPU) commanding is used to
rotate both channel memories simultaneously.
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The DIRT command(s) are transmitted to the satellite, and the CCS then

accepts input of an execute time calculated by the SS'I'DMA reference stations.

The execute time is specified in the equivalent Universal Time Coordinated

(LTC) of the masterframc synchronization (MFS) chosen for the SSI3TP change,

minus approximately 14 s. Taking into account uncertainties, 14 s is the

maximum time prior to the desired MFs that the Execute pulse can be sent

without causing the rotation to occur on the previous MFS [I]. Once this ere

time is reached, the Execute pulse is automatically sent by the cc's, arming the

memory rotation function on board the satellite. The memories then rotate at

the next MFS.

Up to approximately 6 s before the designated LTC time, automatic or
manual cancellation of the command can be introduced into the CCS, prevent-
ing transmission of the Execute pulse to the spacecraft. Beyond the 6-s mark,
processing delays prevent cancellation. Automatic cancellation can be sent
over the Ioc'TF from the SSrDMA network's TRMS sites.

Upon verification of the Execute hit to arm the DCU memory rotation, an
SSTP Change Armed message is transmitted over the IOCTF to the TRMS sites,
indicating that the satellite has executed the SSTP change. This message in turn
triggers the final network countdown, resulting in a coordinated network
ssB I T switchover synchronized with the start of the MFS on board the satellite.

'l'iming source brequeney update

To maintain the average frequency of the TSO within the tolerance required
by the network, the frequency of the active onboard TSO must be changed at
regular intervals. The phase drift of the liming source on board the satellite is
measured by the TRMS and used by the IOCTF to generate the necessary
frequency correction data. A detailed description of the complex TSO correc-
tion system is given in a companion paper by Maranon ei it. [41.

'rso corrections can he either scheduled or unscheduled. Scheduled correc-
tions are prepared well in advance. and the approximate time of their occur-
rence is predicted at the last scheduled correction. A few hours before TSO
frequency correction is to take place, a warning message generated by the
SSTDMA ground system in the loC is sent via the IOCTF to the IseC. When the
time arrives for frequency correction. an alarm message is sent containing the
information needed to generate the frequency correction command.

For unscheduled corrections (most likely due to larger-than-predicted drift-
ing of the ls0), only the alarm message is sent to the isec, indicating an
abnormal drift requiring urgent correction,
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('Cs PROCESSING FOR TSO CORRECTION

The warning message sent to the IsCC contains information on the sched-

uled time of the pending TSO frequency correction, This information is ex-

tracted to update the IIQS display. At the time of the frequency correction, the

alarm message transmitted contains the value of the cumulative frequency

error (CFE) and the estimated time of the next frequency correction. This

message requires approval in the CCs by ISCC personnel. With the data pro-

vided in the alarm message, CCs generates a data file that is made accessible to
the RCA R6 program.

COMMAND QUEUE PREPARATION COR 110 ('01112FCTION

After the alarm message has been received, RC A116 can be used to generate
the command queue using expert sequences incorporated specifically tier this
function. RCAP6 has in memory Tso characteristic curve arrays for each oscil-
lator on hoard the satellite. The army element closest to CFE in the TSO
correction data file is used to generate an oscillator correction integer (on),
which will form a Tso-specific serial command that is executed after the usual
approval process.

COMMAND IiXE(II "I 1O5 FOR TSo ('ORRECTION

Upon execution of the 'iso frequency update command , the frequency
change (in millih(rtz ) and the four - digit decimal value of the on are updated
in the TDMA display. The same information , along with the current GEE value,
is shown on the HQS display . The TSDE relay positions representing the Oct are
also provided via telemetry from the satellite.

nc1; memory hit-flips and anomalies

The memory devices in the DCUs of the SSTDMA subsystem are susceptible
to single- and multiple-event upsets (memory hit-flips) due to the impact of
high-energy particles. These phenomena are described by Gupta et (it. ISI.

Single-event upsets (SECS) can he corrected by the FEC circuity in the DCU.
The occurrence of a nonzero syndrome results in telemetry noting the event.
Multiple event upsets (MEUs) are more troublesome because the FEC circuitry
cannot correct multiple hit-flips in the same word read from memmory. To
complicate the problem, it is possible that the EEC circuit will attempt a
correction that will cause the error syndrome to return to zero. but leave the
memory in error. In this case, a MEG is masked to appear as an SEU. but may
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result in severe disruption of the normal operation of the MSM. Depending on
the location of these upsets in the MsM control word, SSIDMA traffic may he
impaired or totally interrupted. This section discusses the measures taken in
the ground system to monitor SEUS and virus and to correct MEUS.

Errors encountered in the on-line memory will cause a telemetry flag to be
set for one major telemetry frame. triggering an alarm in the IsCC to alert the
operators. This alarm is also transmitted to the diagnostics processor in the
ioc [6]. The status of the flag over time can be retrieved from the HRP to

provide statistical data on upsets.
Although only the on-line memory has onboard error correction, any of the

three memories can be selected for monitoring by telemetry. Under normal
operating conditions, this will be the off-line memory. Because the on-line
memory may experience MELs and be unable to correct them, a copy of the
on-line memory content is stored in the off-line memory.

Depending on which portions of the memory are affected, MEUs may have
no effect on traffic, a partial effect on traffic, or may cause the network to fail.
For example, an upset affecting only the SS'rDMA test slots will not cause
traffic loss: however, an upset elsewhere in the memory may cause the loss of
some traffic bursts or even the loss of reference bursts, resulting in network
failure. If an MEU has a major negative impact on the network, the on-line and
off-line memories will be interchanged by ground command.

Even SEUS can corrupt the off-line memory; however, monitoring with
telemetry can help to detect onboard upsets on the ground. for correction by
ground command. Tn addition, historical data on off-line memory upsets are

retrieved for statistical analysis.
Although other functions in the SSTDMA subsystem are vulnerable to up-

sets, only the on-line DCE memory is provided with onboard EE.C. While the
degree of vulnerability depends on the design of the unit, upsets in these other
functions could also cause network problems, including failure. Again, ground
monitoring procedures enable swift restoration of the correct status via ground

command.
If NILES occur that affect the SSTDMA network. it may be very difficult for

spacecraft engineers to determine which functions of the SSTDMA subsystem
are affected, and therefore what corrective action should he taken. In certain
cases, MEts in the DCU memories may not result in the error flag being set in
telemetry, since the onboard correction will find a solution in which the
memory content matches the associated error correction code, even though the
resulting data written to memory are not the same as originally sent by
command. In these cases, it is necessary to rely on ground analysis of the

problem.
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Outages of considerable duration could be experienced if it were necessary
to obtain a verbal description of difficulties at each station, before evaluating
the problem. To make this process more efficient, a diagnostic processor is
included in the toc'rt 161. This processor obtains data from diagnostic equip-
ment at the IRMS, and from certain traffic stations equipped with NRDE. The
diagnostic processor also receives a subset of the IsCC's telemetry status and
alarm data. Careful consideration has been given to how particular problems
on the spacecraft will affect the network, including equipment failure and
upsets. These problems can be recognized by their symptoms. and a limited
number of diagnoses can be presented to the engineers to direct their investi-
gation and minimize outage periods.

In-orbit testing of the SSTD}IA payload

The IoT of the wTEtsAT Vt satellites was a complex operation which
required many years of careful planning and the development of new test
methodologies. A companion paper by Resell et a(. 191 describes much of this
process. Details of the to'r specific to the SSTDMA system are given below.
Subjects covered include TSO testing, MSM, and related transponder perfor-
mance checkout and verification, as well as redundancy handover and recon-
figuration checkout 1131.

Telemetry :amid command functional checkout

The telemetry and command functional checkout of the SSTDMA subsys-
tem was a first-level check which verified that the command and telemetry
capabilities were fully functional after launch. These tests did not involve any
form of RE measurement. but did use continuous-wave (( w) signals to verify
connectivity.

For each Tso, the turn-on, initial, and steady-state power consumption for
the different units were recorded to verify proper operation. Further, the
frequency update capability was verified by commanding ESE, relays to the
extreme low (all-0) and high (all-I) frequencies. In addition, TSO relays were
commanded to the 010101010101 and 101010101010 configurations while
frequency data were recorded. This method of detecting cross-coupling be-
tween telemetry and command bits resulted in discovery of an apparent short
in the relay circuitry of one of the three Tsos on one particular satellite.

Tso checkout was followed by power-up of the primary and redundant units,
in both straight and cross-strapped modes of operation. Initial and steady-state
power consumption values were recorded, followed by functional verification
of DCE mode commands, including Tso selection and memory rotation.
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The commanding capability to simultaneously perform dual channel bank
switching was also verified using the two CPUs on hoard the satellite. Further,
to check proper loading of all 641nemory locations in the 12 DCU memories, a
10101010... command sequence. followed by a 01010101 ... sequence. was
loaded to each memory. This tedious task required some 18 hours of com-
manding to upload the more than 4,600 commands associated with this test.

The error detection and correction capability of each DCU was verified by
deliberately loading a memory location with corrupted data. A DCU mode
control command was then executed to rotate the memory on-line, thus start-
ing active memory correction processing. Correct functioning of this feature
was verified by observing the telemetered memory data being corrected. Also,
the presence of a telemetered error flag was verified. Errors were introduced
in switch data and error correction bits, with nominal performance. Although
onboard error correction is capable of reliably correcting only one error per
memory location at one time, its performance when presented with multiple
errors in one location has also been observed in orbit. As predicted, the
performance was found to he "uncertain."

Digital checkout

As part of the LOT of the SSTDMA payload, performance of the MSM and
associated digital elements was verified. Testing also verified the MSM's abil-
ity to perform the dynamic switching required for SSTDMA operation.

Ideally, testing is performed with the support of four test stations, one in

each zone beam (and thus also in a hemi beam), to verify that all interfaces

between units within the satellite switching system are working properly. The

presence of all four test stations also minimizes the command reconfigurations

required to test the entire SSTDMA subsystem. The two test stations in the

northern zone beams were used as both transmit and receive stations, while

the two test stations in the southern zone beams acted as receive stations only.

By using different configurations of the zone combination network known as

the INTELSAT V/V-A compatibility switches, one zone uplink signal could

appear at two of the zone inputs to the MSM at the same time. Thus, all points

of the MsM could he tested without the need for the southern stations to

transmit.

Several test configurations based on specific R-switch settings were used
to check out all rows of the MSM, given different DCL, interface logic, memory.
power supply, and TSO combinations. One example of an R-switch setting
used in the test is shown in Figure I I. For each test configuration, the DCc
memory was loaded with an ssrP; Figure 12 depicts the contents of this

memory.
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Figure I I. Example R-Switch Setting

The SSTP used for testing was designed so that, within a 2-Ins time period,
each row of the MSM is successively connected to all six downbeams at the
same time. Thus, a single Cw signal at one input row will appear simulta-
neously on all six downbeams once during the 2-ms cycle. The position of the
Cw signal in time during the 2-ms cycle will depend on the input row to which
the signal is applied. By using the R-switches and the INTELSAT V/V-A sparing
network, the signal can be routed to each of the 10 rows.
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DCU LOAD R-SW ucH CONFIG 2222712121

MEM SWITCH SW-OVER SUBST ERROR MFM SWITCH SW OVER SUBS, ERROR

AD1 DATA TIME STATE CORK ADD DATA TIME STATE CORK

IHEXI (FRAME IBINI IMIN) (HEX) (FRAME I81NI (BIN)

UNITS) UNITE,

0 FFFFFF 0 0 32 444444 968 0

1 000000 21 0 33 444444 996 0

2 777777 42 0 34 555555 1028 0

3 333333 63 0 35 555555 1056 0

4 666666 84 0 36 555555 1084 0

5 888886 105 0 37 555555 1112 0

6 999999 126 0 38 555555 1140 0

7 FFFFFF 147 0 39 555555 1168 0

8 000000 168 0 40 666666 1200 0

9 000000 201 0 41 666656 1228 0

10 000000 234 0 42 666666 1256 0

11 000000 267 0 43 666666 1284 0

12 000000 300 0 44 666666 1312 0

13 111111 340 0 45 666666 1340 0

14 111111 373 0 46 777777 1372 0

15 111111 406 0 47 777777 1400 0

16 111111 439 0 48 777777 1428 0

17 111111 472 0 49 777777 1456 0

16 222222 512 0 50 777777 1484 0

19 222222 545 0 51 777777 1512 0

20 222222 578 0 52 888866 1544 0

21 222222 611 0 53 868888 1572 0

22 222222 644 0 54 888888 1600 0

23 333333 684 0 55 888808 1628 0

24 333333 717 0 56 888888 1656 0

25 333333 750 0 57 888888 1684 0

26 333333 783 0 58 999999 1716 0

27 333333 016 0 59 999999 1744 0

28 444444 856 0 60 999999 1772 0

29 444444 884 0 61 999999 1800 0

30 444444 912 0 62 999999 1828 0

31 444444 940 0 63 999999 1856 0

Figure 12. Test SSTP Loaded in DCU Memory

The test stations located in the two hemispheric and four zone beams were
requested to photograph the test patterns observed for each test configuration.
using a logic analyzer or a digital oscilloscope. A sample of a measured test
pattern is provided in Figure 13. These data were returned by facsimile to
INTELSAT Headquarters where the correct response, and thus the correct op-
eration of the satellite's SSTD,MA subsystem, was verified in real time during
the test.

RF performance testing of the SS'1'11)FIL subsystem

In addition to the use of RE signals to verify the digital performance of the
SSTDMA subsystem, RE testing was also employed to verify RE performance of
the transponders used for SSTDMA service [9]. Even though the MSM provides
very rapid beam-connectivity switching, it was important that the quality of
the RE link not he sacrificed. The SSTDMA RE checkout was performed as part
of the payload TOT. Units such as the receivers, TWTAS, and SSPAS had been
tested for RE performance through the non-SS I EVA static switch matrix (SSM)
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Figure 13. Sample of Measured Test Pattern
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at an earlier stage of the payload 101'. Similar tests were conducted for the
SSI'DMA subsystem, but with the MSM instead of the ssM in-line.

Although the MsM is designed for rapid, repetitive beam connectivity switch-
ing, the RE measurements for the MsM were made in static mode, since the [FT
equipment was not designed to measure a time-bursted signal. This in no way
differed from the MSM's RE performance when operated in a non-static mode,
since the beam connections were static for the periods in which the bursted
signals were passed through those connections. In order to provide these static
connections, only memory location 0 was used. This was accomplished by
slaking the ISA equal to zero. Thus, only beam connectivity defined in the
first memory location (0) was processed by the ECU, resulting in a continuous
connection.

The MSM can simultaneously connect one uplink beam to as many as six
downlink beams. While this is desired during SSTDMA operation, it should be
avoided for the RE tests on the downlink. since, along with the desired mea-
surement signal, any unwanted cross-polarization signal will also he seen by
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the sensitive toT equipment. producing inaccurate measurements. Therefore,
only single-point connections were made through the MSvt; that is, one uplink

beam to one downlink beam.
The SSTDMA RE tests were specifically aimed at evaluating those units not

tested in the other payload RE IOTs, such as the MSM input R-switches and the
MsM itself. The MSM contains input amplifiers, solid-state modularized switch-
ing ports, and output trim pads. The input amplifiers and trim pads equalize
insertion loss between the various possible connections. This equalization was
one of the primary functions to be checked during the RE tests.

The measurement techniques were the same as those used during the non-
SSTDMA payload RF testing. and the parameters measured were saturation flux
density, equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRF), in-band frequency

response, gain-to-noise temperature ratio (G/T), and group delay response.

Since 60 different single-point connections are possible through each of the
two MSMS channels (1-2) and (3-4)], and each connection requires a unique
memory load, the spacecraft configuration commands required for the tests
were considerable. Further, the input R-switches had to he reconfigured a
number of times to ensure that each switch port was tested, and to provide
access to each of the 10 MsM input rows. However, the time required for the
commanding was greatly reduced by using predefined command queues sent

via the CCs system.

Redundancy Ihaudocer checkout

As with the other units on board the spacecraft, the SSTDMA system is
provided with redundant equipment and considerable flexibility to avoid per-
manent loss of service-carrying capability due to single-point failures 181. If a
unit fails completely, loss of service is likely to occur until a replacement unit
can be put on line. However, if a unit is exhibiting degraded service or only
partial failure and some traffic is still being carried, it is important to replace
the degraded units without bringing down the remaining traffic.
Reconfigurations may also he necessary for thermal- or power-balancing of
the payload. To ensure that traffic is maintained, a "hot switch" can be
performed to place a redundant unit (in powered standby mode) on line. Hot-
switching outages for TwTAS and other components are usually on the order of
I ms, which may he tolerable to some services. SSTDMA may see some
unique-word (Uw) losses during a hot switch, but a break in timing of approxi-
matcly I s must occur before bursts are disabled, and 2 s before the network
will fail. However, while switching a'I WTA on line is comparatively simple.
certain types of SSTDMA redundancy handovers are considerably more com-
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plicated, perhaps requiring the simultaneous execution of more than one

command.
The redundancy handover tests were performed while a simulated sSrDMA

network was being operated over the spacecraft, to ensure that the expected
handover outages were not exceeded. The types of handover tests are de-

scribed below.

IN I ERFACF. LOGIC HANDOVER

The interface logic is the means by which the DCU controls beam connec-
tivity within the MSM. This logic can be swapped with less than 25-ms RF loss
and requires only one command to he sent to the spacecraft. Each interface
logic unit has a buffer between it and the DCU, which allows switching with
minimal impact on the network as long as power is maintained to the buffer

during switching.

DCC II AN DOVER

The DCU handover process requires that both Dcus for the affected channel
be powered at the same time. The time that both units arc on must be mini-

mized, since extended power-on of both Deus is likely to violate spacecraft
thermal constraints. This requirement is complicated by the need to configure

the redundant DCU in the same manner as the on-line DCU, prior to its being

put on line. Many commands must be sent to the spacecraft in order to load
the DCL memory and set the ESA, ssc. and so forth. Once this is completed,
the actual DCC handover requires only one command to effect the synchro-
nized handover of the DCUS, with no impact on the network. However, since
the interface logic is now operating from the same power supply as the now
off-line DCU, the on-line power supply for the interface logic must be selected

before the off-line DCU can he powered down.

IN I IIRFACE LOGIC POWER HANDOV FR

This procedure is performed following the DCU handover. As previously
stated, the buffer between the DCU and the interface logic allows for hot
switching of the logic, as long as power is maintained to the buffers. However,
when switching power to an interface logic unit, the power cycling to the
buffers causes the new logic unit to be in a "random" state which prevents
proper operation of the MSM. This state can be cleared only by sending a
command to select the on-line DCU for the interface logic, A considerable
service outage could occur until the second command is sent to the spacecraft:
however, a solution was identified by SES staff. Both the Power Switch and
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DcU Select commands can he loaded to the spacecraft at the same time, one in
each of the two command ('Pus. By sending two consecutive command ex-
ecute tone pulses to the spacecraft, spaced 50 ins apart, the relative speed of
execution of the two CPUs can be eliminated. since one Dcu select command
will always occur after the Power Switch command. In this way, service can
he maintained throughout the power handover. After the procedure is com-
plete, the now oil line power supply and Dcu are turned off.

ROW RBD ND A NCY II AN DOVER

Although a 6 X 6 MSM is sufficient for SSTDMA operation, it 10 X 6 MSM

was provided or redundancy. If an input row fails, the R-switch network can

he reconfigured so that rows other than the failed row can he accessed. With

this reconfiguration, beams in other than the failed row may he redirected to

alternative rows. Since the loaded SSTP [napping reflects a particular R-switch

configuration, the currently loaded SSTP (napping will not be valid for any

other R-switch configuration. Therefore a new SSTP map must he generated

based on the new R-switch configuration.

To avoid considerable loss of service, the ss'rr memory loads must he
swapped simultaneously with the R-switch reconfiguration. Since (he memory
rotation and R-switch commands are not synchronized, the redundant DCL
must be used to perform row redundancy handovers. Because the Dui: for the
MsM is selected by the same command that reconfigures the R-switches, these
events are synchronized and traffic outage is avoided. The redundant DUE is
powered and loaded with it memory load reflecting the required R-switch
configuration. A command is then sent to the spacecraft to place this Dcu on
line, simultaneously reconfiguring the R-Switches. These two events are syn-
chronized such that it break of approximately 25 ms is experienced, which has
very little impact on the network. To prevent the need for it complete power
supply hanrlover, the originally on-line, now off-line, DCL is loaded with the
new connectivity plan and then reselected on line. The other DUE can then be

powered off.

TIMING SOERCIt OS(IILI.KrOR

Because the SSTDMA stations cannot tolerate the relatively large changes in
phase and frequency offsets between one onboard oscillator and another, hot-
switching of the TSOS is not admissible and therefore this function was not

tested.
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Sannnary and conclusions

The SSTDMA subsystems of five INIIELSA'r VI satellites were tested using
the approach described herein. Comparison of the test data with prelaunch
data has verified that, apart from some minor discrepancies, the on hoard
SSTDMA subsystems are functioning as expected. The spacecraft operational
experience has been very encouraging. The first overall system test took place
on December 14, 1990, when the first coordinated SSBTI' change was success-
fully performed involving the entire SSTDMA Atlantic Ocean Region traffic-
carrying network. Traffic was successfully maintained throughout the switch.
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Abstract

Satellite-switched time - division multiple access ( SSTDMA ) operates in conjunc-
lion with an onboard satellite switch that allows a traffic terminal to reach many
downheam coverage areas through only one upbcam. This flexibility reduces the
requirement for earth station equipment and allows more efficient use of the space
segment. The implementation plan for SSTDMA included extensive testing of the
system and careful planning for transition to service . Testing was performed at the
SSTDMA reference terminal equipment (SSRTE ) contractor ' s facility and at
SSRTE -equipped earth stations. The earth station tests involved the first - launched
INTELSAT VI satellite. the SSRTE with all supporting equipment. traffic terminal
simulators , and three fully functional traffic terminals at INTELSAT Signatory earth
stations. Success was achieved at each stage of testing . and the first SSTDMA network
was placed into service in May 1990, as planned.

Introduction

The INTELSAT VI satellites contain onboard switches in two transponder
banks (banks 1-2 and 3-4), each with six transponders: east and west hemis-
pheric; and northeast, southeast, northwest, and southwest zones. Each switch
can dynamically connect any of six upbeams with any of six downbcams in
each hank. Compared with fixed time-division multiple access (TDMA) used
over INTELSAT V/V-A, where each upbcam has a fixed connection to only one

523
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downbeam, the INTELSAT satellite-switched TDMA (SSTDMA) system on
INTELSAT vi allows an earth station to communicate through one upbeam to
many downbcams. This increases system flexibility and can reduce earth
station costs. Details regarding these onboard switches-their system impact,
specification, design, implementation. and testing-are given in References I
through 5.

It would have been prohibitively costly to design and manufacture com-
pletely new reference terminals for SSTDMA. Therefore, from late 1987 to late
1988, two spare sets of fixed TDMA reference terminal equipment (RTES) from
the initial TDMA implementation were modified in-plant by the manufacturer
into SSTDMA RTES (SSRTES). These first two SSRTES were tested extensively
in-plant for about 8 months at the module, system, and (simulated) SSTDMA
network levels. In mid-1989, when confidence in equipment performance
was attained, the first two SSRTES were shipped and installed at the Tanum,
Sweden, and Elam. West Virginia, earth stations. Further discussion of the
reference terminals may be found in Bedford et al. [6].

During the same time period, the INTELSAT Operations Center TDMA

Facility (IOCTF) and the INTELSAT Satellite Control Center (15cc) underwent

major modifications to accommodate SSTDMA operation. as discussed in Luz

et al. [7]. The new IoCrF for SSTDMA included a diagnostics subsystem,

described by Tamboli et cit. 181, to assist operators in identifying and correct-

ing network problems. The burst time plan (wTt') generation software was

completely redesigned for SSTDMA operation, as discussed by Mizuike et al.

191. This new software was available for test at the same time as the SSRTFs

and the new IodTF.

Thorough testing is an important element in the successful introduction of
a complex system. The number and variety of problems uncovered during
SSTDMA testing proved this concept. The approach taken for SSTDMA involved
the following:

• Testing of individual subsystems, followed by complete system tests.

• Testing of the system with nearly all conceivable network
configurations.

• Participation of two different manufacturer types of traffic terminals.

• Simulation of a range of network loads.

• Adherence to testing in an operational environment to the maximum
extent possible, using operational systems, databases, and procedures.

• Access to all necessary expertise and contractors during the test effort
in order to correct problems.

• Availability of adequate time to fully accomplish the test plan.
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Since the testing would he conducted using the first-launched INTELSAT vI
satellite (INTELSAT 602), which was temporarily located in an in-orbit test
(JOT) slot at 322°E, it was not possible to utilize the normal communications
antennas at any of the participating earth stations. Consequently. temporary
antennas and associated ground communications equipment (ace) had to he
arranged at the Etam and Tannin earth stations prior to the first tests.

The initiation of SSTDMA operation on the Atlantic Ocean Region (AOR)
335.5°E satellite was carefully planned to limit traffic interruption during the
transition from fixedEDMA to SSTDMA to less than 30 minutes. The transition
was a two-stage process. First, the fixed TDMA service from the AOR INTELSAT v
satellite was transferred to INTELSAT 602, Then, a few weeks later, fixed
TDMA was converted to SSTDMA. This approach simplified system transfer and
minimized risks because it reduced the complexity of the initial traffic transfer
between satellites and gave each earth station time to adjust RF performance
for the new satellite. During the initial period of SSTDMA operation. contin-
gency arrangements were identified to ensure continued service in the event of
SSTDMA system or satellite problems.

Test program

The SSTDMA test program was conducted in two separate phases: witnessed
in-plant tests and INTELSAT field tests. Figure I is a simplified flow diagram
of the overall test program.

During each test phase. each subsystem (SSRTE, satellite payload, INTELSAT
Headquarters Subsystem IIIQSJ, TDMA system monitor [TSMI, and SSTDMA
BTP [SSBTPI generation software) was tested first as an individual element,
using simulators where necessary to verify the interfaces with other elements
of the SSTDMA system. This was done to limit the scope and complexity
of testing needed to confirm that each subsystem operated according to
specification.

Witnessed in-plant rests

Throughout all phases of in-plant testing, INTELSAT stationed one system
engineer at the manufacturer's facility to witness formal and informal tests,
and to provide immediate response to any design- or test-related questions.
Figure 2 shows the equipment configuration for in-plant tests. All tests were
performed with an engineering model of the INTELSAT vi microwave switch
matrix (MSM), two SSRTES, and two TDMA traffic simulators (rrss). This
allowed simulation of a complete network, including the satellite payload.

The major new component in the SSRTE (compared with the RTE in fixed
TDMA) is the acquisition and synchronization unit (ASU), which synchronizes
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Sweden, earth stations using temporary antennas and GCE at each site. as
discussed above.

Figure 3 shows the various elements participating in the network test phase.
INTELSAT operators (AT&T and BTI, respectively) offered the use of spare
TDMA traffic terminals and antennas at Roaring Creek, Pennsylvania, and
Madley, U.K., thus making possible a realistic test of traffic terminal perfor-
mance. In addition to these real traffic terminals, a traffic terminal simulator
located at Etam could generate traffic bursts, but without any basehand
functions.

After successful testing of the individual subsystems, they were integrated
and tested as an entire system. The four major objectives of these on-site tests
were as follows:

SATELLITE
SWITCH

SIMULATOR
(a cH>

IF i IF

A" 1
SSRTE 2

IOCTF
SIMULATOR

ASU
SPE

CADC
DIAGNOSTICS

IF (4 CH)

Figure 2. In-Plant (Network) Teat Configuration

SSFDMA network timing with that of the satellite switch. Initial tests focused
on the performance of this unit, together with its associated monitor and
control unit (MCU). After confirming Asti performance, the SSRTE was tested
as a complete subsystem. using a simulator for the IOCTF functions. The final
series of tests involved two SSRTEs in a simulated network, using special test
time plans to verify operation under a range of network configurations and

loading.

IN'I'ELS \T field tests,

Following successful completion of in-plant tests, the SSRTE terminals were
moved to TDMA reference and monitoring stations (TRMSS) for testing over
satellite links. Contracts to provide TRMS service on the AOR 335.5°F SSTDMA
network had previously been placed with the Etam, West Virginia, and Tanum,

• To optimize the operational parameters of the Asti and verify the
clock (timing source oscillator [TSOI) correction algorithm.

• To verify compatibility among the elements of the system.

• To verify performance of the entire system, according to specifica-
tion, in a real (rather than simulated) network environment.

• To confirm the operational readiness of the system using real opera-
tional databases, real traffic terminals, and real operational
procedures.

These subsystem, ASU, payload, and system/network tests are discussed in
greater detail below.

SUBSYSTEM TESTS

The introduction of SSTDMA required extensive modifications to the TSM
software. Stand-alone tests were conducted for time-plan processing. mea-
surements and measurement display processing, operator interface, database
editor, data link interface, and operating system software.

The IIQS 191 consists of those components of the 1OCrE and iscc that
support SSTDMA operations. The IOCFF coordinates such critical functions as
sSBTP change, database management and distribution, and TSO frequency
correction [101. These functions were tested intensively under strict configu-
ration control at both the IOCTF and iScc [I I I to avoid affecting operational
systems already existing in these areas. As the central coordinator of SS EDMA
network operations, the HQS depends on reliable and efficient data transfer
between all elements of the system. Hence. a large portion of the testing was
focused on data flow management functions.
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A.SU OPII VII%A I ION

Before INTELSA I' 602 became available, fixed-connectivity transponders on
an IN'FELSAT V satellite. together with the engineering model of the MsM
located at Tannin earth station. were used for ASU acquisition and synchroni-
zation tests. The optimum operational parameters for the ASU were deter-
mined, and the algorithm or TSO correction [101 was verified.

INTELSAT VI SST'IDM,\ PAY LOAD'II STS

Following the launch of INTELSAT 602. basic verification of the ssTDMA
payload was performed during the satellite [OT [111.1121. In these tests, con-
tinuous-wave (Cw) signals were transmitted and received in all the coverage
areas of the INTELSA'r VI SSTDMA payload. A specific switch state time plan
(SSTP) was loaded into the distribution and control unit (DCC) memory on
board the satellite [4]. and each receiving earth station compared its received
burst cw pattern with the expected pattern. The lot also included tests of the
teleconunanding and telemetry functions of the SSTDMA payload.

SYS I I'M AND -NETWORK' 1 ITS I'S

To simplify the initial test plan and avoid delays in the schedule after

INTELSAT 602 became available, the test teams at Etam and Tanutn indepen-

dently performed compatibility tests between the SSRTI1 and the satellite pay-

load. The satellite was configured by the ISCC with a simple satellite SSTP

containing only those switch states necessary for metric burst and reference

burst acquisition and synchronization. The basic SslrrL timing functions were
then verified.

Following these separate SSRTE tests, the SSTP was modified to allow both
SSRTES to operate in the normal master primary reference terminal (MPRT) and
secondary reference terminal (SRT) relationship. The system was exercised
with the benchmark time plans and configurations used during in-plant SSRTE
testing, to check network functions such as startup, acquisition and synchroni-
zation, SSRTE role change, SSBTP change, and other control protocols. As tests
progressed and confidence in compatibility between the SSRTE and the satel-
lite increased, a TTS at Etam was introduced to assume the role of the traffic
terminals in each time plan. During this phase. the new data communications
system linking the HQS and the SSRTES was integrated and verified. Testing
concentrated on basic functions such as passing application-level messages
between the SSRTE and the HQS.

At this point, the Madley and Roaring Creek traffic terminals joined the
network, and tests were conducted using time plans produced by the SSBTP
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generation software. The following standard set of network functions was

tested for each time plan:

• Network startup, both remotely from the IOCTF and locally at the
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allowed integration and testing of the complete operational SSTDMA system.
Approximately 30 time plans were generated by the SSHTP software and used
to progressively stress-test the system by varying the network parameters, as
follows:

SSRTES

• Coordinated SSBTP changes • From I to 54 defined traffic terminals

• Uncoordinated SSTP changes (for non-time-critical reconfiguration of • From 2 to 12 transponders per network

the SSTDMA payload) • Between I and 4 connectivities in each terminal acquisition and syn-

• TSO frequency corrections chronization (TAS) group

• Terminal acquisition and synchronization • Up to 4 TAS groups

• t Qs data transfer and monitoring

• Effects of swept and cw interference

• TSM functions

• Distribution of time plans from t-QS

• Diagnostic processor functions.

Other specific tests performed included the effects of redundancy handover
in the SSTDMA payload of the satellite 1111, minimum guard times between
bursts. extremes of clock/Doppler drift, and traffic terminal equipment switch-
over. In all configurations, traffic was exchanged between the two traffic
terminals, and bit error rate (HER) measurements were taken to assess base-

band performance.
The AOR 335.5°E startup and follow-on operational time plans were tested

at length, with full participation of the traffic terminals. The testing also
included a stability test lasting 3 to 4 days at the end of the test period. The
Madley and Roaring Creek traffic terminals, and the TTS at Elam, assumed the
roles of all terminals defined in the east and west hemi and the northeast and
northwest zone beams. For each terminal, acquisition and synchronization
protocols were exercised, SSRTE promotion procedures were verified, and
SSBTP changes between startup and follow-on time plans were performed. A
preliminary version of the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) 60°E startup time plan
was tested in a similar manner. However, because the ]OR east reference beam
is in the southeast zone instead of the northeast zone, this time plan could be

tested with only one SSRTE in the west.

Test results

The subsystems making up the SSTDMA system were tested first as stand-
alone elements under simulated conditions to prove the basic operation of
each subsystem. Subsequent on-site tests over a period of almost 5 months

• From I to 4 acquisition tables

• Between I and 27 defined terminals per acquisition table

• Single and dual control and delay channel (CDC) operation

• Immune and nonimmune network configurations

• Dual channel bank operation

• Metric bursts in I or 2 banks.

During the course of testing, numerous problems were identified and re-
solved in the various subsystems . In the SSRTE , 51 action items were identified
for the ASU, signal processing equipment (SPE), and MCU subsystems; 44 for
the control and display console (CADC) subsystem in the SSRTE; and 32 for the
TSM. Successful regression and stability testing concluded the on -site test
period, and preparations for transition to an operational network began with a
very high degree of confidence.

Traffic terminal experience gained iron, tenting

Apart from the specific comments presented below, from a traffic terminal
operator's viewpoint the fixed TOMA and SSTDMA terminals perform identically.

HER tests between Roaring Creek and Madley showed good results, with
HERS of 8.8 X 10-10 received at Madley and zero errors at Roaring Creek
(averaged over approximately 2 weeks). During SSBTP changes, no degrada-
tion in HER was observed across the change. HER tests on the traffic portion of
principal bursts from Madley (received at Madley) also showed excellent
results.

The staff at Roaring Creek encountered some difficulty in configuring the
traffic terminal related to principal burst mapping. Unlike fixed TDMA, in
SSTDMA the principal burst has one suhburst with only one traffic channel
assigned to it. This principal burst is used by the reference terminals for traffic
terminal acquisition and synchronization support. Since the single traffic channel
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is not intended for use, it should not be mapped to a physical terrestrial
interface module (TIM). The Roaring Creek terminal would not accept a con-
densed time plan/master time plan (tTP/MTP) without a receive destination tor
the principal burst. In addition, the terminal would not accept a new SSBTP
with fewer maps than the current SSBTP. Both of these problems were cor-
rected easily: the first by manually assigning a dummy destination to the
principal burst, and the second by creating additional dummy maps. Both
problems are unique to one traffic terminal type, and these simple workaround
procedures were documented and made available to other traffic terminal

use's.
Two uses of the principal burst for in-service performance monitoring have

been suggested. First. by linking a TIM or a I20-Mbit/s BER tester to the traffic
portion of the principal burst and comparing it to the looped-back return burst,
individual terminal performance can he locally assessed. Second. if all traffic
terminals were required to transmit an identical pseudorandom hit sequence,
and the TSM were equipped to decode such a sequence, rapid fault isolation
would be possible. Both suggestions are worthy of further consideration.
Since the principal burst is broadcast to both SSRTes, a traffic terminal may
see a loopback of its own principal burst if the terminal is located in and can
access the reference bearns. Traffic terminals in nomeference beams will not
have this capability. During the SSTDMA tests. Madley was located in the
reference beams and used this feature successfully as a guide to traffic termi-
nal performance. Other traffic terminal operators situated in reference beams
may also wish to use this feature.

In SS rDNIA, all terminals are acquired by "sequential acquisition," whereas

in fixed TDMA parallel acquisition is also used. As a result, .ssroua takes

longer to acquire all of the traffic terminals than would fixed TDMA. This

depends on the number of terminals in the network and the number of termi-

nals sharing a particular common acquisition window (cnw). As an example,

in the AOR SSTDMA network where eight terminals share one cAw, a terminal

may be acquired in a minimum of 3 s or a maximum of 107 s.

During fail-safe SSBTP change tests, the Madley operators reported a previ-
ously unseen problem which appears to be specific to one type of terminal. A
fail-safe ss8'II, change is a contingency procedure invoked by the MPRT when
it detects a change in satellite connectivity after issuing an SSBTP Change
Cancel command. In this case, the MPRT forces an NSBTP change in the ground
terminals. The time between the instant of connectivity change in the satellite
and the instant of successful fail-safe SSBTP change is approximately 2 s.
During this interval, a traffic terminal may detect some receive bursts as
missing due to the connectivity change in the satellite. Madley noted that a
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TIM associated with a missing burst and configured for digital noninterpolated
(DNI) operation reacts to loss of the unique word by declaring an Alarm
Indication signal (AIS) for the DNI channels. When the SSBTP change occurs
and the burst number associated with the TIM changes, the AIS takes about
I I minutes to clear under control of a background software task in the traffic
terminal. The condition is operator-correctable if it is recognized.

SSIRTP generation observations

One question investigated during testing of the operational SSBTP for the
OR 60°E network was whether traffic terminals required reference bursts in

all receive transponders. or could operate correctly with reference bursts in the
control (timing and reference) transponder only. Operation in such a configu-
ration had never been tested. The results indicated that the traffic terminals
require reference bursts only in the control transponder. This feature has been
used to improve the space segment efficiency of the [OR SSTDMA network.

Generating the various test and operational smut Ps significantly increased
knowledge of the capabilities and limitations of the highly complex SSBTP
generation software. It was concluded that, rather than producing an ssnTP for
maximum frame efficiency (which was the original design goal), a tradeoff
was necessary to minimize the number of TIMs required at the traffic termi-
nals, since this is a significant cost item for users. Further modifications are
being made to the SSBTP software to provide additional flexibility and effi-
ciency in this area.

In several of the time plans, the acquisition window was reduced from the
nominal duration of 2,048 to 1,024 symbols. to test the feasibility of reducing
acquisition window size in progressing from one time plan to the next. By
using smaller acquisition windows, frame overhead can be reduced. No prob-
lems were noted in acquisition for either the ranging or prediction methods of
determining satellite position.

Overall system performance

Tests with interfering carriers proved that SSTDMA has greater network
resilience than fixed TDMA. In interference-immune configurations, only bursts
in the interfering upbeam and in the downbeams into which the interfering
carrier was switched sustained outages. As expected, the network remained
operational. In interference-nonimmune configurations, the network went into
survival mode, restarting automatically without operator intervention at the
SSRTES upon removal of the interfering carrier.

During testing with traffic terminals, it was noted that the selective do not
transmit (SDNTx) control function ofSSTDMA differs from that for fixed TDMA
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in that it is invoked only when the principal burst is declared lost by the
reference station, and is not invoked by the loss of other nonprincipal traffic
bursts. Thus it was not possible to inhibit the transmission of specific nonprin-
cipal bursts by using .SDNTX messages. In response to a suggestion from the
Madley traffic terminal staff, the SSRPE5 and HQs were modified to allow
manual transmission of SDNTX as desired. This feature was successfully tested.

One major upgrade introduced as part of the ssTDMA program was re-

vised computer communications protocols between the HQS and the SSRTES.

Data links were changed to use a standard link protocol, and were success

fully tested. As a result, the reliability of data transmission has improved

significantly.
Tests of the diagnostic subsystem under simulated or real network anoma-

lies resulted in correct diagnoses by the expert system diagnostic processor 18]

in the 1ocTE.
Although not directly related to initial in-plant or on-site SSTDNIA testing,

an interesting result of later ssTDMA testing from the Clarksburg earth station
concerned the performance of SSTDMA using inclined-orbit satellites. The tests
utilized the ability to offset the onboard Iso frequency of the INTELSAT 604
satellite to simulate a range change, as would he experienced under inclined-
orbit conditions. After minor SSRTE modifications by the manufacturer, cor-
rect operation of SSTDMA was verified over range and range rate changes
equivalent to a frame movement of more than 8 symbol/s. This is equivalent

to a satellite inclination of more than 2°.

Operational configurations

The two fixed TDMA networks, operating over satellites at orbital locations
AMR 335.5°E and IOR 60°E, had similar operational configurations. Traffic
over both networks was predominately thick-route east-west/west-east. Fol-
lowing the transition of these networks to SSTDMA operation, the configura-
tions have become quite different. The AOR network still carries mainly thick-
route traffic between North America and Europe, but now also incorporates
traffic between these regions and Africa. The IOR network. on the other hand,
has evolved into a thin-route, high-connectivity network serving a large num-
ber of traffic terminals, which takes advantage of the features of the ssTDMA
system. There arc emTently no plans to convert the remaining fixed TDMA
network on the Atlantic Ocean Region 342°F satellite to SSTDMA.

;Atlantic Ocean Region

In the AOR, fixed TDMA operation was introduced in 1986 in a two-zone
transponder configuration on an INTELSAT V-A satellite at 335.5°E. The west
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zone transponder provided coverage for traffic terminals in the U.S. and
Canada, while the east zone transponder provided coverage for five traffic
terminals in Europe (i.e., in France, Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, and the
United Kingdom). All traffic connections were from east to west. or vice
versa, with no loopback traffic within the same zone beam transponder.

The zone beams of INTELSAT V-A do not cover countries in Africa. Includ-

ing such users would have required allocating hemispheric beam transponders

to the fixed TDMA network, which was not possible because of the very heavy

demand on the hemispheric beam transponders to meet non- IDMA service

requirements. Further, since potential users in Africa needed to communicate

with both Europe and North America, three hemispheric transponders (two

configured cast/west and one configured east/east) would have been necessary

to meet traffic requirements on the fixed TDMA network over an INTELSAT v-A

satellite. The additional IF and RE equipment required for reference and traffic

terminals would not have been justifiable for the resulting traffic levels and

transponder fill factors.

Deployment of an INTELSAT VI satellite to 335.5°F. and introduction of
SSTDMA on that satellite, resolved the dilemma. First, in addition to the north-
west and northeast zone beams, the southeast zone beam on INTESAT VI
provides coverage of Africa [31,1 141, thus enabling potential users such as
Kenya, Nigeria, and South Africa to join the TDMA community. Second, no
additional IF, RE, or transponder-hopping equipment is required by existing
reference and traffic terminals, even though the number of zone transponders
in the network increases from two to three. Finally, the dynamic switching
capability of the SSTDMA system can accommodate traffic from Europe to
Africa with the same IF and RE equipment as is used for carrying traffic to
North America.

Figure 4 shows the configuration of the startup SSETE for the AOR 335.5°E
network. In addition to existing terminals in the fixed TDMA network, the
Kenya traffic terminal which accesses the southeast zone transponder is also
included. Other traffic terminals in Africa will join the ssTDMA network in the
future. It should be noted that because of the limited number of transpon-
ders in this network, there is only one reference beam pair, and thus an
interference-immune configuration is not possible.

Indian Ocean Region

Fixed TDMA operation in the IOR was introduced in 1985 on an INTELSAT V
satellite in a two-hemispheric-beam transponder configuration. In 1988. the
network was expanded to four transponders through inclusion of west and
east zone transponders. In anticipation of network expansion, certain users
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Figure 4. LNTELSAT Vl at 335.5°f (AOR)

procured additional IF, RF, and transponder-hopping equipment which enabled
them to operate in both the hemispheric and zone transponders. However,
other users, for economic reasons, decided not to equip themselves for opera-
tion in more than one transponder. Because of the resultant heavy loading in
the hemispheric transponders and the inability of the fixed TDMA system to
dynamically connect users in the hemispheric beams to those in the zone
beams, not all users desiring TDMA links could he accommodated. Specifi-
cally, four traffic terminals in Asia equipped only for the east zone transpon-
der could not communicate with two terminals in Europe equipped only for
the west hemispheric transponder. As with the AOR fixed TDMA network, all
the traffic in the Ion fixed TDMA network was east to west, or vice versa, with

no loopback traffic.
Generating the startup [OR SSBTP was a challenging task that involved a

number of iterations with the [OR TDMA users. The startup traffic initially
forecast by users for year-end 1991 exceeded 9,000 bearer channels, which
was considerably higher than anticipated. The relatively high level of loop-
back traffic to he introduced, together with increased east/west traffic, meant
that additional transponders would be required, particularly to cover the cast.
The initial traffic forecast also included a relatively large number of small
links, which correspondingly increased the number of subbursts and TIMs

required. In addition, in order to cover traffic terminals in the Middle East, the

INTELSAT vi northeast zone beam had to be included in the SSTDMA network.

In the [OR configuration of the INTELSAT VI satellite, the northeast zone beam

is almost entirely outside the coverage area of the east hemispheric beam 1141;

therefore, inclusion of this beam in the network would affect development of

the SSBTP in terms of both control and the overall number of subbursts.

To accommodate the initial forecast of 9,000 bearer channels, a prelimi-
nary SSBTP was developed based on a 10-transponder configuration that also
included the bank 1'-2' hemispheric transponders of the IN I FISAT vl satellite.
Although these transponders do not have satellite-switched connectivity, they
can be used in a fixed easUwest connectivity as part of the overall SSBTP. It
was necessary to include these transponders, since the two hemispheric tran-
sponders in hank 3-4 which have satellite-switched capability were unavail-
able due to non-TDMA service requirements. The preliminary SSBTP that was
developed called for more IF, RE, and transponder-hopping equipment than
users could procure in the time available before initiation of SSTDMA in the
OR. In addition, the number of TIMs required was considerably higher than

users expected. Accordingly, users submitted revised (lower) TDMA traffic
forecasts. In a parallel effort to reduce the number of TJMS, INTELSAT
reviewed the subburst-forming algorithms of the SSBTP generation software
and made some refinements which, together with greater familiarity with the
use of the SSBTP software, resulted in generation of an SSBTP that was accept-
able to the users.

To accommodate the revised startup traffic forecast, the ioR SSTDMA net-
work had an eight-transponder configuration, with six transponders in hank
1-2 and two in bank 3-4. Figure 5 depicts the network configuration. Since
there were three reference beam pairs, an interference-immune configuration
was possible. To reduce overhead, all traffic terminals were controlled in
bank 1-2 and there was no TAS region or reference bursts in bank 3-4. The
additional frame space in bank 3-4 could then be used to accommodate more
traffic. The startup SSBTP for the OR included 25 traffic terminals and accom-
modated approximately 7,500 hearers which, with a digital circuit multiplica-
tion gain of 4, equates to more than 30,000 voice channels. The number of
traffic subbursts (and thus TIMS) required in the network was approximately 115.

Introduction of SSTDMA in the IOR overcame the connectivity difficulties
mentioned above since all terminals in the east, whether equipped for hemi-
spheric or zone beam operation, can correspond with any terminal in the west.
Loopback traffic can also be accommodated without additional IF or RE equip-
ment, although additional TIMS are required. While a key feature of the SSTDMA
system is its ability to accommodate traffic in any connectivity without
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Figure 5. INTELSAT VI at 60°E (IOR)

additional IF and RF equipment. experience gained to date in developing
SSBTPs for the IOR indicates that the cost of additional TIMS can only be
justified when the amount of traffic added with each additional connectivity is

large.

Transition to SSTD6fA operation

The transition from fixed TDMA to SSTDMA operation on INTELSAT 602 at
AOR 335.5°E was planned in great detail, and included the provision of contin-

gency arrangements.

Contingency arrangements

Prior to cutover to SSTDMA on the AOR 335.5°E satellite, a contingency

plan was developed to allow reversion to fixed TDMA operation in the unlikely

event that serious problems were encountered with SSTDMA. This plan main-

tained all four fixed- TDMA RTE systems in "hot standby" for 5 months until a

spare INTELSAT v1 satellite was available in that region. Two of these backup

RTES were then dismantled, leaving one RTE in each beam to support fixed

TDMA.
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A fixed TDMA network with two RTES has no RTE site redundancy. which

could theoretically result in reduced traffic availability. However, it was be-

lieved that several months of experience with SSTDMA operations would make

any return to fixed TDMA both highly unlikely and of relatively short duration,

possibly during an emergency engineering upgrade to the SSRTES. In addition.

this contingency scheme released two RTE systems for upgrade and relocation

as part of the overall transition plan to implement the second SSTDMA network

in the OR. This two-RTE-fixed TDMA backup was maintained until I year after

cutover to SSTDMA operation.

For the IOR 60°E SSTDMA network, a full four-RI E fixed TDMA backup was
maintained until the spare INTELSAT v1 satellite became available in that
region at 63°F, in May 1992.

Fortunately, these contingency arrangements did not have to be employed.

Further, from a practical aspect, the decision to revert to fixed TDMA would

not necessarily have been easy, even with contingency plans in place. It would

have been necessary to consider many factors, particularly the reduced capac-

ity and connectivity between the SSTDMA and fixed TDMA backup configura-

tions. This was especially true in the ]OR network, but even in the simpler AOR

case, where a fixed TDMA backup time plan had been generated with basehand

assignments similar to those of the operational SS IDMA time plan, a reversion

would have resulted in the loss of traffic terminals in the southeast zone beam

(Africa), and their links with all correspondents. Thus, any decision to revert

would have had to carefully weigh the certain traffic losses and considerable

coordination required against whatever system problems were being experi-

enced in SSTDMA.

Cutover to the traffic.

As mentioned previously, the transition to SSTDMA on the AOR 335.5°E
satellite was a two-phase process. The first phase-the transfer of existing
fixed TIBIA service from INTELSAT 510 to INTELSAF 602-was accomplished
on April 28, 1990. This approach allowed IF/RF link optimization with the new
satellite, which would otherwise have complicated the SSTDMA cutover.
IN rEISAT Vi has different performance characteristics which required uplink
and downlink gain changes at all reference and traffic terminals. In the fixed
TDMA networks, traffic terminals had operated at a transponder input backoff
of approximately 7 dB below the reference burst level. This provided protec-
tion to the reference bursts in case of traffic burst overlap, while still allowing
good basehand performance. In SSTDMA, protection of the reference bursts is
inherent in the system architecture, so traffic burst signal levels could he
increased to operate at nominally the same level as the reference bursts.
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Prior to the fixed rDMA transfer on April 28, all terminals adjusted uplink
and downlink gains as determined by TOT data for INTEI.SA'r VI. The satellite
mSM and associated support systems were programmed for the fixed connec-
tivity necessary for fixed TDMA. The service transfer was a relatively straight-
forward satellite transfer. The "pass in the night" (PIN) method was followed
by link measurements and equalization adjustments using the burst mode link
analyzer (BMLA) to restore correct performance at the reference stations.

Procedures for the transition to SS TDMA were initiated 2 weeks before
cutover, with transmission of the SSTDMA time plan from the IOCTE to all
traffic terminals, and transmission of the various operational databases to the
SSRTEs at Tanum and Etam. A few hours prior to cutover, the ISCC loaded the

operational SSTI' into the off-line DCU memory on board INTELSAT' 602 and
prepared the necessary command queues for memory rotation. New satellite
position data (necessary for terminal acquisition) were generated, loaded into

the IOCTE, and transmitted to the SSRI Es.
One hour prior to cutover, the IoCTF began contacting all traffic terminals

to ensure readiness for transition. Conference calls were established with the

tour reference stations, and the RTES at Tanum and Etam were instructed to

cease operation (the fixed TDMA network continuing with only the Ber4enay

and Mill Village Rtes). Tanum and Elam then began reconfiguring the refer-

ence stations for SSTDMA operation. This entailed the relocation of host station

alarm interfaces, equalizer units, and IF cables from the RTE to the SSRTE

system.
Since a synchronous BTP change was not possible between the fixed TDMA

and SSTDMA time plans, it had originally been intended that all traffic termi-
nals would manually load the new database upon deliberate failure of the
fixed TDMA network, and then reacquire in the SSrDMA system. However, it
was discovered that in one type of traffic terminal design this loading process
could take a considerable amount of time. Because Etam used this type of
terminal and was effectively carrying the majority of traffic on this network, it
was decided to force an automatic traffic rearrangement at Etun, resulting in
an immediate switch of foreground and background databases, and thus elimi-
nating the delay which would otherwise have been incurred.

One minute prior to termination of the fixed TDMA network. after confirm-
ing readiness at the Elam traffic terminal (BTP change interlock disabled), the
Bergenay reference station initiated a traffic rearrangement countdown se-
quence. Etam confirmed that the databases had switched and the terminal was

ready for startup of SSTDMA.
At 0001 Universal Time Coordinated (UrC) on May 19, 1990, Bercenay

reference Station terminated the fixed TDMA network by ceasing transmission
of the controlling reference burst. The ISCC was immediately instructed to
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rotate memories to place the SSTP on-line in the satellite; the Tanum and Elam
SSRTEs connected receive and transmit chains; and, upon confirmation, SS TDMA
network startup was initiated from the IocTr'. After startup of the Tanum and
Etam SSRTES was complete, terminal acquisition commenced and all terminals
were acquired within 4 minutes, except for one station which came up at 0017
UTC (the delay being due to the time required for manual loading of the new
database in that terminal).

While the IOCTE verified baseband operation with each traffic terminal,
some basic SSRTE tests were performed. such as role changes and reacquisitions
to confirm network operation under SSRIE failure conditions.

Within 2 hours after the startup of SSTDMA, correct operation of the TSM,
IOCIF monitoring functions, diagnostic processor functions, and orderwire
circuits had been confirmed. The satellite payload had also been configured
for normal redundant operation, with a copy of the operational ssrP loaded in
the off -line DCU memory. Apart from some minor baseband mapping discrep-
ancies which were quickly resolved at the respective traffic terminals, only
one major traffic problem was experienced. This was a loss of all baseband
traffic at one station. On-site engineers from the traffic terminal manufacturer
identified this as a local fault with new digital speech interpolation equipment
and were able to restore service after approximately 14 hours.

Transition to Ss roMA in the ]OR was initiated in late 1991 with the begin-
ning of system tests using the Beijing, China, and Raisting. Germany, SSRTE
facilities. Transition was completed and SSTDMA operation commenced on
January 31, 1992.

SSTDMA operational experience

SSTDMA has been operating for approximately 30 months on the AOR
335.5°E satellite, and for about 10 months on the Ion 60°E satellite. Both
networks have operated according to specification, without any system- or
SSRTE-related problems. This success can he credited to the overall system
design. together with the extensive preoperational testing and debugging.

Based on data collected since the beginning of fixed TDMA operation, the
average traffic availability from 1985 to 1990 was 99.9 percent. With the
additional interference immunity of the SSRTE and immune network configu-
rations, it is expected that SSTDMA will achieve an even greater availability in
the long term. Current experience indicates a similar availability for SSTDMA
as for fixed TDMA.

Three coordinated SSBTP changes have been performed: in December 1990
and April 1992 on the AOR 335.5°E network; and in July 1992 on the ]OR 60°E
network. TSO corrections are performed, on average, once every 2 weeks.
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The payload presents another potential failure point. One uncertainty is the
occurrence of multiple bit-flips in the SSTDMA payload (specifically, in the
DCU memory, which defines the switching sequence and connectivities), which
could affect network operation. Payload monitoring on the operational
INTELSAT VI satellites has shown an average of 10 single hit-flips per month
for the on-line DcU memory (containing an operational SSTP with a last state
address I LSAT of 16), and an average of 40 per month for all memory locations
in the off-line DCU memory. Single hit-flips are automatically corrected and
do not affect traffic. However. this frequency of occurrence is higher than was
originally predicted for radiation effects at a geostationary orbit, possibly due
to the current extremely high radiation levels and the inaccuracy inherent in
estimates of the effect of radiation on semiconductor devices. In any event,
only one multiple bit-flip has been detected. This occurred in October 1992,
causing the temporary loss of three traffic terminals on the IOR 60°E network
until a rotation of the DCU memories was commanded. A more detailed
discussion of multiple bit-flips and the October 1992 event will he provided

when current studies are completed.
Operational experience has highlighted the importance of network moni-

toring, particularly in the nonreference beams, to diagnose burst anomalies
and provide some qualitative measurement of link performance. Nonreference
diagnostic equipment 181 will help to fulfill this monitoring requirement when
it is deployed at collocated traffic terminals in the nonreference beams of the

AOR and ]OR networks in 1993.
Operational procedures and network support will continue to he improved

as knowledge is gained through events such as SSBTP changes, TSO correc-
tions. and network anomalies. Potential enhancements have already been iden-
tified, particularly in the IOC'rE. IsCC, and diagnostic subsystem areas, to
improve day-to-day operation and monitoring. Examples of such enhance-
ments include provision of additional telemetry alarms to the diagnostics
processor to aid in payload fault diagnosis; display of intermediate accumu-
lated phase values to aid in monitoring TSO correction functions; and modifi-
cations to the user interface on the diagnostics processor. This type of adap-
tive maintenance activity is expected to continue over the life of the system, as

operational and user requirements evolve.
The fixed TDMA/SSTDMA simulation facility at INTELSAT Headquarters

has been upgraded by the installation of a complete SSRTE. The fixed TDMA
system relied heavily on network simulation for BTP verification, as well as
for testing of system upgrades and RTE modifications. The upgraded facility
will be used in a similar way to support SSTDMA. Experience has shown that
pre-testing of all upgrades or configuration changes prior to network imple-
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mentation saves the network from traffic outages and improves overall system
availability. The simulation facility is also used for training INTELSAT and
reference station staff.

Snnsmary

The successful implementation of SSTDMA has been traced through the
preparatory stages of planning, subsystem-level equipment testing, earth sta-
tion facility integration, and system testing. This was followed by verification
of SSTDMA network operation over INTELSAT 602, and finally by the transition
to operation in the AOR on May 19, 1990, over the satellite at 335.5°E.
Transition to SSTDMA over the 60°E INTEI.SAT VI satellite occurred shortly
thereafter. Subsequent operation continues to be highly successful.
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La conception du systenee At11RT•CS d'1NTELSAT
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Sonunaire

Le systeme INTELSAT d'accds multiple par repartition clans le temps aver com-

mutation it bord du satellite (AMRT-CS), qui a vu Ie jour fors de la mise on service de

la sdrie do satellites INTELSAT VI, est le systeme de tdlecommunications commerciales

le plus avancd an monde. Du (ant qu'il permet une commutation dynamique entre

laisceaux it bord du satellite, sa muse on oeuvre a necessitd d'importantes modifications

dons Ic systeme do gestion de reseau utilise pour ('AMRT Ike de la generation

INTELSAT V. lout en minimisant ('impact stir les tenninaux de traffic existants. Pour

assurer to rdglagc du synchronisme entre le commutateur embarque et to systeme

AMRT, ('installation AMRT du Centre d'exploitation d'INTELSAT (IOCTF) or le

Centre de contr8le des satellites INTELSAT (ISCC) sent devenus des elements de

gestion actits du systeme AMRT-CS. Cot article donne one vue it ensemble de cc

dcrnicr or ddcrit Ice principaux elements du systeme de gestion, Les modifications de la

conception de ('architecture de la trame AMRT, Ia repartition des paquets dans la

trams pour assurer la gestion du reseau, et, entre autres, les procedures de gestion du

reseau utilisees pour la commande de I'oscillateur emharqud et to changement de plan

do trams.

La station de reference et de surveillance AMRT-CS
d'1NTE►SAT

R. BEDFORD, A. BERNTZEN, J. A. LUNSFORD, Y. 1SHI,

H. NAKAMURA 5T T. KIMURA

Sommaire

Cet article decrit I'equipement dans chaque station do reference et de surveillance
du systeme INTELSAT d'acces multiple par repartition dans le temps avec commuta-
tion it bord du satellite (AMRT-CS) it 120 Mbitls. Cet dquipement se compose d'un
organe d'acquisition et de synchronisation (ASU), qui est charge d'acquerir et de
maintenir la synchronisation as cc la sequence de commutation it bord du satellite, d'un
appareil de traitement en temps 'del du signal numdriquc pour ]'execution des fonctions
de gestion du reseau, d'un pupitre de commande et de visualisation charge d'etablir les

interfaces avec l'operateur et I' installation AMRT clu Centre d'exploitation d'INTELSAT
(IOCTF), or de I'organe de surveillance du systeme INTELSAT, qui est charge des
mesures on temps reel du signal analogique du paquet. Cc( equipement est one version
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N la interlaz del ISCC con In IOCTF. Se disenten [as funciones y procedimientos
enlplcados on el ISCC para generar seeuencias de telemandos con que ejecutar Ins
diversos canlbios on el plan de asignacit)n do rafagns. y para controlar cl oscilador de it
bordo con el que esth sincronizada la temporazaei6n del sistema SSTDMA.

Einplazamiento, prneba y transition a In operacltin

del sistemn SSTDMA de INTELSAT

C. L. KULLMAN, S. J. SMITH, K. P. CHACDHRY, R. BEDFORD,

P. W. ROACH. P. NETHERSOLE Y G. J. BURNS

Abstracts

El sislema de acceso multiple por distribution on cl tienlpo con conmutacion a

bordo del satelite (SSTDMA) funciona en combinacibn con tin conmutador it bordo del

satclite que le permite a una terminal do trdfico alcanzar muchas zonas de cohertura de

los hates descendentes por medio de no soto haz ascendente . Esta ftexibilidad reduce

el equipo de estacion terrena necesario y facilita of use mss eficiente del segmento

espacial. El plan de introduccirin para el SSTDMA incluyo pruebas extensas del

sistema y una cuidadosa planificacion para electuar la transition al servicio. Las

pruebas se hicieron en la plants del contratista del equipo de terminal do referencia

SSTDMA (SSRTE ) yen eslaciones terrenas equipadas con SSRTE . Las pruebas on las

cstaciones terrenas se hicieron a travcs del primer satelite INTELSAT VI lanzado. cl

SSRTE con lodo el equipo de apoyo. simuladores de tenninales de trdfico y tres

terminates de trdfico totalmenle operativas en estaciones terrenas de Signatarios de

INTELSAT. Todas las etapas de ]as pruebas conciuyeron satisfactorianente y la

primera red SSTDMA entro en servicio en mayo de 1990 , tat como estaba planeado.
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List of Acronyms

ACC alarm and control consolidation (system)

ACI acquisition cycle interval

ACTP abridged condensed time plan

ADCS attitude determination and control system
AIS alarm indication signal
AOR Atlantic Ocean Region

ART'M Automated Reasoning Tool (software)
ASCII American National Standard Code for Information

Interchange

ASU acquisition and synchronization unit
AT acquiring terminal

AT&T American Telephone and Telegraph Company

BER bit error rate

BMLA burst mode link analyzer

BNR burst not received

BR burst received
BS blind slot
BSS burst service slot
BTI British Telecom International
BTP burst time plan
BTR bit timing recovery
CADC control and display console
CAP command assistance program
CAW common acquisition window
CBTR carrier and bit timing recovery

CCITT International Telephone and Telegraph Consultative
Committee

CCS command coordination system
CDC control and delay channel
CFE cumulative frequency error
CH channel
CM change manager
CN current normal
C/N carrier-to-noise ratio

CPM clock phase measurement

CPR clock phase reporting

CPRI clock phase reporting interval

CPU command processing unit

CR carrier recovery
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CSI

CTCA

CTP

CITE

CW

D/A
DCME
DCU
DDI
DEC
DELNI
DES
DIRT

DIMS
DNI
DNTX
DOPI
UP
DPP

DPTP

DR

DRTP

DSI

EBP

EDS

EH

EIC

EIRP

ES

change of status indicator
constrained terminal control assignment
condensed time plan
common TDMA terminal equipment

continuous-Wave

digital-to-analog
digital circuit multiplication equipment

distribution and control unit
direct digital interface

Digital Equipment Corporation

digital Ethernet LAN interconnect

diagnostic expert system
decide in real time
DCU memory status
digital noninterpolated
do not transmit
display processor operat(

display processor

diagnostic preprocessor

r interlac

diagnostic processor time plan
diagnostic receiver
diagnostic receiver time plan
digital speech interpolation
extended bin-packing

event data set
east hemispheric (beam)
effective instant of change
equivalent isotropically radiated power
east spot (beam)

ESC engineering service circuit
ET effective time
FATTED frame assembly and transmitltelemetry event detection

FDMA frequency-division multiple access
FEC forward error correction
FOS Flight Operations Section [INTELSAT, ohs., use Satellite

GCE
GDN
GDS
GDU

GM I'

Engineering Section I SESJ)
ground communications equipment
graphics display network
graphic display server
graphic display unit
Greenwich mean time

LIST of ACRONYMS 567

GP general processor

GPIB general-purpose interface bus
GPS Global Positioning System
G/F gain-to-noise temperature ratio
GT guard time
HDLC high-level data link control
HP Hewlett-Packard
HPA high-power amplifier
HQS Headquarters Subsystem (INTELSAT)

HRP historical retrieval processor

IAPo initial acquisition, phase n
ICP IOCTF control processor
IDP IOCI F diagnostic processor
IESS INTELSAT Earth Station Standard

IIC individual interactive commanding

IL interface logic

INOP Inoperative (status code)
IOC INTELSAT Operations Center

IOCTF INTELSAT Operations Center TDMA Facility

IOR Indian Ocean Region

IOT in-orbit test
IRT inoperative reference terminal
ISCC INTELSAT Satellite Control Center

ISCS Integrated Satellite Control System

VIA International Telegraph Alphabet

ITS idletime slot

KDD Kokusai Denshin Denwa Company, Ltd.
LAN local area network

LAPB link access protocol on B-channel
LAS link available slot
LCM load current monitor
LED light-emitting diode
LHCP left-hand circular polarization
LNA low-noise amplifier
LP link processor

LSA last state address
LTS local timing source
MB metric burst
MCU monitor and control unit
MCW memory control word
MEU multiple-event upset
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MES masterframe synchronization

MPRT master primary reference terminal

MSB most significant hit

MSM microwave switch matrix
MSRT master secondary reference terminal

MTP master time plan

NC I) network concentrator

2) no connection

NCU NRDE control unit

NEC Nippon Electric Company

NEZ northeast zone (beam)

NN new normal

NPDGEN network parameters data generation

NPRC network packet recirculator and concentrator

NRDE nonreference diagnostic equipment

NRTP NRDE time plan

NV not valid

NWZ northwest zone (beam)
OCI oscillator control integer
ODBM operational database manager
OFC oscillator frequency correction
O&M operations and maintenance
PC personal computer
PIN parameter identification number

POR Pacific Ocean Region
PROM programmable read-only memory
PRT primary reference terminal
PSF packet store and formatter
PSTN public switched telephone network

QPSK quadrature phase shift keying

RB reference burst
RBD reference burst distribution
RBM receive burst monitoring
RBP reference beam pair
RCAP Repeater Command Assistance Program

RCP RTE control panel

RCTP reference (terminal condensed) time plan
REAS receive frame acquisition and synchronization

RGB red, green, and blue
RHCP right-hand circular polarization
RIVT reporting interval validity time

LIST OF ACRONYMS 569

ROP reference terminal operational parameters
RSO redundancy switchover
RTE reference terminal equipment

SAG spectrum analyzer gate

SAW subacquisition window

SC service channel

SCPC single channel per carrier
SDNTX selective do not transmit
SES Satellite Engineering Section (INTELSAT)
SEU single-event upset

SEZ southeast zone (beam)

SGT SDNTX generation

SMF switch masterframe

SMW switch masterframe synchronization word
SOF start of frame
SORCF start of receive control frame

SORF start of receive frame

SORMF start of receive masterframe

SOTCF start of transmit control frame

SOTF start of transmit frame

SOTMF start of transmit masterframe

SOTSF start of each transmit superframc

SPC satellite prediction coefficient

SPE signal processing equipment

SRT secondary reference terminal

SSBTP SSTDMA burst time plan

SSC substitution state control

SSCTP SSTDMA condensed time plan
SSM static switch matrix

SSMTP SSTDMA master time plan
SSOG Satellite System Operating Guide (INTELSAT)
SSPA solid-state power amplifier

SSRTE SSTDMA reference terminal equipment

SSTDMA satellite-switched time-division multiple access

SSTP switch state time plan

SSTSM SSTDMA system monitor

SSV switch state verification

SUA startup acquisition

SWZ southwest zone (beam)
SYNC synchronization
TACTP test abridged condensed time plan
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TAS terminal acquisition and synchronization
TASS terminal acquisition and synchronization support

T&C telemetry and command

TCG time code generator
TCI TSO correction interval
TCTP TDMA system monitor condensed time plan

TCW telemetry control word
TDMA time-division multiple access
TDP telemetry and display processor

TIM terrestrial interface module
TLM telemetry
TMARGL liming margin, lower limit
TMARGU timing margin, upper limit
TOC time of change
TONC time of next change
TP telemetry processor
TRMS TDMA reference and monitoring station
TS I) terminal server

2) timing source
TSDE timing source digital electronics
TSM TDMA system monitor
TSO timing source oscillator
TT traffic terminal
TT&C telemetry, tracking, and command
TTC&M telemetry, tracking, command, and monitoring

TTC&R tracking, telemetry, commanding. and ranging

TTS TDMA traffic simulator

TTY teletype
TWTA traveling wave tube amplifier
UTC Universal Time Coordinated
UTCA unconstrained terminal control assignment

UW unique word
VCXO voltage-controlled crystal oscillator

VDU visual display unit
VOW voice orderwire

WAN wide area network
WH west hemispheric (beam)

WS west spot (beam)
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